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Preface

About the book
After the two successful years that this book has been available in German-speaking
countries, the publishers decided to translate it into English and allow me the op-
portunity to address not only my German countrymen but savvy Perl programmers
throughout the world!

This book has come a long way since it was first published: it was originally
called Effektives Programmieren mit Perl 5, but when, about one year after the first
edition was published, Joseph N. Hall's excellent Effective Programming with Perl
5 entered the international arena, this book was renamed GoTo Perl n - and now for
the English edition, it has become Perl Power! - a happy coincidence, as everyone
who works with me at aol.com is well aware of my constant bragging that 'Nothing's
impossible, if you got the power of Perl!'

In order to comply with international rules, we have adapted all of the examples
to British and American standards.

What this book covers
This book is intended to introduce Perl to the huge number of beginners and inter-
mediate developers who need to use Perl to develop Internet applications, and who
want to get up to speed quickly.

The comprehensive introductory chapter provides a quick start for all users new
to Perl. The detailed description of object-oriented programming with Perl which
follows then allows intermediate Perl programmers to get up to speed with the latest
features of the language. Exercises demonstrating commonly encountered problems
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and providing ready-to-use solutions encourage the reader to actively write programs
and to speed up the learning process.

As the use of freely available modules (included on the CD that accompanies
the book) dramatically accelerates the development of Perl applications, the book
provides guidance on locating the most relevant modules for common programming
tasks and illustrates the use of many of these in detail. The book covers a wide variety
of practical topics, including Utilities (calendar calculations, drawing charts), Inter-
net Clients (retrieving pages from the Web, extracting HTML information, polling
newsgroups and mail hosts, FTP/Telnet clients), CGI Programming (shopping carts)
and graphical user interfaces with Perl/Tk.
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Introduction

Many years have gone by since a rumor leaked out of the magic circles of system
administrators that a new language had seen the light: incredibly fast, elegant, and
yet powerful, it was said to be able to solve the typical everyday problems: search
text files, extract information, elaborate results. The name of this language was Perl.

The acronym stands for Practical Extraction and Report Language, and indi-
cates the original conception of the language. But today, Perl can do much more -
or vice versa: there is practically nothing that could not be written in Perl, and often
more accurately and faster than in any other language. Tasks which cost days of con-
centrated programming in C, or become all too cryptic by using tools such as sed,
awk, and a shell script, are in Perl a matter of minutes and a few lines of readable
code.

With Perl Release 5, a true deluge of novelties was added. 'Object-oriented
programming' was the new shibboleth, and some major projects initiated in the in-
ternational Perl community, such as modules for graphical interfaces and program-
ming in the Internet. Moreover, hundreds of other Perl enthusiasts braced themselves
to create piece by piece a rich choice of mini-modules for everyday use which are
today freely available in the CPAN (Comprehensive Archive Network, see page 381).
In this way, Perl has today become a powerful multi-purpose tool.

In the World Wide Web, Perl has for years been playing the leading role for dy-
namic documents. Perl scripts are hidden behind online order systems, chat forums,
or documents that contain dynamic components (such as changing advert pictures or
counters). Recently, the CGI approach received a new stimulus through Perl because
of a significant increase in speed.

Today, Perl is no longer a programming language for the initiated. Whether
you implement a small test script or an application equipped with a fully fledged
graphical interface - Perl is the right means for the purpose.
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viii INTRODUCTION

It is not the aim of the present book to provide a complete reference to the
Perl language - here, others have already set unreachable standards (see Wall, Chris-
tiansen and Schwartz, 1996). It is instead intended to lead the reader to a practice-
oriented use of Perl and its fantastic possibilities.

The book is divided into five chapters. Chapter 1 provides a brief introduction
to basic Perl functionalities. Chapter 2 shows the object-oriented programming meth-
ods introduced with Perl 5. Equipped with these basic tools, the reader is shown in
Chapters 3, 4, and 5 how Perl and several ready-made modules can be used to solve
everyday problems, create Motif-like graphical interfaces, and conquer the Internet
the programming way.

The Appendices include technical advice for Perl installation and trouble-
shooting, together with a collection of subject-related Internet addresses and some
information on practical uses of Perl. Appendix H gives a contents description of the
CD-ROM enclosed with the book. Besides the sources of the printed sample scripts,
it contains the Perl distribution, together with the Perl modules used in the book for
successful installation.

Perl has grown in the UNIX universe. However, since it has recently also be-
come quite popular in the Windows world, the second edition of this book includes
the Perl distribution for Windows 95 and NT on the enclosed CD-ROM, and the text
has been extended with the appropriate references to Windows peculiarities.
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Introduction
to Perl

This chapter intends to provide the reader with some Perl craftsmanship. To the be-
ginner, also known as a Perl rookie, it offers a concise introduction to the language,
but advanced users too will - hopefully - find a few useful suggestions, especially
because the book also discusses extensions that have only recently been incorporated
into Perl.

It is not the aim of this chapter to explain Perl completely, but rather to lay the
cornerstone for understanding the subsequent chapters on 'Object-oriented program-
ming,' 'Pret-A-porter modules,' 'Graphical interfaces with Tk,' and 'Perl program-
ming in the Internet.'

1.1 Which Perl?
Frequently, one hears the question: 'With which version of Perl should I work? OK,
Perl 5 is new and omnipresent. If it weren't for all my Perl 4 scripts ... '. Some-
one posting similar contributions to the attention of the frequently visited newsgroup
comp. tang. per l.misc, the Internet forum for Perl-related questions, will reap either
Homeric laughter or the answer:

Per] 4 is dead dead dead.

And this is it: Perl 5 is the standard, Perl 4 totally obsolete. Next to none of the
examples in this book is happy with Perl 4; some of them even run only with version
5.004 04, the current version when this book went to print (in Summer 1998). If old
Pern 4 scripts do not run with Perl 5, they have not been properly programmed and
should be disposed of as quickly as possible.

Thus, the motto is: it does not always have to be the latest beta patch, but ma-
jor release upgrades should definitely be followed by any serious Perl programmer.
Appendix A describes the necessary steps for an installation or a successful update.

1



2 INTRODUCTION TO PERL

1.2 Additional modules
The sample scripts in this book make extensive use of external Perl modules, which
in part are not included in the standard distribution. Please note, however, that Perl
version 5.004 04 included on the enclosed CD already contains all the important
modules. They can be found in the CPAN directory and are also freely available on
the Internet from the CPAN archive (Appendix A.4). Appendix A.3 describes the
necessary instructions for additional installations. Thus, whenever a sentence like
'requires module A' appears in this text - one look at page 377 tells you how to
proceed.

1.3 Starting successfully
To begin with, as a quickie, probably the most well-known Perl program:

hello.pl

#!/usr/bin/perL

print("Howdy, worLd!\n"); # comment

hello.pl

Perl is an interpreted language. Just like in a shell script under UNIX, the first
line of a Perl script defines the interpreter - in this case the Perl interpreter per1,
which usually resides in the / us r / bin directory. Details on how to start Perl scripts
can be found in Appendix B. Page 378 tells Windows users how to start their scripts.

As opposed to a shell interpreter, the per L interpreter does not read each single
instruction for immediate execution, but analyzes the entire script with regard to syn-
tax errors, translates it into byte code, and then executes this code with approximately
the same speed as a compiled C program. The interpreter of the very popular Java
language, instead, follows a different approach: it processes scripts that are already
compiled in byte code. Perl scripts, in contrast, are present in source code; their byte
code representation is only of a temporary nature, and is not accessible. At the time
of writing this book, a Perl (native) compiler was under development as an alternative
for interpreted processing.

1.4 Try and retry
A craft cannot be learned without exercise. If you immediately try out the examples
with an installed Perl interpreter, you will quickly get a feeling for how things work.
In order to save you a lot of annoying typing, the enclosed CD contains all longer
examples ready to be used, so you only need to copy them - and there you go! If
you have not yet installed Perl, you should consult Appendix A now. After that, you
can either copy the file hello. pL from the scripts directory of the enclosed CD, or
simply type the two lines from Listing he lLo.pL into a file hel lo.pL. Then you call
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followed by a line feed. Appendix B will help if something does not work.
A word on the exercises scattered here and there across the book. Trying to

actually do the exercises may be rather tedious - it is so much easier to look the
solution up! But if you only try to solve the exercises, you will get things moving
that you never even thought of! So invest some time and try in any case to get as far
as possible before consulting the solution.

1.4.1 Help is near
Given the wealth of available Perl functions, it is difficult to memorize the calling
conditions of each individual one. What was the order of parameters? And the re-
turn value? And what happens in this or that special case? Here, every installed Perl
system provides you with the help you need:

eto

displays an overview of a large number of manual pages, each of which deals with a
separate subject (Table 1.1).

For example, to obtain more information on the print function used above,
you can now call

Table 1.1 Overview of Perl manual pages.

perL This overview
perLdeLta Changes against the previous version
perIfaq Frequently asked questions
perLdata Data structures
perLsyn Syntax
perLop Operators and precedence
perLre Regular expressions
perLrun Perl execution and options
perIfunc Perl built-in functions
perIvar Predefined variables
perLsub Subroutines
perImod How modules work
perlmodLib How to use and write modules
perform Output format instructions
pertlocale Localization
perlref References
perLdsc Introduction to Perl data structures
pert ot Data structures: lists of lists
perttoot Introduction to object-oriented programming
perlobj Objects in Perl
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and work your way through the huge manual page that contains all Perl functions in
alphabetical order, until you reach p for pr in t - which takes forever. Therefore, the
-f option of the per Ldoc program shows selected functions straight away:

peridoc -f print

displays only the information concerning the print function from the perIfunc man-
ual page.

FAQs
During the past decade that Perl has been on the market, many people have grappled
with the same beginners' problems. To flatten the learning curve for future Perl rook-
ies, the so-called FAQs (Frequently Asked Questions) - that is, questions typically
asked by beginners (and their answers) - are included with every Perl distribution,
and are an inexhaustible source also for already advanced programmers.

pert r I do ONr

displays an overview page showing the contents of the subsequent manual pages
called per faql, perLfaq2, and so on. Following the principle of 'How do I do this,
how do I do that' the pages go from one subject to the next.

1.5 Data types and control structures
By definition, Perl supports a series of data types, including not only 'simple' types
such as strings or numeric variables, but also ordered collections of the above, such
as arrays or hash tables (associative arrays).

This kind of vocabulary makes many things in Perl so easy. Without thinking
twice about implementation, limits, or performance, these extended data types allow
compact processing of large amounts of data.

1.5.1 Scalars
Simple data types in Perl are also called scalars. They can either assume alphanu-
meric values or function as purely numerical variables. The line

assigns the scalar $num the value 42. The 'dollar sign' $ in front of the name num
identifies the variable as a scalar, independently from whether it appears on the right-
hand or left-hand side of an assignment. $st ring, a further scalar, receives its value
by means of

Sstr1�i0 �
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The fact that a scalar can be interpreted either as a string or as a numerical variable
makes a language purist's hair stand on end, but the main goal of Perl is to juggle
elegantly with extracted text data. As an interesting side effect,

print("ha fnum=",0 $num/2 "\n);l

behaves as expected and displays half of the value of snum, whereas

6rinQhatifstring='" String/2 4\~

will cause Perl in warning mode (call of the interpreter with the option -w, for ex-
ample via an entry such as #!/usr/bin/perL -w (see Appendix B)) to display the
message

Argument 'abcl isnat numericAin divide at .l/scpt.pt0C ine 4.

An arithmetical operation on a text would also make little sense. The next example,
instead, is completely legal:

fprixntC'hatfnumstr-=', 0$numsit r2, "\08nt");^0 000000000000>0000t0 e t f00

because, where necessary, Perl converts strings dynamically into numeric types - and
back.

Scalar values may also be specified as floating point numbers (for example
3.1415 or 9.OE-4 for 9x1O 4), or in hexadecimal (for example Oxbeef) or octal
notation (for example 010).

Strings can be enclosed either in single quotes (for example 'string') or in
double quotes (for example "Va Lue: $va l "). While in the first case no variable ex-
pansion takes place, in the second case the interpreter substitutes variables with their
values (Perl expands scalars and arrays enclosed in double quotes, as discussed in
the next section), and resolves escape sequences (for example " \n" for a line feed).
If you really want a backslash ('\') to appear in a string enclosed in double quotes,
the sequence must read " \\ ", one quote being written as " \ "".

For strings that do not contain any variables or escape sequences, the notations
and ' . . . ' are equivalent, although the author prefers E.n. . " for strings even

where no variable expansion takes place, because it corresponds to the notation of
the C programming language.

If the variable $way has the value 42, "Distance: $waykm" does not yield the
desired result 'Distance: 42km', because in this case, Perl tries to substitute the
value of a non-existent variable swaykm and fails. To make Perl recognize the end
of a variable in the string, its name needs to be enclosed in curly brackets (braces):
"Distance ${way~km" will work.

If, on the other hand, the dollar sign does not denote a variable, but is really
meant as '$', it must be preceded by a backslash: print "\$ 100.00" displays
'$ 100.00,.
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A non-initialized scalar has the value undef. Interrogation or output of scalars
that do not yet contain a value is potentially dangerous. In warning mode, such
unsafe actions cause the Perl interpreter to display corresponding messages. Whether
a scalar is initialized or not can be determined by means of the def i ned operator:

Operations with strings
Two strings stringl and $string2 are concatenated by the '.' operator into one
string consisting of both strings in sequence one after the other.

0$0str tg$" = $Istringl $strng2 >

Another legal notation is

$st ring g stringg sttring2'"

k &str!i ng00c catatOn 0

U000 gstrging conjcatenatiton00

The .= operator appends a string to an existing one:

The last character of a string is cut off by the function

It should be noted that chop does not return the reduced string, but merely works on
the original string and yields the cut-off character as its return value.

If only trailing newline characters are to be removed,

is the means to the end. chomp too does not return the resulting string, but the number
of removed characters. If they are called without arguments, chop and chomp work
on the variable '$-', as do many other Perl functions too.

A substring that begins at $offset characters from the start of the original
string and is tLength characters long, is accessed by

$partstr *substr(Strsing$ $fftset $ th); M .

The length of a string can be determined by means of

L$ l engh 000t eng th($tr ngi )t
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Here documents
The construct of the here document known from shell programming can be used for
easy writing of multi-line strings in a script.

The << operator specifies the termination string that ends a text of potentially
several lines beginning in the subsequent line:

Stext =AL tterEndk;i
Deup user!

Ssenjvo can currft~entaly nt bri~et acce0ff~ssed 00000000000\000^00000000tt

Eno a i da of meta aridEthmE \ Etic l W0 0 S Gd

Let~terEnd;;kt~~t~~;~;ti X:V~t t:i;i\0;<;U0:~;i fS~ti

The termination string (LetterEnd in the example) must stand alone at the beginning
of the last line of the document to cause termination of the text.

Variables ($server in the example) are substituted by Perl with their values. An
initial definition of the termination string by means of single quotes would, instead,
cause Perl not to expand variables contained in the text, and therefore no escape
sequences would be needed for special characters:

here.pl
print <<'TheEnd';

The cost amounts to $100.

TheEnd
here.pl

1.5.2 Lists and arrays
In Perl, scalars can be combined into ordered groups and associated to variables:

array ('t= Fi r st eteent'j, ", 42); 0

Subsequently, the array @array contains three scalars: two strings and one numeric
variable. Please note that the terms 'list' and 'array' denote two different Perl con-
structs. Lists are ordered collections of scalars, whereas arrays are data types that can
accommodate a list.

In a similar way as the dollar sign '$' identifies scalars, a prefixed at sign '@'
identifies a variable as an array.

An empty array is created (or an existing array is emptied) by assigning an
array variable an empty list:

areay (i ;(
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In the definition of long lists of strings, the qw operator saves some typing effort. The
array initialization

can also be written as

where the qw operator defines the limits between the elements by means of the spaces.
The elements of an array can now be accessed either via a series of manipula-

tion functions, such as

or with the array syntax

eotementV- Warryl2; Copies th th si0rd H Ee-ftt

Careful: a common beginner's error would be to write Earray[2]. This does not
even cause Perl to signal a syntax error, because @array[2) returns - syntactically
completely correctly - a sublist with one element instead of a scalar, as originally
intended.

As in the C programming language, index numbering starts with 0 for the first
element. The constructs

return the elements on the specified index positions as a list that initializes the array
apart. On the left-hand side of the list assignment it is also possible to have a list of
named scalars that then receive the list values of the right-hand side of the equation:

stores the values 1 and 2 in the scalars $one and $two. Superfluous elements on the
right-hand side are eliminated. If the left-hand list contains more elements than those
generated by the assignment, Perl assigns the superfluous elements the value undef.
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Figure 1.1 Illustration of the function spLice(@array, $Offset, Slength,
( ag . . |i w)); with @array=('a'..'f'),$offset=2 and $Length=2.

For each array ~array, a scalar named $#array is always defined, which in-
dicates the index of the last element. Since indexing of arrays begins with 0, the
length of an array - that is, the number of its elements - is given by the value of
'$#array + 1':

Thus the last element of an array is brought to light by $arrayE$#arrayJ. An easier
way to write this is by using negative indices, which roll the array up from the end:
$array[-1 I yields the last element, $array[-2) the last but one.

For more complex array operations, Perl also has the manipulation function
sp L i ce. This can be used for easy removal of parts of an array and serial insertion of
new elements in arbitrary positions.

The call

can be translated into 'Substitute the row of elements of @array that begins at the
index $offset, and is $Length elements long, with the list insert 1st and return
the substituted sublist.'

Figure 1.1 shows what happens to the array aa rray when executing the follow-
ing Perl code:

The sp L i ce function removes two elements from the original array and squeezes in
a three-element list instead.

9
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The following examples show some special cases of sp l i ce, namely the simu-
lation of the above-mentioned functions shift, unshift, pop and push.

Thus, if the splice function contains a non-zero $Length parameter without a match-
ing list for insertion, it simply deletes the specified number of elements from position
$offset onward.

If, on the other hand, the SL eng t h parameter is zero and a list to be inserted
exists, sp Li ce inserts the specified list (in the above case, only a single element) at
position $off set into the array, shifting the existing elements aside accordingly.

EXERCISE 1. 1

Extract elements 2 to 4 from the array

and assign them to the scalars $a, $b and $c, making use of

(a) index access to arrays (for example $array[2]),

(b) sublist access with @arrayE...] and

(c) the splice function.

Write one small Perl script each, which initializes the array, solves the required task,
and outputs the result in the form "a=2 b=3 c=4" (solution on page 96).
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Parameter lists

The fact that the splice function is called once with three and once with four pa-
rameters shows an important principle of Perl: each function determines how many
parameters are ready to be passed and only fetches values that are really present.

Thus the sp li ce function determines case by case whether there is a list to
be inserted or not. If not, it just deletes the specified sublist without inserting new
elements.

Therefore, as i nsertlist parameter, s p1 i ce can handle either nothing, or an el-
ement, a list (for example ( 1 .. 10)) or an expression (for example array) that con-
verts into a list (details of the so-called list context can be found in Section 1.5.5).

Perl does not require a fixed signature of functions (although Perl 5 has re-
cently acquired a prototyping syntax, see Section 1.14.6); the called subroutines are,
however, free to perform their own checks on the passed parameters. Strong typing is
normally not an issue for Perl; however, the sp l i ce function does insist on a named
array as its first parameter. 'Internal' Perl functions and user-defined subroutines with
prototype definitions sometimes show this uncommon behavior.

In Perl function calls, the parentheses enclosing the parameter list may also be
omitted:

is equivalent to

The enclosing parentheses are only occasionally needed to solve precedence conflicts
or to show that the specified expression is indeed a function.

Lists of scalars are often not sufficient for processing complex structures.
Therefore Perl 5 also allows modelling of arbitrary embeddings, such as lists of lists.
Section 1.5.5 discusses the relevant details.

Map and grep

For quick manipulation of lists, Perl provides the functions grep and map, which are
very useful for tasks such as extracting elements on the basis of specified conditions
or processing all elements of a list in a particular way.
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The grep function executes the specified code block for each element of the spec-
ified list (which need not necessarily be an array, but can be anything that yields a
list). In each cycle, the variable 'S- ' assumes the value of the currently processed
list element. $_ is practically the 'maid-of-all-work' among Perl's variables. Many
operations refer to it by default in the absence of explicit input data.

The grep function returns the list of elements for which the code block during
processing returned a true value (that is, anything except undef, 0, "O", or the empty
string " "). The code block may include an arbitrary number of Perl instructions; the
return value of the block is determined by the return value of the last one.

The map function works in a similar way, except that it returns a list whose
elements correspond to the return values of the code block on all original list ele-
ments. Thus, in the normal case, map 'transforms' a list into another list of the same
size, with the specified block describing the transition function. Note that, since the
instructions executed on each element may also return lists, the size of the resulting
list may exceed that of the original list - or be smaller if some empty lists 0) are
returned.

Thus, while the instructions

store the list

in apart, the instructions

generate the result

The construct condition ? a : bis taken from the C progranmm-ing language, and
yields a if the specified condition is satisfied, and b otherwise.

The return value of the code block is usually determined by a condition (for
example $- < 5), but function calls are possible as well. In

Perl's built-in i nt function rounds the floating point numbers in the list down to the
next integer number, so the resulting array is ( 1,4, 7). The following snippet prefixes
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each string element of @array with some numbering, so ('Design', 'Implementa-

tion', 'Test') becomes, for example, ('1. Design', '2. Implementation',

'3. Test' ) in the resulting list:

anewV =map ( string '$l. $.",; #generate new string
j$0 index foir next cycLe

If the code block contains several instructions, it is important to make sure that the
correct value is returned. If the $string; instruction had been missing at the end of
the code block, the result of each cycle would have been the return value of si++,
which would have stored (1, 2, 3) in the result array.

But so-called 'regular expressions' are also allowed in the code block. This
Perl speciality, which is extensively discussed in Section 1.10, consists of pattern-
matching operators that compare the current list element with a pattern and return a
true value if the pattern is recognized. Thus

Array Or titic, "tac", toe");

Qpert grgep id i Qarray;i ifyields alt array elements
ifcontaining the characters c

returns the list t i c", "t a c"), because / c / returns the empty string for elements
that do not contain a 'c', which in turn causes the grep function to filter the corre-
sponding elements out.

Loops over lists

Iteration over all elements of a list is carried out by means of for or foreach loops.
A fore a c h loop is either accompanied by a loop parameter, as in

jfore~ach $lmn (Qarray){
pn Selement, "\n" ; f current elements: $etment

or, if it is omitted, as in

;0 0pr0int $. .,"'\n"2y ; if 00current eletfment:t $_0I 000 0 tA

the crackerjack variable $- holds the current element value.
Alternatively, you can also use a 'conventional' for loop to iterate over the

indices of the list elements:
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The loop starts with $i equal 0, and increments $i (via $i ++) untils the last index
($#array) has been reached.

Loop control
To intervene in the normal course of a loop, Perl provides the instructions next, redo,

and Last. The next command aborts the current loop cycle and continues with the
next value of the loop variable, whereas redo executes another cycle with the same
loop variable. Last aborts the loop completely.

According to the above, the script

generates the output

The first cycle through the loop is prematurely terminated by the next instruction, $i
is incremented to 2. In the next cycle, the two i f conditions above are not met; the
subsequent print function outputs 2. The two expressions for the next i f condition
turn out to be true, and the logic AND (&&) joins them to form a true value: thus the
body of the if construct is executed. There, $f i rst-time receives the value 0, and
the redo instruction triggers a repetition of the loop with Si equal to 2. Again, the
print instruction outputs 2, but the subsequent i f condition turns out this time to be
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false ($fi rsttime is 0, thus false), and the loop begins the next cycle with Si equal
to 3. This is, however, aborted by the last command before any further output takes
place.

next, redo, and Last usually refer to the current loop. For control of nested
loops, loop labels may be defined:

In the example, the outer loop is tagged with the label outside. The instruction 'Last
outsi de' in the body of the inner loop thus aborts all cycles together at the same time.

The easiest way to iterate over all elements of an array is undoubtedly

The following construct, instead, makes the array shrink simultaneously with every
processed element:

The whi l e construct executes the body of the loop until the array size shrinks to zero
and the specified condition yields a false value.

If a loop is supposed to execute one action in any case and then, depending on
a condition, either repeat or exit the loop, a do-while construct will help. Thus,

yields the sequence
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and would, even for an empty ~array, at least output @array = () once before
terminating the loop. An alternative could also be:

Thus loops do not presume f or or whi Le constructs; even a code block enclosed in
C ... } can implement a loop's behavior with the aid of the keywords redo and Last.

Multi-dimensional arrays

Perl arrays are also suited for multi-dimensional applications. Just as in the C pro-
gramrning language,

sets the value of a matrix point, while

sets a points in a three-dimensional array. Perl allows creation of arrays with arbi-
trary dimensions without previous declaration - the necessary memory structures are
simply created on demand. Note that, internally, no true three-dimensional array is
created, but a structure that uses much less memory space than its array counterpart
in C, if only a few elements are actually occupied.

EXERCISE 1.2

Create a two-dimensional array of 3 x 3 elements, whose entries are the following
strings:

IIII'g� �-w �`l H #02 If �01
to � I , 7 6" p 4� 7 M=191 9 11
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..0:0 "
"1 :0"
"2:0"

"0: 1 "
" 1:1 "
" 2:1 "

"0:2"
"1 :2"
"2:2"

Make use of two nested for loops, in which you increment two indices $i and
$ j (solution on page 96).

Lists and strings

The elements of a list can be assembled into one string by means of the join com-
mand. As its first parameter, it expects a string that delimits the individual list entries
in the resulting string from one another. With the newline character as a separator,

yields the output

Conversely, strings can also be easily converted into lists. As a separator, the s pL i t
function accepts a regular expression: that is, a search pattern as defined in Sec-
tion 1.10. The construct

FEYF~t o O~i 59 09oW

converts the previously generated multi-line string back into a list and assigns it to
the array ~array.

Since Perl expands the values of an array enclosed in double quotes by itself,

outputs all array elements including separating spaces. Since the pr i n t function nor-
mally processes its arguments without spaces,

o i .. # i ..... 0 T

provokes output of the array elements without separating spaces.
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EXERCISE 1.3

Output the values of the array @array = (1,2,3) as a string in the format "(1-2-
3) ". Assemble the string step by step using a for loop, making sure that no hyphen
appears after the last value. Subsequently, solve the problem by means of a join
instruction (solution on page 96).

1.5.3 Associative arrays
An associative array, in short hash, is a memory structure that efficiently manages
key-value data pairs. In such arrays, elements are addressed not via index numbers,
but via arbitrary strings.

%hash|

keyl Vatuel
key2va Lue2

Figure 1.2 Key/value pairs in a hash.

The header of an email message, for example, consists of a number of lines
that after an initial keyword (for example Date:) contain a corresponding item of
information:

Now it would be rather useful to read the lines and store them in such a way that a
(sample) function hashme with the keyword as an argument returned the associated
value. Thus,

would return the string "Fri, 10 JuL 98 16:25:18 +0200". Perl provides the
functionality of hashme via a separate data type, the hash. The assignment
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creates a hash with the name mail header (if this does not yet exist) and stores the
specified date string under the key 'Date:'. A call of

extracts the stored value from the hash and assigns it to the scalar $va Lue. The hash
itself is identified by %mai Lheader.

To iterate over all entries of the hash, you can use the following construct to
extract all keys from the hash and then access the corresponding values:

The keys function returns all keys of the hash as a list. The loop variable $key con-
tains the current hash key.

Conversely, the function values returns all values of a hash. However, since
there is no way of getting from a hash value to its key, and the content of a hash is
usually of interest only in the key-value form, va Lues is of only minor importance.
More frequently, instead, one encounters the iterator each, which step by step walks
its way through a specified hash, supplying at each call the next key-value pair. Once
arrived at the end of the hash, each returns the value 0, so that

also outputs the hash data in the apparently random order so typical for hash iterators.
Whether a matching value exists in the hash for a given key can be determined

using the exi sts function. A defined key-value pair in the hash is deleted by means
of the delete instruction:

Note that it is not sufficient to set the value of a hash entry to undef; in this case, the
entry continues to exist.

Although arrays and hashes support completely different access methods, the
data they contain can be easily converted from one structure into the other. A list with
an even number of elements initializes a hash without problems. However, care must
be taken to avoid the persistent beginner's error of writing %hash = { ... }; for
reasons that are explained in Section 1.5.7, this is totally wrong, but it only triggers
an error message in warning mode (-w).
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The operator => merely replaces a comma, and provides a better visual structuring of
the key-value pairs. Accordingly,

assigns the hash %hash an empty list, thus removing all key-value pairs. The expres-
sion

print #Hash contents: afLCZhhJ \ n 1 y 0)

outputs the data of the hash in the same way as that of a list, namely separated by
spaces. The above construct evaluates the hash in the list context (Section 1.5.6),
inserting the elements into the string separated by spaces. The constructs E ... ] or
? ... } are discussed in Sections 1.5.5 and 1.5.7.

In Perl, variable names for scalars, arrays, and hashes are treated separately.
Thus, for example, a scalar $name, an array @name, and a hash %name can coexist
without problems, and do not cause any conflicts.

Hash or array?

Sometimes, data modeled as arrays can be more efficiently represented by a hash. If
you frequently encounter tasks such as 'check whether an element is already present
in the array,' or if you want to efficiently exclude elements from occurring in the
data structure more than once, a hash is better suited than an array for modeling such
data. For this purpose, the array elements are simply put as keys into the hash, and
their associated values are for example set to 1, or that space is used for additional
information:

This piece of code extracts the partly duplicate values from the array @dups, turns
them into hash keys, and subsequently outputs a list freed from all duplicates:
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If, on the other hand, the order of the stored elements is significant, a hash is not
suitable because (as you can see above) internally it mixes up the elements in a com-
pletely random order.

1.5.4 Functions, packages, and modules
As already mentioned in the previous section, Perl insists on a very idiosyncratic way
of passing parameters to subroutines.

The following code fragment shows examples of how the user-defined function
f unc can be called at any arbitrary place of the script with or without parameters:

Ifiik c)
I ,\ ; d Ey 0, :V i

*t:6 *t~uWt

f4nc(Spari, Spar2);
�1unc(Spar1, $par2);

i0# ditto0E E

After the function definition or a prototype declaration (see Section 1.14.6) the fol-
lowing constructs are also possible:

The typical definition of a subroutine is shown by the following code:

my (Swan, $var�)

g�".

'eturn ;
I

In subroutines, the values of the passed parameters are always kept ready for use
in an array with the reserved name '@ '. Perl usually works with the call-by-value
principle (details of its counterpart, the call-by-reference principle, can be found in
Section 1.5.5).

The first line of the above listing assigns the two scalars $varl and $var2 the
first two elements of the list @ . The prefixed operator my ensures that the variables are
valid only inside the current function; otherwise, they would be present everywhere
in the script.
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The Perl default setting that causes all defined variables to be valid globally,
contradicts the general understanding of structured programming. A loop variable
$i, carelessly left global, can easily affect the course of a loop in another subroutine
that also uses $i for loop control, Therefore the scope of variables that are only
needed locally should be manually limited with the my operator to 'local scope'.
(Section 1.14.3 shows a way to force Perl to stop if variables are left global without
further specification.)

If the above defined function func is called with more than two parameters, for
example with

the superfluous parameters are simply dropped - they do exist in @-, but they are
never fetched. If, instead, the function is called with only one parameter, its value is
assigned to $var1, whereas $var2 remains uninitialized and thus contains the value
undef.

Functions that provide interfaces for other programmers (APIs) should them-
selves carry out a check on number and type of passed variables. This can be done in
the following way:

The above listing shows a second, very popular way of fetching Perl subroutine pa-
rameters from the transfer array @-: inside subroutines, and if no other parameter is
specified, the s hi ft function, which removes and returns the first element of an array,
accesses the array @ .

The subsequent lines check whether fewer or more parameters than the re-
quested one were passed. More sophisticated methods of parameter checking are
provided by Perl's prototyping syntax, which is discussed in Section 1.14.6.

The return value of a function is determined by the return instruction. A suc-
cessfully terminated Perl subroutine conventionally returns a non-zero value, whereas
a return value of zero indicates an error. Frequently, Perl functions return entire lists -
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a very elegant way of proceeding with several return values. If no return instruction
is present, the last instruction of the subroutine determines the return value.

sbtoo t,~.n

} U\ both inpt }arameX;r

The function logi c and thus returns the value of its input parameters joined with
the logical AND operator (and, as you can see, index number access to the pa-
rameter array @ is legal too!). Thus Logic and(1,O) returns the value 0, whereas
Logic and(1,1) returns 1.

Passing of lists or hashes by value leads to long parameter lists containing
scalars. Thus the instructions

Xf un ch(amrrays Winhams h);0 it0i N fpas targray .n hash tliof0 $funct(0) 00 <>

result in the func subroutine in a parameter array @ of the following contents:

(1, 2, 'key', vlu' U0Ocontent of O_

Thus the subroutine can no longer determine where the passed array ends and the
hash begins. For passing arrays and hashes it is therefore preferable to use the call-
by-reference method, which is discussed in Section 1.5.5.

EXERCISE 1.4

There is, however, a possibility to pass scalars and an array to a function by value:
for this, the array must be the last parameter. Write a Perl function f unc that upon the
call

copies the passed parameters into local variables and (verbatim) outputs

$a1 $bi2 kc=(3 4 5)

(solution on page 97).
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Packages

A package is a closed namespace for variables and functions. While two functions
of the same name usually lead to collisions, they will not do any harm if they are
encapsulated in different spaces by means of the package construct.

Listing package.pL shows the definition of two packages Samplel and Sam-
ple2 and the call of the function func from package Sample2. The first call, which
goes without a prefixed package name, specifies the function in the current package
Sample2, while the subsequentfully qualified calls ('package::function' syntax)
give explicit specifications.

package.pl

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

package Samplel;

sub func {

print "samplel\n";

package Sample2;

sub func {

print "sample2\n`;

}

funco;

# 1st package

# function Samplel::func

# 2nd package

# function Sample2::func

# we are now in "Sample2"
# implicitly calls Sample2::funco;

Samplel::funco; # fully qualified notation
Sample2::funco); # fully qualified notation

-nk-, no

The package constructs affect not only names of functions, but also names of
variables. A global variable $var in the package Samplel would be invisible from
package Sample2 - unless it were specified via

This mechanism also holds without a package definition: the default package
answers to the name of main. Thus a 'Howdy, world!' could also be formulated like
this (in a rather long-winded way):
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pacag maib; # m0 in proam pk main

CORE::rlnt("owdy, or~d!NO); # prinfucinroth

Since the Perl main program is always (implicitly) located in the ma in package, a
variable si defined there is accessible from everywhere via $main:: i - even if no
'package main;' construct explicitly marks the beginning.

In the normal case, the calls print and CORE: :print cause the same action to
be performed: the print function of the standard CORE package is executed.

Modules
Larger development projects sometimes require code to be stored in different files.
Perl supports this approach with its module mechanism. A Perl module is a file with
the extension . pm (for example Example . pm) whose contents can be accessed from
the main program after the call of

use EExaimpt~e,; A i 0 ? y; 0 Et 0 00 0:i; i;0 f< V >;

This instruction causes the Perl interpreter to search all known include paths for a
file named Examp Le. pm, which must contain the corresponding package definition
(package Example in the above example). Paths are stored as strings in a predefined,
extensible array named )INC.

Even hierarchical nesting of modules is allowed: thus the instruction

searches for a module file named FTP. pm in a directory of the name Net that is located
in one of the include paths. Figure 1.3 illustrates this procedure. The typical structure
of a module is shown in Listing ExampLe.pm.

Not only does the instruction use Example read all package and subroutine
definitions contained in the Example. pm module, it also executes commands present
outside the subroutine definitions. The use command expects the module to return a
'true' value: therefore you can usually find the instruction ' 1;' at the end of a module.

1.5.5 References
With respect to previous versions, Perl 5 introduces a completely new concept:
references to data types.

Thus a variable can be addressed not only by its name, but also by any number
of 'intelligent' pointers referring to it. References differ from normal pointers, such
as those supplied by C, in the sense that the program counts internally how many
references exist for a variable at any time. If the variable runs out of scope - that
is, if it leaves its validity range - it nevertheless continues to exists as long as valid
references point to it.
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Figure 1.3 The instruction use Net::FTP triggers a search for the module FTP.pm
in the directory Net which is in turn located in one of the directories stored in the
@INC array.

FExample.pm

package ExampLe;

sub func {

}

Fxample.pm

If the number of references to a variable reaches zero, it is evidently no longer
needed by anyone, and the memory area occupied by it can be released. Not only
does this procedure clean up memory, it also prevents so-called dangling pointers,
which point to invalid addresses because the object once located there no longer
exists. Figure 1.4 illustrates the procedure.

Perl 5 offers this reference mechanism for all its data types: references can be
used to point to scalars, arrays, hashs, and even functions.

Thus the assignment

cAI'IIII.f I -$sela r;
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$string $string $$ref

(1b ) (2)

5$string 9 $$ref $stnng ssref

c I Abc'

(3) (4)

Figure 1.4 (1) The variable $string contains the string "Abc". (2) The reference
$ref additionally points to the contents of the variable. (3) $st ring becomes invalid.
However, since there still is a reference to it, the variable is kept alive. (4) $ref
becomes invalid - the variable disappears.

stores a reference to the scalar $sca Lar in the variable $sca Larref. From the outside,
$s ca La r ref looks like a scalar, but in reality it is a reference. Access to $s ca l a r can
now be obtained either via the original with

v$vtuo = Iscatlr; # eessgnmnti G&Iglnd

or via the dereferenced reference with

Moreover, it is important to keep in mind that Perl never infers 'magically'
from the reference to the referenced data type, but relies on the fact that this will
result from the dereferenced code. Thus a reference to a hash type variable is set with

Access to the hash %myhash is now made either via the original with

0$myhasfh0('Y'0} = 0'VALUE'; # hash: bsignt

or, equivalently, via dereferencing the previously defined reference by means of

$$ahef'E' 'VAUE' # ahasgnetvhshreee

or
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Table 1.2 Working with references.

$scalarref = \$scalar; scalar-+ scalarreference

$scaLar = $$scaLarref; scalarreference-* scalar
$scaLar = ${$scaLarref); ditto

$arrayref = \@array; array -- array reference

@array = @$arrayref; array reference -+array
@array = @C$arrayref) ditto

$eLement = ${$arrayref)[23; array reference -element
$eLement = $arrayref->E2]; ditto

$hashref = \%hash; hash -4 hash reference

%hash = %$hashref; hashreference-+hash
%hash = %{$hashref); ditto

$value = ${$hashref}{'key'}; hash reference -÷ value
$value = $hashref->{'key'}; ditto

$funcref = \&func; function -+ function
reference

&$funcref(); function reference -* call
$funcref->(); ditto

or even - entirely new in Perl 5 and, as the perlref manual page says - 'as a form of
syntactic sugar' with

Table 1.2 summarizes the complete reference notation for all possible data types.

Call by reference
With arrays or hashes, parameter passing to subroutines is carried out most efficiently
by reference. Also, subroutines can be passed with this method.

The sample function func, which accepts an array reference, a hash reference,
and a subroutine reference as parameters, is called as follows:
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The implementation of the function f un c could look like this:

0Q X-:imy (X$arqrayref:,, $haishre~f;,X~~~~~~~ ;;; \~~CX S ~ Ei0

my array i &$arrayr~eif;
00000 gmyt %hash j %00=0i$hagshtreifl;00

*&subref 0;r

bsubrefl = au

# ofpy :List
0copy hash

#ecatl. L subrouti ne
}

Scalar or reference?

Whether a variable $va r contains a scalar value or a reference can be determined by
means of the ref function: this yields an empty string for scalars, while it returns
"HASH" for hash references, "ARRAY" for array references, "CODE" for function refer-
ences, "SCALAR" for scalar references, and "REF" for references to references. Thus
the true identity of $va r is brought to light by the following lines:

1f(ref(Svar)) { t00000tn~~fa~'>000000 0000X000X0 t

prin "'var is a referenc of typet ", rf(Svr>. "\n"; Xt

Listing re f . p L overleaf shows another sample script that initializes data of all stan-
dard types and defines references to them. Subsequently, it uses the ref operator
for analyzing the data types hidden behind the references, dereferencing them, and
displaying their values.

Finally, the output of re f .p L is

Data types:
values:

;0SCAiLARk tARRAbYu ;HASH CO DE0 RtEF 0t0i 0t0 00 000 000;0t00

SCLR.AU ARYVLEKEHSSAU

1.5.6 Context
Perl functions can distinguish which kind of return value is expected from them. The
instructions

a tfuncO;
a. (< i f: : nc O;t

U s�atar context
U List context

29

Nt# 0 .X.
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rpfnl

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

$scaLar =

$hasht"KEY") =
@array

$scaLar-ref
$array ref

$hash-ref
$code-ref

$scaLar-ref-ref

"SCALAR-VALUE";
"HASHVALUE";

("ARRAY-VALUE");

= \$scaLar;

= \@array;

= \Uhash;
= sub { "RETCODE" );

= \$scaLar-ref;

#

#

definition of ...
scaLar

hash
array

reference to ...

scalar
array

hash

code
reference

print "Data types: ",

ref($scalar-ref), " "I
ref($array-ref), " ",
ref($hashref), " ",
ref($coderef), " ",

ref($scalar-ref-ref), "\n";

print "Values: ",

$$scaLarref,

@$array-ref,
%$hash-ref,

&$code-ref,
$$$scalar-ref-ref,

# determine types

U

U
U
U
U
U
U

"\n";

dereferenced ...
scalar reference

array reference
hash reference

code reference

reference to
scalar reference

ref pl

differ in that the function func is expected to return a scalar and a list alternatively.
The subroutine func recognizes the 'context' in which it is called: thus it has the
capability of reacting differently in the two cases.

This information on scalar and list context is also used by some internal Perl
functions - causing some confusion at first sight.

Thus, for example,

StiNa <IL> U s�at�r E�ontext

reads one single line via the file descriptor FILE, whereas

�fiLe # List owit�xt*WV*0"W
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continues to read until it has reached the end of the data stream. (Reading files is
discussed in detail in Section 1.8.) Now, how does a subroutine 'know' in which
context is was called?

For this purpose, Perl provides the function wantarray, which returns a true
value if a list context has been diagnosed.

tpvtrentfat n1

sub testcontext {
if(wantarray) {

print "List context\n";
} eLse {

print "Scalar context\n";
}

}

# list context diagnosed

# scatar context diagnosed

Confusion arises above all when the context in which a function is called is not
completely evident. The function L oca Lt ime (see Section 1.4.1), for example, which
in a scalar context returns the current date and time in the normal UNIX format, while
in a list context it returns a list of individual values, behaves somewhat strangely in
the instruction

mS0 INI 11S~ Me gail, ."SM" vo -'00

because the output is

What has happened? Perl interprets the call to Lo ca Lt i me in the list context! Local-
time supplies the list (Ssec, $min, $hour ... ), and the print function subse-
quently outputs the individual values one after the other, without separating spaces
(47 seconds, 37 minutes, 11 hours ...). The scalar operator, instead, enforces the
scalar context. Thus,

yields the correct output

tfvtfnVtvOft nl
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EXERCISE 1.5

Determine in which context the following constructs call the function testcon-
text ():

Verify your suppositions by copying the above function testcontext together with
the constructs into a file, executing the Perl script, and analyzing the output (solution
on page 97).

The opposite case, namely that the call is located in a scalar context while a list
context would be needed, sometimes occurs in here documents (see Section 1.5.1),
and can be resolved by means of the construct

-i@gtfunc0 ) ) N ervfor�es tfs� c�nta� f oa� �u�Wtt�n �hn�c�Q

The function of this construct, which has already been used on page 20 for interpo-
lation of lists into strings, is explained at the end of the next subsection.

1.5.7 Anonymous variables
A common procedure in Perl is to generate a 'mortal' variable of a specific type in
a function ('my' variables lose their validity after termination of the function), and
to return a reference to it. In particular, this method is used by Perl's object-oriented
programming (see Chapter 2). The following function ret-arrayref creates a local
array @mya r ray with contents, and returns an array reference:
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Even though the name myarray is no longer valid after termination of the function
ret arrayref( ), the contents of the array continues to be accessible via the returned
reference. Indeed, the array continues to be valid as long as the received array refer-
ence $arrayref exists in the main program:

t$arrayrefl retLar~rayref0; # create array

foreach si$ (Sarrayref) { # Output array elements
print `etlementi $i\nA0X

The name @myarray, under which the array was created, plays no role in this
context; you might as well have used an 'anonymous' array.

The construct

t 1;, "two", 3 3

creates an array with the specified elements; however, it does not assign it a name,
but merely returns a reference to it. Thus, from a point of view of elegance,

sub ret -arrayref { # create anonymous array
tI 1, "t*o, 3 J, # and return reference

would be preferable to the earlier implementation of ret a r ray ref e. By analogy to
the anonymous array, the anonymous hash is created with the instruction

f 'key" => "vatl%, "key2 => "vaL2' I

The operator => is equivalent to a comma, and structures the key-value pairs that
the hash will contain more clearly. The {} construct also returns a reference: thus a
function ret hashref 0, which creates a hash and returns a reference to it, can be
written as follows:

sub et.,.Ashref
s create anonymous hash

: ;j;Sreturn: C "fkeyV ;:-> ;Xxvat1, la kfey2 0 -> uvat2~ 1; A

Table 1.3 summarizes the notation for anonymous variables.
With this journey into the world of references, the construct @{Ifunc(o)], pre-

sented earlier on pages 20 and 32, should also be clear. It calls the function func()
(even inside a string) in list context and returns the resulting list: [...] creates
an anonymous array, interpreting each of the specified elements (in this case, only
one) in the list context. The array reference, dereferenced by means of the construct

{ .. . }, finally supplies the required result, because Perl expands array variables in-
side strings, inserting their elements separated by spaces. This procedure is very inef-
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Table 1.3 Anonymous variables.

$scalarref = \42; anonymous scalar
$scaLarref = \"a";

$arrayref = ["a", 3, $element]; anonymous array

Shashref = ("keyl" => "vail", ... 1; anonymous hash

$funcref = sub {... 1; anonymous subroutine

ficient, but unfortunately sometimes (for example in a here document) the only means
of enforcing execution of a function in the list context (see Section 1.5.1).

EXERCISE 1.6

Parameter hash

Write a function paramhash, which uses a parameter sequence like ('-name' =>
'Kohl', '-first-name' => ... ) to initialize a hash with the key-value pairs 'name'
=> 'Kohl', 'first-name' => ... , and return a reference to it, so that

generates the output Helmut Kohl weighs 200 kg (solution onpage 98).

1.6 Conditions and error handling
Besides the C-style if condition (note, however, the idiosyncratic e Lsi f instead of
the 'else if' commonly used in C),
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Perl also allows the short form

print !'a tlessi than 4\n" if S a < 42; I #if short fors;

It is used relatively often, because the 'long form' - as opposed to C - mandatorily
requires the braces. Alternatively, the abbreviation via the logical AND operator can
be used:

If the hash %hash contains a value for the key key, the left-hand side of the logical
AND expression yields a true value, and the print instruction on the right-hand side
is executed. Otherwise, Perl aborts on the left-hand side, because the result of the
right-hand side plays no further role for the final result of the AND condition.

If several instructions are to be included on the right-hand side of a logical
AND condition, they need to be encapsulated in a do construct:

If $a is greater than 42, this construct displays a message and exits the current sub-
routine.

Like C, Perl too has the conditional operator. It can be used to abbreviate if-
then-else conditions:

0Smatx o - St biS $b; ;# , SmWx Ama~x i0uM($a&, ZSbu2)'

This corresponds toif($a > $b) { $max = $a } else { $max = $b }and assigns
$max the greater of the two scalars $a or Sb.

The un less construct is responsible for unsatisfied conditions. It is used as the
antipole of the i f construct and is of particular importance in its short form:

Generally, if a subroutine returns an error value, immediate error handling is
needed. In Perl, this process is usually controlled by the logical OR:
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The open function explained in Section 1.8 tries to open a file. If this fails, the script
executes the built-in Perl abortion function die, which immediately terminates the
program with an error message including an indication of the line number:

If, instead of a brutal abortion, only a message is required to appear and the program
should continue to run, the warn function can be employed instead of die. According
to the Perl conventions, failed functions return either the value 0, an empty string, or
the value undef. Successful processing of a function is signalled by a 'true' return
value, in most cases '1'.

1.7 Operators
Perl comes up with the whole arsenal of C operators. Because of the special features
of Perl scalars, which can simultaneously contain strings and numeric values, some
additional syntax is required.

Comparison of two scalars $a and Sb is performed at the numeric level by
means of the operators

whereas

checks the alphanumeric properties. Since "a" stands before "b in the alphabet," a."
L t " b D yields a true expression, in exactly the same way as 5 < 7 is true numerically.
In addition, there is an operator that simulates the C function strcmp, namely cmp.
The expression

yields -1, if $a lies alphabetically before $b; 0, if $a and $b are equal; and 1, if Sa is
alphanumerically greater than $b. If, instead, $a and Sb contain numeric values, the
comparison must be carried out with

The so-called 'spaceship' operator yields the correct result -1 in "5" <=> "10",
whereas cmp is right with 1 at string level ("1" stands before "5" in the ASCII ta-
ble, and thus the second character is of no further interest), but is completely wrong
numerically.
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Table 1.4 Perl operators.

** % ++ --

& I A << >>

&& I I

== eq != ne
< tt > gt
<= te >= ge
<=> Cmp

Addition, subtraction, multiplication, division
Exponentiation, modulo, increment/decrement
Bitwise AND/OR/EXOR, shift left/right
Bit complement
Concatenation of two strings
Logical AND/OR
Logical negation
Conditional operator
Range operator (1 . .3) corresponds to (1, 2,3)
Comma, list separator (both are equivalent)
Equality/inequality numerical/string
Less than/greater than numerical/string
Less equal/greater equal numerical/string
Comparison numerical/string

The sort function sorts a list by definable criteria. Optionally, it also accepts a
code block that compares the individual elements with each other. In the code block,
the two values to be compared are available in some weird and wonderful way in the
scalars $a and $b. Without specification of a routine, as in

M sort array

sort employs the default function {$a cmp $b0, which compares two elements $a
and $b alphanumerically. For a numeric comparison, instead, the following call is
required:

ysoirt fb$a Y&> Sb array

Sorting in descending order can be achieved either analogously with

isort I{$b<>0Sa) array i

or via the function reverse, which reverses a list:

rSever seX s>ortgq: {ar <=> Sb)1 f<1at;ray g; <!: f ay i

Table 1.4 summarizes the most important Perl operators.

1.8 Input and output
Similarly to the file descriptors in C, access to files in Perl is achieved via file han-
dles. The open command opens the file access and returns a file handle for future
identification of the data source or sink:
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In Perl, file handles are not marked by any special characters; they are not scalars,
but separate data types.

Some file handles are available prior to the start of a program:

* STDIN, the standard input

* STDOUT, the standard output

* STDERR, the standard error output

A file is closed and its file handle returned by means of the command

cthose(ffH); P# ctelQse fi .1 1ndtaI

But caution: file handles are second-class variables: thus, for example, they cannot be
passed on to subroutines without some fancy tricks. Deeper insight into this subject
is given in Section 3.1.

1.8.1 Read access
Depending on whether a scalar or a list is required, the <> operator fetches either one
line or all lines from the file whose file handle it encloses.

Line-by-line processing of all lines of a file is usually carried out by means of a whi le
construct. The following code fragment outputs the read file on STDOUT:

In the loop body, the content of the current line is accessed via the predefined variable
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1.8.2 Write access
Without indication of a specific file handle, print instructions simply use STDOUT. If,
instead, the keyword print is followed by the file handle of a data sink opened for
writing (without the subsequent comma!), the output is redirected to the correspond-
ing file or pipe (see next subsection):

The print function buffers its input data until a reasonable quantity has been reached,
and then causes the output. This leads, for example, to the effect that a print com-
mand on the standard output does not let the specified text appear on screen immedi-
ately; usually, only the next newline character triggers aflush.

The throughput can, however, be controlled by means of the variable s1, which,
if set to a value not equal to zero, activates the autoflush: that is, outputs every char-
acter immediately:

Owing to the true value of sI, the above code fragment writes the message "St a r t
func ..." to the opened log file immediately; and even if func ) did not return
because of an error, this message would still be written.

Instead of writing data each time with print FILEHANDLE, you can also per-
manently redirect the output by means of the se lect function. After a

sell t(F FLEH OnLE);

command, the print function writes to the output stream associated to FILEHANDLE
even without specification of a file handle.

1.8.3 System-related file access
Similarly to the C function w r i t e, system programmers sometimes prefer to write a
data block of known length using

$lFte9tigtten s=yi0swrl e(IlEANLE,$buf f eirX,l tLe~ngth, Sof f st0) ,00;0

syswrite writes a $length number of bytes from the scalar $buffer to the output
channel specified via the file handle FILEHANDLE. The optional parameter $offset
can be used to specify an offset in $buffer. syswri te returns the number of effec-
tively written bytes - or undef, if something went wrong. Similarly, in

ii yE, $buffer, Slengtth).
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sysread reads a $ I ength number of bytes from the input channel associated to FILE-
HANDLE and stores them in $buffer. sysread returns the number of effectively read
bytes - or undef in case of error.

MS-DOS and all Windows variations write "\ r\n" to the disk when they mean
a newline (" \n"), and reverse this absurd transformation when reading files. If under
these systems you really need to read or write raw data, you must first switch into
binary mode with binmode(FILEHANDLE) to prevent destruction of binary data.

1.8.4 The p r i n t f function
The print f function outputs variables in a formatted fashion. Like the C function of
the same name, it is passed a format string as its first parameter, which specifies how
the subsequent parameters are to be arranged in the output. Thus

outputs the string shown in the comment. The format string %d tells printf to inter-
pret the first following parameter as an integer value, and to insert it into the string.
Please remember that, because of the special meaning of the percent sign in the for-
mat string, a percent sign to be literally printed in the string must be followed by
another one: thus pr intf( "%d%%", 100) outputs "100%". All this is nothing terri-
bly new, because the already discussed print function supplies the same result, for
example in

However, printf can do more, such as fitting numbers and strings right- or left-
aligned into container strings, cutting decimal positions from floating point numbers,
and so on. printf - like print- can also work with a file descriptor. Its useful sister
function sp r i n t f does not output the formatted string, but returns it as a value, so it
can be used to manipulate strings.

To fit an integer value right- or left-aligned into a string, you can use the %d
format prefixed with the maximum width of the required string:

If an integer value is always to be represented with a constant length and potentially
a leading zero, the length value must be preceded by a 0:

Numbers in the decimal systems can be converted into hexadecimal numbers
by means of the format strings %x and %X:
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The format string %f outputs floating point numbers with a specified number of
decimal digits - the default value is six:

I 11 >, 14

The number of decimal digits is specified by a numerical value preceded by a dot '.':

I WlI*> I I

The following formatting instructions (see above) are also allowed in the context of
decimal digit processing:

The format strings be and %E are used to represent floating point numbers in
exponential notation

whereas %g (and %G respectively) toggle between normal and exponential notation
according to the size of the numerical value to be represented. If a value is less than
0.0001, or if it has at least as many zeros as the predefined precision, exponential
notation is chosen (default is 6 decimal digits: thus %g changes to exponential notation
from 1,000,000 onward). Otherwise, the value is output in floating point format.

Strings are handled by the %s format in a similar way as integer values by %d.
A '-' preceding the minimum length of the resulting string, however, causes print f
to left-align the string, while a '+' right-aligns it.

11 1� 23).,
0��'# T1

ft 'gffu 1-111, .
�� M � M , �� � Z � � � �
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EXERCISE 1.7

Columnwise output of a hash

Let us assume a hash % hash with the following values:

Output the key-value pairs in two columns formatted in the following way:

In a first loop, determine the length of the longest key in the hash and use this length
to output the hash columnwise in a second loop. The key column shall be of constant
length, with the current key fitted left-aligned (solution on page 99).

EXERCISE 1.8

Formatting date and time

Write a function get formatted date, which returns the current date and time in the
format " 03/01/1998 14:02: 01". All fields are of constant length. Use the LocaLt ime
function to fetch the parameters of the current time and format them with sp r intf. To
find out more about the parameters of the LocaLti me function, simply call per Ldoc
-f Localtime or consult page 84 (solution on page 99).

1.8.5 Pipes
If required, instead of a file, open also taps the input or output of an external pro-
gram. This mechanism, known from the UNIX shell, helps in reading and processing
dynamically generated data or forwarding it to other programs. Of the two func-
tions used in the following example, /bin/Ls lists the contents of a directory, while
/bin/Lp forwards its input to the printer; both are standard UNIX programs. Un-
der Windows, read access can be similarly implemented via open(PIPE, "dir I"),
while write access might require a Perl script to be created for the purpose.
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When reading from a pipe, you should keep in mind that data arrives line by
line, including the newline character. An intermediate chop command cuts the last
character off each line. In the following code fragment, all file names of the current
directory are read by the UNIX shell command l s and stored in the array @a l l f i l es.
Usually, efficient scanning of directories in Perl would be carried out by means of
the commands opendir, readdir and cLosedir (see Section 1.9). This is only an
illustrating example.

Specification of parameters for chop can be omitted, because chop without parame-
ters automatically works with the variable $, which contains the current line in the
loop.

An alternative solution would be reading the pipe in the list context. This would
get all of the lines, including the newlines, into the ha l lf i tes array 'in one go.' A
subsequent chomp command shortens each element by the last (the newline) character.

Another peculiarity should be noted in the handling of pipes: even if the com-
mand triggered via the pipe causes an error in the shell, this does not lead to a corre-
sponding return value of the open command. Only if you are in warning mode (-w),
and Perl cannot execute the specified command at all, will a corresponding message
be issued. Thus, the die instruction in

0 ope(; "Ibm/to n v`ee6Idie "Error!";

will not be executed, even if the l s command aborts with an error because the speci-
fied file does not exist. A possibility of error detection is given by the c l ose instruc-
tion:

I (L , die "rro
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In the case of failure of execution of the pipe, it yields a 'false' return value, which
in the above code fragment again activates the die routine.

EXERCISE 1.9

Pipes

Quickly implement a script pwrite.pt that outputs the elements of an array (for
example ("abc", "def', 'ghi")) line by line with line breaks. A second script
pread.pL should call pw rite.pL, tap it for reading, receive the lines one by one, and
output for each line "pwrite.pl said: 'line contents" (solution on page 99).

1.8.6 Reading user input
Perl reads user input via the STDIN file handle, which is always open. Listing
stdin.pL wrests fromthe user an answer to the 'Input>' prompt.

.tdin nI

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

print "Input> ";

$word = <STDIN>;

chop($word);

print "Input was: $word\n";

# display input prompt

# receive input

# cut off terminating newLine

# display input for checking

In a scalar context, <STDIN> reads exactly one line, while in a list context it
reads several lines, until the user presses the key combination (jJ-(jfj.

If the entered text is not to appear on screen, because it is secret data (for ex-
ample a password), the easiest thing to do under UNIX is to switch the terminal to
'no-echo' mode by means of the command stty -echo. Once the input is terminated,
however, an stty echois needed to switch the terminal back to its normal state. List-
ing pass.pL shows an implementation using the system command, which executes a
shell-command (see Section 1.11).

stain. n
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nass.nl

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

print "Hidden input> ";

system("stty -echo");
Sword = <STDIN>;
system("stty echo");

chop($word);

print "\nInput was: $word\n";

# display input prompt

# set terminal to no-echo
# receive input

# reset terminal

# cut off last newline

# display input for checking

1.8.7 Further possibilities of data input
Usually, either data to be processed gets into a script via

(in Windows, the equivalent of the cat command is type: thus the command line
would be written as type data.dat I pert script.pL), or data is present in files
whose names are passed to the script on the command line

The already mentioned <> operator deals with both cases in a transparent fash-
ion if no file handle is specified.

If file names are present as command line parameters, the script opens the data files
one after the other and processes one line of the data set per loop cycle. The variable
$ARGV contains the name of the currently processed file.

pass.pl
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If data is, instead, coming in via the standard input, then in good UNIX tradition
$ARGV is assigned the string "-", and the whi Le loop processes the incoming lines
piece by piece.

In any case, the command line parameters lie in the array aARGV, whose length
is (as usual in Perl) given by $#ARGV + 1. Differently from C, however, $ARGVE0O
does not correspond to the name of the currently running script (which, instead, is
stored in $0), but effectively to the first command line parameter.

A completely different functionality of the <> operator is the so-called glob-
bing. This is capable of expanding shell wildcards that match files in a directory.
Thus the instruction

ikfiles

for example stores the names of all C files located in the current directory in the array
@cf i Les.

1.9 Access to the file system
Which files and subdirectories are located in a directory of the file system? This ques-
tion is answered by the readdi r function. It works with a directory handle, provided
by the opend i r function in analogy to the file handle of the open function:

Similarly to the <> operator, in a scalar context readdi r yields a single entry, and
in the list context all entries at a time. Entry-by-entry processing can thus be imple-
mented as follows:
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Since readdi r also returns the special directory entries '.' (link to the current direc-
tory) and '..' (link to the next higher directory), these must normally be eliminated
before further processing. The next subsection deals with file operators such as -d
and -f, which the above script uses to determine whether it is currently analyzing a
file or a subdirectory.

1.9.1 File operators

Together with a file of a file system, most operating systems manage additional data,
such as the time of last modification of a file, its size in bytes, and its owner.

Perl's file operators allow the properties of files to be checked in a very clear
way. Whether a file whose name is stored in the scalar $f i Le really exists, is brought
to light by

However, the -f operator also yields a false value, if $f i Le turns out to be no file, but
a directory. The existence checker -e, instead, does not care about the nature of the
entry; provided an entry exists, it returns a true value.

A script that expects a sequence of directories on the command line could check
the validity of its input parameters with

Whether the current script owns read, write, or execution rights for a file (or any
other entry in the file system) $f i Le is determined by the following code fragment:

Note that UNIX differentiates between privileges for the effective and the real user
ID/group ID. The above example checks the rights by using the effective UID/GID,
which is the common method.

Table 1.5 summarizes the most important file operators.
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Table 1.5 File operators.

-r -R Read privileges (UNIX: effective/real UID+GID)
-w -W Write privileges (UNIX: effective/real UID+GID)
-x -x Execution privileges (UNIX: effective/real UID+GID)
-o -o UNIX: effective/real UID+GID is owner
-e -z Exists/has size zero
-s Greater than 0 bytes (returns size)
-f -d Type: file/directory
-l UNIX: symbolic link
-s -p UNIX: socket/named pipe
-b -c UNIX: block/char device
-u -g -k UNIX: setuid/setgid/sticky bit set
-t Is a tty/character device
-T -B text/binary file
-M -C Returns number of days between

last modification/modification of privileges
and the program start

-A Number of days since last access

Under Windows, the file operators return 0 if the file system does not support the
corresponding functionality.

1.9.2 The stat function
Similarly to the function of the same name of the C interface, the stat function
determines all additional items of file information at once.

Under Windows, $ino, $uid, $gid, $bLksize, and $blocks are zero. The following
script timestamp.pL displays the times of

. last modification,

. last read access, and
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* last privilege change

of a file passed as a command line parameter in a readable format. For its own script
file, it yields:

Since the script timestamp.pL 'reads' itself during the call, the time of last
read access to the file timestamp.pl corresponds to the - guessed it? - current time
of day.

timestamp.pl

#!/usr/bin/perL -w

white($#ARGV >= 0) (
my $fiLe = shift(@ARGV);

(($atime, timem, $ctime) = (stat($fiLe))[8..10]) 11

die "$fite: stat error";

print "$fiLe:\n";
print "Read ............ ..
print "Modified ........ ...
print "Rights changed .. .,

scalar LocaLtime $atime,
scalar LocaLtime $mtime,
scalar locaLtime $ctime,

t t I va zmp. pt

The three relevant timestamps are located on index positions 8, 9 and 10 in
the array returned by stat. The usual 'seconds-since-1970' are converted by the
l oca time command in a scalar context into the more readable string format.

1.9.3 Manipulating files in the file system
The rename function renames a file. The call

assigns the file file the new name /tmp/fi Le.oLd, which means that from now on,
it is to be found in the /tmp directory under the name of f i Le. old. Note that you
can always write '/', even if your operating system uses other path separators, such

}
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as the backslash '\' - Perl deals with the necessary conversion. If / tmp is not located
in the same file system as file, which is quite common in some operating systems,
the rename function fails. Here, an additional module from the Perl standard library
(included in the Perl distribution from version 5.004 04, otherwise available from
CPAN) can help:

The move function imported via F i Le: :Copy works on all operating systems in the
same way as mv under UNIX, and therefore also supports a directory as the second
parameter, in which it stores the specified file under the original name. FiLe: :Copy
also exports the useful copy function which, with an instruction like

copies files and can also work with a directory as the second parameter. Files can be
permanently removed from the hard disk by means of the unlink function:

EXERCISE 1. 10

Renaming files

Rename all files in the current directory that have the extension .pL into *.perL
(solution on page 100).

EXERCISE 1. 11

Creating backup copies

Rig up a script that saves all files passed to it on the command line in the directory
/t mp/BACKUP. The copy of a file file should bear the current date in its name, in the
format: fiLe.YY-MM-DD.HH:MM:SS (solution on page 101).

1.9.4 Recursive directory search
Under UNIX, the find program systematically searches the file system for files of a
specific name or contents.
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With Perl's open command, a shell command can be issued, and its output
intercepted and analyzed. The Perl script shown in Listing shell find. p searches
all directories underneath the current one ('.') for files with the extension . p1, and
outputs their names if they are greater than 1000 bytes and contain the string pattern.

shellfind.pl

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

open(FIND, "find . -name '*.pL' -print I");

while(<FIND>) {
chop;

# analyze only files > 1000 bytes
next if (stat($-))E7) <= 1000;
next unless -f ; # economical stat()

# open and analyze file
open(FILE, "<S) II warn("Cannot open $-");
print "$-\n" if grep(/pattern/, <FILE>);
close(FILE);

}

close(FIND);

shelond.pl

The call of stat () analyzes all parameters of the current directory entry. The
parameter ' ' for the subsequent test with -f ensures that -f does not interrogate the
file system once again, but uses the intermediately stored values.

Independently of UNIX, such tasks can, however, be solved more elegantly
with the module File: :Find, which exports the function find that accepts as argu-
ments the reference to a callback function and the starting directory for the search.
For each entry found, Fi Le: : Find: :find jumps to the specified callback function,
with the variable $ containing the name of the found entry (file, directory, link), and
$File: :Find::dir the corresponding path. At the same time, File::Find::find
changes to the currently searched directory, so found entries can be reached in the
file system from within the callback function with $ . Please note, however, that
Fi Le: :Find gets confused if the callback function changes the value of $-.

Listing f i ndgrep pL implements a combination of the popular UNIX programs
find and grep on other operating systems: beginning from a starting directory dir,
the script works its way recursively through all subordinate text files and searches
them for a specified pattern.

To search all text files in / tmp and the subordinate directories with find-
grep. pL for the word main, the following call could be used
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Please note, however, that (as of Spring 1998) f i ndg rep. pl does not (yet) follow
symbolic links on UNIX systems.

findoren ni

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

use File::Find;
use strict;

my ($startdir, $pattern) = aARGV;
# fetch command
# Line parameters

# check command Line parameters
(defined $startdir && defined $pattern) 11 usageo;
(-d $startdir) 11 die "Cannot open directory $startdir";

# trigger traverse algorithm

File::Find::find(\&fc, $startdir);

##########UU#####################################################

sub fc { # callback function
my $file = $-; # save file name

return unless -f $file;

return unless -T _;

# no directories
# text files only

# text seach in file
open(FILE, "<$file") 11 warn "Cannot open $fiLe";
whiLe(<FILE>) (

if(/$pattern/o) { # match found?

# output file and line
print "$FiLe::Find::dir/$file: $-";

I

close(FILE);

$_ = $file; # reset $-

sub usage { # message in case of incorrect

# command line parameters

$0 =- s#.*/##g; # basenameo) for script path

print "usage: $0 startdir pattern\n";
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exit 0; # program termination
}

findgrep.pl

The regular expression searched for by f indg rep. pL is present in the variable
$ pattern. This causes the matcher to convert the expression every time from string
form into an internal format - the value of the variable might well have changed.
Since in the present case, however, $pattern remains constant over the whole run-
ning time of the script, the modifier /... /o instructs the matcher to carry out the
conversion only 'once.'

The next sample script, Latest . pL, searches for the 10 most recently modi-
fied files underneath a directory branch. Absent-minded users in particular highly
appreciate this service, because when they no longer remember where they stored
that recently created file, Late s t . pL will eventally rummage through the whole hard
disk to find it.

In Latest.pL, the find function penetrates into any depth of the directory
structure, stores found files and their modification dates in an internal memory struc-
ture, sorts it by date in descending order, and outputs the first 10 entries.

Since the time of modification of a file is usually stored only down to full
seconds, it may well happen that two or more files were modified at the 'same' time.

For this reason, a hash was chosen as memory structure, whose keys represent
the modification times, while the values represent references to arrays, which in turn
store a number of file names.

An interesting question would be, for example, which modules arrived last in
the library directory of the local Perl installation. late s t . pL supplies the answer:

latest.pl

#!/usr/bin/perL -w

use FiLe::Find;

foreach Sarg (@ARGV) { # cycLe through all
FiLe::Find::find(\&fc, $arg); # specified directories

} # and build %FiLesbydate
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$maxcount = 10; # output max. 10 fiLes

# evaluation: sort

# by last date
hashloop:foreach $date (sort { $b <=> $a } keys %Filesbydate) {

# lists of entries

$timestr = localtime($date); # of same date

foreach $file (@{$FiLesbydate{$date}}) {
print "$file (", $timestr, ")\n";

last hashloop unless $maxcount--;

}

# output with date

# terminate when enough

#####################################################UUU U##

# Callback function of File::Find::find
####U#####################################UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU#####

sub fc {

my $filedate = (stat($-))E9J; # last modification date

return unless -f -; # no directories, economical

# stat() call

# date not yet occupied:

# new array reference
$Filesbydate{$filedate) = [] unless

exists $Filesbydate{$filedate);

# include entry in array

push(a{$Filesbydate{$filedate)), "$File::Find::dir/$-");
}

EXERCISE 1. 12

Deleting obsolete files

In the /tmp directory, file zombies lurch about that only eat up unnecessary memory
space. Whatever is older than 10 days, has no place there. Write a script that makes
use of F i Le: :Find, accepts a series of directories as parameters, and searches them

}
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recursively for files whose last modification date is older than 10 days. On your way
down, delete all candidates found and write a status message for each of them, or an
error message if problems occur (solution on page 10]).

1.10 Regular expressions
Perl's regular expressions are ideally suited for extraction of information from texts.
Whether a string contains a given text is analyzed by the condition

-Sst \ i PAMg =" IPA

It returns a true value if $string satisfies the conditions of PATTERN. In the easiest
case, PATTERN represents a sequence of characters. The following construct deter-
mines whether the text in $stri ng contains the name Bi l l:

Several metacharacters allow defining of additional conditions. Thus /A Bi l / applies
only if Bi l l stands at the beginning of the string to be analyzed, while fBi l L$,
applies if the string ends with Bi l l.

Repetition of characters or sequences of characters is specified by the symbols
* (zero or more times) and + (one or more times). Thus the expression /Bi l ly*/
matches to Bi l l, Bi l ly, Bi l lyy, and so on, whereas /Bi l Ly+/ matches only Bi l ly,
Bi lLyy, and so on.

Let us return once more to the mail header of Section 1.5.3:

'mail

Date: Fri, 12 Jul 96 16:25:18 +0200
From: schiLLi3remote.site.com

To: gates~microsoft.com
Subject: Re: Newbie Unix Question

Status: RO

Bill,

concerning your question, I can tell you that it isn't that easy.
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In Section 1.5.3, the task was to store the contents of the header lines in a hash
under the inital keyword. Now, the subject of this section is text analysis, aiming at a
subdivision of the individual lines of text into key and value.

The code of Listing maiL header.pl reads the lines of the file mai L one by one,
analyzes their contents, and stores the gathered information in the hash %ma iL header.

_ __ _ailheadernl

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

open(MAILFILE, "<maiL") II die "Error opening 'maiL'";

whiLe(<MAILFILE>) {
Last if /A\S*$/; # empty Line: end of header

next unless /A(\w+):\s+(.*)/; # anaLyze header (key: value)

$header{$1} = $2; # store result in a hash

}

close(MAILFILE);

# output
foreach $key (keys %header) {

printf "KEY: $key VALUE: $header{$key}\n`;

mailheaderpl

The first regular expression in the loop body searches for lines that contain
nothing else but 'whitespace' (tabs or spaces), if any, and terminates processing as
soon as a line satisfies this condition. The pattern

matches lines that show no or an arbitrary amount (*) of whitespace (\s) between the
beginning of the line (A) and the end of the line ($).

Since the regular expression is not called with the construct

it points to the default variable $, which in whi Le(< ... >) loops always implicitly
contains the current line. If the pattern matches, it returns a true value, so that the
expression

a 6se. t E i ,t6'l 3,ss<., ztI3 f 'I l/oa , 3< o 3sesX
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Table 1.6 Sets of characters in regular expressions.

\s \S Whitespace/nowhitespace
\w \W Word (Ea-zA-Z 0-9]) / no word
\d \D Digit/nodigit
\ b \ B Word boundary / no word boundary

terminates the analysis of the mail file as soon as an empty line occurs which, by
convention, separates the header from the message part of the mail. If the pattern is
postfixed with the modifier x, Perl allows insertion of spaces, newlines, and com-
ments to improve readability. Even the separation marks of the regular expression
need not necessarily look like / ... /: if they are prefixed with an m, they can be any
pair of characters and brackets, such as m# ... .#, m. . . }, m( ... ) - anything goes. It
should, however, be noted that the separation marks ('/... /' in the example) must
not appear in the comments.

Thus the condition formulated earlier can be written as follows, in a way that
is more pleasing to the human eye:

The abbreviation \s represents a short notation for a range definition, which
could also be written as I \t]: that is, a set of characters composed of spaces and
tabs (in a multiline pattern match, \s also includes newlines, carriage returns, and
vertical space). Alternatively, the condition could thus also be formulated as

In contrast to other tools that also support regular expressions (for example
grep and awk), Perl provides a whole range of useful abbreviations for sets of char-
acters, the most important of which are shown in Table 1.6.

The next instruction in Listing mal Lheade r. p t

~nex4t !unTess I(\w+). \+*) ;-

niakes use of the grouping properties of regular expressions. It looks for a word (\w+)
at the beginning of the line (A) followed by a colon (:) and one or more spaces (\ s+).
This is followed by a string of arbitrary characters up to the end of the line (. *). If the
expression does not match the current line, the next loop cycle follows immediately
with the next line.
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The grouping brackets in the expression make sure that Perl stores the found
strings in intermediate buffers whose contents are still available, even after execution
of the pattern matching, in the special variables $1, $2, $3, and so on. In Listing
mai Lheader. pL, $1 contains the found keyword, and $2 the following text, which

finally stores in the hash % h eade r.
Grouping brackets also influence the return value of a pattern-matching opera-

tion. While usually a true or false value is returned depending on whether the regular
expression 'matched' or not, a grouped regular expression returns a list of the partial
expressions found. The assignment

sets the scalars $keyword and $text to the corresponding values found in the text.
Note that, since the regular expression yields the found text passage only in the list
context, list parentheses must also be used if only one value is expected: (Sva1)
= /( . .)/ is correct, while $vaL = )/ would return a true value in case of
success, and undef otherwise.

If the string to be analyzed is not present in $, but in an arbitrary scalar
$string, the construct is correspondingly written as

Numbering of found substrings is carried out from left to right. To determine
the back reference number of a complex expression, you just count the number of
opening brackets up to there. Grouped patterns with quantifiers create only one back
reference, no matter how often they 'hit.' The content is determined by the last match.
Thus

stores two back references: "One" in $1 (outer parenthesis) and "e" in $2 (last match
of the inner parenthesis at the end of "One").

To avoid having to start longwinded counting actions in nested group struc-
tures, only those pattern groups should use back references whose contents are defi-
nitely needed at a later stage. If parentheses are used only for structuring purposes,
it is often sensible to suppress back referencing by means of the construct ?: ... ).
The pattern-matching construct

' 1e pTv n ^

searches for aggregations of letters separated from each other by spaces. Because
of the '?:' operator, however, it creates only one back reference: $1 is subsequently
assigned the value "Two".

Inside a regular expression, the contents of already found substrings are acces-
sible via \1, \2, and so on. Thus
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finds a grouped number of alphanumeric characters after a word's beginning (\b),
followed by an arbitrary amount of whitespace (\s+) and - a repetition of the al-
ready found substring (\1) with subsequent word boundary (\b). This means that the
expression detects words that occur twice in a row.

1.10.1 How does the matcher work?
The way Perl's algorithm for pattern matching with regular expressions actually
works is best shown with an example. When applied to the string

"Sri0ramSrinihvasn " E R

the regular expression

will without doubt identify Srinivasan: an upper-case S, followed by a series of
letters, and finally terminating with n, that is quite clear.

Unlike a human being, Perl's matcher, however, does not possess a billion-
neuron system, and must reach this decision the hard way, working step by step
through the regular expression, greedily gobbling up the string to be recognized.

The matcher starts with S in the regular expression and begins to trudge through
the string. The first letter matches: hurrah! On we go in the regular expression: \w+
finds an r, an i, everything matches, up to the m in Sriram. Thus \w has done its
service, because it does not match the following space. Only now it becomes clear
to the matcher that the regular expression requires a subsequent n - and in the string,
there is a space.

Has \w+ been too greedy? That's what the matcher is now asking itself. In the
end, fewer letters would have been sufficient, even just one. Thus, go backward in the
string: Sri ra? No n. Sri r? No n. With Sr it is evident: this is not how it goes. What
now?

Back to the beginning of the regular expression (S), and on we go in the string,
beginning with the second character, until the expression matches again: r - i - r -

a - m - space - S - Aha! Hope is here again. Subsequently, \ w+ swallows the whole
rinivasan character sequence, up to the string's end. But wait - according to the
regular expression a single n is still missing. Thus, after the matcher has already
gobbled its way to the string's end, it must go back once and - lo and behold! - here
is the n. This makes the matcher happy - end of procedure.

The fact that it is the regular expression that determines the procedure is impor-
tant for understanding the Perl matcher. In fact, this matcher is a Nondeterministic
Finite Automaton (NFA), as opposed to other tools such as awk and sed, which also
perform pattern matching, but implement a Deterministic Finite Automaton (DFA);
see the extensive discussion in Friedl (1977). Thus the matcher navigates through the
expression and tries to match the string.
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Two rules play a major role:

* Once the expression matches, the matcher stops, and no alternative could be
attactive enough to make it begin once again from the start.

* The more characters match, the better.

The second rule seems to contradict the first one, but in fact does not: the
matcher indeed swallows as many characters as possible, but after it has found an
expression, it would never go back to try and find another one that might be even
better. This means that it prefers Sri n i va san to the shorter Sri n (which would also
match), but that it would never get up again to search for new possibilities after
Srinivasan (which, in the present case, would make no sense anyway).

EXERCISE 1. 13

Including files

Write a script that takes one or more files as parameters, opens them, and out-
puts the lines that were read. Exception: lines that begin with the pattern <include
f i L e= "xxx"> should cause the script to open the specified file and insert it into the
outgoing data stream.

Make use of a function process-fi le, which accepts a file as parameter,
outputs lines that were read, and for lines that start with the pattern <incLude
f i Le="xxx"> calls itself with the extracted file name.

Caution: file handles are global and, in recursive calls to a function, obviously
lead to total confusion. To circumvent this difficulty, you should at the start of the
function first read all lines into a local array ~ Lines, and close the file, before you
iterate over the array and thus over all of the lines of the file (solution on page 102).

1.10.2 Minimal matching
A bad surprise awaits the unexperienced regex programmer if he or she attempts to
match a text such as

with a regular expression like

and to search for an arbitrary number of characters before and after a colon. The
result
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$ke Subj ect: Th coLon

shows that, in case of doubt, Perl tries to match a maximal number of characters
with a subpattern, before it continues proceeding the whole pattern. In the present
example, however, it 'swallows' more than actually intended. With the non-greedy
operator instead - that is, with a question mark after the repeat operator - Perl is
instructed only to attempt a minimal match. The instruction

then supplies the 'expected' result

1.10.3 Regular expressions over several lines

In its default mode, the Perl matcher also deals with multiline strings and, with the
identifier \ s, gobbles up not only whitespace in the form of spaces and tabs, but also
newlines. This means that a condition such as

prin WRpee wor4 S R n ,

also responds to a text like

RestLrr expresio '; strgeat~tt0 0 fg0tl~i0500-$ 0t0000000t 000

and detects repeated words across lines:

The modifier /... / s in a regular expression, instead, causes Perl to handle a
text to be processed as a one-liner, even if it consists of several lines, and with '.' to
swallow newlines too.

If with 'A' and '$' the matcher is required not only to recognize the beginning
and end of a string, but also all beginnings and ends of the individual lines in a
multiline string, the modifier / ... /m is required.

Thus, in the above two-liner, /R. *e /s matches the entire expression, whereas
/At . *e$/m recognizes the second line.
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Table 1.7 Regular expressions in Perl.

[1234] [1-4] Set as collection/range
EA567] [A5-7] Excluded sets

Arbitrary character (except newline)
Quantifiers for preceding pattern:

* Zero or more times
? Zero or one times
+ One or more times
{m} Exactly m times
{m,} At least m times
{m,n} At least m but not more than n times
\1, \2, ... Backreference
(...) Grouping

?: ... ) Grouping without backreference
A Beginning of line
$ End of line
a I b I c Alternatives
*? +? ?? {}? Non-greedy operator (minimal match)
C?.. .. ) (?! ... ) Lookahead positive/negative

1.10.4 Zero patterns

Some patterns define conditions without 'swallowing' parts of the input text. The
pattern \b, which responds to word boundaries, is an example. Lookahead patterns
work after the same principle: they define text that should (or should not) follow,
without absorbing it.

Positive lookahead conditions are defined by the pattern (?=...); negative
ones are described by the expression (?! ... ) .

They are employed above all in search-and-replace patterns (Section 1.10.8).
The pattern must nose around in potentially following text, but is not allowed to take
it in, because otherwise it would also be replaced with the replace string.

Table 1.7 summarizes the most important regular expression constructs in Perl.

1.10.5 Searching for several expressions in a string

If the task is to scour all found patterns in a text, the g modifier helps by making
the matcher remember the position of a hit, so that it will continue after this position
at the next call. Typically, such a task is handled by a whi Le loop, as shown in the
following example, which counts all 'e's in a string:
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Example: multiline pattern matching
Assume you downloaded the following HTML snippet from the Net and want to
filter out determined parts (the HTML parser presented on page 284 analyzes HTML
tags much more elegantly - this example is intended only to delve deeper into the
possibilities of multiline matches):

currency.html

<TR>

<TD ALIGN="LEFT">Swiss Francs</TD>
<TD> 124.0300<BR> 123.8500 </TD>

<TR>
<TD ALIGN="LEFT">US DotLar</TD>

<TD> 1.8300 <BR> 1.8092 </TD>

<TR>
<TD ALIGN="LEFT">Spanish Pesetas</TD>
<TD> 1.1811<BR> 1.1782</TD>

cjurreonrc7 html

All lines are stored, separated by newlines, in the scalar $data. To output all
HTML tags present in the string in the format

you could proceed more or less as follows:

63
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With /.*?/, the regular expression /(<.*?>)/ defines a minimal coverage
- otherwise, the matcher would be too greedy and combine characters across tag
boundaries. Together with the whi Le loop, the modifier /g makes sure that all tags
are worked through.

All currency names in the format

are fetched by the Perl snippet

from $dat a. The whole paragraph that contains the character sequence US Do llar is
extracted by

To make the Perl matcher swallow characters from $data across several lines
with . *, the s modifier must step in. At the same time, however, it is supposed to
interpret A as the beginning and $ as the end of a line - this requires the m modifier.

All currency names, together with the first exchange rate specified in the format

are finally obtained by
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This example shows how, with minimal matches, it is possible to work your
way from clue to clue, collecting data on the way.

EXERCISE 1. 14

Regular expressions

The following text section is taken from the Perl manual page per I r e, which can
be called by means of perIdoc perLre and summarizes all that needs to be known
about regular expressions:

Now to the exercise:
Assume that the above text is stored in a string $string. The left-hand side of the
table below shows a regular expression. The associated middle column contains the
text section to which the regular expression responds when carrying out the instruc-
tion

stlng ;;= itegitr xpresslon0t- Hill V

(caution: it does not contain the return value of this expression, but the piece of text
found). Cover the middle column of the table with a piece of paper, and play non-
deterministic automaton by applying the pattern to the above text line by line (of the
table), finding out what the middle column should look like, and push the paper down
one more line!

"The /x modifier itself
needs a LittLe more explanation." =- EXPR;

EXPR Recognized pattern Explanation
/T.*e/ "The /x modifier .* swallows as much as possible in a

itse" line
/T.*"e/ "The" .*? swallows minimal amount
/\d+/ Pattern does not match No digits occur in the text

/\w+/ "The" The first word
/\W+/ P" Matches the space after "The" and the

following " / "
/\bm.*r\b/ "modifier" Begin of word m, end of word r
/\w?/ "T" One letter or none - in greedy mode one
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"The /x modifier itself
needs a little more explanation." =- EXPR;

EXPR Recognized pattern Explanation
/\w??/ empty string One letter or none - in non-greedy

mode none
/\W*/ "The" Zero hits would be enough, but greedy

mode
/\w*?/ empty string Zero hits are enough in non-greedy

mode
/Tz*he/ "The" "z" can be omitted, "The" matches
/Tz+he/ Pattern does not match "z" must not be omitted, does not

match
/\W+/ "The" Word at beginning of line
/\w+$/ Pattern does not match End of string (second line!) is ".",\w

does not match
/[A-ZO-9]*/ "T" The first letter is a hit; the second one is

not
/[A-Za-zO-9)*/ "The" First word
I[^A-Za-z3+/ PI Anything except upper- and lower-case

letters
/. {2}/ "Th" The first two chars of the string
/. {2,5}/ "The /" Two to five chars - five in greedy mode
/[a-zJ{5}/ "modif" At least five consecutive letters
/(.)\1/ "ee" Double chars in a row - the two " e"s of

"needs"
/\bn.*\b/ "needs a little Too greedy for a word with "n"

more explanation" matches up to the last word
/\bn.*?\b/ "needs" A word with "n"- minimal
/\S+/ "The" A sequence of non-spaces
/\S*/ "The" Zero hits would be allowed - but we are

in greedy mode
/T.*e/m "The /x modifier Does not match newline in multiline

itse" mode
/T.*e/s "The /x modifier ... but in single-line mode!

itself needs a
little more e"

/^n.*e/ Pattern does not match A in normal mode does not match be-
ginning of second line

/^n.*e/m "needs a Little ... but does in multiline mode!
more e"

/^n.*e/s Pattern does not match The single-line mode does not recog-
nize A in follow-up lines

/dalxylit/ "it" . Alternatives; the i t in i itself wins
/(TITh)/ "T" First alternative wins
/it(?=tle)/ "it" . Matches " i ttle", but swallows only

"it" (positive lookahead)
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On the other hand, matching with a regular expression containing backrefer-
ence creating parentheses returns the found substrings if the pattern did match. The
construct

stores found matches that are also present in the variables $1, $2, and so on in ~match.
Thus the question for the next table is: which values will be found in the returned list,
if the pattern in the left-hand column is matched with $st ring according to the above
construct?

@found=("The /x modifier itself
needs a Little more explanation." =- EXPR);

list

"The /x modifier itself
needs a Little more explanation." = EXPR;

EXPR Recognized pattern Explanation
/it(?!s)\w*/ little " Does not match "itseLf" because of

negative lookahead
/Th(?:e)/ "The" Grouping parentheses without backref-

erence (no lookahead)
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1.10.6 Masking of metacharacters
If metacharacters in regular expressions are to be deprived of their special properties,
they must be prefixed with a backslash (\). Thus the regular expression /2\A^16/
corresponds to the string "2^A 16" in a text, because 'A' is in this case not intended to
denote the beginning of the line.

The function quotemeta carries out this masking for a given string. Thus

yields the output

0000Doillagr 34V0 Eo0<k~ MEfo

quotemeta masks not only metacharacters known fromregularexpressions, but
generally all non-alphanumeric characters.

1.10.7 Sample application
How elegantly regular expressions can be employed in Perl is shown by the following
example. If the distribution files of the mysoft program are stored in a directory under
the names

and if the question arises as to how the name of the next release can be determined,
the answer is:

The first line of this script consists of a long sequence of commands. To analyze
it, you best proceed from right to left. One by one, functions are executed that return
lists, which in turn serve as input parameters for further functions.

The globbing construct <mysof t-*.tar.gz> returns a list of all files in the cur-
rent directory whose names match the specified pattern. Together with a regular ex-
pression that 'swallows' version indications such as 1 .01, the function map yields a
list of version numbers found. This is because the regular expression contains back-
referencing parentheses and thus returns for each file found a single-element list with
the extracted version number.

A subsequent sort arranges the list of version numbers (for example 1 .01,
1 .02, and so on) in ascending order; the preceding reverse function reverses the list,
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and $oLdversi on on the left-hand side of the assignment is set to the first element -
the highest version number.

Another important factor are the parentheses on the left-hand side: they force
reverse to operate in a list context: that is, to return a list and not (as usual with
reverse in a scalar context) the list in form of a string. On the left-hand side, we
have a list of one element, which is assigned the list generated on the right-hand side
- and as we know, superfluous elements are omitted.

To prevent a version 2. 00 from being output simply as 2, the format speci-
fication 0/3.2 f in the format string of the print f instruction represents the version
number in any case with two digits after the decimal point.

EXERCISE 1. 15

Counting file types

Use a script to determine how many files and of which type exist in the current
directory. If, for example, test. pL, test2. pL, and word .doc were present, the output
could be something like: " p l: 2, doc: 1". Rummage through the current directory
with readdi r, find the extension of each file by means of a regular expression, and
make use of a hash with the extension as a key to count the number of files per file
type (solution on page 103).

EXERCISE 1. 16

Pattern matching with status information

Files where the mail system of Netscape Navigator stores its data have the following
format:
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Obviously, a new mail header initiates with From - ... , which is in turn
separated by an empty line from the mail body itself: that is, from the actual text
of the message.

Write a script that finds and outputs all email addresses that occur anywhere in
the mail texts (but not in the mail headers!).

For this purpose, you should work your way line by line through the file and, by
means of regular expressions and a status variable $ status, determine (and protocol)
whether you are passing though a mail header or a mail body. When you are sure that
you are inside a mail body, you should look for potential email addresses.

Recognizing an email address in a text by means of a regular expression is
generally not easy at all. Friedl (1997) presents a rather long-winded general solution
to the problem, but for this exercise a simple pattern such as

should be sufficient, which requires two elements, one before and one after an 'at'
sign (@), each of which may be composed of alphanumeric characters, dots, under-
scores, and hyphens.

Please do not forget that a line might well contain several addresses (solution
on page 103).

1.10.8 Search and replace
Perl does not only find patterns but, if required, immediately replaces them with given
strings. By analogy with the syntax of the UNIX tool sed,

replaces all search patterns found in $text with repLace. The substitution construct
works globally if, as in the example, the modifier g is specified. In this case, not only
is the first matching expression substituted, but also all occurrences that are found.
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As an additional feature with respect to sed, the Perl substitution mechanism
can also handle line breaks. Lines that are marked for being continued by a backslash
(\) at the line end are joined with the next line by the instruction

dt d$s/<= I ' beIfMr nev _i: p with empty string

Thus

finally becomes

d 4 bim% d. ,, 4 X

in Sst ring. Instead of the separation character '/' you may also use any other char-
acter (for example '#') that does not occur in the pattern definition. Thus permanent
masking of the '/' character can be prevented if it happens to occur in a pattern.

If the text is not to be replaced in the original variable, but the modified text
is to be assigned to a different variable, leaving the original variable untouched, the
following construct is required:

,6OO~~ d #9mdde Sbais 't C ^'des Hi 'tliU~a lS -0 bostename S0patkh'ff;0S0jt;0W00

In the same way as the UNIX function basename, the example converts the
path Spath (for example /usr/bi n/per l) into its last component (for example pert)
and stores the result in $base, substituting any character sequence .* followed by a
'/' with the empty string. Since in case of doubt Perl always matches the maximum
number of available characters, in the example this refers to the character sequence
from the beginning of the line up to the last '/' character.

Obviously, Perl's substitution operation also allows you to employ the s and x
modifiers. The following example removes the C language comments from a program
text. It works across lines with . * (modifier s) and replaces /* ... */ with the empty

string.

Note that for precise detection of all comments in C programs you will in the end
need the complete parsing properties of a C compiler. In fact, not only may the string
" /*" appear in C strings, but also pre-compiler instructions such as #def i ne CB /*
would neatly defeat the above regular expression.
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In contrast to the search expression, where found partial expressions are re-
ferred to by \1, \2, \3, and so on (see page 58), the substitution expression accesses
partial hits of the search expression via $1, $2, $3, and so on. Thus, for example,

t000000#SubjectI i Re>t1#s

replaces "Subject: What's the Subject?" with "Subject: Re: What's the
Subject?".

Problems of the kind 'mask special characters in a string by means of a prefixed
backslash' can be resolved either by means of individual search and replace instruc-
tions or, more elegantly, by specification of a character class and backreference to the
found character from the replacement string. Thus

;s#C CA\$Z) #\\$10#g

protects the potentially occurring characters $ and \ in a string by means of a back-
slash: thus '\$' becomes '\\\$'.

The e modifier for a substitution instruction even evaluates the replacement
string before it actually gets into the text to be processed. Thus

f t l~~A4 O.; )r .~: ... t~l ... ... Ia400'M FfCi 2 0 4- t ; ;; l,0^ ';. 'M' 1EX '. i(- i% 8' * - , x *-; 5^2 iId '0''

replaces all non-alphanumeric characters of a string with the representation %xx,
where xx is the hexadecimal value of the character in the ASCII table. The replace-
ment string consists of a Perl instruction that uses the '.' operator to concatenate two
strings, the second of which dynamically generates the replacement string from the
search result by means of the formatting function spri ntf (see Section 1.8.4) and
the conversion function ord (see Section 1.14.8). Thus, for example, a space in the
original string becomes %20, because the space occupies position 32 in the ASCII
table, and 32 corresponds to the hexadecimal value 20H.

EXERCISE 1. 17

Synchronizing two directories

The files in a directory i n are continuously edited under Windows and therefore
contain the usual DOS \r\n (\015\012) as line separators - instead of \n (\012),
which is the good and proper way for this to be. This clutters the vi editor under
UNIX with ugly AM characters. A periodically called script sync. pL has the task of
running modified files from i n through a filter that removes the \01 5 characters, and
subsequently copying the filtered files to out. sync. pL must become active only for
files that either exist only in i n and not in out (file-operator -e), or which are present
in in in a more recent version than in out (hint: determine the relative modification
date with the aid of the -M operator).
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Search the in directory for files with opendir/readdir/closedir, check
whether copying is required and, if so, call a function copy and-f i Ltero, which
takes the names of source and target file as arguments. This function should read the
source file line by line, filter the lines with a substitution command, and copy them
to the target file (solution on page 104).

EXERCISE 1. 18

Splitting numbers

Insert separating commas in a large integer number, so that "1000000" becomes
1,000,000 and 10000 becomes 10,000. Forget trying to tackle this problem with
a single call of a regular expression. Instead, search and replace several times by
means of a white loop, making use of the fact that a substitution instruction returns
a true value if a substitution actually took place.

Another hint, because this one is really a beast: search for the pattern "four
consecutive digits at the back end of a word" (\b), and substitute it with the first digit
found, a separating comma, and the remaining three digits.

Thus with "1000000" the first substitution gives "1000,000". In the second
pass, the regular expression finds the separating comma as word boundary (!) and
generates "1,000,000" (solution on page 105).

1.10.9 Haute ecole of masking
A somewhat more complicated search and replace problem is constituted by config-
uration files of the following kind:

Comments following " # '' are ignored, and so are empty lines. Data lines con-
tain a keyword and any number of parameters separated by spaces. If a parameter
itself contains spaces, it must be enclosed in double quotes. If, instead, a parameter
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contains the "' character, it must be masked out by means of a backslash (\). A back-
slash in the parameter must itself also be masked out (" \ \ "). This closes the masking
spiral; the procedure is uniquely defined.

The script rea dc fg. pL on page 75 shows one possibility of pulling the data
apart by means of a Perl script and (testwise) outputting the result more or less like
this:

About the implementation: After opening the file, readcfg.pL jumps into a white
loop and line by line discards comments and empty lines.

The inner whi Le loop searches a line for keywords and parameters. Two al-
ternatives are available in the regular expression, which is split into several lines to
improve readability. The first one,

matches a string that begins with "'' and which, up to a closing "', may contain any
number of masked backslashes (\\), masked quotes (\"), or simply arbitrary char-
acters ('.'). But caution: since the backslash has its own special meaning in regular
expressions, \\ immediately becomes \\\\. Too many backslashes can trigger the
dreadful 'Leaning Chopstick Syndrome' (LCS) - have a break and relax before you
go on programming :-)

Since the expression contains parentheses with the aim of grouping alterna-
tives, and not of storing backreferences, after the opening parenthesis ?: switches off
the reference mechanism for the parenthesis, thus facilitating future evaluation of the
true backreferences.
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Because of the non-greedy operator, the construct "(?:- I I-)-*)" allows only
minimal coverage; otherwise the expression might swallow several parameters at
once by combining the quotes of several expressions.

The second alternative in the second line of the regular expression

A(Si,

is simple: a string without spaces, a normal parameter of the analyzed file without
enclosing quotes. The fact that this alternative comes after the first one is decisive:
since the matcher always selects the first matching alternative, with (\S+) as its first
alternative, it would never try the second alternative, and all the pretty logic would
be in vain.

But which of the two alternatives in the entire expression did match? An ex-
pression such as /(a)I(b)/ returns a in $1 if a is the case, or b in $2 if bis the case.
The non-matching alternative generates a backreference that is set to undef. For easy
evaluation of such constructs, the last backreference set is available in the special
variable $+.

With the construct whi Le(/1/g) in readcfg.pL, the matcher works its way
from parameter to parameter and replaces the masked characters \ and " with their
originals in the found strings. After having removed the enclosing quotes, read-
cfg.pl pushes the extracted parameters into the array @co tums.

readcfg.pI

#!/usr/bin/perL -w

open(FILE, "mquote.dat") II die "Cannot open mquote.dat";

whiLe(<FILE>) {

s/#.*//; # remove comments
next if /A\s*$/; # ignore blank lines

@coLumns = 0; # delete buffer

whiLe(/(''(?:\\\\I\\`l.)*?')U "parameter"
(\S+) # or: parameter

/gx) {
my $match = $+; # matching alternative

if(defined $1) { # parameter in quotes?

$match =s/"//; U remove opening "
$match s/"$//; U remove closing "

$match s#\\\\#\\#g; # \\ -> \
$match s#\\"#"#g; U \" ->

push(acoLumns, $match); U store
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# output result:

print shift(@columns), "\n"; # first keyword
foreach (acoLumns) C # remaining entries in the line

print $-\n";

close(FILE);

readcfg.pl

1.11 Perl and the shell
Perl also provides an interface with the UNIX shell. It delegates commands enclosed
by backquotes to the shell (more precisely, to a subshell), and returns its output. Thus,
for example, the current directory can be determined with

^11190 @ e8r

In principle, with the corresponding DOS commands, these constructs will also
work under the Windows command interpreter, but at the time of this book's going
into print this interface was still very much afflicted with errors.

The system function also executes commands passed to it as a string in a sub-
shell. The return value corresponds to the exit code of the called program.

uses the UNIX command cp to copy file fi Le1 to fi Le2. In case of success, UNIX
commands by convention return 0, while in case of failure a positive value is returned.
For this reason, error checking (see above) must be carried out in a slightly different
way from the usual Perl procedure: instead of the command-or-error logic, a logical
AND is employed.

1.12 Extended data structures
'Simple' arrays and hashes are often not sufficient for representing complex data
structures. The following subsections show solutions for more demanding modeling
problems.
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1.1 2.1 Arrays of arrays
The elements of an array can point to other arrays. If the necessity arises to store a
number of different arrays coherently, the most suitable data structure is an array of
array references:

Now, the array array of arrayrefs contains references to the arrays array1
and arrayy. Since, however, the names of the subarrays are not necessarily needed,
the whole structure can also be formulated with anonymous arrays:

Access to the subarrays and their entries is shown by the following code fragment:

Since the structure of @arrayof -arrayrefs corresponds exactly to the imple-
mentation of two-dimensional arrays in Perl, $array-of arrayrefs10]E1I accesses
the second element of the first array - that is, "pears".

1. 12.2 Arrays of hashes
By analogy with arrays of array references, it is also possible to create arrays of hash
references:

With references to anonymous hashes, the assignment is written as
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The next piece of code cycles through the array of hash references and outputs the
key-value pairs of each stored hash:

Starting from $array-of hashrefs, the construct $array of-hashrefs->[1I-
>{key2l '}leads to the value matching the key key2l in the second hash of the array.

1.12.3 Summary of extended data constructs
The following summary lists all extended array and hash constructs. The code sam-
ples define references to anonymous arrays or hashes that in turn contain anonymous
arrays or hashes. In addition, the code fragments show how individual elements can
be extracted from the complex structures.

Arrays of arrays
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Arrays of hashes

Hashes of array entries

Hashes of hash entries
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EXERCISE 1. 19

Sorting nested structures

Assume the following data structure:

The hash %dealers contains the names of local (guess from which town) car dealer-
ships as keys, and as values has a reference to an array that in the first two elements
contains the make of car represented by the dealership and the business address. Sort
the dealerships alphabetically by the specified street as only criterion and output the
result in the form

Make use of a sorting function sort by street, which contains two dealership names
as arguments, picks the corresponding addresses from the hash %deaLers, compares
them, and, according to the conventions for sorting functions, returns -1, 0 or 1.

Second part:
Write a subroutine sort by name and-st reet, which sorts the data structure by make
of car, and, within one make, by address. Thus the result should look as follows:

(Solution on page 106.)
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EXERCISE 1.20

Analysis of a Web server log file

In the file logs/access log, the Apache Web server protocols each request for a
URL in the following format:

Now, you can do all sort of statistics with this log file - how about this one: since
each entry includes the path of the requested file (or the CGI script called), it might
be interesting to find out which areas of the file system are most popular with the Web
surfers. Write a script that reads the log file, extracts the access path information line
by line, and on the basis of a data record like

chums out the result

Proceed as follows: extract the path information line by line with the aid of
a regular expression. Split the path into its individual entries by means of a sp lit
operation.

Now it becomes really exciting: build up step by step a data structure that rep-
resents a directory tree. Suggestion: the entries of a directory level are held by a hash
with the entry names as keys and an array reference as value. At its first element, the
array contains a reference to a hash that accommodates subentries if the entry is a
directory. The second element is a scalar, a counter that protocols how many times
the path has been traversed. Thus a hash looks as follows:

Output of the data structure is then carried out by a function pr i nts tat s, which
is passed as parameters a hash reference and enough spaces for indenting the current
level. For a call of pri ntstats, cycle through the keys of the hash and output them
correctly indented, together with the corresponding counter.
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Do this on a free evening and make sure your fridge is stocked with enough
booze - this one is really tricky (solution on page 106).

The Schwartz transformation
Since the comparison routines of sorting algorithms are called very frequently (super-
proportional with respect to the number of elements to be sorted), no expensive op-
erations should take place there. To sort, for example, a number of files by their date
of last modification, something like

would be required. A weird and wonderful Perl trick, the Schwartz transformation,
invented by Randal L. Schwartz and presented in Hall and Schwartz (1998), helps
the algorithm to gain speed: the list containing the files it transformed into a second
list that, instead of file names, contains sublists, which in turn contain the file name
and the date of last modification. This temporary list of lists can quickly be sorted
and transformed back into a list of file names. Advantage: the expensive '-M' operator
needs to define the modification date of each file only once.

1.13 Persistent storage of hashes in DBM
files
Persistent implementation of variables ensures their values even beyond the execution
of a script. In case of restart, it guarantees their reinitialization.
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With the tie function, Perl provides a possibility for all operating systems to
bind variables to dbm files - the common UNIX fashion of persistently storing data
in the key-value format. For this purpose - depending on the implementation of the
underlying library - tie creates one or two files on the hard disk, in which it lets
volatile variables 'hibernate.'

Listing sdbm.pl shows a hash %myhash, whose content is present, even after
termination of the script, in the files myhash.dir and myhash.pag, which are typical
for the SDBM implementation.

.Vdb.h ni

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

use SDBM-File;
use Fcntl; # definition of 0_RDWR, O-CREAT etc.

$filename = "myhash";

# open persistent hash
tie(%myhash, SDBM-File, $filename, O-RDWRIOCREAT, 0644) 11

die "Cannot open $filename";

$myhash{"key`} = 0

print "myhash{key)

$myhash{`key")++;

untie %myhash;

# initialization, if yet

# undefined

unless defined($myhash{"key`));

# output value

= $myhash{key)\n";

# set new value

# release hash

sdbm.nl

At the first call, sdbm.pl creates the persistency files (OCREAT flag of the tie
function) and allows read and write access (0 RDWR flag). Both flags are imported
by the Fcnt I module. Then, unless it is already defined, sdbm. pl initializes the hash
entry under the key E key" with 0 and increments this value to 1. (Whether a hash entry
already exists should preferably be checked with exi sts C) instead of def i ned( ), but
this does not (yet) function with the SDBM implementation.) The function untie
closes the persistency files. Subsequent calls of sdbm. p1 read the hash entry from the
SDBM files and increment it, so that at each call sdbm.pl outputs a value higher by 1.

------
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Alternatively to the SDBM method, there also exist NDBM, ODBM, and GDBM. These
packages merely represent different implementations with the same interface.

Persistency methods for more complex data types are presented in Section 2.5
in the framework of a discussion of object-oriented programming.

1.14 Hints and tricks
1.14.1 Time and date

The time() function returns as current time the number of seconds passed since
1/1/1970, 00:00:00 GMT. A handier version is provided by the function Local-
t i me (), which in list context returns the list

for the current time and date. In the scalar context (see Section 1.5.6), it is a string
such as, for example,

l oca lt i me () works either without parameters or with a scalar that contains the
number of seconds passed, such as the one returned by the t i me 0) function. For more
sophisticated calendar calculations, refer to Section 3.8.

1.14.2 Getting the most out of here documents
The definition of the terminations string of a here document may also be surrounded
by Perl syntax, as shown by the following script, which trivially outputs all of the
lines of the here document:

It is also possible to insert dynamically generated values into texts of here
documents. Return values of functions find their way into the text via the @{I[...]}
construct (see Section 1.5.7):
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Since the function getdata returns the string "dynami ca Ly", the output of the above
script is

1.14.3 Stricter variable conventions
A cleanly programmed script will show only very few global variables. The Default-
Global setting of Perl is compensated by the st r i c t module. When using

before running the script, the interpreter checks whether all globally used variables
are present in the fidly qualified form $Pa c kage: :var. Careless globals, in which
only the my operator was forgotten, are thus detected immediately.

1.14.4 Error messages with the Carp package
Most applications react to serious errors with a call to the function die, which outputs
a message and subsequently aborts the script. Similarly, the function warn is used to
issue a specified warning.

For easier localization of an error, both of these standard functions output mod-
ule name and line number in addition to the message. Thus, if an error occurs in an
application module Obscure. pm, the output is something like

e ltl

Often, however, this is not the required behavior. The error message should come
from the employed module, but the error localization should instead specify the point
where the application script branched into that module. This give users a hint as to
where they have called a module function under potentially erroneous assumptions.
The implementation of embedded modules is in any case required to be completely
transparent to the user.

The module Carp. pm offers a contribution in this direction. It provides the fol-
lowing functions:
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If the sample module Obscure.pm uses the functionality provided by the
Carp.pm package instead of the normal die emergency exits, a script ob-
scuretest.pL, which includes the module Obscure.pm, outputs the following mes-
sage if the module code runs into a carp instruction:

Thus line 5 of the script obscure. pL (empty lines count too) marks the entry point
into the module, in which subsequently the error occurs.

Obscure nm

package Obscure;

use Carp;

sub obscure (
carp "obscure warning";

}

# include Carp

# trigger warning

1;

Obscure.pm

obscuretest.pl

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

use Obscure;

Obscure::obscureo); # this is where the error will be triggered

obscuretest.pl
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1.14.5 Exception handling
Perl does not provide an equally sophisticated exception handling as for example
C++ does with its throw-catch mechanism, but a fatal error that in a code block or
a subroutine triggers a die command can at least be captured in such a way that the
running script does not immediately cease operation.

For this purpose, as shown in Listing exception.pL, the critical code block
is enclosed by an evaL construct. If an error occurs in the block, which causes ex-
ecution of a die instruction or the corresponding command of the Carp package
(Section 1.14.4), the interpreter aborts execution of the block, assigns the (otherwise
output) error message text to the variable $@, and continues execution of the script
with the first instruction after the offending block. In case of error-free execution of
the block, $@ remains empty.

exception.pl

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

eval { # critical block

for($i=1; $i<10; $i++) {
if($i == 9) C

die "i is 9!"; # die() does -not- abort the
# script, but only processing
# of the eval block

}
}

# end of the critical block

if($@) { # has an error occurred?
print "An error has occurred: $@";

}

exception.pl

1.14.6 Protoypes
For improved type security, since version 5.002 Perl has offered the concept of pro-
totyping. Each function can thus decide which kinds of parameter it accepts.

If in a function call the data types of the supplied parameters do not match
those of the prototype definition, or if the number of parameters is incorrect, Perl
aborts the script with an error message.

The prototype declaration of a function that, for example, expects two scalars
as parameters can be either explicitly specified in the code with
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or incorporated directly into the subroutine definition:

Here, you find a number of possible declarations:

If the declaration shows an explicit array or a hash, passing of this extended
data type is carried out by reference and not by value, as would be the case without
prototyping. In this way (or also by reference), the subroutine can fetch arrays and
hashes separately from the parameter passing list.

The function hash and-array defined below accepts in its call

one hash and one array (no references!), but processes them internally as references:
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Table 1.10 Important formatting parameters for pack / unpack.

a A ASCII string, padded with zeros/spaces
b B Bit string, ascending/descending bit order
c C Signed/unsigned character
s S Signed/unsigned short
; I Signed/unsigned integer
l L Signed/unsigned long
n N Short/long in network format
h H Hex string, low/high half-byte first
f d Float/double in native format
u String, uuencoded
p Pointer to a null-terminated string
P Pointer to a fixed-length string

1.14.7 Structures with pack and unpack
Perl does not support structures such as the ones provided by C; data structuring is
carried out via the predefined extended data types such as arrays and hashes.

However, some operating system interfaces expect packed structures as param-
eters in binary format. Thus the semop function (see Section F.2 in Appendix F)
expects as its second parameter a structure containing a series of signed short values.
The function pack is dedicated to this kind of task, and 'packs' individual data into
data buffers according to given formatting instructions. The function unpack, instead,
'unpacks' such buffers and extracts the individual values contained in them.

Thus the instruction

S$te apc('s' 1, 2, 3); 01

creates a buffer $bu f f e r, which contains the signed short values 1, 2 and 3 in packed
form. The formatting instruction (' s s s ') can also be marked with a repetition factor
('s3'). Thus

unpacks the values and stores them in $vl, $v2, and $v3.
Table 1.10 summarizes the most important formatting instructions of the pack

and unpack functions.
An easy-to-handle way of carrying out uuencode coding or decoding is the use

of the pack parameter 'u'. The uuencode program allows you to convert binary files
into text files with fixed line length that no longer contain any unreadable special
characters. These files can then be sent as email via the Internet without problems.

After the addressee has executed a uudecode, the files are present again in their
original form. Thus the result of
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uuencode.pl

#!/usr/bin/perL -w

print pack('u', <<EndOfText);

This text consists of many, many
lines, which may or may not become very, very Long, so long ... and
contains special characters such as \n, \r, and \f.

EndOfText

uuencode.pl

is the string

The decoding program is shown in Listing uude code. pL. For testing purposes,
it attaches itself to the output of uuencode.pl, reads all lines into the array ~Lines,
transforms it with a join instruction into a multiline string, and forwards this string
to the unpack function for final decoding.

uudecode.pl

#!/usr/bin/perL -w

open(UUENCODE, "uuencode.pL I");
~Lines = <UUENCODE>;
cLose(UUENCODE) 11 die "Error in uuencode.pl";

print unpack('u', join('', ~Lines));

uudecode.pl

Currently, pack does not (yet) support Base64 coding, which is becoming a
standard above all with Microsoft products. For the sake of completeness, however,
we present a script that uses the module MIME: : Base64 by Gisle Aas (see Appendix A
on how to obtain freely available modules):

han.P64. n

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

use MIME::Base64;

.

- ar
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# Base64 encoding
$encoded = MIME::Base64::encode($data);

# Base64 decoding
$text = MIME::Base64::decode($encoded);

-base64.pl

1.14.8 Number and encoding systems
A number entered as a hex string can be converted into a decimal number by means
of the hex() function:

The last line shows how in Perl you can simply 'jot down' hexadecimal numbers
outside strings to have them interpreted as such. The output is

Strings composed of numbers of the octal number system are transformed by
octO, as shown in

which yields the output

A scalar is turned into a hex or octal number by means of the s print f function
with the formatting parameters %x and %o. Thus

outputs the following results:
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The or d() function takes you from a character to its ordinal number in the
ASCII table, whereas chro) converts an ordinal number into the corresponding
ASCII character.

produces the result (without considering special cases such as 'lst,' '2nd,' or '3rd')

1.14.9 Dynamic code generation with eva l
The eva l command executes code passed to it as a string parameter (please note the
difference between the string form of eva l and the block form discussed on page 87):

does indeed output

.HMMW- E MM 11MM;8,<og -O -

With this construct you can do all sorts of things: for example, you could ask the user
of a program to enter code which is then executed. Another application is passing
regular expressions to functions: since there are no variable types for regular expres-
sions, you can pack them into strings, pass them to a function, and then find yourself
having to face the probem of persuading the interpreter to execute a string as code -
an ideal exercise for eva l:
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The mat c hi t function receives a text string and a string with a regular expression as
parameters. After evaluation,

becomes

which is executed by the interpreter. The last word found is stored in sret, which is
then returned by mat chit to the main program.

1.15 Operating system interfaces
1.15.1 Processes

Under UNIX, the Perl function for k() creates a new process. Both the old process
(parent) and the new process (child) begin to execute the code following the fork
command. To be able to differentiate between them and if necessary send them along
different ways, fork provides them with different return values:

.

0

o to the freshly created child process,

the number of the child process to the running (parent) process,

undef in the case of an error.

The following Perl snippet shows the application:

A more user-friendly process handling is offered by the class Process.pm,
which is introduced in Section 2.3.

Under Windows, the module Wi n32: :Process provides at least an interface for
starting of foreign programs in the background:
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1.15.2 Signals
UNIX processes can send and receive signals. They are usually used for inter-process
communication, but are also sent to processes by the operating system for notification
purposes. The most important signals are:

Windows 95 and NT do not support signals, but the ported Perl interpreter
transforms the functionality wherever it makes sense. Thus, under Windows, you can
define a handler for the I NT signal to intercept the [ctfl-K of a user for program
termination.

Received signals are processed via the definition of signal handlers: each po-
tentially incoming signal is assigned a function that Perl enters in the corresponding
case. Perl has a redefined hash named %SIG, which accepts the truncated signal
names (without 'SIG') as keys and function references as values. The assignment

$$SIgG{~'TERM01} \0;ON f'un c;0o<0'00N 000^00 ' ,U^'At A '-<o,'^'0 ^ O o

determines the script to enter the function func if the running process receives the
S IGTERM signal. Note that, traditionally, signal handlers have neither input parameters
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nor return values. Depending on the operating system, circumventing this standard
may lead to undefined behavior.

IGNORE is a dummy that does nothing - it just ignores the incoming signal.
Thus the assignment

makes process insensitive to the key combination 3 because from that mo-
ment on it simply does not process the corresponding signal.

1.15.3 Environment
In Perl, the environment variables that in C can be reached via the functions getenv
and put env are stored in the predefined hash %ENV.

Thus the path environment variable can be imported into Perl by means of

_10 11 MM.O g .O O S~ H11i. i S~o!

A set environment variable devolves upon all subprocesses of the current process.
Thus

first sets a new value for the environment variable NEWVAR, and then calls a subshell
that, by means of the echo command, outputs the value of NEWVAR (a shell variable!).
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Solutions to the exercises

EXERCISE 1. 1
Extracting elements from an array (page 10)

EXERCISE 1.2
Building a two-dimensional array (page 16)

EXERCISE 1.3
Outputting an array as a string (page 18)

With a for loop:
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With a join instruction:

EXERCISE 1.4

Passing scalars and arrays to subroutines (page 23)

EXERCISE 1.5

Scalar and list context (page 32)
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outputs

The function is in a scalar context

* if if its return value is not assigned or used at all;

* if its return value is explicitly assigned to a scalar;

* if its return value is interpreted as true or false (i f, whi le or grep condition.

The last instruction in a code block of the map command is in list context.

EXERCISE 1.6

Parameter hash (page 34)
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EXERCISE 1.7

Columnwise output of a hash (page 42)

EXERCISE 1.8

Format current date (page 42)

EXERCISE 1.9

Pipes (page 44)

First the writing pwri te .pL:
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... and here the pread.pL reading from the pipe:

EXERCISE 1. 10

Renaming files (page 50)

move.pl

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

# Call: move.pl
# Description: renames all *.pL fiLes in the current directory

# into *.perl
U#########U#####################U###################UU#############

use File::Copy;

opendir(DIR, ".") II die "Cannot open CS!)";
while(defined ($file = readdir(DIR))) {

next unless $file =- /(.*).pl$/; # only files with this extension

$newname = "$1.perl";

print "Moving StiLe to $newname\n";

move($file, $newname) II die "Cannot move $file to $newname ($!)";
}
closedir(DIR);

move.pl
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EXERCISE 1. 11

Creating backup copies (page 50)

backup.pl

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

# Call: backup.pl file ...

# Description: copies the specified files with date extension to
# the backup directory
###U######UU#############U############U######################U#####

use File::Copy;

use File::Basename;

$backupdir = "/tmp/BACKUP";

for (CARGV) C

my ($sec,$min,$hour,$mday,$mon,$year,$wday,$yday,$isdst) =

localtime(time);
$newname = "$backupdir/" . basename($-) .

sprintf(".%02d-%02d-%02d.%02d:%02d:%02d",
$year, Smon+1, $mday, $hour, $min, $sec);

print "Copying $_ to $newname\n";
copy($., $newname) II die "Cannot copy $- to $newname ($!)";

}

backup.pl

EXERCISE 1. 12

Delete obsolete files (page 54)
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EXERCISE 1. 13

Including files (page 60)
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EXERCISE 1. 14

Regular expressions (page 65)

Solution given on page 65 in the text.

EXERCISE 1. 15

Counting file types (page 69)

jnv,,ffnl

#!/usr/bin/perL -w

opendir(DIR, ".") 1I die "Cannot open .";
foreach SfiLe (readdir(DIR)) {

if(-f $file && # file?
$fiLe =-/\(E *)$/) { # determine suffix

$suffixes{S1++;
}

}
cLosedir(DIR);

foreach $suffix (sort keys %suffixes) {

print ".$suffix: $suffixes{$suffix)\n";
}

bvsvuff nl

EXERCISE 1. 16

Pattern recognition with status information (page 69)
fnarv no

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

# CaLL: nsmaiL.pL
# Description: searches a Netscape mail file and outputs

# the emaiL addresses found in the message texts

open(FILE, "< /home/mschiLLi/nsmaiL/Sent") 1I die "Cannot open

maiLfiLe";

$status = "UNDEF";

$emaiLchar = '\w-.';

# state of the parser

# valid characters in an emaiL address

103
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while(<FILE>) {
if(/'From - /) C # start of a Netscape mail header

$status = "HEADER";
next; # set state and go to next line

}

if($status eq "HEADER" && /A$/) {
# empty line after header -> body begins

$status = "BODY";
next; # set state and go to next line

}

if($status eq "BODY") C

# find all email addresses in a line

while(/(E$emaiLchar3+a[$emaiLchar]+)/og) C

print "$1\n"; # output found email

}

close(FILE);

parse.pl

EXERCISE 1. 17

Synchronizing two directories (page 72)

-vnf. ni

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

$org-dir = "in";
$mirror-dir = "out";

opendir(DIR, "$org-dir") II die "Cannot open $orgjdir";

while(defined ($fiLe = readdir(DIR))) {

next if $fiLe eq "."; # ignore directory entries

next if $file eq "..";

if(! -e "$mirror-dir/$fiLe" 1I
-M "$orgdir/$fiLe" < -M "$mirrordir/$fite") C
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# mirrored file does not exist or is older
# than the original -> copy

cpand-filter("$org-dir/$fiLe", "$mirror-dir/$file");
}

}
closedir(DIR);

U############################UU################UUUUUUUUU###U######

sub cp__,and-filter {
###########U####U#####U##############################UU############

my (titel, $fiLe2) = @_;

print "update: filel -> $file2\n";

open(INFILE, fileilel)
open(OUTFILE, ">$file2")

while(<INFILE>) (
s/\015//g;
print OUTFILE $-;

}

11 die "Cannot open $filel";

11 die "Cannot open $file2";

close(INFILE);

cLose(OUTFILE);
}

sync.p'

EXERCISE 1. 18

Splitting numbers (page 73)
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EXERCISE 1. 19

Sorting nested structures (page 80)

First part:

Sorting function for the second part:

This fancy solution builds on the fact that the logical OR in Perl does not return 0
or 1, but the value of the first expression that turns out to be true. In the case that
the first cmp comparison (car makes) yields a value not equal to 0, the logical OR
returns it to the main program. Otherwise, the second comparison comes into play
and determines the return value of the function sort-by-car-and-street.

EXERCISE 1.20

Analysis of a Web server log file (page 81)

logstat.pl

#!/usr/LocaL/bin/perL -w

$Logfile = "/services/http/logs/accessLog";

%stats = 0;

open(FILE, "<$logfiLe") 11 die "Cannot open $logfiLe";

whiLe(<FILE>) C
# extract individual elements

my (Sip, $date, $urL, $status, $bytes) =
/(\5+) \S+ \S+ `C.? \]"W+ (\S+) .*?" (\S+) (\5+)/;
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$urL s#A/##g; # strip leading '/'

Surl s#\?.*$##g; # strip query string

$treeloc = \%stats; # root of the structure

foreach Sentry (split(m#/#, $urL)) {
# create new path if needed

$treeLoc->{$entry) = E{, 01 unless exists StreeLoc->{$entry};
# increment entry counter

$treeloc->{$entry}->E1 ++;
# go down

$treeloc = $treeLoc->{$entry)->E0J;

}
}
close(FILE);

printstats(\%stats, "");

###U####U#######################################U##U##############
sub printstats {

U####U#######################################U#############UU#####
# Output data structure (hash of list entries)
###########U####U#################N###############################

my ($treeloc, $indent) = @

foreach $dir (sort keys %$treeloc) {

# output entry and counter

print "S{indentl$dir ($treeLoc->{$dirl->E1I)\n";
# does subdirectory exist?

if($treeloc->{$dirl->EOJ) {

# recursion
printstats($treeloc->{$dir)->EO), $indent");

}
}

Imavtat ni
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The release of version 5 has brought object orientation to Perl. What were the rea-
sons? Object-oriented thinking stimulates software design on a more abstract level.
It encourages clear, modular program logic, and thus facilitates maintenance and
reusability. This structuring is very good for the Perl script language, because it al-
ready has a bad reputation as a 'write-only' language: you can do your programming
with it very nicely, but afterwards you can no longer read the code. Another popular
joke is that Perl is the only language that you can uuencode without subsequently
noticing any difference in contents.

Perl has without doubt grown big through its 'throw-away' scripts. But for the
development of more comprehensive systems, which will be modified maybe only
after weeks and by complete strangers, stricter requirements apply. The new object-
oriented features establish Perl as a language for more demanding applications.

2.1 Introduction
Object-oriented design and implementation are each a separate chapter and cannot
be discussed in sufficient depth in this text. Recommended literature on this sub-
ject (although not related to Perl) includes Rumbaugh et al. (1991), Booch (1994),
and Eriksson and Penker (1998); a catalog of well-proven modelings is provided in
Gamma et al. (1995). Nevertheless, this short introduction may awaken the interest
of readers who are not yet familiar with object-oriented methods.

2.1.1 Objects, data, and methods
'Everything is an object!' - nobody wants to hear this phrase any more. It is suffi-
cient to state what an object has: a state and an interface for methods that modify or
interrogate this state, which is a collection of probably the most disparate data.

109
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For a practical explanation of the object-oriented methods discussed below, we
will use a data structure suited for accommodating lists, which exists on the one hand
as a 'normal' Perl array @parray and on the other hand as an object-oriented blackbox
myVector. The implementation of this object will never play a role; it exists only as a
fictitious entity for the explanation of object-oriented principles. The name myVector
is a placeholder for the actual object representation, which will only be discussed
later.

Both the Perl array @pa r ray and the object myVector contain a number of val-
ues. In object-oriented terms, these values reflect the internal state of myVector.

For @parray, functions such as push, shi ft, and so on exist, which manipulate
and interrogate the array contents. Thus the call

adds the scalar "i temi" to the end of the array.
The object myVector, instead, does not only keep its elements available, but

also provides a fixed set of functions that allows access to its internals. The object
'knows' the operations allowed on its data. The method call equivalent to the above
function call is

Starting from an object representation (myVector), the programmer accesses
the object contents via a method (push) - and this is how the object-oriented music
plays (the -> operator is discussed in Section 2.2.2).

2.1.2 Classes
The creation of an object, its instantiation, takes place according to the building plan
of the corresponding class. The class defines the implementation of its objects. It
specifies the internal data representation and the external interface for each object
built after its model.

An object is created as an instance of a class, as an individual of a specific kind
of make. Potentially, many instances of a class exist at a given moment, all of which
have the same properties, but lead their own lives.

@parray is of Perl's 'array' data type. Similarly, the object myVector will de-
rive from the fictitious class VectorCLass, which defines the internal structure of
myVector, together with the methods that are allowed to access it. Internally, myVec-
tor probably consists of a doubly linked list with dynamically allocated entries. But
these internal structures are invisible from outside; methods such as push, shift, and
so on neatly separate us from the actual, sometimes abominable, implementation.

This encapsulation principle, the 'hiding' of internal structures, is a central
theme in object orientation. An object provides a method interface toward the out-
side; direct access to its data is taboo. This forces the developer to neatly separate im-
plementation and interface in the software design. However, these efforts pay off at a
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later stage, when an older implementation can be exchanged or used elsewhere with-
out problems, because the interface remains the same or at least upward compatible.

2.1.3 Class relationships
Object-oriented design, however, offers many more ways to save development time
through reuse: class relationships allow us to establish connections between existing
concepts.

Inheritance

Inheritance is probably the best-known class relationship. It is also known as general-
ization/specialization. General classes devolve their properties to specialized classes,
which may employ or overload the inherited properties and also define additional
functionalities.

A special type of the class VectorCLass is the class NumVectorCLass, whose
objects can accommodate only numerical values. In its interface it provides all typi-
cal array functions, plus an additional method sum, which adds the stored numerical
values. As an additional feature in the sense of type security, NumVectorC Lass mod-
ifies the inherited method push to allow only numerical values as parameters. This
process is commonly also known as overloading of inherited functions.

Inheritance presumes support by constructs of the programming language. In
this sense, the Perl interpreter automatically searches the implementation of the base
class for methods and data structures not defined in the derived class. This process
is not at all triggered by a special instruction. Search for methods in the class hier-
archy is, on the contrary, an impressed behavior, implicitly determined by the class
definition alone.

Inherited classes are related via the 'is a' relationship. But one concept is not
always a special case of another one. Often, one class includes another one (aggrega-
tion, 'has a'), knows it flightily (association), or uses its services (using).

Aggregation

An aggregated class is factually part of the aggregating class, which is expressed
by the 'is a part of' relationship. Aggregations are successful if the affected objects
of both classes exist together and the object of the aggregating class assumes the
responsibility for the aggregated object.

For a rapid search of elements, the implementation of the sample class Vector-
C lass also keeps a hash, which via keywords assigns an index to all stored elements.
Thus an object of the class HashCLass is not only assigned to each instance of the
class VectorC Lass, but 'enclosed' with it. Both objects only exist together, and the
object of the VectorCLass class is responsible for the hash object.
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Association

Association, on the other hand, models a relationship in which the associating class
only 'knows' the associated class, but does not include it. Aggregation and associ-
ation can easily be confused, in particular because they are represented completely
identically in the Perl code. I

In the end, only the intended usage decides whether classes are in an aggre-
gating or associating relationship. The kind of selected relationship, however, entails
additional side-effects: while in aggregation, for example, frequently only the com-
mon existence of objects of the aggregated class is sensible, associated objects are
related so loosely that they can also exist individually. This effect finally influences
the implementation, which must realize the 'responsibility' of aggregated objects for
each other.

To be able to iterate elegantly over all entries of VectorC Lass objects, a class
VectorIterator will be used. An object of this iterator class does nothing but ini-
tially position a pointer to the first element of the vector, which it then shifts from
element to element when requested to do so. Thus there is an association relationship
between the iterator class and the vector class VectorClass - it 'knows' Vector-
C lass, communicates with it, but does not include it.

Using
The using relationship implements a client/server architecture with the classes in-
volved, with the client class using the services of the server class.

An example for a using relationship is the relationship between a vector class
and an error class that is specialized in outputting error messages. Thus, in the case
of an error, an object of the class VectorC Lass 'knows' that a matching error object
exists; however, it does not contain it, but simply uses its services.

In contrast to inheritance, aggregation, association, and using can be simply
implemented by class references at programming level and merely presume class
support of the programming language.

This information from the world of classes and objects should initially suffice
as a basis for applied object orientation in Perl. The following section introduces
some details of programming.

2.2 Object-oriented Perl
Since version 5, Perl has supported constructs that allow the following modelings:

* classes,

* class relationships,

* instantiation of objects,

l In a similar fashion to the way this is often realized in C++, both aggregating and associating classes
include references to objects of the target class.
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* instance data access via methods.

Perl 4 also had a method of modularization - code packages could be stored in
external files and included in the main program by means of the requi re command.
The package construct made sure that each program package received its own name-
space for variables, without, for example, intersecting with that of the main program.

With a sophisticated combination of references to hashes and module abstrac-
tion, Perl 5 managed to integrate object-oriented functionality without too many
changes to the syntax of the language. The following discussion makes extensive
use of the fundamentals of references explained in Section 1.5.5 and presumes their
understanding.

2.2.1 Classes and modules
As disillusioning advance information, let us state straight away that in Perl 5 a class
is nothing but a package whose subroutines manipulate objects and are therefore
methods in the sense of object-oriented programming. Each of these methods expects
an object reference as its first argument, and subsequently operates on the instance
variables.

The typical class definition is written as

This merely creates a Perl package that usually resides in a module of its own.
According to Perl conventions, the package yields 1 as its return value and signals
proper initialization to the script that includes it (for basic information on module
inclusion, see Section 1.5.4).

The defined subroutines implement the methods methods and method2, to-
gether with the constructor new, which is responsible for object instantiation.
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2.2.2 Objects
In contrast to object-oriented languages such as Java, C++, and Smalltalk, Perl 5
does not provide a mechanism for automatic instantiation of objects, but requires
some manual work from the programmer.

The following considerations are intended to help in identifying what an object
needs for itself to exist. An object

* realizes an imprinted behavior using its methods;
* is in a defined state at any given point in time, a state that is reflected by the

values of the object's instance variables;
* has an identity: that is, it differs uniquely from other objects of the same class

or from objects of other classes.

Thus the task of a constructor is to create an object that

* has a relationship with its class (that is, the object 'knows' which type it is),
and thus knows its internal variables and methods;

* stores a set of values for its instance variables.

The class relationship of a new object is created by the function bless, which
in some 'magical' way associates a data type with a package. But what is the Perl
data type of an object?

For an answer to this question, we will look at the second requirement: realiza-
tion of a separate namespace for instance variables of the object. This guarantees that
the variable membervar of object A can assume a different value than the homony-
mous variable of object B of the same class.

This namespace is usually implemented by means of a hash, whose keys are
the variable names and whose values are their values. The rest is simple: the bless
command binds the hash to the corresponding class, and a reference to the hash is
then used as an object reference.

For the Myc lass package outlined above, the constructor is simply written as

Typically for Perl, this short notation defines a lot of functionality. First, { } cre-
ates an anonymous hash for the namespace of the new object and returns a reference.
The hash does not need a name, because it will be later uniquely identifiable via the
object reference. At the time of initialization, it is empty - that is, it does not contain
any key-kalue pairs: no instance variables have as yet been defined for the object. Via
the keys of this hash, the instance variables will later be accessed and supplied with
values.

The anonymous hash realizes everything that makes the object: a namespace
for instance variables and the class relationship. The latter is created by the bless
function, which marks the hash as belonging to the class Myclass. Since bless at
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the same time returns the reference of the 'blessed' hash and furthermore is the last
function of the constructor, new returns the hash reference to the calling main program
- which subsequently interprets it as the 'object reference.'

In the main program,

triggers the constructor call. After use Myc Lass has found and initialized the Myc Lass
package, MycLass->new()activates the subroutine new, which, as specified above,
returns the 'blessed' reference of the anonymous hash (the object reference).

2.2.3 Methods
The object reference not only has access to instance variables, but also has the class
relationship, which allows calling of methods. Thus a subsequent call of

activates the method methods in the Myc Lass package.
What does the implementation of a typical method of the MycLass class look

like? This will be illustrated by an example, which defines a method check that
checks the state of a (not yet defined) instance variable named running. For an un-
defined value and in the case of running == 0, check should return the value 0, in
all other cases 1. The call

in the main program activates the method check from the Myc Lass package and at
the same time ensures that check receives the reference $obj ref as its first function
parameter.

The method check itself fetches the object reference from the parameter list
and can thus operate on instance data:

Thus the local variable $se l f is assigned the reference of the anonymous hash, which
makes the hash data accessible via

........... . t t X g-^ is 8 e We --- s

or alternatively
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(see Section 1.5.5). With this, $seLf corresponds more or less to the this keyword
in Java, which is available in methods as a reference to the current object. In Perl,
however, the SseLf initialization is not carried out by a compiler; instead, at the
beginning of each method, the programmer explicitly assigns the variable $seLf the
object reference passed via the parameter list.

Thus $seL f->{ 'runni ng' ) accesses the anonymous hash and fetches the value
belonging to the key running. At the object level, this means interrogating the in-
stance variable runni ng of the current object.

2.3 A first example
Now is the time to tackle the first object-oriented sample application. The Process
class defined below models UNIX processes. 2 Instantiated process objects behave in
the same way as their real counterparts: they have methods for starting a process,
interrogate its state, and terminate it. This abstraction can even be used to check
processes that have already terminated their activity - their encapsulation objects
outlive them.

Process objects model either shell processes or Perl subroutines. A shell pro-
cess is started by a scalar, which contains the corresponding shell command line as
a string, whereas a reference to a subroutine causes this subroutine to be started as a
background process.

Listing process. p l shows a test sample of a sleep process. The constructor call
creates a new process object, which subsequently calls the method start with the
string "s Leep 10" as parameter. At intervals of 1 second, the loop checks the process
status; after the third cycle, the ki l l method prematurely terminates the process.

process.pl

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

use Process;

$myproc = Process->newo; # create new process object
$myproc->startC'sLeep 10") | # start sleep process

die "Start: Error"; # error?

2 Windows users should understand the following pages more as an introduction to object-oriented pro-
gramming than as a practical example. To start external programs under Windows, the Win32: Process
module is available (see page 93).
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for($i=1; $i<=5; $i++) {
if($myproc->polL)) {

print "Running\n";

} else {

print "Not running\n";
}

if($i==3) {

$myproc->kill() 1I

die "Kill: Error";
}

sleep(1);

#
periodically interrogate process
status
process active

# process terminated

# in the third cycle ...
# terminate process

# sleep until next round
}

--re nl

Accordingly, the output of process. pL is

The module Process.pm, included by process.pl at the beginning by means of
the use Process; construct, represents a typical class implementation that, besides
the new constructor, defines the methods start, poL L, and kil l.

Press. nm

package Process;

# $proc-obj=Process->newo; constructor

sub new {
bless {};

# $ret = $proc-obj->start("prg`); start shell process in background

# $ret = $proc-obj->start(\&func); start function in background
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sub start {
my ($self, $func) = @-;

$SIG{'CHLD'1 = sub { wait };

$self->{'pid'1 = forko;

if(!defined $self->{'pid'}) {

return 0;

} elsif($self->{'pid'1 == 0) {
if(ref($func) eq "CODE") {

9$func; exit 0;

} else {
exec "$func";

}
1 else {

return 1;
}

# prevent zombies

# create subprocess

# with fork

# fork error

# child process:

U start subroutine

# start shell process

# parent process:

U return OK

U#########U###########################################################

# $ret = $proc-obj->pollo; interrogate process status:

# 1="running" O="not running"
#########################UU###########################################

sub poll (

my $self = shift;

exists $seLf->C'pid'I &&

kiLl(O, $self->('pid'I);

# pid initialized and

# ... process reacts

######################################################################

# $ret = $proc-obj->kiLL(CSIGXXXJ); send signal to process,
# default parameter: SIGTERM

sub kill {
my ($self, $sig) = @_;

$sig = 'SIGTERM' unless defined $sig; # if no parameter spec-

# ified => SIGTERM signal

return 0 if !exists $self->t'pid'I; # process initialized?

kill($sig, $self->{'pid'I) 1I return 0; # send signal

}

}
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delete $seLf->{pid'); # delete process variable

1; #0OK

1;

Process.pm

The implementation of the process class uses only one instance variable: the
start method stores the number of the started process in the instance variable pi d,
so it is subsequently available to the methods po l L and kill. Since the constructor
does not carry out any initialization of instance variables, pi d remains undefined until
the start of the first process, which is in turn used by the methods kill and po l l as
information on whether a process has been active. The function

notoriously yields 1 if for a given key a value exists in the hash, whereas

breaks up the key-value relation, but lets the hash itself continue to exist.
The rest is UNIX: the start method uses the fork system call to create a child

process. Depending on whether start finds a subroutine reference or a scalar as its
first parameter, it starts a Perl function or a shell process whose command line is
contained in the scalar.

While exec starts a shell that executes the given command, but never returns
again into the flow of the calling program and terminates instead, the call of a spec-
ified Perl subroutine must be followed by an explicit exit 0 command, because
otherwise the child process follows the footsteps of the parent process and eventually
gets into its way.

Another feature worth mentioning is the signal handler, which prevents the
creation of zombies. Zombies are terminated child processes that have not yet been
redeemed by their parent processes with a wa it command, and are therefore con-
demned to roam around in the system in eternity.

In the example, the SIGCHLD signal that, as a parent process, receives news
of the death of a terminating child process triggers a wa it command in the signal
handler which 'reaps a zombie.'

The po l l mechanism is based on the fact that it is possible to send a running
process the signal bearing the number 0 without error. If this action fails, the process
no longer exists. The kill method, instead, sends the child process a specified signal
or, if no parameter has been set, the SIGTERM signal (the default signal that is usually
sent to a process by the kill command).
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2.4 Object-oriented programming
in detail
The first object-oriented steps with Perl 5 will now be followed by a more detailed
discussion of its object-oriented features.

2.4.1 Package definition
To instantiate an object, the definition of the corresponding class must be known. The
use MycLass construct causes the Perl interpreter to search all include paths for a file
named MycLass.pm and to loadthe specified package definitionfromthe module (see
also Section 1.5.4).

It is important that the included file returns a 'true' value; otherwise the use
Myc Lass instruction fails.

In addition, there is the possibility to store class definition and script in the
same file:

In contrast to the inclusion with use MycLass (which requires that the included
file returns a value not equal to undef, 0, or the empty string), the concluding 1; may
be omitted in the above construct.

2.4.2 Static and virtual methods
Perl differentiates between so-called static and virtual methods. Constructors are
static by nature: since at their call no object reference is known, because they have to
generate it first, they are specified by the package name. The instructions

and, 8; GNP Dl

and
no; .. ...
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are equivalent, and call the subroutine new in the package Mypackage, passing it the
name "Mypackage" as the first parameter. This information is used by several kinds
of constructors (see below).

Subsequently, the object reference returned by the constructor can be used, by
means of

to access the so-called virtual methods. In contrast to static methods, these virtual
methods do not expect a package name, but an object reference - which is what they
are implicitly being supplied with by the above call.

2.4.3 Constructors
The short form

used up to now does not in all cases provide the required functionality, because the
bless instruction in the example binds the anonymous hash to the package that de-
fines the constructor. The long form

instead uses the extended signature of the bless instruction to bind the hash to the
package whose name is by default available to the constructor, as a static method, as
a first parameter. The long form is, in particular, used in class inheritance - and since
you never know whether some day someone will want to inherit something from the
class, experienced Perl programmers recommend using the long form in any case
(see Section 2.4.6).

The constructor is the right point for initialization of instance variables too.
After definition of the name hash,3 assignments can be carried out. The important
thing is that in the end, the constructor really returns the reference of the 'blessed'
hash:

3 Just to avoid creating the wrong impression: the hash as a storage medium for the instance variables
of an object is not mandatory at all. It is merely one of several possible implementations.
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2.4.4 Destructors
The reference mechanism in Perl 5 automatically destroys instances that are no
longer needed: that is, whose reference counter has reached zero. An object refer-
ence $ob j ref provided by the constructor (and together with it, the object itself or
the name hash) disappears only after an explicit

or at the end of the validity range of $obj ref, provided no further references to the
object exist.

If, however, additional cleaning-up operations for a class are needed, nothing
can be said against implementing a destructor that should seemly be named

and be called explicitly with

before the object loses its validity. Shortly before the automatic destruction, which
commences as soon as the last reference to an object disappears, the interpreter
searches the package for a method named DESTROY and, if found, executes it. It is
passed the last remaining object reference as its sole argument: that is, in the same
way as all other methods, it can accept the reference to the name hash via the stack.
Thus necessary last-minute actions before the automatic garbage collection find their
appropriate place in the DESTROY method of a class defined for this purpose.

2.4.5 Instance variables
Access to instance variables is carried out via the object reference that each method
is automatically passed as its first parameter. The instruction

.fyq
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returns the scalar value of the instance variable varname via the hash entry with the
key varname. However, objects often consist of more complex data types and define
in turn further arrays, hashes, or references to additional objects.

Since a hash value can accommodate either a scalar or a reference, the name
hash may also contain references to further Perl types. If the instance variable
myarray is to hold a Perl array,

denotes an array reference that, by means of the dereferencing operator @{. ...
changes into an array. This notation allows all possible array operations:

Similarly, instance variables can accommodate references to hashes or subroutines.
References to other objects are hash references and can be treated as such. In

case of difficulties with the somewhat unusual dereferencing notation, please consult
Section 1.5.5.

2.4.6 Inheritance
Inheritance is one way of creating relationships between concepts. Classes represent
concepts: if it can be asserted that a class DerivedcLass is 'a kind' of a class Base-
class, much can be said for having DerivedcLass inherit the properties of Base-
class.

A car is 'a kind' of vehicle. Thus the derived class car can inherit a range of
properties from its base class vehicle. For example, a car has the property, as do other
vehicles, of being able to move. In addition, a car provides functionalities that clearly
differentiate it from other vehicles: thus it can transport several seated persons, which
is usually not possible with a bicycle, another class derived from the vehicle class.

The advantages of this procedure are obvious: not all classes must be imple-
mented from scratch; instead, it is sufficient to take over a known concept and define
additionally required functionalities. To activate this mechanism in Perl - as usual -
some manual work is needed.

A package obtains the license to execute foreign methods via an entry in the
package's own 6ISA array.

The name of this array is intended to symbolize the inheritance-typical 'is a'
relationship between classes, in the sense of 'is a' or 'is a kind of.' If an object does
not find a method in its own package, it begins to search all packages contained in
@ISA. This corresponds to a depth-first search in the class hierarchy: each checked
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Figure 2.1 Inheritance.

package may in turn define an aISA array and in this way utilize methods of other
packages.

Thus an object can access not only its own methods, but also those of all pack-
ages from which its own class is directly or indirectly derived. This is carried out in
a completely transparent fashion, without an indication in which package the sought
method is finally located. Thus

specifies that the current package inherits the functionalities of Basepaci and
Basepac2.

In Java or C++, the compiler secretly inserts code into the constructors to make
a generated object of a derived class call the constructor of its base class. In Perl,
instead, the constructor is a method like any other. If the constructor of the base
class needs to be called for the creation of a derived object, the implementation must
explicitly guarantee this.

Usually, the constructor of a derived class simply calls the constructor of the
base class. If the derived class does not need to initialize additional data, there is,
however, a more elegant solution: the base class simply makes the derived class in-
herit its constructor.

Listing i nhCon. pL shows inheritance of a constructor: the base class Basepac
contains the constructor new; the derived class D e r i pa c defines only one additional
method derimethod.

inhCon.pl

#!/usr/bin/perL -w

# Base class

package Basepac;

# base class constructorsub new C
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my Stype = shift;
my $seLf = C;

bless $seLf, $type;
}

sub basemethod { # base class method

print "method: basemethod\n";

}

# Derived class

package Deripac;

2ISA = qw ( Basepac ); # inherits from Basepac

sub derimethod { # method of the derived class
print "method: derimethod\n";

}

# Main program

package main;

$derobj = Deripac->newo; # initiate object of

# the derived class

$derobj->derimethodo; # own method

$derobj->basemethodo; # inherited method

inhCon.pl

If main now uses Deripac->new() to call the constructor of the class Deripac,
Perl simply resorts to the new function of the base class, because this method does
not exist in Deripac.

To make the resulting object belong to the class Deripac, and not to Basepac,
the constructor must satisfy the requirements of inheritability. The short form

used in Section 2.4.1 is no longer sufficient, because a bless of the anonymous hash
on the current package Basepac would generate an object of class Basepac instead of
a Deri pac object. In contrast, the long form introduced in Section 2.4.3.
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simply evaluates the class name passed by default, and binds the anonymous name
hash to the correct class. What finally counts is which package has originally initiated
the constructor call, and not in which package the constructor is located.

If, instead, both the derived and the base class must initialize their own vari-
ables, the derived class has no other choice than to explicitly call the contractor of
the base class in its own constructor.

This is precisely what is realized by Listing i nherit.pl. The constructor new
of the class Deripac contains the instruction Basepac->newo, which creates the
name hash of Basepac. Then, Deripac assigns the returned value to its own $seLf
variable and uses it as if it were the reference to its own name hash.

This procedure automates overloading of variables of the base class from the
part of the derived class, because both share one namespace.

jnithrit nol

#!/usr/bin/perL -w

package Basepac; # base class

sub new { # constructor
my $class = shift;
my $self = 0;

$self->{'basevar'} = 'BASE'; # initialize base class variable
bless $self, $class;

#######################UU U####UU U ###################

package Deripac;

VISA = qw ( Basepac );

sub new {
my $cLass = shift;
my $seLf = Basepac->newo;

$seLf->{'derivar') = 'DERI';

# derived class

# inheritance

# constructor

# initialize variable of the

# derived class
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bless $self, $cLass;

}

sub derimethod { # output local variables and variables

my $self = shift; # inherited in the derived class

print "basevar=", $self->('basevar'I, " ",
"derivar=", SseLf->{'derivar'I, "\n";

#M##############################U##U##U#################################

package main; # main program

$derobj = Deripac->newo; # create object
$derobj->derimethodo; # output variables

inherit pl

Back once more to inheritance of methods: in Listing i nhCon. pL on page 124,
the instruction $derobj->basemethod() triggers a search for methods. Beginning
with the class $derobj belongs to, Perl attempts to find, depth-first, the next reachable
method in the class hierarchy bearing the name basemethod.

Overloading of functions in a derived class, a typical feature of object-oriented
programming, is thus possible at any time - provided a method of the same name is
defined at a location where the search algorithm finds it first in the class hierarchy.
Thus the method defined in the current class has precedence over all others.

The question of inheriting is solved - that of 'letting inherit' remains. While
in C++ and Java there are rules about which part of a class is visible and to whom
(via entries in the sections public and protected), Perl gives the programmer carte
blanche: it is just not a 'totalitarian' language, as the manual pages so nicely state.
All you need is a bit of common sense.

Theoretically, nothing is to be said against having a class inherit from several
base classes. At least for the methods, this is not a problem, because it is sufficient to
include the names of the involved packages in the 8ISA array.

However, this is only one side of the coin: if the constructors of the base classes
initialize data, the namespaces of all inherited classes must be merged. In the trivial
case, where the packages use only a number of scalars as instance variables, multiple
inheritance as shown in Listing i nhMu Lt. pL can be implemented. Here, the construc-
tor of the derived class calls the constructors of the base classes one after the other
and copies their scalar instance variables to the own name hash.
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inhMult.pl

#!/usr/bin/perL -w

###############U####U################################U#################
package Basepacl; # first base class

sub new { # constructor

my $type = shift;
my $self = 0;

# initialize base
$self->{'bl'} = "bl"; # class 1 variable

bless $self, $type;
}

package Basepac2; # second base class

sub new { # constructor
my $type = shift;
my $self = {};

$self->{'b2'} = "b2"; # initialize base

# class 2 variable
bless $self, $type;

}

#U#########U##########################################U######U#########

package Deripac; # derived class

HISA = qw ( Basepaci Basepac2 ); # multiple inheritance

sub new { # constructor

my $type = shift;

my $self = {};

my ($pac, $key);

foreach $pac CUISA) { # for all base classes

my $hashref = $pac->newo; # call constructor

foreach $key (keys %$hashref) { # merge inherited
$self->{$keyl = $hashref->{$keyl; # variables into the

} # local namespace

}
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bless $self, Stype;

}

sub derimethod C # output variables

my $seLf = shift;

my Skey;

foreach $key (keys %($self}) C

print "\$self->{'$key'}=`, `$self->{$key}\n";

}

package main; # main program

$derobj = Deripac->newo); # call constructor

$derobj->derimethodo); # output inherited variables

inhMult.pl

However, since a class can not only define scalar variables, but also use its
name hash to store references to new hashes and arrays or even foreign objects, this
example is suited only for simple cases. In fact, in the case of more deeply nested
structures, the script does not create a 'deep' copy of the data structure, but copies
only the references of the highest level. An additional problem is constituted by dou-
ble and circular references. A complete solution of the problem requires a recursive
analysis of the name hash. A routine must follow the references down to an arbitrary
depth of nesting and roam through all arrays and hashes found. Section 2.5 shows an
application that implements this procedure.

The method of multiple inheritance must, however, be handled with great care:
lack of attention in the class design very quickly leads to chaos, and inheritance con-
flicts require manual correction. Frequently, models that require multiple inheritance
are only a tardy consequence of a wrong design.

Inheritance is, without doubt, the most popular class relationship. Frequently,
however, designers caught up in their specialization euphoria overlook the fact that
a relationship between two classes does not meet any inheritance-specific require-
ments. Just because a car and a wheel belong together in some way or the other, one
must not crank up the inheritance machinery. A wheel is definitely not 'a kind of'
car.

But even if arguments can be found in favor of inheritance, its use must not
necessarily be the last resort. Frequently, a modeling problem can be more suitably
solved by means of one of the following class relationships.
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2.4.7 Aggregation
The 'has a' or 'whole-part' relation specifies that one class is a part of another class.
Thus the date is a part of a letter, a scroll bar is a part of a window, and the address is
a 'part' of a company. 1 -to- 1, 1 -to-N, or M-to-N relations are all possible.

Figure 2.2 Aggregation.

Listing aggregation.pL shows an example. A car has four wheels. Therefore
the instantiation of a new car is accompanied by the creation of four wheel objects in
the car constructor.

aggregation.pl

#!/usr/bin/perL -w

package Wheel;

sub new {

my $cLass = shift;
my $seLf = {};

$seLf->{'serial'} = defined

# wheel class

# new wheeL

# production number 1 ... n

$seriaL ?

tt$serial : ($serial=1);

bless $self, $class;
}

sub movewheel {

my $self = shift;
# move wheel

print "Wheel $self->{'seriaL'I: is moving!\n";

}

package Car; # car class

sub new {

my $class = shift;
my $seLf = {};

# new car
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foreach $i (1..4) { # 4 wheeLs per car
push(@{SseLf->{"Wheels")}, WheeL->newo);

}

bless $self, $cLass;
}

sub movecar { # move car

my $seLf = shift;

# move wheels

foreach $i (@{$self->{"WheeLs"I}) {

$i->movewheelo;

}
}

#####################f#############f#ft###f#############U####################

package main; # main program

Scar = Car->newo;
$car->movecaro;

nggregation.pl

The constructor of the car class stores in the instance variable Wheels a refer-

ence to an array that in turn contains references to the individual wheels. For each of

the four required wheels, the car constructor calls the wheel constructor. The instanti-

ated wheel objects carry nothing but a running serial number in the instance variable

$self->('serial').
The method movecar of the car class forwards the given driving task to the

movewhee L methods of the wheels aggregated in the car object. After dereferencing,

the instance variable Wheels results in a list of references to wheel objects that is

cycled through with a foreach instruction. The call of the movewheeL method makes

the wheels move one afterthe other. Thus the outputof aggregation.pLis

Typically for an aggregation, the aggregating class Car takes the responsibility
for objects of the aggregated class Wheel. The car constructor has four wheels made

and stores the references in the name hash of the object. If the car object loses its
validity, the wheel references are lost as well, and Perl lets the wheel objects vanish

surreptitiously.
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2.4.8 Association
The association describes a loose relationship between two classes. One class
'knows' the other, without aggregating it into itself.

A car is parked in a garage. Here, each car object is accompanied by the infor-
mation on which garage it is currently parked in.

I Car Gaag

Figure 2.3 Association.

The association car -e garage implements an instance variable garage, which
is available for each car object and stores a reference to the associated garage object.
Thus the car object 'knows' in which garage it is parked. Since in the sense of data
encapsulation the instance variable garage is not accessible outside the car object,
it is updated by the setgarage method with a garage reference as parameter. The
implementation of the setgarage method fetches the reference to the garage object
from the stack by means of a second s hi ft instruction after the setting of Sse e Lf and
updates the instance variable garage.

garage.pl

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

package Garage; # garage class

sub new {
bless C;

}

package Car; # Car class

sub new C
bless C};

sub setgarage C # associate garage

my $self = shift;

$seLf->{'garage') = shift;
}
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package main; # main program

$garage = Garage->new();

Scar = Car->newo;

$car->setgarage($garage);

garage.pl

The loose associative linkage of two classes also expresses the fact that there is
next to no responsibility involved between the two counterparts. Thus a garage object
exists completely independently from the cars that are parked in it. In the same way, a
car can live without a garage. This is taken into account in the implementation by the
fact that it is not the car constructor that creates the garage, but that both objects come
to light in the main program independently from each other. If, as with aggregation,
the reference to a garage object could be accessed only via the car object, the garage
would be victim of the garbage collector in the event of the destruction of the car.
But in this way both partner objects live a united and nevertheless independent life.

2.4.9 Using relationship
If there is a using relationship between two classes, one class uses the services offered
by the other class for its own purposes.

A driver uses the services of a car to drive around.

IDriverC

Figure 2.4 Using.

A driver object supports the method drive, which moves a selected car. Typical
for a using relationship, the reference of the used object (the car) appears in the
method call parameter list of the using object (the driver):

In this simple example, the drive method merely implements the call of the moveca r
method of the car object used:
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2.5 Persistence by inheritance
Inheritance of persistence methods is common in software development involving
object-oriented databases to provide an interface between the object-oriented pro-
gramming languages and the database.

Classes that not only need their data during a running program, but also require
to have this data available after program termination and after a successful restart,
employ persistence methods. Thus objects are stored not only in a transient medium
such as RAM, but also on demand on persistent media such as hard disks.

Classes with persistent data inherit the methods store and load from a persis-
tence class. store roams through the data of an object and stores the items one after
the other in a database or a file. Similarly, a call of load causes initialization of an
object with persistently stored data.

2.5.1 Implementation
Listing Persistent. pm on page 137 shows a persistence class whose methods are in-
herited by derived classes and used for their object data. This simple implementation
does not address a database, but merely stores the instance variables in a 'flat' file.

An object of application class MycLass, which inherits from the class Persis-
tent, can store its data in filename via the inheritance mechanism by calling

iS "A f-0 K - L ... ...

or restore the data with

$o -j~ref-~oV fiLnft)

Listing persistent. pL shows the corresponding test sample. The inherited routines
store and Load make use of the object's name hash to store or load the data. For
this purpose, they must delve into arbitrary nesting depths of the data structure if the
instance variables of the object are in turn references to further hashes, arrays, or
other objects.

persistent. p1

#!/usr/bin/perL
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package PersTest; # sample class that inherits

# persistent properties

use Persistent;

2ISA = qw ( Persistent );

sub new {
my $type = shift;
my $self = 0;
bless $self, $type;

}

sub initdata {

my $seLf = shift;

$self->{'the hash') =

$self->{'thearray') =
$self->{'the scalar') =

"This scalar contains

"long value with some

$the-hash{'hash-key') =

$the-array[l) =

# inherits from "Persistent.pm"

# constructor

# initialize data

\%thehash;

\@the-array;

a very " .

special chars:

'hash-value';

'array__.value';

# create new object as part

# of the persistent object

my $objref = PersTest->newo);
$objref->{'myobjvar') = 'myobjvarval';
$self->{'the-object') = $objref;

}

package main; # main program
######U#######################N####N#######N############################

$obji = PersTest->newo;
$objl->initdatao;

$objl->store("myobj.sav") II
print "Cannot save\n";

$obj2 = PersTest->newo;

create,
initialize, and

store
persistent object

# create new persistent
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# object ... and

$obj2->load("myobj.sav") 1I # initialize it with the
print "Cannot Load\n"; # stored data of obj1

# ouput object data
print

"\$obj2->{'the-object'1->{'myobjvar'} =

"$obj2->{'the-object'}->{'myobjvar'}\n";

print
"\$obj2->{'thearray'}->1] ="

"$obj2->('the-array')->El]\n";

print
"\$obj2->{'the-hash'1->{'hash-key'} =

"$obj2->{'the-hash'}->{'hash-key'}\n";
print

"\$obj2->{'thescalar'=
"$obj2->{'thescalar'}\n";

persistent.pl

First, persistent.pL creates an object of class PersTest and carries out the
initializations contained in the function init data, which gives rise to several in-
stance variables, a hash, an array, a scalar containing special characters, and finally,
for test purposes, another object of class PersTest. All of these values are stored
in the file myobj.sav by stores, the persistency method inherited from Persis-
tent.pm. The subsequently created, still uninitialized object $obj 2 loads the multi-
ply nested values from disk with a simple Load() call, and shows with the following
print calls thatitis inno way inferiorto $obj1.

Listing Persistent.pm shows the implementation of the class Persistent,
which through the methods store() and load() breathes eternal life into arbitrary
objects in such an elegant manner. The store method analyzes the object data and
stores

in the file myobj. sav. Conversely, the method Load() reads this Perl code, evaluates
it with eva L, and thus fills all of the instance variables with life.
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Thanks to the Data: : Dumper module by Gurusamy Sarathy (for installation of
this module, see Appendix A.4), the difficult part, namely the analysis of the poten-
tially deeply nested instance data of an object, becomes child's play. The constructor
new accepts two array references: the first one points to an array of variables to be
analyzed, the second one to an array of names under which Data: : Dumper will finally
create them. The call of the Purify method with a true value makes Data: :Dumper
handle circular references correctly. The Dump method of a Dumper object finally re-
turns a string that contains Perl code to recreate the analyzed variable again.

One after the other, the store method fetches all keys from the instance vari-
able hash of the current object and lets the Data: :Dumper store the unrolled values in
the format

in the safeguarding file.
A problem is constituted by references to subroutines: they can be neither rea-

sonably analyzed nor stored. If the Data: :Dumper detects one of these, it outputs a
warning and creates a dummy reference.

Persistent.pm

package Persistent;

use Data::Dumper; # utility for data analysis

# $objref->store("fiLename") # store object persistently in file

sub store {
my ($self, Sfilename) = @

open(FILE, >$filename") II return 0; # open file

while (($key, $val) = each %$self) { # entries in instance hash

$d = Data::Dumper->new(E$vaL), E"self->{$key}"));
$d->Purity(l); # circular references
print FILE $d->Dumpo; # output

}

close(FILE); # close file
1;

}
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# $objref->load("filename") L load object

sub load {

my ($self, $filename) =

%$self = C); # empty out object
open(FILE, "<$filename") 11 return 0; # open file

$data = join('', <FILE>); # read all lines
eval $data; # ... and evaluate them
close(FILE); # close file
1 ;

1;

Persistent.pm

2.5.2 Example
A practical application of the Persistent class is shown in Listing fortune. pL. This
script contains a list of proverbs, one of which is at random displayed at each call.
The list reduces itself persistently with each call of fortune. pL, so that each proverb
appears exactly once, until all available proverbs have been processed. After the last
proverb, the script reinitializes itself, and the cycle begins again from the start.

The information on which proverbs are still present in the list is stored by an
object of the persistent class Fortune. Fortune inherits from the base class Persis-
tent, and thus disposes of the methods store and load.

With each call, fortune.pl initializes an object of the Fortune class, uses the
persistence method load to load its data from the file fortune.data, and selects an
arbitrary proverb with the method getany. At the same time, getany removes the
proverb from the list to be processed, which is internally managed by the fortune
object.

In the event that no persistence data have actually been stored, or the list of
proverbs has been completely processed, fortune .pL reinitializes the persistent ob-
ject. The add method appends a number of proverbs to the object-internal list, which
can be accessed via the instance variable aphori sms, which is a list reference.

Shortly before termination of the script, the transient object data is transferred
by means of the store method into the persistence file fortune. data, to be available
again at a new start of the script.

fortune.pl

#!/usr/bin/perl
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package Fortune; # persistent class

use Persistent;
8ISA = qw(Persistent); # inheritance

sub new { # constructor

my $cLass = shift;
my $self = 0;
bLess($self, $cLass);

$seLf->{'aphorisms'1 = EJ; # reference to empty

# fortune list
return $self;

}

######U#################U##############################################

sub getany { # fetch fortune
######################UU##############################################

my $self = shift;
U random list index

my $index = rand() * ($#{$self->{'aphorisms'II + 1);
# extract element

splice(8{$self->{'aphorisms'II, $index, 1);

}

######################################################################

sub add { # add fortune
######################################################################

my $self = shift;
U append list to list

push(B{$seLf->{'aphorisms'II, @-);
}

U###################################U#################################

package main; U main program
######################################################################

srand(time); U initialize random generator
U (no longer needed since perL 5.004)

my $datafile = "fortune.data"; U file for
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# persistent data

my $text;

my $fortune = Fortune->newo; # create persistent object

if(! $fortune->load($datafile) 11 # load data from file

! ($text = $fortune->getanyo)) { # all fortunes used ?

$fortune->add( # reinitialization
"The trouble with troubleshooting is that the trouble shoots back",

"If something can go wrong, it will go wrong",

"Long live Fortran!",
"True programmers do not fear GOTOs");

$text = $fortune->getanyo; # fetch fortune

}

print "$text\n"; # output fortune

$fortune->store("$datafile"); # store modified object

fortune.pl

2.6 Hints and tricks
The following subsections explain some strategies that may be helpful for the use of
extended object-oriented functionalities.

2.6.1 The SUPER class
Frequently, it happens that an existing class library only partially provides a required
functionality. Modifying its freely available source code is in the main possible, but
seldom advisable, because possible updates for bug fixes can no longer be integrated
in the application.

A better way is to create a separate class that inherits methods from the library,
but redefines them under the same name. These will then implement the required
functionality but, where necessary, branch to the functions of the class library (for a
different procedure, see Section 2.6.2).

Here we have the problem of persuading the interpreter to call the method
method of the class library from a method method of the new class. Thus method()
would result in a call of the method method of the current class, while LibClass-
Name: :method() would completely specify the name of the class library routine.
However, if at some point an additional software layer were introduced between
library and application, all method calls of the application would need to be amended.
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This dilemma is resolved by the pseudo class SUPER.

U~e,~N .. 0 $ SoI0j re t

calls the method method that appears in the first reachable base class above the class
to which $objref belongs. The constructor of the first reachable base class above
MyC lass is instead reached by

A-- .^f ^c.snai

Large software packages such as the Perl/Tk package make frequent use of this fea-
ture.

Listing super.pL shows an example in which a derived class redefines a
method of the base class, but nevertheless uses its functionality. The SUPER construct
guarantees the derived class Derived independence from the base class: through its
use, the name Base no longer appears - with the exception of the inheritance defini-
tion - anywhere in the code of Derived.

super~pl

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

package Base; # base class

sub basemethod C print "Method of the base class\n"; }

package Derived;

HISA = qw(Base);

sub new {

my $cLass = shift;
bless {}, $class;

sub basemethod {
my $self = shift;

# derived class

# inherits from 'Base'

# constructor

# redefines 'basemethod' of 'Base',
# but uses its functionality

# method call in 'Base'
$seLf->SUPER::basemethodo;

# ... additional functionality ...

print "Method of the derived class\n";

}
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package main; # main program

$dobj = Derived->newo; # create object

Sdobj->basemethodo; # ...uses derived and base class

Yuper:pl

2.6.2 Delegation with AUTOLOAD
A class that partly wants to use a functionality already present in a foreign class and

partly wants to override it may also employ the feature of autoloading instead of the

procedure decribed above.
However, without the inheritance propagated there, only explicitly pro-

grammed methods are available. The call of other methods inevitably leads to a run-

time error - unless the class provides a method with the special name AUTOLOAD.
The AUTOLOAD method represents a central class function whose task is to in-

tercept and forward all non-satisfiable method requests. If the interpreter finds a re-

quested method neither in the class of an object nor in the base classes of any hierar-

chy level, it activates the AUTOLOAD method and sets the global variable $AUTOLOAD to

the name of the required method. AUTOLOAD starts with the same arguments that were

originally supplied to the nonfound method. The definition

in a class intercepts a runtime error for calls of not yet implemented methods.

The AUTOLOAD mechanism can also be used to delegate functions to other mod-

ules. Provided it is known that the method exists in another class (and if not, the

foreign class can in turn implement an AUTOLOAD deviation), AUTOLOAD simply devi-

ates the call including all parameters to that method.
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The sample code first removes the old package name from the contents of the

variable $AUTOLOAD, and subsequently assembles the new, 'fully qualified' name via

a simple string operation. The &{ . .. operator then turns the string into a callable

function.
If the branched method was originally called with the syntax

the parameter list contains the reference to the object that initiated the call as its first

argument. If this is not the desired behavior, AUTOLOAD must remove the erroneous

object reference from the argument list and conjure the correct one out of an instance

variable:

With a call of the foreign class constructor, $se Lf->{:deLegate') was set to a valid

object reference in the constructor of the delegating class. The sample shown in List-

ing auto load.pl illustrates this procedure.

autoload.pl

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

####U###U####################U############U##############U###U##########

package Otherclass; # class to which the Delegate

# cLass delegates methods

sub new {
my $class = shift;
bless({}, Sclass);

sub method.-delegated {

my $self = shift;

# constructor

# method defined here, which

# is used by the DeLegate cLass

print "Delegated method. Parameters: (C-)\n";
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package Delegate;

sub new {
my $class = shift;

# delegating class

# constructor

my $self = bless({}, $class);

$self->{'delegate')

# call constructor of class
# to which method is delegated

= Otherclass->newo;

return $self;
}

sub method-defined { # self-defined method
my $self = shift;
print "Own method. Parameters: (8-)\n";

}

sub AUTOLOAD {
my $seLf = shift;

$AUTOLOAD =- s/.*:://;

# remove erroneous object reference

# remove original

# package name

# call method in foreign module
# with $self->{'delegate'I

# as object reference

$self->{'delegate'I->$AUTOLOAD(C-);

package main; # main program

$dtgref = Delegate->newo; # create new object of
# delegating class

# method not defined by

# Delegate itself, but
# delegated to Otherclass

$dLgref->method-delegated("paraml", "param2");
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# method defined by
# Delegate itself

$dLgref->method-defined("paraml", "param2");

autoload.pl

The Delegate class implements the method method-defined itself, but dele-
gates calls of the method method-delegated to the OthercLass class.

Accordingly, the output of auto load. pl is



Pret-a -porter
me^Al Aleac

Perl lives with its developers, who recognize problems, solve them, pack the solutions
into modules, and make these available to the public - not for money, but for the glory
and a tiny piece of eternal life in the Perl universe. Well done!

This chapter shows how to use ready-made modules to extend the functionality
of Perl and quickly solve everyday tasks. The examples we present intend to awaken
the appetite for more - the complete documentation of installed modules is available
via perLdoc moduLename.

The modules used in this chapter are all included on the enclosed CD-ROM;
however, they are also freely available from the CPAN or - partly - included in the
Perl distribution. How to obtain and install modules is described in Appendix A.4.

3.1 I 0:: Fl Le - the new file handle
generation
Traditional file handles in Perl are second-class variables. Neither can their scope be
limited with my, nor can they be passed to subroutines without some fancy tricks.
Then, I0: : Fi Le introduced an improvement: file handle objects.

The constructor call of the I0:: Fi Le class returns an object reference if the
specified file can be opened. If problems occur, undef is returned. The object refer-
ences $out and Sin acquired in the example iof i le.pL behave like traditional file
handles: print $out redirects the output, whi Ie<$in> reads line by line-exactly as
usual.

147
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iofile.pl

use IO::FiLe;

$out = IO::Fite->new(`>test.dat`);

if(defined Sout) (
print Sout "Test!\n";
$out->cLoseo;

} else {

die "Cannot open test.dat!";

#

#

write access

opened successfully?

output

# error

Sin = IO::File->new(`<test.dat'); # write access

if(defined Sin) { # opened successfully?
while(<$in>) C # read file

print "S_"
}

} else {

die "Cannot open test.dat!"; # error
}

iofile.pl

Moreover, however, object references are first-class variables, which allow con-
structs such as

The constructor new supports all variations of the open function:

and even some more that come from the world of C:
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If a file handle loses its validity, it automatically closes the connection with the
subordinate data stream. The c Lose method in

may thus be omitted, because $fh closes itself when the garbage collector gets it
between its claws.

Required module 0: : File (contained in Perl 5.004).

3.2 Time measurements
Frequently, different ways lead to the same goal when solving a problem with Perl.
But which one actually gets the most out of the Perl interpreter, and which one unnec-
essarily dissipates computing time? In the lowlands of Perl implementation, obscure
things tend to happen, and surprises are the order of the day when comparing the
runtime behavior of two implementations.

The Benchmark module helps with such comparisons. It provides functions that
repeat specific parts of the code and measure the consumed computing time, thus
allowing an objective comparison.

Benchmark measures the time only in full seconds, so you should set the num-
ber of repetitions of a piece of code to such a value that the execution takes about 10
seconds.

The t i me these function accepts the number of required repetitions as its first
argument. As a second parameter, it expects a reference to an anonymous hash that
maps test names to code actually to be executed:

timethese performs the tests with the specified number of repetitions and outputs
the computing time consumed by each of them.
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The following example compares the execution times of two different functions
that do both the same: they determine whether a predefined array contains a specific
value or not. The first function, gr epi t, uses Perl's builtin grep command. The other
function, toopoveri t, instead chooses the traditional approach. A loop iterates over
all array elements until it finds the required element or reaches the end.

henchtest.pl

#!/usr/bin/perL -w

use Benchmark;

foreach Si (1..1000) C U generate test data
SeLement = "VaLue$i";
$first = $element unless defined $first;
$Last = $eLement;
push(aarray, $element);

}

$noftimes = 100;

timethese($noftimes, {"grep first" => sub { grepit($first) },
"grep last" => sub { grepit($Last) },
"loop first" => sub { loopoverit($first) },
"loop Last" => sub { loopoverit($last) }

});

sub grepit {

my $searchfor = shift;

grep { S eq $searchfor } @array;
}

sub Loopoverit {

my $searchfor = shift;

foreach $val (@array) {
return 1 if $val eq $searchfor;

}
return 0;

}

benchtest.pl
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First, benchtest.pt generates a test array with 1000 entries (Valuel to
VaLuel000) and stores the values of the first and the last element in the variables
$first and SVast. Subsequently, timethese() executes four test cases: it lets both
grepit and Loopoverit search for the value of the first and the last element. The
output is somewhat surprising:

Thus the (longwinded) search for the last element by means of our hand-knit
loop runs - as expected - somewhat more slowly than with the grep command (1.46
against 1.26 user CPU seconds for 100 iterations). In the search for the first ele-
ment of the array, however, the loop solution defeats the grep implementation devas-
tatingly! It is so fast that Benchmark.pm even warns that the number of iterations
selected was too small for a reliable measurement. Why?

The reason behind this is obvious: while the foreach loop in loopoveri t im-
mediately terminates with a matching element, g rep must in any case scour the array
to the end to capture potential multiple occurrences of the value.

Required module: Benchmark (contained in Perl 5.004).

3.3 Graphics with the Chart package
The Chart package by David Bonner allows you to create bar, pie, and other charts
as shown in Figure 3.1 with less than 10 lines of code. Internally, Chart uses the GD
library by Lincoln Stein to create GIF images that can either be stored as files on
disk or, in the World Wide Web, be generated on-the-fly by the server and sent to the
browser (see Section 5.8.5).

3.3.1 Bars
Assume the following sales figures:

Product A was sold three times on Monday, four times on Tuesday, and so on, while
product B went across the counter five times on Monday, five times on Tuesday, and
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Figure 3.1 Graphics with the Chart package.

so on. These dry statistics are converted into the bar chart shown in the upper left part
of Figure 3.1 by the following lines of Perl code:

First, the new constructor of the Char: :Bars class creates a diagram object
of 200 x 200 pixels. Subsequently, the method set sets the title parameter string
"Chart::Bars" as diagram header. The following three calls of add-dataset supply
the diagram with a value set for the X axis, followed by two data sets that specify the
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bar heights in the Y direction. The g i f method writes the finished GIF file to disk -
and that's it!

Since nothing was specified otherwise, the screen will show the sales figures
of product A in red, the values for product B in blue. Chart: :Bars standardizes the
graph, and draws the axes and what else is needed. In the 'legend' on the right-
hand side of the picture, the names of the two Y data sets appear as Dataset 1 and
Dataset 2.

Chart::Bars can show one, two (as in the example) or more Y data sets next
to each other. Appearance and legends can be freely configured, as the next example
will show.

3.3.2 Stacked bars

The Chart: :StackedBars diagram in Figure 3.1 top middle shows the two Y data
sets of each X value not next to each other, but stacked on top of each other. Thus,
besides the partial figures, the sum (total sales) appears too:

For embellishment, this Perl snippet sets some additional parameters, such as
x-LabeL/y label (legend for the X and Y axes), legend labels (a reference to an
array with sensible names for the data sets instead of the automatically selected
"Dataset n") and max vat (the maximum value represented in the Y direction).
If grid Lines is set to "true", Chart draws a grid in the graph area that facilitates
association of the Y values. The colors to be used for the data sets are specified by the
colors parameter with a reference to an array of array references (now we will see
who has done his/her homework) containing the RGB values of the corresponding
colors. [255,0,0) is plain red, [0,255,0] pure green.
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3.3.3 Pies
The pie diagram with the Chart: :Pie object is particularly suitable for representing
how the Y values of one data set are distributed across the X values. The pie chart
in Figure 3.1 top right shows how much per day of the week was sold of product A.
Sunday obviously yielded the best result. Creating this chart is as easy as this:

To the right of the pie, Chart::Pie automatically creates a small table that illustrates
the percentages.

3.3.4 Lines and marking points
The middle row of Figure 3,1 shows the classes Chart::Lines and Chart: :Points,
which draw each Y data set over the X axis and either connect it with lines or leave
it at points. Chart::LinesPoints finally combines both methods:

Thus the first data set (@days) passed with add dataset is responsible for the
discrete values on the X axis, the second one (asa L es-a) for the height of the sup-
porting points. The third data set (asaLes-b) determines the course of the second
curve.

3.3.5 Paretos
The pareto graph at the bottom of Figure 3.1 illustrates for a set of X-Y values which
X values contributed most to the total sum of the Y values. It begins by lining up the
largest Y values in a bar chart, showing at the same time which percentage of the
total sum has already been reached. The diagram shows that the two strongest sales
days, Saturday and Sunday, already achieve 50% of the turnover.
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As shown in the sample code, the cutoff parameter specifies after how many values
the pareto graph terminates, summarizing the remaining values under Other.

Required modules: GD and Chart (installation: see page 379).

3.4 Controlling processes with
Proc::SimpLe
To optimize the throughput of a computer when a number of calculating jobs are con-
suming lots of CPU time, it is often sensible to start some jobs in parallel. Terminated
jobs should be immediately replaced with new ones, so a constant number of jobs is
constantly active on the computer. In this way, the computer is not overloaded, but no
precious time is wasted either. In continuous 24-hour operation, manual 'feeding' of
jobs is obviously out of the question - instead, the Process. pm module introduced in
Section 2.3, available from the CPAN under Proc: :SimpLe, is to take over this task
for a UNIX system.

The script parproc.pL manages two queues: @todo, which contains jobs to
be processed (stored as shell command strings), and running, which contains the
process objects of already started jobs.

As long as the running queue contains fewer processes than the maximum
number $max paraLLel jobs of allowed jobs, and jobs are still waiting in the @todo
queue, parproc.pL goes on starting new processes. With a full ~running queue,
parproc.pL checks in one-second intervals whether capacities have been freed
and, in the positive case, immediately enters new processes. If @todo is exhausted,
parproc.pL waits until the last process has finished and terminates itself.

parproc.pl

#!/usr/Locat/bin/perl -w

use Proc::SimpLe;

$1 = 1; # debuffer output
$maxparaLleL jobs = 5; # jobs processed in parallel
@running = 0; # array of running jobs

foreach $job (1..9) { # create pseudo jobs
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push(@todo, "sleep 10");

}

# while there are jobs to do
while(S#todo >= 0 11 $#running >= 0) { # or started ones are running

@running = grep { $-->polL() } running; # remove finished jobs

if($#running + 1 < $max-parallel-jobs && # space free in running?
defined($job = pop(@todo))) { # ... and job avaiLable

print "Starting job '$job' .. "
$proc = Proc::Simple->newo; # new process

$proc->start($job) II die "Cannot start job $job";
push(@running, $proc); # include in running list

print "STARTED. (Remaining: ", $#todo+I,

" Running: ", $#running + 1, ")\n";
next; # proceed without delay

sleep(1); # pause ... and proceed

parproc.pl

Required module: Proc: :Simple (installation: page 379).

3.5 Command line options
In good old UNIX tradition, programs are passed parameters set in their call via
command line switches. There are not only 'simple' switches such as the - l switch
in

which instructs the l s command to display its data in long form, but also options that
convey values, as in

Here, the option -f carries the argument patternfi Le, which once follows -f and
once 'sticks' to -f. Options may also come in bulks, as in

M 4w. R WNg-,-, -

Now
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To handle the above three cases transparently in a Perl script that accepts op-
tions, the Getopt: :Std module is available. It exports the function getopts, which
accepts as parameters a descriptive string of the supported options together with a
reference to a hash that holds the data of the analyzed options ready for quick inter-
rogation. In

getopts analyzes the command line, watching out for the options -a, -b, and -f.
If other options are found, getopts signals an error and returns a false value. The
colon after the f in the descriptive string instructs getopts to include a subsequent
argument when an -f option occurs. If -a is set, a subsequent $opt{'a') yields a
true value; if an argument follows or sticks to -f, it will subsequently be located in
$opt{'f').

In case of incorrect usage, a program that expects options should signal an error
and output a usage message. A sample implementation is shown in getopt. pL.

-ftnnt ni

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

use Getopt::Std;

getopts('abf:', \Uopt) I] usage("usage:");

print "-a set!\n" if $opt{'a'};

print "-b set!\n" if $opt{'b');
print "-f set to \"$opt{'f'}\"!\n"

sub usage {
$0 =- s#.*/##g;
print "usage: $0 [-a] E-b3 E-f

exit 1;
}

if Sopt{'f'};

filename]\n";

getopt.pl

The following calls of get opt. pL via the command line with the specified pa-
rameters generate the output shown:
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Required module: Getopt: :Std (contained in Perl 5.004).

3.6 Terminal control
In addition to the procedure explained in Section 1.8.6, there are other methods (pos-
sibly also available soon under Windows) to change the terminal settings for a script:
for example, to allow 'blind' password input. The Term:: ReadKey module exports
the function ReadMode, which uses the parameter string 'noecho' to set the terminal
to 'blind' password input and 'normal' to set it back to normal mode.The ReadLine
function reads the next typed-in character string with the parameter 0 and returns
the captured value. A value greater than zero is interpreted as a timeout, after which
ReadLi ne returns empty-handed if no input was made.

If an action is to be triggered immediately after each typed character, instead
of waiting for the return key to terminate the entire string, the terminal must first be
switched to 'raw' mode by means of ReadMode('raw'). Then, with 0 as argument,
the ReadKey function, equally exported by Term: : ReadKey, returns the corresponding
character for each pressed key. An argument value greater than zero is interpreted as
a timeout - if no input has been made after the specified number of seconds, ReadKey
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aborts and returns undef. -1 instead switches into non-blocking mode - the routine
returns immediately, no matter whether an input has been made or not, and returns
the value of the pressed key or undef if nothing happened.

If the terminal stays in 'raw' mode after termination of the script, the subse-
quently starting UNIX shell would get utterly confused - thus ReadMode('normal')
switches the terminal back to normal mode before the program terminates.

Listing readkey. pL first shows a prompt for 'blind' input of a password. In the
second part, readkey.pL waits 5 seconds for a key to be pressed. If a key is pressed,
readkey.pL outputs the value of the pressed key; if the time span passes and nothing
happens, Hi there, wake up! is displayed and the waiting loop is continued. Only the
'q' character terminates the process.

readkey.pl

#!/usr/bin/perL -w

use Term::ReadKey; # include module
$1 = 1; # debuffer output

# 'Blind' input
U#######################UU######################UUUUUU###########U#######
ReadMode('noecho'); # activate 'blind input'
print "Enter password: "; # input prompt
$pass = ReadLine(O); # line input
chop($pass); # cut off newline
print "Password: '$pass'\n"; # output for testing
ReadMode('normal'); # reset terminal

#########u#o###################r### #######################UU#######
# Input of individual characters

$timeout = 5; # timeout after 5 seconds

print "Press any key, terminate with 'q': \n";

ReadMode('raw'); # block control characters

while(1) C # endless loop

while (!defined ($key = ReadKey($timeout))) C
print "Hi there, wake up!\n"; # no input yet

}
print "Entered: '$key'\n";

last if $key eq "q"; # terminate or repeat
}
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ReadMode('normal'); # reset terminal mode

readkey.pl

Required module: Term: : ReadKey (installation: page 379).

3.7 Text processing
If a text is present in columns that are too wide, or if it contains continuous sentences
without newline characters, it must be broken (for example, before sending it via
email) into narrower columns. The simple text wrapper wrap from the Text: :Wrap
module performs this task.

The first parameter of the wrap function specifies the indentation of the first line
of a paragraph, while the second parameter defines the indentation of all following
lines. The third parameter specifies the text to be formatted. Thus, a simple left-
justified print is created by the combination " " and " ". The script

generates the output

A word that is longer than a line is broken by the wrap function at the end of
the line, without a hyphen or another separation symbol.

EXERCISE 3. 1

Breaking lines
Write a script that formats the paragraphs of all files specified in the command line
in a left-justified manner. The line length is to be max. 40 characters; indents are not
required.
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Read the entire input stream into a string, replace all newlines not fol-
lowed by newlines (negative lookahead) with empty strings, and feed the result to
Text: :Wrap: :wrap (solution on page 166).

Required module: Text:: Wrap (contained in Perl 5.004). For more complex format-
ting problems you should resort to Text: : Format by Gabor Egressy, which offers
more options (available from the CPAN).

3.8 Date calculations
The Date: :Mani p module by Sullivan Beck deals with different calendar calculations
in a user-friendly manner. 'How many days until 12/24?' 'Which date was last week's
Monday?' 'How many working days remain until month end?' Whoever constructs
scripts that need such dates for statistics or project plans need no longer battle with
the peculiarities of our calendar system or be afraid of the year 2000 - Date::Manip
performs this kind of counts in a jiffy.

To enable Date: :Mani p to calculate with a date, it must first convert it into its
internal format. This is handled by the function ParseDate, which recognizes quite a
lot of 'human' formats:

These are only the most important ones; a complete list can be found with
perLdoc Date: :Manip. Once Date: :Manip has recognized a date, it allows calcu-
lations with DateCa Lc. The time between two (internal) data specifications in days,
hours, minutes, and seconds is calculated by

Althe reture vale1 $datg , 2 ^ ̂  At be is a 4sgof te fo

The return value is a string of the format

= I-- ... t., 11 I'll, ��06i#Wft- 4*606 � ... i_--_ "'o'di"!Uz--�, �3 � A = A ..... T usw w ... m _-
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The strange format is due to the fact that DateCa Lc with 1 as fourth parameter also
returns years and months. With the present signature, only days are counted. Thus

returns "2 days of difference" for the time difference between yesterday and to-
morrow - correct! If DateCa Lc cannot perform the calculation because it was passed
invalid date specifications, or another error occurs, it sets $err to a positive value;
otherwise it remains undef.

Beginning with a start date and a time difference, DateCa Lc also calculates the
resulting end date:

As a third domain, Date:: Ma ni p displays internal date values in a flexibly con-
figurable format.

S#tdng w It $fWnwt) i

stores a date $da te, formatted according to $format, in $st ring. Table 3.1 shows the
allowed format specifications (by analogy with the pri nt f function).
Thus, for example,
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Table 3.1 Formatting specifications for the UnixDate function.

%y

%Y

Xm
%b
%B
%w

%j

%d
%a
%A
%W

%H

%M

US

%s
%z

Year
Year
Month
Month
Month
Calendar week
Day of the year
Day of the month
Weekday
Weekday
Day of the week
Hour
Minute
Second
Seconds since 01.01.70
Time zone

for the First of January 2000 yields

Required module: Date::Manip (installation: page 379).

EXERCISE 3.2

Current calendar week

Output the days of the current calendar week in the format

Use Date::Manip to find the date of last Monday (if today is Monday, use today's
date) and walk step by step seven days into the future (solution on page 166).

00 ... 99

0001 ... 9999

01 ... 12

Jan ... Dec

January ... December
00 ... 53

001 ... 366
01 ... 31

Sun ... Sat
Sunday ... Saturday

1 (Monday) ... 7
00 ... 23

00 ... 59

00 ... 59
0 ... 4294967295

"PST", "GMT", ...
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EXERCISE 3.3

Day planner

Between February 1st and March 15th, 1999 you want to read a 400-page strong
book. Write a script pages. pL that, if called at an arbitrary day of this interval, shows
how much time has elapsed and which page you should accordingly have reached
in your reading. On February 1st, the output should read 0. 0% of time - page 0,
while on March 15th it should read 100. 0% of time - page 400. Make use of
Date: :Mani p to calculate the number of days between start date and current date and
between start and end date, trying to remember the rule of three from your school
days ('If three workers need one day, how many ...') (solution on page 167).

3.9 Packing data in tar format
If a script generates several files that are potentially located in arbitrarily nested di-
rectory structures (such as the webgrab.pL script presented on page 289), the Tar
module by Calle Dybedahl comes in handy, because it generates file and directory
structures in the tar format. This format, which originates from the UNIX world
and is supported under Windows among others by the WinZip program, allows you
to pack files and subdirectories, as they appear in the file system on disk, into one
single file.

First, you use

to create a new object of class Tar. Already existing files are included in the archive
with

A type of use that goes beyond the functionality of the tar or Wi nZ i p programs
is provided by the Tar module with the add data method, which allows storage of
dynamically generated data in files of arbitrary directory nesting depth on the hard
disk - without actually creating files or directories.

adds a file containing the line text of file in a directory named di rl /di r2 to the
Tar file managed by the object $tar.
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writes the contents of the Tar file, kept in memory until this moment, in a real file that

programs such as tar under UNIX and Wi n z i p under Windows can open and decom-

pose. If the method is given a true value as its second parameter, write compresses

the data:

Conversely,

reads an existing Tar file from the hard disk; a true value as a second parameter again

switches to compressed Tar files. The method

WMfI TT'slT U6T7Tli@iE

returns the file names of the Tar file in memory as a list.

Required modules: Archive: :Tar and, if compression is used, Compress: :ZLib (in-

stallation: page 379).
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Solutions to the exercises

EXERCISE 3. 7

Breaking lines (page 160)

EXERCISE 3.2

Current calender week (page 163)
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EXERCISE 3.3

Day planner (page 164)
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with Tk

Anybody who has tried to use a toolkit such as Motif to build a graphical applica-
tion, even a small one, knows that it can hardly take less than one page of code. So-
phisticated interfaces sometimes require weeks of implementation. With the Perl/Tk
package, a new age of GUI (Graphical User Interface) development begins. A quick
prototype becomes just a matter of minutes.

4.1 Hello World
Before we begin the proper introduction to the Tk package, we would like to present
one of the simplest PerlITk program possible: a window with a labeled button that,
if pressed, terminates the program. The code will certainly arouse some questions;
these will, however, only be clarified in Section 4.3, because some basic explanations
of programming graphical interfaces still need to be given first.

Listing hell ot k. p . shows how compact the formulation of this small task is
in Perl/Tk.

Perl uses the Tk interface as a standard package. After including it by means
of the instruction

the programmer can utilize the whole range of Tk functions for representation of
dialog objects and processing of user input.

If the Tk package for Perl has been correctly installed, the script creates an
interface like the one shown in Figure 4.1 (window layout and typeface may vary
depending on the actual window manager used). The Tk installation procedure under
UNIX is described in Appendix A.2; if you experience problems with the X Win-
dow system, please consult Appendix C.4. The Perl version for Windows, instead,

169
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Iellotk.pl

#!/usr/bin/perL -w

use Tk; # include Tk package

$top = MainWindow->newo; # create application window

# create pushbutton,

# set text and callback

$button = $top->Button(-text =>
"Hello World! Push me to exit !",

-command => sub C exit 0 });

$button->packo; # insert pushbutton in
# application window

MainLoop; # start main event loop

hellotk.pl

which you will find on the enclosed CD-ROM, contains the Tk package as a standard
without requiring further settings.

6*U Wine A~00 t~L
i" 11M

Figure 4.1 The 'Hello World' of PerIITk programming.

The application provides full X Window or Windows functionality, because not
only is the explicitly defined button in the middle of the window active, but so also
is the frame made available by the window manager. With the mouse, the window
can be moved and resized, and with the buttons included in the frame, it can be
maximized, iconized, and closed.

4.2 Fundamentals of graphical
user interfaces
Now, what is Tk? In a fairly non-descriptive way, the acronym simply stands for
Toolkit - in reality, it is a graphical user interface that builds on the X Window system
or on Windows. Even though in the following sections we will continuously talk
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about X and UNIX, PerlITk applications run without problems under Windows 95 and
NT with the Perl port by Gurusamy Sarathy. Windows and the X Window system do
not have very much in common, but from a higher viewpoint such as Tk, everything
looks the same again.

4.2.1 The X Window system
The X Window system is the window system of the UNIX world. But it is extremely
laborious to use it for development of graphical applications without using further
tools, because the X Window API (the X l i b) provides only a rudimentary function-
ality.

The first concept of the X Window system envisaged providing only a basic
functionality. Thus the X Intrinsics, included in the distribution, offer an interface
for higher-level toolkits, whose best-known representatives are probably OSF/Motif,
Open Look, and the Athena widgets.

The X Window system provides only the management technology for graphical
interfaces, whereas the toolkits bring behavior into play - a special look and feel of
the user interface. The fact that a pulldown menu pops down at a click of the mouse
or a pushbutton snaps in and then out again is a question of interface design of the
toolkit. Thus the different systems also stand for fundamentally different philosophies
of user guidance: everything is a question of ergonomy, habits - and even personal
taste. It is, however, quite sensible to standardize the behavior of graphical interfaces;
nobody really wants to learn new mouse and keyboard controls all over again for
every application program - the user just expects standard given reactions.

4.2.2 Toolkits and their widgets
A common feature of all toolkits is that they define a range of so-called widgets,
graphical units that function according to a specific pattern of behavior. The name
widget itself is a contraction of window and gadget, and stands more or less for
something like a 'dialog object.'

Well-known widgets are pushbutton, label, and listbox. All of these units have
in common that they have a graphical layout, react according to a specific pattern to
user input via mouse or keyboard (user events), and as a consequence change their
status or process attached programs (callbacks).

Programming with the above-mentioned toolkits is, however, still relatively
complex. The effort from design to the running program is still too much. An addi-
tional flaw in larger applications is that, because of its epic length, the toolkit code
quickly becomes too complicated to survey.

4.2.3 Tk and Tcl
The Tk toolkit, instead, allows substantially more compact formulation of graphical
controls, even on the basis of the widget concept.
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John Ousterhout, the inventor of Tk, introduced it together with the script lan-
guage Tcl. Tk itself is a mere toolkit, a library of functions for graphical applications,
whereas Tcl is a control language that now and then issues Tk instructions.

Even today, Tcl and Tk are practically indivisible - most Tk applications are
written in Tcl. Syntactically, however, Tcl is most idiosyncratic, and with regard to
performance, it leaves very much to be desired. While Tcl scripts are executed with
approximately the same speed as comparable shell scripts, the equivalent Perl scripts
beat them by a factor of often more than 10.

Recently, an ingenious Perl developer, Nick Ing-Simmons, had the great idea
of including Tk code dynamically into object-oriented Perl, thus creating a combina-
tion of script language and GUI that has no equal. Perl's elegant language constructs
together with the powerful Tk commands amalgamate into a development environ-
ment that allows writing of graphical applications with an OSF/Motif-like look and
feel in breath-taking speed.

4.2.4 Event handling
How does a typical application provided with a graphical interface operate? Rather
differently, compared with conventional programs! This is because after the initializ-
ing 'paint process', which draws the external representation, i.e. the interface of the
application on the screen, the user can trigger a multitude of different processes by
opening this or that menu or pressing one button or another. Since no static sequence
can be determined, such programs are called event-driven.

Thus the implementation of graphical applications too differs from traditional
programs. The typical structure of a GUI application includes an initialization part,
which defines the layout of the interface, together with legal user reactions and their
potential handling.

The kernel of the program is then one single instruction, the main event loop,
in which a hidden mechanism accepts external events and initiates their processing.
Events in this sense are not only the mouse clicks of the user, but also, for example,
expired timers, or refresh events that signal to the application that a window that was
until now hiding a part of the interface has been pulled away and that the interface
graphics must now be redrawn.

This main loop is continuously active from the beginning of event control until
termination of the program, because the interface must at any time be able to react to
user input. Nothing is more disturbing than a seemingly 'dead' interface.

Actions triggered by the application as a reaction to specific user inputs are
called callbacks. In the initialization part of the implementation, the programmer
statically assigns the required actions to potentially occurring events. Once the main
event loop is active, everything takes its programmed course, and the course of the
program is exclusively controlled by the user, who navigates through the different
program parts by means of various kinds of input.

Let us look once more at the Perl/Tk program briefly presented at the beginning
of this chapter: apparently, the initialization part creates a button object whose call-
back routine consists of a subroutine that executes nothing but the exi t command.
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The Main Loop command at the end of the script causes the main loop to be entered: a
loop out of which there is no escape except pressing the Exit button, thus triggering
the mentioned callback, which in turn terminates the program.

4.2.5 Window hierarchy
A pushbutton always appears in an associated window. In reality, the button is
hierachically subordinate to the window: a window contains a number of arranged
widgets, some of which can in turn contain other widgets.

Thus, for example, a window can contain several frame widgets (simple frames
as containers for other widgets), which in turn accommodate several pushbuttons.
This

hierarchy strongly determines the external representation of the application, because
it specifies the order in which Tk draws the widgets and thus the way in which the
widgets are arranged next to each other.

A properly programmed X Window application arranges the widgets in a con-
tainer widget, such as the frame, without specification of any coordinates. Instead,
vague location indications determine the scenery. Examples for positioning could be
'Place the frame top left in the window,' or 'These three text widgets stand in a row
next to each other.'

Positioning individual widgets in Tk is cared for by the packer. Each widget
object has its own pack method by means of which it packs itself - if not speci-
fied otherwise - into its parent widget. The hierarchical parent-child relationship is
determined much earlier, because in PerlI/Tk parent widgets really create their child
widgets themselves: thus in the script hellotk.pL at the beginning of this chapter, we
first create an object of the Mai nWindow type, which in turn uses its Button method to
create a pushbutton object. The subsequent $bu t t on->pa c k makes the direct hierar-
chical subordination of the button to the top window also visible in the graphics: the
button fits snugly into the window.

The window hierarchy then allows positioning instructions such as 'Position
the two labels one underneath the other in the top left side of the window.' In this
case, an auxiliary widget of frame type would enclose two labels arranged one un-
demeath the other, and then pack itself away somewhere in the direction of the top
left corner of the window. Figure 4.2 shows the visual representation. For the sake
of clarity, the auxiliary frame widget has a frame that could, however, be omitted
without consequences.

4.2.6 Clients and servers in the X Window system
The terms 'client' and 'server' assume a slightly confusing meaning when the X
Window system comes into play. The program proper, the control code of the appli-
cation, is the client that issues the graphical control commands to the display server.
To draw the graphical representation, for example, the client passes the server the
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Figure 4.2 Two labels packed one underneath the other in the top left corner of the
main window - realized by means of a frame widget.

data of lines and surfaces that are needed to represent the individual objects. The
display server, instead, carries out the hardware-related tasks: it displays the objects
on screen, captures the mouse and keyboard input of the user, and passes this back to
the client.

Even more confusingly, the controlling client software frequently runs on larger
hardware platforms for reasons of performance, whereas the display of the server is
often delegated to a small PC, so that the intuitive rule of thumb server -* large,
client -e small inevitably leads to the wrong result.

Obviously, server and client can also run on the same machine. However, in
practice we often find so-called X terminals, screens with a built-in small computer,
which only process the display server code, whereas the application itself runs on a
powerful computer in the network.

4.2.7 The window manager
The central client application in the X Window system is the window manager. It is
responsible for managing the different application windows. An important principle
of the X Window system is that only the application is responsible for the contents
of its window(s). Conversely, the windows manager cares about frames for these
windows and provides the functionality for modifying the windows. If, however, a
window needs to be redrawn, for example because it is no longer covered as a con-
sequence of a moving action, the window manager merely sends a redraw message
with coordinate specifications to the application, which itself carries out the redraw
of the affected rectangles.

These brief notes on X Window technology should be sufficient for using the
Tk applications presented in this book successfully. More detailed information on
basic issues and programming can be found in Nye (1990). Useful hints for the end
user of X applications are given in Quercia and O'Reilly (1990).
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4.3 Classes and objects in the
Tk package
Widget classes represent the available widget types, such as buttons, labels, and list-

boxes. The basis of every application, however, is always an object of the Mai nWi n-

dow class: that is, the main window of the application under whose hierarchy level all

other widgets are created.

or alternatively

StRp M=Tl nw M.aN Wow4"

creates a reference $top to a new object of the MainWindow class defined in the Tk

package, which now in turn provides methods to create additional widget objects.

Thus, a button, a frame, and a text field located in the main window are simply created

by means of:

Also all of the other classes provide these methods - through inheritance. Thus

an additional button can be created within the frame $f rame:

A brief description of all widgets currently supported by Tk is given in the

following list. Obviously, the number of widget types increases with further develop-

ments of the Perl/Tk package. Section 4.6 is dedicated to the technical details of the

individual types of widget.

Button Pushbutton: for example, the OK button of a dialog.

Canvas Universal widget for arranging objects such as lines, polygons, bitmaps, or

text strings.

Checkbutton Toggle switch that changes and displays its state (on/off).

Entry Editable one-line text field.

Frame Container widget with adjustable frame for spatial arrangement of other

widgets.

Label Non-editable text field.

Listbox List of selectable strings, which together with a scroll bar gives a typical

select box.
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MainWindow The 'mother' of all widgets. This is the main window of the applica-
tion whose frame is drawn by the window manager.

Menu Menu bar, the top bar from which the puildown menus drop down.

MenuButton Entry of a pulldown menu.

Message Label consisting of several automatically broken lines, used for display of
messages.

Radiobutton Check button, which together with other radio buttons forms a unit in
which only one button is active at a time.

Scale Slide rule with numerical indication.

Scrollbar Widget at the border of Listbox, Canvas, or Text widgets that controls
their scrolling when they exceed the size of their enclosing widget and thus
can no longer be displayed all at once.

Text Editable text field of several lines.

Toplevel New window at the same hierarchy level as MainWindow. Used mainly for
display of messages and errors.

To each of these widget types corresponds a construction method of the same
name, which creates a new widget object of the required type, appends it as a new
child hierarchically underneath the calling parent object, and returns an object refer-
ence.

4.4 Options
The typical call of a widget constructor also passes a number of option-value pairs
that specify form and function of the new widget.

Name and current value of an option are separate parameters. For the sake of
clarity, Tk programming uses the => operator as a replacement for the comma. Since
Perl 5.001 this has yielded the additional advantage that quoting the option name can
be omitted, because the => operator recognizes it as such even without the quotes:

An existing widget can still change its status by means of the confi gure method:
"I^ , ̂ ---i ' U<Eg!,^1", i I8X8ox6 Ox8,16o6< , Uha x2Ss8-ll6810 O N S ~ P 8 s / 8 M <AeEC gmlmAHMU8Cgl gl 1§ WU

Table 4.1 shows a range of options supported by default by many widgets.
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Table 4.1 Widget options.

-background => colorname Background color
"blue" String format
"U#000fff" Numerical format

#rrggbb
(page 219)

-foreground => coLorname Foreground color
"red" String format
"#ff0000" Numerical format

#rrggbb
(page 219)

-bitmap => bitmap Surface pattern
(Section 4.6.14, page 211)

'@bitmapfiLe' Bitmap file
"tk bitmap name" PredefinedTkbitmaps

(page 220)
-borderwidth => pixels Border width

(Section 4.6.4, page 186)
2 2 pixels

-command => funcref Action to be called
(Section 4.6.1, page 182)

sub { . } Anonymous subroutine
\&funcname Function reference
E command List] Internal Tk commands

(Section 4.6.11, page 204)
-font => fontname Font (page 219)

"9x15" 9x15 font
"*times-*-r-*12*" Times Roman

12pt font
-geometry => wxh Width and height

"200x100"
-width => width Width

"200" 200 pixels
-height => height Height

" 100 " 100 pixels

-orient => orientation Orientation
(Section 4.6.14, page 211)

"horizontal" Horizontal
"vertical" Vertical
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Table 4.1: Widget options (continued).

-relief => reliefstyle 3Deffects
"fl at" No 3D effects (default)
"groove" Groove

'raised" Raised

"ridge" Ridge

"sunken" Sunken

-state => status Status
"normal" Can be activated

"disabled" Cannot be activated

"active" Selected status for buttons

-text => text Legend
"text"

-textvariable => variableref Referencetotextvariable

\$scaLar

4.5 The packer
Initially, a created widget remains invisible. Thus, for example, a button may hierar-
chically be correctly subordinate to a window, but Tk needs additional information
on the relative position of the button in the window before it can actually draw it.
This geometrical positioning of widgets next to each other is the responsibility of the
Tk packer. Each widget object supports the pack method, by means of which it can
position itself at a specific location within a reference widget.

In the normal case, a widget is geometrically located inside the parent widget
to which it is also hierarchically subordinate:

packs $widget into the widget by which it was created. With the option

it is instead possible to place a widget Swidget geometrically in another widget
Sotherparent. However, this happens only seldom, because the created widget
hierarchy should reasonably also be reflected in the layout.

If several widgets are packed into a parent widget, the option -side specifies
the placement strategy. At each call, the packer faces the problem of placing a widget
in a given field that is usually larger than the widget itself. With the default setting
-side => "top", the packer places the widget at the top border of the free space and
reduces the available space accordingly. If a second widget object of the same hier-
archy level calls itspack method with -side => top, the same algorithm is started -

with the result that widget number 2 now lies directly underneath widget number 1.
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Figure 4.3 Labels packed with the -side options Left, top, right, bottom.

Figure 4.4 Labels packed with the -s ide options top, right, bottom, Left.

Thus with -side => "top" the packer positions widgets of the same hierarchy level
underneath each other. The same applies to pack without specification of a -side
option.

According to the above logic, several pack processes with the option -side =>

"left" line up the widgets side by side. The same applies to "right", except that the
widget packed first is located to the extreme right and all others are arranged side by
side from right to left.

Figures 4.3 and 4.4 clarify this procedure. Both are a result of packing actions
of four label widgets. The script that generated Figure 4.3 packed the first label wid-
get with the option -side => "left". The left part of the window thus being filled;
the second widget, packed with -side => "top", was allocated the upper part of
the remaining space. The last two widgets were then placed with the -side options
"right" and "bottom". Another sequence is shown in Figure 4.4: here, the packing
processes were called with the -side options "top","right","bottom", and "left".

Frequently, several widgets of the same hierarchy differ in length, for example
because of different-length labeling. With these arranged one below the other, the
visual outcome is not very appealing. Thus it is better to tell the packer to fill the
available space and stretch the shorter widgets to a standard length. This behavior
is controlled by means of the -fill option. Parameters are none, the default value
which causes no stretching at all, x and y, which stretch horizontally and vertically,
and finally both, which stretches the affected widget in all directions.

The option -expand specifies how the interface behaves in the case of manual
expansion of the application window by the user. With -expand => "yes", the af-
fected widget claims potentially available additional space for itself, as soon as the
user resizes the window with the mouse. With-fill => "none", the widget remains
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Figure 4.5 The effect of-fill and -expand options with the original
window size ...

Figure 4.6 ... and with the expanded window.

of the same size, but positions itself centrally in the expanded space. With other val-
ues of -fill, the widget expands in the specified directions.

If several widgets of the same hierarchy level have the -expand option set, they
use the newly available space in equal parts.

Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show the effects of possible value combinations for the
-fill and -expand options, once with the original window size, and once with a
manually resized window.
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Figure 4.7 Expanded window with stretched button.

bigbutton.pl

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

use Tk;

$top=MainWindow->newO;

$button=$top->Button(-text => "I will grow",

-command => \&exit);
$button->pack(-expand => "yes", -fill => "both");

MainLoop;

higbutton.pl

Since the implementation of Figures 4.5 and 4.6 also entails the use of con-
cepts of grouping with frame widgets, which are not discussed until Section 4.6.4, a
simplified code sample will suffice at this point: in Listing bigbutton.pL, a button
like the one shown in Figure 4.7 always assumes the size of the enclosing window.

If the individual widgets of one hierarchy level are not required to lie directly
side by side or below each other, but to leave some space in between, the options
-padx and pady provide the possibility of defining intermediate spacing. The cor-
responding parameter values can be specified in millimeters, centimeters, inches, or
points. The length specifications 1 i and 72p are identical, because one point is 1
of an inch. An indication of -padx => "15m" specifies a horizontal distance of 15
millimeters, and -pady => "1c" a vertical distance of one centimeter.

A non-expanding widget in an oversized container usually floats in the middle.
The -anchor option fixes it at one of the cardinal points " nlnelelselslswlwlnw"
(North, Northeast, and so on) at the border of the container. Figure 4.8 shows possible
settings. It should however be noted that the -anchor option closely cooperates with
the-side option: a widget packed with-side => "left" would not completely stick
to the right-hand side even with -anchor => "e".

The most important packer options are summarized in Table 4.2.

---- --
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Figure 4.8 The -anchor option and its parameters.

Table 4.2 Options of the pack method.

-in => $widget Geometrical parent
-side => "topIleftIrightIbottom' Positioning
-expand => "'yesIno' Expansion yes/no
-fill => "nonelxlylboth" Expansion direction
-padx => " widthc m limp" Distance to left/right

neighbor
-pady => "widthc m limp" Distance to upper/lower

neighbor
-anchor => "'nInelelselsIsw Anchor

IwInwIcenter"

4.6 Widgets in detail
Different widget types support different options: thus, for example, a button can
specify its text or a frame its border width. The following subsections explain the
functionality of the different widgets in more detail, and present sample applications.

However, the following selection is only a small part of the options provided
by Tk. Thus we have omitted features that are seldom employed or are used only for
visual embellishment. The emphasis of our collection lies on practical usability. A
detailed list can be found in the standard book by John K. Ousterhout (1994) or in
one of the practical reference guides on the Internet (see Appendix G).

4.6.1 Buttons
The first example of a button was presented at the beginning of this chapter as Hello
World. There, the button had the sole purpose of terminating the program when
pressed. The relevant lines were
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The option -text specifies the labeling of the button, while -command specifies the
code to be executed in case of activation. The code reference can either be included
directly in the function call as an anonymous subroutine, as above, or it can refer
to a defined Perl function func, for example in the form of \&func. If this so-called
callback function expects parameters, it is recommended that the alternative of the
anonymous subroutine be used: in the same way as in the above example the exit
function is passed the parameter 0, other functions can be passed variables of any
kind.

The labeling of the button can also be defined dynamically by means of a vari-
able:

If the value of the variable is changed in the course of the script, the button text is
immediately amended. In some contexts, the button also needs to be disabled. This
is achieved by means of the -state option, which changes the status of the button
to inactive with disabled and reenables it with normal. Table 4.3 shows common
options for the button widget.

Table 4.3 Common button options.

-command

-command
-state

-state

-text

-textvariable

\&subname
sub { ... }
"normal"
"disabled"

$scalar

\$scaLar

Activation callback

Enabled
Locked
Labeling
Text variable

4.6.2 Check buttons
The check button ('checkbox' in Windows terminology) supports all the options of
the common button - and some more: the -vari ab le option, together with a reference
to a scalar, specifies the variable that controls the state of the check button.

If this variable assumes a value of zero, the check button is switched 'off'; oth-
erwise, if the value does not equal zero, the check button is switched 'on.' Conversely,

-
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Figure 4.9 Check button.

the check button also controls the value of the variable: a switched-on check button
sets the variable to 1; a switched-off button sets it to 0.

Listing checkbutton.pL shows a brief implementation that yields the result
shown in Figure 4.9. The defined subroutine callback outputs the value of the vari-
able $checkvaLue, which, depending on the status of the check button, contains the
string " ON " or " OFF", because it was explicitly assigned to the check button as a status
variable.

checkbutton.pl

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

use Tk;

$top=MainWindow->new0);

$top->Checkbutton(-text => "Check me",

-command => \&callback,
-variabLe => \$checkvalue,

-onvalue => "ON",

-offvaLue => "OFF`)->pack0;
MainLoop;

sub callback {

print "Check button is $checkvalue\n";
}

checkbutton.pl

Table 4.4 shows an overview of the most important check button options.

4.6.3 Radio buttons
Old-fashioned radios have a row of station selection buttons, of which only one can
be pressed at any given time. If one key is pressed down, the one that was previously
depressed pops up.
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Table 4.4 Common check button options.

-command
-command

-state
-state

-state

-text

-textvariabLe

-variable
-onvalue
-offvalue

\&subname
sub C ... }

"act i ve"
"normal"

"disabled"

$scalar

\$scalarref

\$sca la ref

$scalar
$scaLar

Activation callback

Activated
Not activated
Disabled
Labeling
Text variable
Status variable
Variable value if activated
Variable value if not active

Radio buttons are check buttons that imitate precisely this behavior: only one
radio button out of a defined group may be active at any one time. If the user selects
another button, the first one is automatically deactivated.

Each radio button of a group assigns, if pressed, a characteristic value to a target
variable defined for that group and, in addition, triggers a possibly defined callback.

Listing radiobutton.pL defines two radio buttons that share the variable
$radiovar. Since the activation of callbacks happens in the same way as with all
other buttons, radiobutton.pl does not provide an example of the -command option.

radiobutton.pl

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

use Tk;

$top=MainWindow->newO;

$top->Radiobutton(-text => "Radio(1)",
-variable => \$radiovar,
-value => "Rl" )->packo;

$top->Radiobutton(-text => "Radio(2)",
-variable => \$radiovar,
-value => "R2" )->packo;

MainLoop;

radiobutton.pl

After the start of the program, the value of the variable $radi ova r is initially
undefined, and none of the buttons is visually marked as active. If the user selects
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the bottom button, $radiovar is assigned the value "R2", and the application shows
itself as viewed in Figure 4.10.

Radio buttons belonging to one group synchronize exclusively via the name of
the target variable. Even if the actions to be carried out are defined via the -command
option, a common variable -var i a b L e is needed to ensure the typical radio button
behavior.

Figure 4.10 Radio buttons.

Table 4.5 shows the most important options supported by the radio button
widget.

Table 4.5 Radio button options.

-command
-command

\&subname
sub { ... }

Activation callback

-state
-state
-state
-text
-textvariabLe
-value
-variable

"active"
"normal"

"disabled"
$scaLar
\$scaLarref
SscaLar
\$scaLarref

Activated
Not activated
Disabled
Labeling
Text variable
Value of -variabte if active
Common target variable of
all radio buttons of a group

4.6.4 Frames
Properly speaking, the container widget frame is good for nothing - except for draw-
ing a frame and, as other wigdets, accommodating child widgets in its midst. If, for
example, the problem is to place three label widgets in such a way that one stays on
top and the other two side by side underneath, a frame widget provides indispensable
services: the available space is shared by two invisible frame widgets, one below the
other, which each accommodate one or two labels and arrange them accordingly:
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frame.pl

#!/usr/bin/perL -w

use Tk;

$top = MainWindow->newo;

# create the two frames
$upperframe = $top->FrameO->packO;
$lowerframe = $top->FrameO->packO);

$upperframe->LabeL(-text =>

$lowerframe->Label(-text =>
$lowerframe->Label(-text =>

# LabeLs in the upper frame

`Label1`)->packO;

# Labels in the lower frame

`LabeL2`)->pack(-side => "left");

`LabeL3Y)->pack(-side => "right");

MainLoop;

frnmi nI

Figure 4.11 Arranging labels using hidden frame widgets.

Borders

Frames not only help with special positioning requirements, they are also helpful for
adornment purposes. The border of a frame can assume various forms. In the simplest
case, it is invisible; with the option -relief it can (as many other widgets too) give a
three-dimensional impression. Legal parameters for this option are the values f lat,
groove, raised, ridge, and sunken. In addition, the option -borderwidth specifies
the pixel width of the selected border. Figure 4.12 shows a window with framed labels
of all possible types of relief.

In each of the loop iterations, the corresponding script creates a frame of the
required type and places a label with the corresponding text into it.

,
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Figure 4.12 Frame widgets with different re lie f values.

frnmetVlf% nt

#!/usr/bin/perL -w

use Tk;

my Stop = MainWindow->newo;

foreach $reLiefstyte ('flat", "raised", "sunken",

"ridge", "groove") {

# create frame around the Label
$frame = $top->Frame(-reLief => $reLiefstyle,

-borderwidth => 5);

# pack side by side and towards
# top with 2mm distance

$frame->pack(-side => "left", -padx => `2m",
-pady => "2m");

# create Label
$frame->LabeL(-text => $reliefstyLe)->packO;

}

MainLoop;

framestyle.pl

Height and width
The height and width of a widget should really not be set manually - this is the task of
the packer, which dynamically adjusts it to the size of the parent window. However,
from time to time a widget may take on such a meager size that manual expansion
becomes necessary. A frame always takes on the size of the widgets it encloses. If
none are present, the frame shrinks to zero and remains invisible even if a border
has been defined. Thus an empty frame must always be configured with the options
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-width and -height. On the other hand, these options have absolutely no effect on
frames that house other widgets, because a frame always shrink-wraps the widgets it
encloses in an air-tight envelope.

Frames and the packer
If a frame groups a number of child widgets that want to expand, the frame itself (and
also its parents) must have the -expand property set; otherwise the desired effect will
not be achieved.

Table 4.6 summarizes the most important options of the frame widget.

Table 4.6 Important options of the frame widget.

-width => widthcImliIp Width in cm, mm, inches or points
" 1 c.. 1 centimeter
"1iOm" 10 millimeters
"O. 7iA 0.7 inches
"30p" 30 points

-height => heightclmlilp Height in cm, mm, inches or points
-relief => "flat" No 3D effects (default)
-relief => "groove" Groove
-relief => "raised" Raised
-relief => "ridge" Ridge
-relief => "sunken" Sunken
-borderwidth => $scalar Borderwidthinpixels

4.6.5 Entry widgets
This editable single-line text field provides full cursor control as known from X
Window applications, without any intervention by the programmer. Not only do
Backspace, Delete, or positioning via cursor keys function without fail, but they are
also actioned with the mouse.

The option -textvariable, already used with other widgets, specifies the Perl
variable that will finally contain the manipulated text. With -state => "disabled",
the text can be overwrite protected; -state => "normal" switches back to editing
mode.

Table 4.7 Entry options.

-textvariable => \$scaLar Text variable
-state => normalldisabled Editingmode on/off
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Figure 4.13 Entry widget.

Listing entry. p L implements the interface shown in Figure 4.13: one label and
one entry widget that - for test purposes - use the same text variable. The outcome
of this is that, during keyboard input in the entry widget, the text of the label widget
is constantly refreshed.

entry.pl

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

use Tk;

Stop = MainWindow->newo;

SlabeL = $top->Label(-textvariable => \$text);
Sentry = $top->Entry(-textvariabLe => \$text);

$Label->pack(-side => "Left");
$entry->pack(-side => "Left");

MainLoop;

pfntr, nI

4.6.6 Labels
A label widget contains non-editable text. It supports the options -text and
-textvari abLe, which specify either a fixed text or a reference to a variable con-
taining text. If the variable text changes, the widget is immediately redrawn with the
adjusted text.

For adornment, the label widget has the same border layout options as the frame
widget.

- -aver -
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Table 4.8 Label options.

-text => "text" Text
-textvariabLe => \$scalar Textvariable
-borderwidth As frame widget (page 189)
-reLief As frame widget (page 189)

4.6.7 Listboxes
With ScrL Listbox, PerlITk provides an easy-to-use listbox widget that also supports
a built-in scrollbar. Scrollbar and listbox constantly communicate with each other:
when the list of entries changes, the appearance of the scrollbar changes; when a
user moves the scrollbar, the listbox displays a different section of its contents. In
contrast to a scrollable text widget (page 208), a scrollable listbox requires only one
instruction:

With the listbox, the -height option does not specify the absolute height of the
widget, as with the frame widget, but defines the number of listbox entries visible
together at any one time.

The-seLectmodeoptiondefinesthemodeofselection.-seLectmode => "sin-
gle" allows only a single selection, while with "extended", contiguous zones can be
selected by simply clicking and dragging with the mouse. Furthermore, in the "ex-
tended" mode a simple mouse click while keeping the E key depressed allows
selection of several, even noncontiguous entries. A contiguous block can also be
marked with a simple click on the entry starting the block, followed by a [ -click
on the entry closing the block. Figure 4.14 shows the different possibilities.

Figure 4.14 Sample selections in listboxes.

To make the three listboxes in Figure 4.14 support simultaneously active se-
lections, the application must give up the X Window-specific selection control which
immediately cancels all selections in a listbox as soon as the user selects elements
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from another listbox. The -exportseLection option with the parameter 0 makes the
desired behavior feasible, as Listing 3 Lb. pL shows.

VJ6 nl

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

use Tk;

my $top = MainWindow->newo;

$Listboxl =

$Listbox2 =

$Listbox3 =

$top->ScrLListbox(-Label => "Single selection",

-selectmode => "single",
-exportseLection => 0
)->pack(-side => "left");

$top->ScrLListbox(-labeL => "Contiguous group",

-selectmode => "extended",

-exportseLection => 0

)->pack(-side => "left");
$top->ScrlListbox(-label => "Scattered group" ,

-selectmode => "extended",

-exportseLection => 0

)->pack(-side => "left");

foreach $i (1..10) {

$listbox1->insert('end",

$Listbox2->insert("end",

$Listbox3->insert("end",
}

"Single-$i");
"Extended-$i");

"Extended-$i");

MainLoop;

?Ih nI

A listbox object accesses the data stored in it via member functions. These
methods address n list entries via indices from 0 to n-1. The last entry of a listbox
can also be addressed via the symbolic index ".end".

$listbox->insert($index, $item, ... ) inserts one or more entries into the list
before the specified index. For insertion at the end of the list, " end" is specified
as index.

$listbox->delete($index1, $index2) deletes the list entries from index position
index1 to position $index2. $index2 is optional; if it is omitted, only the
element on index position Si ndexi is deleted.
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Figure 4.15 Sample listbox.

SListbox->selectionC"set", $from, $to) markstheentriesfromindexposition
$from to position $to as selected. $to can be omitted if only one element is
selected.

$Sistbox->seLection("cLear", $from, $to) deselects the entries from index
position $f rom to position Sto. Sto can be omitted if only one element is des-
elected.

$1i stbox->Getse L ected () returns a list of selected listbox entries. In single-select
mode, the result is always one individual entry.

The test sample of this section presents a scrolled listbox running in "ex-
tended" mode. Successful selection of one or more entries is indicated by a label.
In Figure 4.15, two contiguous and one individual entries are selected.

livthav ni

#!/usr/bin/perL -w

use Tk;

my Stop = MainWindow->newo;

# create Listbox

$[istbox = $top->ScrLListbox(-Labet => "LIST",

-height => 6,
-selectmode => "extended");

# buttons

$exitbutton = $top->Button(-text => "Exit",
-command => \&exit);

Sselectbutton = $top->Button(-text => "Select",
-command => \&proc-selection);

193
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# dispLay

$frame = Stop->Frame(-reLief => "sunken",
-borderwidth => 2);

$label = $frame->Label(-text => "SeLected: ");

$entry = $frame->LabeL(-textvariabLe => \$seLtext,
-reLief => "sunken");

# pack all
$listbox->pack(-fill => "both", "-expand" => "yes");

$exitbutton->pack(-side => "left");

$selectbutton->pack(-side => "Left");
$frame->pack(-side => "right", "-anchor" => "se");

$label->pack(-side => "left");
$entry->pack(-side => "left");

# fill listbox
foreach $i (1..20) {

$listbox->insert("end", "Item $i");

}

# set preselection
$listbox->selection("set", 0);

# simulate selection

$seltext = proc-selectiono;

# define action for doubLe
# cLick on Listbox entry

$listbox->bind("<Double-Button-1>" => \&proc-_selection);

MainLoop;

### proc-selection() - process selection event

sub
proc-seLection {

# fetch seLected entries,

# concatenate them to a string,

# and store them in the text
# variabLe of the label widget

$seLtext = join(' ', $Listbox->GetseLected);

}

list box.pl
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Selection of entries is carried out either via a preselection (simple mouse click)
and a subsequent click on the Select button, or via a double click on the listbox entry.
The latter is activated by a call to the bind method, whose peculiarities are discussed
in Section 4.7.5.

If one does not wish to show the listbox from the very beginning, but rather to
make an entry selected in the depths of hidden values appear as if by magic,

for example, does not show the entries starting with the first one, but starts with entry
number 10.

4.6.8 Menu widgets
The pulldown menu technique is the probably best-known example of graphical user
interaction. Starting with the menu bar that sits directly underneath the title bar of a
window and contains the top entries (menu buttons), a mouse click lets menus drop
down showing selectable entries.

Figure 4.16 shows a sample and the most important denominations.

Menu button Menu bar

Accelerator

Command

Figure 4.16 Pulldown menus and their elements.

Menu bars
The bar at the top of the window is nothing but a frame widget, defined with -relief
option "raised" and -borderwidth => 2, and the top menu entries hierarchically
subordinate as menu button widgets. Usually, top menu entries such as FiLe are po-
sitioned on the left-hand side of the menu bar, whereas special entries such as Help
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or copyright information are to be found on the right-hand side. This positioning is
controlled by the -si de option of the pack method.

Menu buttons
The top menu entries that, when selected, make the pulldown menus appear, consist
of so-called menu button widgets. The call of the method

$mqnubutt.......

creates a new top menu entry as a child of the menu bar. A subsequent pack puts it to
the requested position in the menu bar. With the returned reference to a menu button
object, the pulldown menu entries are created via method calls at a later stage.

The pulldown menu entries themselves are divided into five different types, of
which the command widget is probably the best known one: an entry that upon activa-
tion triggers a command, such as the Qui t entry in the F i le menu, which terminates
the program.

Menu commands
All the menu button objects on the menu bar support the command method, which
creates a puildown menu entry. This is initially hidden, and is displayed only when
the user activates the associated top entry, for example with a click of the mouse.

As options, the command method is passed a label text, such as -labeL =>
"Exit", together with a reference to a subroutine, for example in the form -command
=> sub { }, which will be executed upon activation of the button.

Menu check button
Pulldown menu entries can, however, also show a check button behavior. The che c k-
button method of the menu button object creates an object in the pulldown menu
whose text is specified with - Label and which otherwise supports all the options of
the check button widget (see page 183):
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Menu radio buttons
In addition to the check button widget as a menu entry, Tk also provides the radio but-
ton variation. A radio button menu entry created with $menubutton->radi obutton()
supports the entire functionality of its counterpart in dialog handling. The corre-
sponding options are described in Section 4.6.3.

Menu separator
A separator divides contents-related groups of pulldown menu entries from each
other and serves only for visual improvement, but cannot be activated. It merely
draws a horizontal separation line in the puildown menu. The call

appends a separator to the current end of the current pulldown menu.

Cascades
The call of smenubutton->cascade() inserts an entry into an existing pulldown
menu that refers to a cascaded menu. First, however, a new menu must be created
as a hierarchical child of the existing one. For this purpose, the method

is used to find out the menu reference of the menu button object, and a subsequent

creates a new menu object into which entries can in turn be inserted by means of
the above-mentioned methods command, checkbutton, radiobutton, cascade, and
separator.

Thus the call of the cascade method of a menu button object is written as

Locking and activating menu entries
To prevent users from selecting specific entries from a pulldown menu, the Menu-
but ton object can lock those entries by means of the entryconfigure method. Thus
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Mpfllf at xfgmi .rqmO' iR189OE4gW

greys out the first menu item and instructs it not to accept mouse clicks.

reactivates the entry.

Accelerators
Users can control X Window interfaces not only with the mouse, but also via the
keyboard. Thus the key combination [-[ selects the menu entry bearing the ac-
celerator ' F '. The accelerator is usually the first letter of an entry, but it may be any
other letter if the first one leads to overlapping with another accelerator.

InPerlITk, the option -underline => $scaLar specifies the acceleratorduring
creation of a menu entry. $sca lar indicates the offset of the marked letter in the menu
entry, with 0 standing for the first letter. The Qui t entry in the menu, which uses the
Q as accelerator, is thus defined as

FOR 4tton -g iM-0p x t

Deactivation
Depending on the context of an application, some menu entries are temporarily not
to be activated. Similarly to the button widget, the -state option is available, which
sets this behavior by means of the parameter values normaL or disabLed. The status
of already existing widgets can be changed at any time by means of the configure
method, as mentioned above.

Summary
Table 4.9 summarizes the menu-specific options of the command, checkbutton,
radiobutton, and cascade widgets.

Listing menu. pL shows a sample application that uses all common menu func-
tions. In Figure 4.17, this interface can be seen in full action.

Table 4.9 Options for the command, checkbutton, radiobutton, and
cascade menu entries.

-label => "text" Menu entry
-command => \& subname Activation callback
-state => ''normalidisabled" Activated/disabled
-underline => $offset Accelerator character as offset
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Figure 4.17 Sample menu.

mnpu.J ni

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

use Tk;

Stop = MainWindow->new;

# menu bar
$menu = $top->Frame(-relief => 'raised', -bd => 2);

# menu bar entries
$menu-puldownl = $menu->Menubutton(-text => "File",

-underline => 0);
$menu-puLtdown2 = $menu->Menubutton(-text => "Test",

-underline => 0);

# popup menu as pushbutton

# in menu bar
$menu-popup = $menu->Button(-text => "Help",

-command =>
sub { print "Help\n" }

# normal puLLdown entry
$menu-pultdown2->command(-label => "Exit',

-command => sub { exit 0 });

%M 1601UM.U111
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$menu-pulLdown2->separatorO); # separator

# check button pulidown entry

$menu-pulLdown2->checkbutton(-label => "Checkbuttonl",

-underline => 0,
-variable => \$checkvar,

-command =>
sub { print "Checkl\n" });

$menu-pulLdown2->checkbutton(-label > "Checkbutton2",
-underline => 1,
-variable => \$checkvar,

-command =>
sub { print "Check2\n" });

$checkvar = 1;

$menu-pulLdown2->separatorO; # separator

# radio button pulLdown entry

$menu-pulLdown2->radiobutton(-label => "Radiobuttonl",
-underline => 11,

-variable => \$radiovar,

-value => "Radiol",

-command =>
sub { print "$radiovar\n" });

$menu-pulLdown2->radiobutton(-label => "Radiobutton2",
-underline => 11,

-variable => \$radiovar,
-value => "Radio2",

-command =>
sub { print "$radiovar\n" });

$radiovar="Radiol"; # default value: radio button 1

$menu-pulldown2->separatorO; # separator

# cascade menu

$newmenu = $menu-pulLdown2->cget(-menu)->Menuo;

$menujpulLdown2->cascade(-label => "Cascade",

-underline => 1,

-menu => $newmenu);

# normal entry in

# cascaded menu

$newmenu->command(-label => "CascadeCommand",
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-command => sub C exit 0 1);

# pack all

$menu->pack(-side => 'top', -fill => 'x');

$menu-pulLdown1->pack(-side, 'left');

$menu-pulLdown2->pack(-side, 'left');
$menu-popup->pack(-side, 'right');

MainLoop;

menu.pl

The dotted separator that, as can be seen in Figure 4.17, is the first entry under-
neath the top menu entry, is a special feature of Tk. In contrast to the Motif standard,
it can be activated, and it creates a new toplevel window that contains the menu item
pushbuttons. Thus a permanently visible copy of the pulldown menu stays on screen.

4.6.9 Messages
The Message widget formats multiline texts such as those usually occurring in error
messages. Lines are, if possible, broken at word boundaries; the option -justify =>
LeftIrightIcenter aligns the text left or right, or centers it.

message.pl

#!/usr/bin/perL -w

use Tk;

$top = MainWindow->newo);

$top->Message(-width => "3c", -justify => "left",

-text => "This is a Left-ranged message"
)->pack(-side => "left");

$top->Message(-width => "3c", -justify => "right",

-text => "This is a right-ranged message

)->pack(-side => "left");
$top->Message(-width => "3c", -justify => "center",

-text => "This is a centered message"
)->pack(-side => "left");

MainLoop;

message.pl
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Figure 4.18 Messagewidgetforjustify => Leftlrightlcenter.

4.6.10 Scales
Scales are labeled slide rules that can be adjusted with the mouse. They are frequently
to be found in programs in which a visual or acoustic value such as brightness or
volume is to be set. Every movement of the rule, as small as it may be, immediately
triggers the callback specified by means of the -command option, which then accesses
the set value via the $sca Le->get () method of the scale widget.

As a small application, Figure 4.19 shows an RGB editor that changes its own
background color according to the scale settings of the base colors red, green, and
blue.

The script exploits the fact that the color manipulation options -foreground
and -background recognize not only colors expressed in clear text, such as "blue",
but also numerical values composed of RGB settings. More about this can be found
in Section 4.7.6.

Figure 4.19 RGB control with three scale widgets.

The foreground color - that is, the color of the labeling - must always be in
good contrast to the current background to keep the text readable. Therefore, from a

I
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specific brightness threshold onward, which is determined by the sum of the selected
RGB parts, the script changes the foreground color from "w hi t e" to "b lack".

vcale.p1

#!/usr/bin/perL -w

use Tk;

$top = MainWindow->newo;

$red = $top->Scale(-from => 0, -to => 255,

-orient => "horizontal',
-label => "Red", -command =>

Green = $top->Scale(-from => 0, -to => 255,
-orient => "horizontal',

-label => "Green",

-command => \&upd-color);
$blue = $top->Scale(-from => 0. -to => 255,

-orient => "horizontal",

\&upd-color);

-Label => "Blue",
-command => \&updcoLor);

$red->packo;
$green->packo;
$blue->packo;

MainLoop;

# upd..color - update foreground and background color

sub upd-color C

my $background = `#;
my $total = 0;

# read values and build numerical color description

foreach $i ($red,$green,$blue) {
my $value = $i->geto;
$background .= sprintfC"%02x", $value);
$total += $value;

# Labeling color in function

# of total brightness

my $foreground = $total < 255 ? "white" : "black";
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foreach $i ($red,$green,$bLue) {
$i->configure(-background => $background,

-foreground => $foreground);

}

wale.pl

4.6.11 Scrollbars
The scrollbar is already known from the ScrlListbox widget. But a listbox is not the
only one that needs scrolling services: multiline text widgets or canvas objects too
can assume sizes that make it impossible to view them in one piece.

Here, Tk must mediate between the scrollbar and the scrolled widget. A change
of the scrollbar by a user's mouse click is signaled to the affected widget by means
of a callback routine. The information on which of the widgets has to be notified is
built into the scrollbar during its definition:

This slightly unconventional syntax has its origin in the obscure Tcl program-
ming logic. The callback attached to the scrollbar requires information on the affected
widget object and the name of the scroll method. By convention, the -command op-
tion is passed a reference to an anonymous list of parameters, if we are dealing with a
Tk-internal callback. It is of no importance whether the widget object or the method
comes first in the list, because Tk always analyzes the parameters by type. The no-
tation chosen above has the advantage that the quotes can be omitted from the first
argument, since an option standing in front of the => operator is automatically inter-
preted as a string from Perl 5.001 onward. In the opposite case, we would need to
write E$scrolLedwidget, 'yview'].

It is of utmost importance that the specified widget object should exist at
the time of the above construct. The ScroLLbar method is passed the parameter
$scroLLedwidget by value; thus the value of the parameter is defined at callback
definition and is not adjusted any further.

Conversely, the manipulated widget needs a connection with the scrollbar, be-
cause if it changes the scroll position on its own, the scrollbar must adapt its status.
Since the scrollbar object already exists, the configure method simply changes the
parameters of the ysc roLLcommand option:
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The parameter supply (with coordinates, and so on) of the callback calls is
taken over in both communication directions by Tk in a completely transparent man-
ner. The next section shows a text widget that modifies its visible section by means
of a scrollbar.

4.6.12 Text
Editable text fields are small editors. They provide a comprehensive functionality,
because Tk takes over the complete cursor management. Usually, they form a unit
with the associated scrollbar widgets that scroll the text in the x and y directions.

Text widgets are also suited for simple representation of text without editing
facilities. The "di sabLed" parameter of the -state option sets the text widget to
read-only mode. "normal" allows further input to be made, and again displays the
insertion point cursor. But attention: even for programmed changes in the text, the
text widget must be in the normal state. Thus, to display a non-editable text, you
must first insert the text and only then call

Line breaking
Line breaking is controlled by the -wrap option. "char" is the default setting, which
sends the cursor into the next line as soon as the current line is full. In contrast,
"-word" considers word boundaries and simulates the behavior of common word
processing programs, which allow fluent writing of long, coherent texts. '-none"
disables line breaking and must be set if an appropriate scrollbar supports horizontal
scrolling.

Table 4.10 Text widget options.

-wrap => "'nonelcharlword" Line breaking
-status => "normaildisabled" Editing/read-only

Lines and columns
The methods of the text widget that insert or delete text are passed line and column
specifications as information for a specific text position. Line numbers start with 1,
for historical reasons, whereas the characters in a line are numbered from 0 to end.
Line and column together form a string of the format " L i ne. char". Thus

" 1 . 0" addresses the first character of the first line,

"2. 11 " addresses the tenth character of the second line,
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2. end" addresses the last character of the second line,

"end" addresses the last character of the document.

Text strings, including the newline characters that separate the lines, are in-
serted into the document by means of the stextwidget->insert method; similarly,
$textwidget->deLete deletes sections from the text, and $textwidget->get copies
them to a string. In the method calls shown below, pos from and pos-to mark the text
positions as strings in the format " Line.char .pos from identifies the start position,
pos-to the end. posf rom lies inside the selected area, whereas pos-to lies outside.

The instruction

inserts a text string (of potentially several lines) between the second and the third line
of the document.

deletes the third line from the text.

allows access to the third line of the text, with the returned string $textstring in-
cluding the newline character.

Position specifications refer to the original lines; line breaks inserted by means
of the -wrap option do not exist in the document itself and therefore play no role in
positioning.

Tags

Another mechanism for addressing text areas is tagging. A tag marks a contiguous
text area with a unique name. The same area of text can even be marked by overlap-
ping tags. According to the position specifications introduced above, the call

marks the entire third line as belonging to the tag tagname.
Now, what are tags good for? Tag-marked text areas behave like small partial

documents: thus background colors or the text font used can be specified individually
for each tag. The configure command
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for example, shows marked text in the form of 'white letters on a black background.'
The applications presented in Sections 4.9.4 and 4.9.6, two browsers for the colors
and fonts provided by the X Window system, make use of the tag mechanism by
assigning tags to the lines of a scrollable text widget and changing their settings.

As an example, Listing text. pL shows a text widget with a horizontal and a
vertical scrollbar related to the text widget according to the specifications discussed
in Section 4.6.11. To make horizontal scrolling work properly, line breaking must be
setto-wrap => "none".

text.pL modifies the contents of the lines of the text widget: it deletes the third
line and replaces it with new text; subsequently it swaps the fourth and fifth line.

text.pl

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

use Tk;

my $top = MainWindow->newo;

my $frame = $top->Frameo;

my $text = $frame->Text(-wrap => 'none');

# define scrolLbars
my $yscrollbar = $frame->Scrollbar(-command =>

Eyview => $text]);
my $xscroLLbar = $top->Scrollbar(-orient => 'horizontal',

-command => [xview => $text]);

... and set them
$text->configure(-yscrollcommand => [set => $yscrollbarJ);
$text->configure(-xscroLLcommand => [set => $xscrollbar]);

# pack all
$yscrollbar->pack(-side => 'right', -fill => 'y');
$xscrollbar->pack(-side => 'bottom', -fill => 'x');

$frame->pack(-expand => 'yes', -fill => 'both');
$text->pack(-expand => 'yes', -fill => 'both',

-side => 'Left');

foreach $row (1.30) { # insert 30 lines
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$text->insert("end", "Line $row\n");

}

# delete third line
$text->deLete("3.0", "4.0");

# insert new third line
$text->insert("3.0", "Text of the new

# swap fourth and fifth line

$Line4 = $text->get("4.0", "5.0");

line5 = $text->get("5.0", "6.0");

$text->delete("4.0", "6.0");
$textstring = $text->insert("4.0",
$textstring = $text->insert("5.0",

third line\n");

linee5; #

$Line4); #

get line 4

get line 5
delete lines 4 and 5

insert new Line 4

insert new line 5

MainLoop;

trxrt ni

Figure 4.20 Text widget with two scrollbars.

Hyperlink browsers can also be easily implemented with tags. When the mouse
pointer reaches the area of the embedded hyperlink, either the text color changes, or
the address of the linked document appears at the bottom of the text window. A
mouse click on the link then usually triggers a change to the referenced document.
These actions are controlled by bind commands on tags. These commands branch
into different functions upon occurrence of specific events. For example, as soon as
the mouse pointer enters the area defined by the tag tagname, the instruction
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causes the interpreter to call the function doit with $text as the first parameter.
Binding in full detail will be the subject of Section 4.7.5. A sample implementation
with hyperlinks follows in the practice part in Section 4.9.3.

4.6.13 Toplevel
Frequently, graphical applications create new windows on the screen, for example a
file selection dialog or the display of an error message in a box. The method

initializes a new window and immediately displays it. Additional child widgets are in-
serted in the same way as in the main window of the application. The dialog window
is finally removed from the screen by means of the method $newtop->dest royo.

Figure 4.21 An object of the MessageDialog class.

The dialog widget implemented in Listing md. p1 displays a message and waits
for a mouse click on the OK button before it vanishes.

The MessageDialog class in the MessageDiaLog.pm module presented in the
following paragraphs provides a constructor of the form

which as a parameter receives a reference to the current main window of the applica-
tion. The message box is opened by the call

and sets title and message text according to the parameters $titte and $message-
text. Listing MessageDialog.pm shows the class implementation. The new construc-
tor merely creates the namespace common in object orientation (see Section 2.2.2)
and stores the value of the parent window parameter for later use. The st a r t method,
instead, opens a new toplevel window and immediately assigns the Exit button lo-
cated in it a callback function that makes the toplevel window disappear when the
button is activated. Thus the main program, which issued the error message, is free
of any obligation with regard to the new window - it closes practically by itself.
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A_ essageDialog.pm

U## Message dialog widget cLass

package MessageDialog;

use Tk;

use strict;

#U# $md = MessageDiaLog->new($topwindow) - new message dialog

sub new (

my($type, $parentwin) =@-;

my $self = 0;

$seLf->{'parentwin'} = $parentwin;

bLess($seLf, $type);
}

sub

$md->start('Title", "MessageText") - display message dialog

start {

my $self = shift;
my $title = shift;
my $message = shift;

$self->{Ctopwin') = $self->{'parentwin'}->TopleveLo;

$self->{'topwin'I->configure(-titLe => "Stitle");

$self->{'topwin'I->Message(-text => "$message",

-width => 10c")->packO;
$self->{'topwin'I->Button(-text => "OK",

-command => sub { $self->{'topwin'}->destroy() }

)->packo;

1;

AMessageDialoo.pm
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md.pl

#!/usr/bin/perL -w

### Application of the message dialog

use Tk;
use MessageDialog;

use strict;

# include Tk package
# MessageDialog package

my $message = "This is an error message. Close " .

"this window with a cLick on the " .

"OK button.";

my Stop = MainWindow->newo;

my $md=MessageDialog->new($top);

### define widgets
$top->Button(-text =>

-command => sub
"Start message diaLog",
{ $md->start("Error message", $message);

})->packo;
$top->Button(-text => "Exit",

-command => sub { exit 0 } )->packo;

MainLoop;

md nI

Even while the error message is shown on screen, the main application can
still be manipulated. In many cases, this is not the required behavior; instead, the
user should be forced to acknowledge the error message first with a click on the
OK button and only then continue working with the main application window. The
required settings of the so-called grab are described in Section 4.7.1.

4.6.14 Canvas
The canvas widget is probably the most general and functionally most powerful of
all Tk widgets. It displays geometrical objects and other widgets in a predefined area
and can also scroll its contents in the x and y directions. To remain within the scope
of this book, the present introduction to the Tk package must unfortunately limit
itself to a tiny fraction of the available options. The best-known canvas feature is the
display of bitmaps.
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The sample program canvas.pl displays a bitmap in a scrollable canvas
widget.

canvas.pl

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

use Tk;

my $top = MainWindow->newo;

my $canvas = $top->Canvaso;

$canvas->create('bitmap', 0, 0, -bitmap=>'abitmap.xbm',

-anchor => 'nw',

-foreground => 'black',
-background => 'white');

my $yscrolLbar = $top->Scrollbar(-command => E'yview', $canvas],
-orient => 'vertical');

my $xscrollbar = $top->Scrollbar(-command => E'xview', $canvas],
-orient => 'horizontal');

$canvas->configure(-scrollregion => [0, 0, 330, 240]);

$canvas->configure(-xscrollcommand => [set', $xscrollbar],

-yscrollcommand => Eset', $yscrolLbar]);

$yscrollbar->pack(-side => 'right', -fill => 'y');

$xscrollbar->pack(-side => 'bottom', -fill => 'x');

$canvas->pack(-expand => 'yes', -fill => 'both');

MainLoop;

canvas.pl

The canvas widget is also capable of displaying images of other formats, pro-
vided these have previously been converted to the Tk-internal image format by means
of the photo widget. The call
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Figure 4.22 Bitmap in a canvas widget.

defines an image object, whose resources are sustained by the photo widget discussed
in the next section. The two coordinates $xpos and $ypos define the reference point
for the specified anchor. Caution: in the default setting -anchor => "center",$xpos
and Sypos define the point where the center of the image will be located; for a ref-
erence point of 0,0 this results in the required behavior only in very rare cases. An
anchor set to 'nw', as shown above, will most probably be a better choice.

An application that uses the image interface of the canvas widget for this pur-
pose is the image viewer presented in Section 4.9.5.

4.6.15 Photos

The photo widget is a relatively new construct in the Tk world. It supports the most
disparate image formats in a completely transparent way: the file name of the current
image is fed to the option -fiLe, and Tk converts it in its own internal format for
later display.

The button and label widgets have the -image option, whose parameter is the
responsible photo widget object. The canvas widget includes the photo widget via
the call shown at the end of the previous section.

The script photo. pL defines a label, whose graphical content is an image stored
as a file in GIF format on the hard disk.
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photo.pl

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

use Tk;

$top = MainWindow->newo);

# create photo object and
# initialize with GIF image

Photo = $top->Photoo;
Sphoto->configure('-file" => "earthris.gif");

# incLude photo in label
# and display

$LabeL = $top->LabeL(-image => Sphoto, -text => "hallo");
$label->pack0;

# create second label with
# "Width x Height" text

$top->Label(-text => $photo->width ."x" $. photo->height)->pack0;

MainLoop;

photo.pl

Height and width of the read image are provided by the methods width and
height of the photo object.

4.7 Widgets in interaction
4.7.1 The grab

If an application starts a second window, for example to display an error message,
further manipulation of the main window should under certain conditions be made
impossible. In Tk, such a behavior is called 'local grab.' In rarer cases, even all other
applications must be 'frozen' ('global grab'), until the user has acknowledged the
error message with a click on the OK button.

To enable a window to receive the grab, however, it must be visible. With the
'visibility" parameter, the tkwait method (Section 4.7.2) provides the possibility

of delaying the program until the window actually appears on screen.

Each toplevel window object possesses the grab method, which confers the
grab to the window in question. Without parameters, grab initiates the local grab;
with the -g global option, it triggers the global one:
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4.7.2 Waiting for events
If the program flow stops because a script expects a reaction from the user, restart is
usually defined by a callback to the expected event. At that moment, the program it-
erates through the event loop Ma i nLoop and waits for expired timers, pressed buttons,
or certain mouse movements.

This procedure, however, makes it difficult to define the program flow as such.
A called callback in turn sets callbacks to expected events and immediately termi-
nates itself.

As a variation of this programming style, Tk provides the possibility of ex-
plicitly waiting for events without leaving a callback function. The t kwa it routine
blocks the execution of the program until a specific event occurs, but in the mean-
time continues to manage the interface. If, instead, the program were blocked in a
user-defined routine, the interface would be 'dead.'

t kwa i t recognizes three different types of event. With

* tkwait("visibility", $topLevelwindow) it waits for the toplevel window
$topLeveLwindow to appear on screen,

* tkwait("window", $topLeveLwindow) it waits for the toplevel window
$toplevelwindow to disappear from the screen,

* tkwait("variabLe", \$scalar) it waits for the variable $scalar to change
its value.

4.7.3 Dialog control
For a user-friendly dialog control in message boxes that potentially contain several
buttons to be chosen from, Tk provides the dialog widget.

After inclusion of

the command

creates a new dialog widget that supports the options listed in Table 4.11.
For the purpose of illustrating the message to be displayed, the dialog widget

also supports the -bitmap option, which visualizes either Tk built-in bitmaps (see
page 220) or user-defined bitmaps next to the message text.
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Table 4.11 Dialog widget options.

-title => "titletext" Title
-text => "messagetext" Text
-bitmap => ''errorlgray25l Illustration icon

gray501hourgLass

infolquestheadl

questionlwarning"I

fVilename'
-buttons => \@buttons Button texts
-defaul button => $button Defaultbuttontext

The Show method of the dialog widget draws the dialog box in a new window
on the screen and, as soon as one of the defined buttons is pressed, returns the label
text.

Without parameter specifications in the Show call, the dialog widget receives
the local grab, with the option "-g lobal ", the global grab.

Listing dialog. pL shows a small application, which upon demand opens a
dialog box and, after one of the three buttons is pressed, returns the text of that button.

din'ln ni

#!/usr/bin/perL -w

use Tk;

use Tk::DiaLog;

Stop = MainWindow->newo;

$top->Button(-text => "Start dialog",

-command => sub { diaLog($top); })->packo;
$top->Button(-text => "Exit", -command => sub { exit 0 } )->packo;

MainLoop;

sub dialog {
my Stop = shift;

my $okButton = 'OK';
my $cancelButton = 'Cancel';
my $helpButton = 'Help';
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my $dialog = $top->DiaLog(
-title => 'Title',
-text => 'Text of the error message, and so forth',
-bitmap => 'info',

-defauLt-button => $okButton,

-buttons => 1$okButton, $cancelButton, $helpButtonJ);

if(($returnButton=$diaLog->Show('-globaL')) eq $okButton) {
print "OK\n";

} elsif ($returnButton eq $cancelButton) {

print "CanceL\n";
} elsif ($returnButton eq $heLpButton) {

print "Help\n";

}
}

(ialog nI

4.7.4 Communication with the window manager
Position, size, and border of a window are the job of the window manager, as already
explained in Section 4.2.7. The method wm, provided by every toplevel widget, causes
the window manager to carry out the appropriate corrections.

Probably the most important option in Table 4.12 is geometry, which specifies
the size of the application window as length times width in pixels.

Occasionally, the t it l e option may be useful too, if the title bar of the window
is required not to show the name of the executed script, but to show a specific text.

maxsize is often used to prevent scrolled widgets from exceeding a
maximum size.

Table 4.12 Commands for the window manager.

$widget->wm("geometry", "wxh");
$widget->wm("iconify");

$widget->wm("deiconify");

$widget->wm("iconbitmap",$bitmap);

$widget->wm("iconname","name");
$widget->wm("maxsize",$width,$height);

$widget->wm("minsize",$width,$height);

$widget->wm('resizable",110);
$widget->wm("title","name");

Set width and height
Window -+ icon
Icon -X window
Iconized window bitmap
Name of icon
Maximum possible size
Minimum reduction
Resizable window
Title text
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4.7.5 Bindings

Bindings define actions that are to take place following specific events. Each widget
already has a predefined set of bindings: thus moving the mouse pointer over the
surface of a button makes the button change color, or a simple mouse click triggers
the execution of predefined actions.

For some widgets it is sensible to define application-specific bindings in addi-
tion to the standard ones: a double click with the mouse, for example, on a listbox
element of a file selector usually selects the corresponding entry, while in an error
message with acknowledgment button, pressing the E key usually triggers the OK
button.

Each Tk widget supports the method in the form

which includes two parameters: an event description, and the associated action as a
function reference. The detailed description of an event is derived from Table 4.13,
whose column contents are simply placed one after the other with hyphens.

For example, <Shift-Control-Button--> defines a click of the first mouse
button while the key combination - is kept depressed. The name <Control-
Key-c>, instead, stands for the key combination T- . <Any-ButtonReLease>
means any released mouse button.

The terms Enter and Leave refer to the mouse pointer that enters or leaves a
defined field, each time triggering an action. For example,

causes program termination when the mouse pointer gets into the area of the button
$button. Some more definitions:

* <Button-i> Left mouse button pressed

* <Double-Button-I> Left mouse button double clicked
* <Key-Return> Returnkeypressed
* <Key-Fl> Flkeypressed

Table 4.13 Event descriptions.

Any Control Double Key Return
Shift Triple KeyRelease Escape
Meta Button

Key (a-z, A-Z, 0-9 ...)
Lock ButtonRelease Mouse button (1-5)
Alt Enter

Leave
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* <Any-Enter> Mouse pointer enters the area of the widget

* <Any-Leave> Mouse pointer leaves the area of the widget

4.7.6 Fonts and colors
As any other X Window program, a PerlI/Tk script too can freely choose the labeling
font of its widgets. Thus each widget that contains text supports the -font option,
which allows selection of the most varied X Window fonts.

The xisfont program, a tool of the X Window system, displays all supported
types and sizes. There are fonts with short identifiers that use standard types and
set only the size, such as 9x1 5, but there are also detailed descriptions such as, for
example,

We will not discuss the meaning of the individual elements, but we would like to refer
you to the font viewer presented in Section 4.9.4, which shows all available fonts in
a scrollable listbox, thus allowing selection by visual criteria.

Wildcards too can be used in font specifications. In Tk, the above Adobe Times
font could as well have been selected by means of

Colors

The colors of a widget are defined by means of the options -foreground and
-background, which determine the foreground and background colors. As param-
eters, you can use either the clear text names usually stored (under UNIX) in the file
/usr/ Lib/X11/rgb. txt, or their hexadecimal representation.

The numerical format consists of a prefixed hash sign (#) followed by two digits
each of red, green, and blue parts in the range from 0 to 255 in hexadecimal notation.
Thus the numerical value for "black" is "#000000", while the value for "white" is
"#FFFFFF".

4.7.7 Bitmaps
For illustrations, Tk offers a range of redefined bitmaps. Buttons and labels, as well
as the dialog widget introduced in Section 4.7.3, support the option -bi tmap, which
expect as a parameter either a file in the form of

MCI@8,2et '<' -RsV0P Add

or the name of a Tk bitmap such as, for example,

Ri
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Figure 4.23 shows the bitmaps redefined in Tk. They have been generated by
means of Listing bitmaps.pL.

hitmaps.pl

#!/usr/bin/perL -w

use Tk;

my $top = MainWindow->newo;

foreach $bitmapstyLe (qw(error gray25 gray5O hourglass

info questhead question warning)) {

$frame = $top->Frameo;

$frame->LabeL(-bitmap => $bitmapstyLe)->packo;

$frame->LabeL(-text => $bitmapstyLe,
-font => "*heLvetica-boLd-r-*12*"
)->pack(-anchor => "S");

$frame->pack(-side => "left", -anchor => "s");

}

MainLoop;

hittnaps

Figure 4.23 Predefined bitmaps in Tk.

4.8 Hints and tricks for Perl/Tk
programming
At the beginning, programming of event-driven applications looks a bit difficult be-
cause of the unusual program structure. In this section, some practical examples will
point out common problems and illustrate their solution.
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4.8.1 Long-running functions
If a user triggers an event that activates a long-running callback, the main event loop
cannot handle any more events - the interface is 'dead.' This excludes the user from
any further manipulation of dialog objects, including the interruption of the callback.
In fact, the user can do nothing but wait until the callback terminates itself and returns
control to the main event loop. Even worse: if, in the meantime, another application
covers and then releases the window of the dead GUI, the window manager sends the
redraw signal, but even this cannot get through - the result is an ugly empty spot on
the screen.

For this reason, no callback must block the main loop for a significant time. In
the case of long-running callbacks, remedy is brought under UNIX by a child process
that the callback creates to perform the processing as such. Thus the callback returns
immediately and hands control back to the main event loop.

Subsequently, the main program can find out about successful or failed execu-
tion of the callback either by periodical polling in the background (see Section 4.8.2)
or by intercepting the signal of the terminating child process. This is because, if in
UNIX a child process terminates, the parent process receives the SIGCHLD signal.

Listing tkfork.pL creates a window with one button and, upon activation of
this button, starts a long-running callback, namely the function sleep(5). To en-
able the interface to continue to react 'lively' to user input, the callback function
takes-long employs the Process.pm package introduced on page 117. The process
object $proc uses the start method to start the sleep command in the background
so that, for the application, this matter is dealt with and it can immediately return to
the main event loop. Before doing this, it sets the text of the label to "BUSY" to make
the start of the process visible to the outside world.

In order to enable the main program to know that the child process has been
successfully terminated, it redefines the signal handler for the SIGCHLD signal in such
a way that, upon arrival of this signal, not only is the usual wa i t command for zombie
control issued, but the text of the label is set back to " READY".

tkfork.pl

#!/usr/bin/perL -w

use Tk;

use Process;

my $topwindow = MainWindow->newo;

# button with long-running callback
$button = $topwindow->Button(-text => "Press to Start",

-command => \&takes-Long);

$labeLtext = "READY";
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$Label = $topwindow->Label("-textvariable", \$labeLtext);

$button->packo);
$labeL->packO;

$proc = Process->newo; # create process object

MainLoop;

# long-running subroutine
sub takes-long (

# start background process
$proc->start(sub { sleep 5; });

$SIG(CHLD) =

$labeltext =

# intercept returning child
sub ( wait; $labeLtext = "READY"; };

# display status
"BUSY";

}

tkfork.pl

4.8.2 Periodical execution of functions
Because of the special program structure of static callback definition and event han-
dling, a special construct is needed for periodical interruptions of the main event
loop: the function after, which, after a set time has elapsed, executes a specified
function. A function that calls itself via the after command at fixed time intervals is
known as a periodically running callback:

Apparently, the looper function calls itself recursively - but this is not quite
correct. Because of the time delay, the script runs completely through the function
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before a new run is started. Thus, even with eternal repetition, the stack does not
overflow.

Functions such as Looper can be either started before the main loop begins or
triggered as callbacks. In any case, they reach all the global Perl variables and can
thus control the dynamic texts of label or text widgets.

The Stopwatch class introduced below serves as a sample application. As with
'real' stopwatches, there are the methods start, stop, reset, and gettime.

A particular feature of the application is that the constructor of the class is
given a reference to an update function to be cycled through periodically, together
with a time interval. Thus, as soon as the stopwatch is running, the code jumps in
regular intervals corresponding to the set time lap to a specified function, for example
to increment the counter string of a label widget in the interface from 00:00:00 to
00:00:01.

Figure 4.24 The stopwatch interface.

The corresponding Perl script builds the graphical interface and defines the
function update-func, which, while the stopwatch is running, periodically updates
the display in the window. For this purpose, it merely modifies the global variable
Sstopwatch-di splay, which functions as a dynamic text variable of the correspond-
ing label widget.

vtopwatch.pl

#!/usr/bin/perL -w

# stopwatch.pL: stopwatch with start/stop/reset function and

# GUI display

use Tk;
use Stopwatch; # include 'Stopwatch' class

my Stop = MainWindow->newo;
# create label with dynamicalLy
# modifiable text

$top->Label(-textvariable => \Sstopwatch-display)->pack0;

$top->Button(-text => "Start", # Start button

-command => sub { $sw->start() 1)->pack(-side => "left");
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$top->Button(-text => "Stop", # Stop button
-command => sub ( $sw->stop() })->pack(-side => "left");

# Reset button (reset with
$top->Button(-text => "Reset", # simultaneous stopwatch update)

-command => sub { $sw->reseto; update-func($sw) }
)->pack("-side" => "Left");

$top->Button(-text => "Exit", # Exit button
-command => sub { exit(0) })->pack("-side" => "left");

# new stopwatch
$sw = Stopwatch->new(\&updatejfunc, 1000);

update-func($sw); # display at 00:00:00

MainLoop; # main event loop

sub update-func {

# read seconds counter of the stopwatch, convert into HH:MM:SS-Format

# and set the variable $stopwatch-display

my $self = shift;

$seconds = $self->gettimeo; # stopwatch time check

# seconds -> HH:MM:SS

# gmtime(0) is 00:00:00, localtime() in GMT
($sec, $min, $hour) = gmtime($seconds);

# set GUI display
$stopwatch-display = sprintf("%02d:%02d:%02d", $hour, $min, $sec);

}

vtopwatch.pl

Stopwatch.pm

# Stopwatch

########U#####################U###UUU###################################
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package Stopwatch;

use Tk; # afterr' - defined in Tk.pm

# $sw=Stopwatch->new(\&update-func, $updatetime); - constructor
#U##U##U#############U########################################U########

sub new {
my $self = bless({}, shift);

$self->{'usrproc'} = shift; # user-defined callback
$seLf->{'interval'} = shift; # update interval in seconds

$self->{'running'J = 0;

$seLf->{'starttime'} =

$self->{'stoptime') = time;

# no update interval below 1 second

if($self->{'interval'1 < 1000) {
print "Stopwatch: No update intervals < 1000 accepted."

" Not started.\n";
return undef;

}

$self->loopero; # start loop process

$self; # object reference
}

N#N############N#######################################################

# $sw->loopero); - internalC!) Loop function
#N#############################################################N######

sub looper {

my $seLf = shift;
# call user function

&{$self->{'usrproc'}}C$self) if $self->{'running'I;

# Loop (no recursion)
after($self->{'interval'I, sub { $self->looper0));

}

#N########N##################################N##################N######

# $sw->starto); - start stopwatch
###NN###################################################N##############
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sub start {
my $seLf = shift;

# set start time: eliminate time
# between Last stop and now
unLess(SseLf->{ running'}) C

$seLf->C'starttime'} += time
}

- $seLf->{'stoptime'};

$seLf->C'running'} = 1;
}

# Ssw->stopo; - stop stopwatch

sub stop {
my $seLf = shift;

$seLf->('stoptime'} = time if $seLf->('running };

SseLf->C'running'} = 0;
}

U $seccount=$sw->gettimeo; - interrogate time on stopwatch

U##U###U############################U#####U#########UU#############UUU###
sub gettime {

my SseLf = shift;

time - $self->{'starttime'};
}

U#####################UU######UU##############UUUU##########UU###UUUU###

# $sw->resetl); - reset stopwatch
u################u####U##############u#########U################U########
sub reset {

my $seLf = shift;

$seLf->{'starttime'} =
$seLf->{ stoptime') = time;

}

S;

Stopwatch.pm
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4.9 Sample applications
4.9.1 File selector

As a first practical example, we would like to present a simple file selector. It con-
sists of two listboxes, one entry widget, and three pushbuttons. For the special ar-
rangement according to Figure 4.25, the packer needs another two frame widgets to
accommodate the listboxes and the buttons.

Figure 4.25 File selector.

The file selector is controlled via the mouse and the i) key on the keyboard:

* A double click on a file selects the file and terminates the function.

* A double click on a directory (including '..') changes to that directory.

* A single click on a directory (including '..') and a subsequent click on the OK
button changes to that directory.

* A single click on a file and a subsequent click on OK selects the file and termi-
nates the function.

* A click on the Cancel button terminates the function without a selected file.

* A new path entered in the text field becomes active after a click on the OK
button or the Rescan button.

* A click on the OK button returns a file entered in the text field even if this file
does not (yet) exist.

* Pressing the IJ) key is equivalent to a click on the OK button.

Thus activating the OK button or pressing the i key can trigger three differ-
ent actions, depending on whether the text field was modified, or the directory listbox
or the file listbox were selected.
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First, however, a few words on the usage of the file selector package: after
inclusion with use Fs; the constructor $f s = Fs->new() creates a new file selector
object. As parameters, it expects a reference to the top window of the application,
a reference to the function to which the program should jump when terminating the
selector, and the title to be displayed in the title bar of the file selector window. The
callback specified in the second parameter is called by the file selector either after a
valid file selection is carried out or after the application is aborted with the Cancel
button. In the first case, the callback is passed the selected file including the absolute
path as a first parameter, whereas in the second case, it is passed the empty string that
signals the abortion.

The associated test script f s. pL too shows a visually appealing interface (Fig-
ure 4.26): at a click on the button, the file selector opens, and after termination, the
function fsca L Lback transfers the string of the selected file to the appropriate entry
widget of the test interface.

fs.pI

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

# Application of the file selector

use Tk; # include Tk package

use Fs; # fiMe selector
use strict;

my $top = MainWindow->newo;

# initialize variables

chop(my $startpath = 'pwd'); # start: current path
my $fileSelected = "Nothing selected as yet";

my $uframe = $top->Frameo; # define widgets

my $startbutton = $uframe->Button(-text => "Fileselector Startup",

-command => \&fsStartup);

my $exitbutton = $uframe->Button(-text => "Exit",

-command => sub { exit 0 } );

my framee = $top->Frame(-relief, "sunken", -bd => 2);
my $fixtext = $top->Label(-text, "Selected:");
my $label = $lframe->Label(-textvariable, \$fileSelected);

$uframe->packo; # pack all
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$startbutton->pack(-side => "left");
$exitbutton->pack(-side => "left");
$fixtext->pack(-side => "left");

$lframe->pack(-fiLL => "both", -expand => "yes", -side => "left");
$label->packO;

MainLoop;

# Create and activate file selector: fsStartupo;

sub fsStartup {
my $fs = Fs->new($top, \&fscallback, "Test selector");
$fs->start($startpath);

}

# Callback function for OK/Cancel button: fscallback($filename);

sub fscattback {
my $fiLe = shift;

$fileSelected = $file;
}

fs.pl

Figure 4.26 Control of the file selector.

A few words on the implementation of the Fs. pm module: the constructor
merely defines the usual name hash and stores top window, title and callback ref-
erence for the current file selector object. The startup method start creates a dialog
window separate from the top window and packs all required widgets into it. Fur-
thermore, it defines the actions that are to follow the different events. For reasons of
clarity, the callbacks are in turn subdivided into the functions swi tch2di r, okAct ion,
rescanAction, and fsexit.

The sw i t c h 2 di r function causes the file selector to change to the specified
directory and to update the listboxes and the entry widget accordingly. If the selected
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directory is not readable, or a manually entered directory makes no sense, it returns
the value 0, whereas normally the return value is the newly set path.

The okAction method is the callback that belongs to the mouse click on the
OK button. It recognizes whether a directory or a file was entered manually, or a
directory or a file was selected, and initiates the corresponding measures.

The rescanAct ion method performs a directory change initiated by the Rescan
button.

After termination of the selection with a double click on a file, activation of
the OK button with a selected or manually entered file, or abortion with the Cancel
button, fsexi t reads possibly defined path and file specifications, stores them, and
deletes the dialog window of the file selector from the screen. Subsequently, it calls
the user callback defined in the constructor.

This procedure is typical for the programming of event-driven interfaces: there
is no program flow as such, and there are no function calls with return code that
would branch the program to follow different ways; there are only event-triggered
actions which in turn initiate further callbacks.

All of the functions are implemented as methods: that is, as a first parameter
they expect the object reference because they must access variables at object level.
Thus, in subsequent calls, the file selector 'keeps in mind' in which directory the last
selection was made or the procedure terminated. As long as the file selector object
exists, any number of calls to the s tart routine are allowed.

Fs.pm

# Fs - fiLe selector package

package Fs;

use Tk;
use Path;
use strict;

# Define new file selector:
# $fs = Fs->new(Stopwindow, \& callback, $title);

sub new {
my($type, $parentwin, $callbackref, $title) = @

my $setf = 0;

$self->{'calLbackref'} = $callbackref; # store parameter
$self->{'parentwin'} = $parentwin; # in instance
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$seLf->{'title'}

bless($self, $type);

= $title; # variable

}

##UU#####################################UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU#U#U###
U Display and start file selector: $fs->start($startdir);

sub start {
my $seLf = shift;
my $startdir = shift;

$self->{'topwin'} = $self->{'parentwin'1->Toplevel;

$self->{'topwin'}->configure(-title => $self->{'title'));

# directory and file listboxes
my $ListFrame = $self->{'topwin'}->FrameC);

Sself->{'dirList'} =
$listFrame->ScrlListbox(-labeL => "Directories");

$self->{'fiLeList'} =
$listFrame->ScrlListbox(-label => "Files");

# entry widget for selected path/file

my $fileText =
$self->{'topwin'}->Entry(-textvariable =>

\${$self}{'pathtext'));

U Buttons
my $buttonFrame = $self->{'topwin'}->Frame0;
my $okButton = $self->{'topwin')->Button(

-text => "OK",

-command => sub { $seLf->okAction 1);

my $rescanButton = $self->{'topwin'}->Button(
-text => "Rescan",

-command =>

sub { $seLf->rescanAction });

my ScancelButton = $self->{'topwin'I->Button(
-text => "Cancel",

-command =>
sub { Sself->cancelAction });
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# pack all

$listFrame->pack(-fill => "both", -expand => "yes",

-side => "top");

$self->{'dirList')->pack(-fiLL => "both",

-expand => "yes",

-side => "Left");

$self->{'fileList'}->pack(-filL => "both",
-expand => "yes",

-side => "left");

$fiLeText->pack(-fiLL => "x", -expand => "yes",
-anchor => "s");

$buttonFrame->pack(-fill => "x", -expand => "yes",

-anchor => "s");

$okButton->pack(-side => "left");
$cancelButton->pack(-side => "left");
$rescanButton->pack(-side => "left");

# define double-click actions on lists
$self->{'dirList')->bind("<Double-Button-l>" => sub {

$self->switch2dir($self->{'dirList'}->Getselectedo);
$self->{'pathtext'} = $self->{'path'} 1);

$self->{'fileList'}->bind("<Double-Button-1>" =>
sub { $seLf->fsexit() });

# define return key action
$self->{'topwin'1->bind("<KeyPress-Return>" =>

sub {$self->okAction));

# set initial path to current directory
$seLf->{'path'} = $startdir unless defined $self->{'path'};
$self->switch2dir(".");
$seLf->{'pathtext'} = $self->('path');

}

# Change to a new directory, update listboxes:

# $fs->switch2dir($directory);
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sub switch2dir {

my $self = shift;
my $dir = shift;

# new path for test purpose

my $newpath = Path::cd($seLf->{'path'1, $dir) 11 return 0;

return 0 unLess opendir(DIR, "$newpath");

my Files = sort readdir(DIR); # read directory

closedir(DIR);

# update directory listbox

$self->{'dirList'}->deLete(O, "end");

$self->{'dirList'1->insert("end",
grep(-d "$newpath/$-" , filess);

$self->{'dirList'1->selection("set", 0);

# update file listbox

$self->{'fileList'}->deLete(O, "end");

$self->{'fileList'}->insert("end",

grep(-f "$newpath/$-", @fiLes));

$seLf->{'path') = $newpath; # set new path
}

######################################################################
# Action upon activation of the OK button

######################################################################

sub okAction {
my $self = shift;

my $item;

if($seLf->{'pathtext'I ne $self->{'path'I) {
# enter path string manually
if($item = $seLf->switch2dir($self->{'pathtext'I)) {

$seLf->{'pathtext'I =
$self->{'path'} = Path::absolute($item);

} else ( # new file selected
# close dialog window

$self->{'topwin'}->destroy;

# trigger callback
&{$self->{'callbackref'II($self->{'pathtext'});

} elsif(($item = $self->{'dirList'I->Getselectedo)) {
# new directory selected
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$self->switch2dir($item);

$self->{'pathtext'} = $self->{'path'};

} elsif($seLf->{'fiLeList'}->Getselectedo) C

# file selected

$self->fsexito;
}

}

# Action upon activation of the Rescan button

sub rescanAction {
my $self = shift;

my $item;

if($self->{'pathtext') ne $seLf->{path') {
# enter path string manually

(($item = $self->switch2dir($self->{'pathtext'})) &&
($self->{'pathtext') =
$self->{'path') = Path::absolute($item))) 11

($self->{'pathtext'} = $self->{'path'});

} elsif(($item = $seLf->{'dirList'I->Getselectedo)) {
# new directory selected

$self->switch2dir($item);

$self->{pathtext') = $self->{'path'};
}

}

# Action upon activation of the Cancel button

sub cancelAction {
my $self = shift;

$seLf->{'fileList'I->seLection("clear", 0, "end");

$self->fsexito;

# Store selected file together with path and remove window

sub fsexit {
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my $self = shift;

# read selected path/file
my $item = $self->{'fileList'}->Getselectedo);

# append file to path
$self->{'path') =- s,/S g;

$self->{'selected') = defined $item ?

"$self->{path)/$item` : "";

$self->{'topwin'I->destroy; # close dialog window

# call callback function

&{$self->('callbackref'II($self->{'selected'});

}

# Interrogate selected directory/file

sub getselected {
my $self = shift;

$self->{'selected');

}

1;

Fvnm

Easy-to-handle path arithmetic is provided by the included module Path. pm,
whose method Path::cd($path, $dir) determines the target directory where you
would arrive, starting with the start directory path, if you issued the cd dir com-
mand of the UNIX shell. In the simplest case, di r can be an absolute path, but also
relative indications are correctly handled by the function: for example, a Path:: cd
from '/usr/bin' to '..' results in the directory '/usr,' a change from '/' to '. .' re-
sults again in '/,' provided, obviously, that the specified directories are no symbolic
links.

Path.pm utilizes the Cwd.pm module of the Perl standard distribution and its
c h di r function, which performs a change of the current directory.

Pnth. nm

package Path;

use Cwd;

r
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use strict;

# Determine absolute path from relative path and current directory:

# $abspath = Path::absolute($relpath);
##U######################################################U####U########

sub absolute {
my $relpath = shift;

Path::cd(cwdo), $relpath);

}

###UU################################################################### U

# Relative change to a new directory:

# $newpath = Path::cd($path, $chdir);
######################################################################

sub cd {
my($from, $to) = @

my $current = cwdo; # store current directory

# change to start directory

Cwd::chdir($from) 11 return undef;

# relative change of

# target directory

Cwd::chdir($to) 11 (Cwd::chdir($current), return undef);

my $retval = cwdo; # store target directory

Cwd::chdir($current); # reset current
# directory

return $retval;
}

1;

Path.pm

4.9.2 A small editor
Together with the file selector presented in the previous section, we now construct
a simple text editor. The highly complex control of the editing process as such is
taken over by a ready-made text widget in cooperation with an additional scrollbar.
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A menu-driven interface allows easy loading of text files and saving of edited texts
under the original or a different name.

- I -- - -- -1I 1,;; t " I I I I I' II-- - - ,- 1 - 1 1_ 1 _ 1 _ ........

Figure 4.27 A small editor.

-editorpl

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

use Tk;
use Fs;

use strict;

my $fiLe;

my Stop = MainWindow->new;

# define two file selectors

my $fsLoad = Fs->new($top, \&loadcallback);
my $fssave = Fs->new($top, \&savecallback);

# specify start directory
chop(my $startdir = 'pwd');

# build menus
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my $menu = $top->Frame(-relief => 'raised', -bd => 2);

my $menu-file = $menu->Menubutton(-text => "File");
my $menutLoptions = $menu->Menubutton(-text => "Options");

$menu-fiLe->command(-labeL => 'Load',

-command => sub { $fsload->start($startdir)});

$menu-file->command(-label => 'Save',
-command => sub { savecallback($file) });

$menufile->command(-Label => 'Save As',

-command => sub { $fssave->start($startdir)});

$menu-file->command(-label => 'Quit',

-command => sub { destroy $top });

# Option menu radio buttons
my $wrapmode = "none";

$menu-options->radiobutton(-LabeL => "No wrap",

-variable => \$wrap..mode,

-value => "none",

-command => \&set-wrap);

$menu-options->radiobutton(-label => "Char wrap",

-variable => \$wrap-mode,
-value => "char",

-command => \&set-wrap);

$menu-options->radiobutton(-label => "Word wrap",

-variable => \$wrapjnode,

-value => "word",
-command => \&set-wrap);

# editable text field with scrollbar
my $text = $top->Text(-borderwidth => 2, -setgrid => 1);
my $scrollbar = $top->Scrollbar(-command => Cyview => $text]);
$text->configure(-yscrollcommand => [set => $scrollbar]);

# pack all
$menu->pack(-side => 'top', -fill => 'x');
$scroLLbar->pack(-side => 'right', -fill => 'both');
$text->pack(-side => 'left', -fill => 'both', -expand => 'yes');

$menu-file->pack(-side, 'left');

$menu-options->pack(-side, 'left');

MainLoop;
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# Load fiLe into the text widget: loadcallback($file);

sub Loadcallback {
$file = shift;

return unless defined $file;

open(FILE, $file) II return 0;

$text->delete("l1.0", "end");

while(<FILE>)
{ $text->insert("end", $-);

}
close(FILE);

set-wrapo;

}

# Save text of the text widgets: savecalLback($file);

sub savecalLback {
$fiLe = shift;

return unless defined $fiLe;

open(FILE, ">$file") II return 0;
my aLines = $text->get("1.0", "end");
print FILE SLines;

close(FILE);

# Set wrap mode (callback)

sub set-wrap {
$text->configure(-wrap, $wrap-mode);

editor pl
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4.9.3 Hyperlinks
One implementation of the hypertext issue addressed in Section 4.6.12 is shown in
Listing hypertext. p. In the text widget defined in this listing, the subroutine hy-
per Li nki nsert inserts color-highlighted text, which is also marked with a tag. Sub-
sequently, hyper Li nki nsert assigns this tag the following event callbacks:

Entry of the mouse pointer in the hyperlink area Copies the name of the hyper-
link into the text variable of the widget that displays the name in the bottom
left corner.

Exit of the mouse pointer from the hyperlink area Sets the text variable of the la-
bel to the empty string, thus deleting the bottom left name display.

Single mouse click on the hyperlink Issues a message to STDOUT. In a real hyper-
text browser, this action would trigger loading of a new file.

Figures 4.28 and 4.29 show the reaction of the script to the entry of the mouse
pointer into the defined hypertext field.

Figure 4.28 Mouse pointer outside ...

Figure 4.29 ... and inside the hyperlink field.

hvnort.'rt ni

#!/usr/bin/pert

use Tk;

my $ttag;
# create widgets

$top = MainWindow->newo;

-$JGI GAv[.gS--or-- -- r
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# text area
$text = $top->Text(-wrap => 'word', -height => 3);

# bottom left hyperLink display
$urLtext
$label = $top->LabeL(-textvariable => \$urLtext);

# Exit button
$exit = $top->Button(-text => 'Exit', -command => \&exit);

# pack
$text->packo;

$label->pack(-anchor => "w");

$exit->packo);

# insert text
$text->insert('end', "The hyperlink ");

# insert hyperlink
hyperlink_-insert($text, 'end', "http://remote.com", "tagl");

# insert text
$text->insert('end', " may be activated!\n");

# make text window read-only
$text->configure(-state => "disabled");

MainLoop;

# Integrate an activatable hyperlink into a text widget
##########################################UUUUUUUUU####U#UU##U#U#U###

sub hyperlink-insert {
my($text, Swhere, Sname, Stag) = -

# insert text
Stext->insert($where, Sname, Stag);

# set highlighted text color

$text->tag('configure', Stag, -foreground => "blue");

# upon mouse pointer touch

# display URL bottom left
$text->tag('bind', Stag, '<Any-Enter>' =>

sub { $urLtext = $name; } );

# delete display when
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# mouse leaves area

$text->tag('bind', Stag, '<Any-Leave>' =>
sub C $urLtext = ""; } );

# action in case of
# mouse click activation

$text->tag('bind', Stag, '<1>' =>
sub { print "Activated:", $name, "\n"; });

}

-hypertext.pl

4.9.4 Font viewer
The X Window system offers hundreds of fonts in different sizes for its applications.
Under UNIX, the xIsfonts command lists them all.

Listing font. pL implements a small browser that displays all of the available
fonts in a scrollable window. For this purpose, it simply defines a different tag for
each line of the text widget used, and sets the tag font to the corresponding value.
The fonts that are available on the current system are read at the beginning by means
of the xLsfonts command.

Figure 4.30 Font viewer.
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font.pl

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

use Tk;

use strict;

my $top = MainWindow->newo;

my Frame = $top->Frameo;
my $text = $frame->Text(-wrap => 'none',

-font => '*heLvetica-bold-r-*12*');

my $labelvar = "";
my $label = $top->Label(-textvariable => \$labelvar);

my $yscrollbar = $frame->Scrollbar(-command =>
Eyview => $text]);

my $xscrollbar = $top->Scrollbar(-orient => 'horizontal',

-command => Exview => $text]);

$text->configure(-yscrollcommand => [set => Syscrollbar]);
$text->configure(-xscrollcommand => [set => $xscrolLbar]);

### pack all
$yscrollbar->pack(-side => 'right', -fill => 'y');

$xscrollbar->pack(-side => 'bottom', -fill => 'x');
$label->pack(-expand => 'yes', -fill => 'x',

-side => 'bottom');

$frame->pack(-expand => 'yes', -fill => 'both');

$text->pack(-expand => 'yes', -fill => 'both',

-side => 'left');

open(FONTS, "xLsfonts I") II die "xLsfonts: not found";

my $i=1;
while(<FONTS>) {

next unless /--12/; # only fonts of size 12

chop(my $font = $_);
$text->insert("end", $-); # insert text in text widget

# (including newline \n)

# define tag and

# set font there

$text->tag("add', $i, "$i.0", sprintf(`%d.O", $i+1));
$text->tag("configure", $i, -font => $font);
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$text->updateo;

s$ ++;

Slabelvar="Fonts: Si";

cLose(FONTS);

MainLoop;

font.pl

4.9.5 Image viewer
The following script for display of arbitrary images in a scrollable canvas widget
makes use of the user-friendly interface of the photo widget (see Section 4.6.15)
toward images of the most varied formats. The Fs class introduced on page 227 im-
plements the file selector with which the user can browse through the directories and
select the required images.

img.pl

#!/usr/bin/perL -w

use Tk;

use Fs;

my Stop = MainWindow->newo;

# initialize file selector
my $fs = Fs->new($top, \&load-image, "Select an image");

# menu bar and puLLdowns

$menubar = $top->Frame(-relief => 'raised', -bd => 2);
$menu-file = $menubar->Menubutton(-text => "File",

-underline => 0);
$menufiLe->command(-Label => "Load",

-command => sub { $fs->start("."); });

Smenu-file->command(-label => "Exit",

-command => sub C exit 0 });

Canvas = Stop->Canvaso;
Photo = Stop->Photoo;
Scanvas->create('image', 0, 0, -image => Sphoto,

-anchor => 'nw');

my Syscrollbar = Stop->Scrollbar(-command =>
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U'yview', $canvas],

-orient => 'vertical');
my Sxscrollbar = $top->Scrollbar(-command =>

U'xview', Scanvas],
-orient => 'horizontal');

Scanvas->configure(-xscrollcommand => ['set', $xscrollbar],

-yscroLlcommand => Eset', Syscrollbar]);

$menubar->pack(-expand => 'yes', -fill => 'x', -anchor => 'n');
Smenu-fiLe->pack(-anchor => w');

Syscrollbar->pack(-side => 'right', -fill => 'y');

Sxscrollbar->pack(-side => 'bottom', -fill => 'x');

$canvas->pack(-expand => 'yes', -fill => 'both',

-anchor => 's');

MainLoop;

# Load-image callback function

sub Loadimage C

my $fiLe = shift;

$photo->configure(-file => Sfile);

my Snewwidth = Sphoto->width;
my Snewheight = Sphoto->height;

Scanvas->configure(-scroLLregion =>

[O, a, $newwidth, Snewheight],
-width => Snewwidth,
-height => Snewheight);

}

img.pl

4.9.6 Color viewer
Under UNIX, the code of the font viewer (page 242) can be easily changed into a
color viewer that displays the whole color palette of the X Window system. Only the
central piece, which in the font viewer collects the fonts and sets the tags of the text
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widget, is replaced. Instead of the fonts, the routine now reads the available colors
from the file rgb.txt and sets the background color of the text tags accordingly.

Figure 4.31 Color viewer.

color.pl

### Read colors and color text lines

open(COLORS, "< /usr/lib/X11/rgb.txt") II
die "rgb.txt not found";

my $i=l;

while(<COLORS>) {

sl!.*//; # remove comments

next if /A\s*$/; # ignore empty lines

my ($red, $green, $blue, $name) = split(' ', $-);

my $col = sprintf("#%02x%02x%02x", $red, $green, $blue);

### labeling color white for dark background colors

my $foreground =
($red + $green + $blue < 350) ? "white" : "black";

$text->insert('end`, "$name\n"); # insert text into text
# widget (including newline \n)
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### Define tag and set coLor
$text->tag("add", $i, "$i.0", sprintf("Ud.0", $i+1));

$text->tag("configure", $i, -background => $col,
-foreground => $foreground);

### Immediately display each new color

$text->updateo;

### Refresh display
$i ++;
$Labelvar="Colors: Si";

}
cLose(COLORS);

colorpl

4.9.7 Viewer for SDBM files
Persistent hashes store their data in dbm files (see Section 1.13), which for reasons
of efficiency are coded in a binary fonnat and thus cannot be analyzed as clear text.
For testing purposes, however, it is often desirable to be able to examine persistently
stored data. With a short Perl/Tk script a persistent hash can be visualized in a listbox
that can easily be scrolled. The following script reads the data from the *.pag or
*.di r files of a SDBM hash and displays the key-value pairs graphically.

.dbmview.pl

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

use Tk;
use POSIX;
use SDBM-File;

usage() if S#ARGV < 0;
# open persistent hash

tie(%myhash, SDBM-File, SARGV[O, O-RDONLY, 0644) 1I
do { print "Cannot open SARGV[O]\n"; usage() };

my Stop = MainWindow->newo;

# create listbox
Slistbox = Stop->ScrlListbox(-label => "Hash: SARGVEO]");
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$exitbutton

# buttons

= $top->Button(-text => "Exit",
-command => \&exit);

# pack all
$Listbox->pack(-filL => "both", "-expand" => "yes");

$exitbutton->pack(-side => "Left");

# fill listbox
foreach $i (keys Xmyhash) {

$Listbox->insert("end", "$i> $myhash{$i}");

i

Ma inLoop;

# usage

sub usage (

($func = $0) =- s,^.*/,,g;
print "usage: $func dbmfilename\n";
exit 1;

}

sdhmview nl
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The Internet offers an unbelievable amount of information for all kinds of use. Access
is mostly interactive: whether a user surfs through the World Wide Web by means of
a browser such as Netscape Navigator, sends electronic mail via a mail program such
as e L m, or downloads the latest release of a freely available program from a server by
means of the f tp transfer tool - none of this is possible without some manual typing
effort.

The majority of programming interfaces with protocols of the Internet that gov-
ern access modalities to foreign information are complex and unclear, so that the pro-
gramming conquest of the Internet was until now reserved to UNIX experts of guru
status.

Books like Stevens (1990) and Stevens (1994) show in a detailed and illus-
trative manner how communication between networked computers works at various
levels of communication. However, if one builds on these C interfaces, any automatic
application that offers similar services as its interactive counterparts quickly evolves
into a code monstrosity.

Perl, in contrast - in addition to an operating system interface at C level that
is a standard part of the Perl language (sockets) - provides an interface at user level.
It cleanly cuts off the boring chores from the users so they can, with the same ease
as in interactive operation, automatically extract their data from the network of all
networks.

Because of its portability, Perl is very well suited for employment in the hetero-
geneous hardware and software structure of the Internet. A Perl script is really 100%
portable, and the Perl interpreter is available on nearly all possible and impossible
platforms, down to Windows NT.

Finally, the most popular application of Perl is as a script language for CGI
applications. Section 5.8 guides you through all important application areas. Sec-
tion 5.8.7 shows how Perl scripts in CGI applications unleash unthought-of powers.

249
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5.1 Help from the CPAN
The modules included in the Perl distribution, together with the extensions available
from the CPAN (Comprehensive Perl Archive Network) (see Appendix A 1 ) allow the
Perl programmer to download a document from a server or to fetch an HTML page
from the WWW (World Wide Web) with less than 10 lines of code.

In particular, the following package collections

* tibnet and

* i bwww

which are both available from the CPAN, will frequently be used in this section.
Thus, for Perl scripts in general and Internet applications in particular, the

golden rule applies once more: it is better to search twice in the CPAN to see whether
a suitable module exists than to invest precious development time in an already solved
problem for the nth time.

5.2 Netiquette
However, this drastic simplification of programmed Internet access also entails a
number of problems. Programming of so-called robots, which automatically search
the network for information, is a delicate subject, because the activity of these in-
defatigable servants encumbers the network and slows down the data flow on the
information highway.

The vast Internet community therefore sticks to the so-called netiquette: that
is, simple guidelines that ensure operation of this unique organization even for the
future.

Perl-aware Internet programmers always operate in a small border area: there
is nothing to be said against saving boring typing effort and carrying out simple trans-
fers automatically, but searching dozen of servers for information must be reserved
to central institutions that publish the results of their research and allow global search
access.

One of the principles of Perl - quoted from the perlmod manual page - is:

It would prefer thatyou stayed out of its living room because you weren't
invited, not because it has a shotgun.

This maxim also applies to the private sphere of Internet servers. In order to
preserve it, there are the so-called robot rules. These allow each server to ask ag-
gressive search robots to keep out. Polite robots not only stick to these rules, but also
avoid aggressive timeout/retry strategies in order not to disturb other network users.

Programming of robots is discussed in detail in Section 5.5.3. Until then, the
author heartily asks all readers to refrain from using the presented scripts to start
network-pilfering actions.

1 All required modules are also included on the enclosed CD-ROM (see Appendix H).
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The following sections deal with services provided by the Internet, the under-
lying protocols, and their control by means of Perl.

5.3 FTP
FTP, the File Transport Protocol, allows transfer of files via network connections.
Its most popular application, the interactive program ftp, connects the user with an
FTP server that provides the file transfer as a service. After an introductory login and
password entry, ftp provides a minimal set of commands that allow navigation in
directory structures and downloading and uploading of files.

The so-called anonymous FTP servers of the Internet also allow file transfer
to users who specify anonymous as their login and their email address as a pass-
word, and thus are important institutions within the Internet community. New, freely
available program versions thus find their way even to the most remote corner of
the world: program authors upload their products (with the prior consent of the rel-
evant system administrators) to anonymous FTP servers and publish this news in a
newsgroup (a kind of pinboard; see Section 5.11). Subsequently, interested users can
download the version via ftp to their home computers, compile it if necessary, and
use it.

The following transcription of an interactive session with an anonymous FTP
server shows some typical actions: the user identifies him/herself as anonymous and
enters his/her email address me~mysi te. com as a password. The example shows how
the file downfile.remote is downloaded from the pub directory of the FTP server
to the local computer, where it is stored as downf i le. local in the current directory.
Furthermore, it shows how the local file upf i le. locate is uploaded in the incoming
directory of the FTP server under the name of upf i le. remote. Finally, the quit
command terminates the connection.

mysite> ftp remote.host.com
Connected to remote.host.com.

220 darkstar FTP server ready.

Name (remote.host.com:myname): anonymous
331 Guest login ok, send complete e-mail address as password.

Password: mefmysite.com
230-Welcome, archive user! If you have any unusual
230-problems, please report them via e-mail to

230-postmaster~darkstar

230-
230 Guest login ok, access restrictions apply.

Remote system type is UNIX.
Using binary mode to transfer files.
ftp> cd pub
250 CWD command successful.

ftp> get downfile.renote downfile.local
200 PORT command successful.
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150 Opening BINARY mode data connection for downfile (17 bytes).

226 Transfer complete.
17 bytes received in 0.000858 secs (19 Kbytes/sec)

ftp> cd ../incoming

250 CWD command successful.
ftp> put upflLe.LocaL upfiLe.remote
200 PORT command successful.

150 Opening BINARY mode data connection for upfiLe.remote.

226 Transfer complete.

640 bytes sent in 0.00104 secs (6e+02 Kbytes/sec)

ftp> LS
200 PORT command successful.

150 Opening ASCII mode data connection for /bin/Ls.

total 3
drwxrwxrwx 2 root wheel 1024 Jun 9 21:58
drwxrwxr-x 9 root wheel 1024 Jun 6 10:33

-rw------- 1 root daemon 640 Jun 9 21:58 upfile.remote

226 Transfer complete.
ftp> quit

221 Goodbye.

mysite>

With the following routines, access to FTP servers is not only reseved to inter-
active applications. The Perl interface allows easy-to-handle object-oriented control.

Non-interactive utilization of the FIP service usually requires a lot of know-
how about the FTP protocol and network-specific details. Programmed access un-
der Perl can also be carried out from system level, but there are easier ways to
achieve this.

For user-friendly access to FTP servers, there is the readily available Pert pack-
age Net: : FTP, which is part of the l i bnet module collection and can be obtained via
the CPAN. (Another alternative is the Expect program [see Libes, 1995], which al-
lows control of interactive programs following a send-expect scheme. However, it is
based on the slightly antiquated script language Tcl.)

5.3.1 Net:: FTP
The Net:: FTP package by Graham Barr provides a programming interface that is
nearly as easy to handle as the interactive ftp program.

An ftp connection to the sample server ftp.host.name is established by the
instruction

which, at the same time, returns a reference to an FTP object. Subsequent calls
of methods of this object correspond to requests to the connected FTP server
ftp.host.name. Thus
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logs the user in as anonymous at ftp.host.name and specifies, as usual with anony-
mous FTP access, the email address (in the example me~my. host. name) as the pass-
word. Please note that the @ sign in the string must be masked out to prevent it from
being interpreted as a Perl array. The method

changes to the /pub/comp directory on the FTP server, while a list of the files stored
in the current directory is supplied by the methods di r and ls:

The 'verbose' list f i Lelist dir contains entries of the form

as strings without newline characters, whereas V ifile list Is contains only the found
file names as elements:

The file file 1 of the server is transfered by the call

in the current directory of the home computer as f i Le1 .Lo c, because similarly to the
get command of the interactive FTP program, $ftp->get allows a local name to be
specified as a second parameter that is different from the original file name. In the
same way,

transfers a local file to the server - provided it allows write access to the specified
directory. Finally, the end of an FTP connection is signaled by

For settings that deviate from the default values, it is possible to pass the new
constructor introduced at the beginning of this section specifications regarding port
number, timeout, and debug level. The call
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sets the default setting, which uses FIP port 21, switches the debug mode off, and
terminates the connection after 120 seconds of silence.

Depending on the server, the default transfer mode is set either to ascii or to
binary. In ASCII mode, FIT converts text documents in such a way that newline
characters correspond to the currently used operating system. This is, however, not
the required behavior for documents that contain binary data: compressed files get
damaged and can thus no longer be decompressed at the client side after the transfer.
To avoid this problem, it is recommended that you always set the required mode
yourself. Binary transfer mode is activated by

whereas ASCII text transfer is activated by

All methods of the Net: FTP package return a 'true' value if their execution
is successful, and a 'false' value if an error occurs. Methods that return a value, for
example diro), return undef in the case of an error.

FiLe: :Listing

As discussed in the previous section, the di r method displays the contents of an FTP
server directory in the format:

Obviously, it would be child's play to extract information from this raw listing as to
whether an entry represents a file or a subdirectory, and which size or which access
rights it has. But as (nearly) always, before you start typing vi script.pL, it is worth
checking the CPAN: the module File::Listing, which does precisely the required
job, is there ready and waiting.

With the above output as the input parameter, the function parse dir of
File::Listing yields a list of elements that in turn refer to lists that contain the
required information in the format

where $name contains the name of a file or a subdirectory; $type evaluates to 'f'

(file) or 'd' (directory); $si ze indicates the size of a file in bytes; $mtime indicates
the time stamp of last modification (as usual in UNIX, in seconds since January 1st,
1970); and finally, $mode shows the access rights as a decimal number.2

2 The access mode is shown in the same format as returned by the stat function of the UNIX C Library
in the field st-mode. The value 0 corresponds to the access right ---------- Each set bit in the decimal
number represents an entry in the privilege string. Thus a mode of 493 (better known as octal 0755)
specifies access rights of the form: -rwxr-xr-x.
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Together with the dir method of the Net: :FTP package, the construct

permits deeper insight into the entries on an FTP server. This example shows refer-
ence handling at its finest. As a reminder: the call

pSIN5eslS ~ NEP, g

performs the network operation proper, whose result in a list context is a list (in a
scalar context, di r () yields a list reference). This list is taken as an input parameter
by parse dir, which transforms it into a list of list references, which is then pro-
cessed element by element by the foreach loop. For each cycle, the variable sentry
holds a list reference, which the @ operator in the loop body dereferences into a list
and splits into its elements.

Listing ftpf etch. pL shows a small application that processes the contents of
an FTP directory and, for test purposes, outputs the result in the format

ftpfetch.pl

#!/usr/bin/perL -w

use Net::FTP;

use File::Listing;

$dir
$host

$emai L

= .'/pub";

= "remote.host.com";
= "me\@mysite.com";

$ftp = Net::FTP->new($host, Timeout => 60) 11

die "Cannot connect: $host";

$ftp->Login("anonymous", $emaiL) 11 die "Login failed";

$ftp->cwd($dir) 11 die "Directory $dir doesn't exist";

$ftp->binaryo;

foreach $entry (File::Listing::parse-dir($ftp->diro)) C

my ($name, $type, $size, $mtime, $mode) = $entry;
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if($type eq d') {

printf "directory: $name (privileges: O%o)\n", $mode;

}
elsif($type eq 'f) C

print "file: $name ($size bytes)\n";

}

$ftp->quit0;

ftpfetch.pl

5.3.2 LWP::SimpLe
Yet another easy access to FTP servers is provided by the LWP: :Simple interface
discussed in Section 5.5.1. The examples presented there for WWW access via the
HTTP protocol can be easily adapted to FTP.

5.4 Introduction to the World Wide Web
(WWW)
To the outside world, the Web presents itself as a multitude of nicely formatted pages
that are linked to one another via so-called hyperlinks. If the user clicks on a marked
hyperlink in the document, the system switches to the page connected with this link.

The principle of this navigation is dead easy. Documents in the Word Wide
Web are files written with the use of HTML (Hypertext Markup Language), a text
formatting language. To load a page from a remote computer, the browser connects to
it, sends the server a GET command for a specific file, receives this file, and displays
it according to the formatting commands of its text. A user's click on a hyperlink
causes the next Web document, specified by a URL3 (Uniforn Resource Locator), to
be loaded and displayed.

A URL uniquely specifies a specific file on an arbitrary computer of the net-
work. For HTTP, the protocol of the World Wide Web, URLs are of the form

Here, the target computer of the request is indicated by remote. host com; the re-
quired file is file. htmL in the directory path. The http protocol determines the rules
for the communication between local computer and target computer. Thus, with this
protocol, the local computer needs only to issue a GET request, whereas in FTP, for
example, a login with name and password would be required.

3 The acronym URI (Uniform Resource Identifier) is used with the same meaning.
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5.4.1 HTML as a formatting language
The transferred document can be viewed with a standard ASCII text editor, but the
HTML commands certainly do not improve readability. HTML is a text formatting
language whose commands are scattered throughout the text, enclosed in angle brack-
ets <>, and specify what the logical representation of the document should look like.

Formatting commands specify whether the affected text is meant, for example,
as a header or the start of a new paragraph, or whether an image is supposed to be
inserted at that point. HTML supports a strict separation between the contents of
the text and its representation, by defining so-called tags that identify a text section
as an independent unit and assign it a number of properties. HTML does not specify
exactly how large and in which typeface a headline is to be set, but merely defines that
a text fragment is a headline. The final layout is always determined by the interpreting
browser.

Listing example. html shows a simple example of an HTML document, which
the browser interprets as shown in Figure 5.1.

example. html

<HTML>

<HEAD>
<TITLE>This is a test page</TITLE>

</HEAD>

<BODY><H1>Headline</H1>

<P>

The list has the entries

<UL>
<LI>element one

<LI><I>element two is italic</I>
<LI><B>element three is bold</B>
</UL>

</BODY>
</HTML>

example.html

Listing example.html defines the page title, a headline, a paragraph of text,
and a list, which contains three elements, two of which are visually highlighted.

Hyperlinks too are created by means of simple HTML commands. The entry
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Figure 5.1 Document representation of the HTML file exampLe.html in the
browser.

causes the browser to display the text 'Click here!' with some highlight attribute.
If the user clicks the entry once with the mouse, the browser fetches the document
jumphere.htmL from the computer faraway.host.com and displays it in lieu of the
document shown up to now.

Within the framework of this book, it is unfortunately impossible to treat
HTML exhaustively. However, the most important commands are illustrated in Ap-
pendix D. Detailed descriptions can be found in the literature (for example, Spainhour
and Quercia, 1996) and as freely accessible documents on the Internet (see Ap-
pendix G).

The emphasis of this discussion will instead be put on the HTTP protocol via
which the Perl programmer will in future access HTML documents available on the
Internet.

5.4.2 Headers
To ensure that HTTP server and client understand each other, they exchange impor-
tant information before and during the transfer of documents. Since the most dis-
parate partners can communicate on the Internet, it is important to find the greatest
common denominator in the communication.

Thus the server defines the format of a document via the standardized MIME
(Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions) header, which specifies, among others, the
length of the transferred document, its contents type (video, audio, image data, text),
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and the format used (for text, for example, HTML or plain text). MIME headers come
from the email world, where they are used to specify the contents of multimedia
messages.

With this procedure, a server communicates the format of the required data
prior to the actual data transfer, giving the client the possibility of choosing the ap-
propriate means for further elaboration. Thus a browser displays a page sent as clear
text without further ado, whereas an HTML page passes through the browser-internal
formatter first.

However, not only the server that provides a document, but also the client that
requests it uses this communication route to tell the server in advance in which form it
should - if possible - transfer the information. Thus a client request not only specifies
the requested document, but also communicates MIME-coded format requirements
to the server.

Header fields are identified by names, and carry values. The most important
header fields of a request are summarized in Table 5.1, and the corresponding fields
of the response header are shown in Table 5.2.

Table 5.1 Important request header fields.

Headerfield Sample entry Description
Accept text/html Text formats

text/plain
image/gif Image formats
image/jpeg

User-Agent Mozilla/3.04Gold (Xl 1; I; Linux) Client software
AIR MOSAIC (l6bit)/v1.00.198.07

If-Modified-Since Tue, 21 Jul 1998 10:45:55 GMT Transmission if
file modified

5.4.3 Hidden actions
The user of a browser obviously does not see the contents of the transmitted header
fields. Thus more things go on behind the scenes than one might think at first sight. It
may, for example, happen that a page no longer exists at the specified location, but has
been relocated. In this case, the answer of the server contains an appropriate notice
in the Status field of the header, together with the new location of the document in
the Location field. The browser 'swallows' this redirection specification and tries
immediately to load the document from the new location. If this succeeds, the user
will at first not notice the deviations followed to process the request - only a look at
the displayed URL reveals what really happened.
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Table 5.2 Important response header fields.

Headerfield Sample entry Description

Date: Sun, 07 Jun 1998 19:47:33 GMT Sending date
Server: Apache/1.2.5 modperl/1.08 Server software

Netscape-Enterprise/2.01
Content-Length: 1024 Document length in

bytes
Content-Type: text/html HTML text

text/plain Clear text
octet (binary) Binary data

Location: http://other.host.com/redirect.html Redirect
(Section 5.4.3)

Last-Modified: Fri, 22 May 1998 18:12:35 GMT Last modification

5.4.4 Errors
An error status of a request is transmitted by the server before the header lines them-
selves. If something has gone wrong, the first line contains the error number and the
associated descriptive error text. Possible error situations in the communication with
HTTP servers on the World Wide Web are listed in Section 5.5.1.

5.5 Programming with the LWP
The LWP (Library for WWW access in Perl) by Gisle Aas and Martijn Koster pro-
vides a comprehensive collection of modules that allow access to WWW pages.

5.5.1 Simple access via LWP:: S i mp L e
A simple interface for accessing World Wide Web documents is provided by the
LWP: :Si mp Le package. Fetching an HTML page of the WWW requires next to no
effort. Listing L wps imp L e. pt shows the palette of possible applications.

1wvsimvle. p1

use LWP::Simple;

$urL = "http://remote.host.com/dir/fiLe.htmL";

# store page text in $doc

$doc = LWP::Simple::get($urL);

# output page on STDOUT

$rc = LWP::SimpLe::getprint($url);
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# store page in file
$rc = LWP::Simple::getstore($url, "LocaLfiLe.htmL");

# load if modified
$rc = LWP::SimpLe::mirror($urL, "locaLfile.html");

lwpsimple.pl

The get function fetches a document and returns its contents as a character
string. The string $doc contains all lines of the document, including the newline
characters and the HTML commands. get print outputs the page as HTML text on
STDOUT, while getstore stores it in a file whose name the function expects as the
second parameter. m i r ro r works in a similar way, but it loads the document only if
the local copy is no longer up to date.

A brief analysis of a document in the World Wide Web is carried out by the
head function. The call

yields a list of document-specific parameters: $content type specifies the document
format (text, image, audio, video), $document Length the document length in bytes,
Modified time the time stamp of the last modification, $expires, if defined, the
expiry date, and finally $server the software version of the server. If the document
does not exist, or another error occurs, the return value is undef.

All in all, the LWP: :Simple interface provides only a limited functionality.
Applications that actively communicate with servers or cooperate with password-
protected Web servers need the LWP: Use rAgent, the object-oriented interface of the
Li bwww (see Section 5.5.2).

Error handling
Access to a WWW document can fail for a whole series of reasons. Whether no host
exists with the specified name, a server is temporarily out of service, or the selected
page does not or no longer exist - an application must react flexibly to all sorts of
possible error situations.

The get function of the LWP: :Simple package returns undef if an error oc-
curs, whereas the functions getprint, getstore, and mirror return detailed indica-
tions about the cause of the error. These values can be checked for success or failure
by means of the is successC) and is-erroro) functions equally provided by the
LWP: :Simple package.

As amnemotechnical aidforthe various return values, the HTTP::Status pack-
age, which is automatically included when loading LWP::S impLe, supplies a range of
functions that behave in the same ways as macros:
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In this way, you can also find out which specific error actually occurred. The
following code fragment issues an HTP request and subsequently checks its status. If
an error has occurred, it also checks whether this error is RC-NOT-FOUND, which means
that a document is not present on the specified server.
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5.5.2 General access via LWP:: UserAgent
A user agent accepts requests for network searches, executes them upon demand,
and if required stores the results until the mandator calls them. The LWP provides an
object-oriented interface for controlling these useful helpers.

Request and response objects
A user agent makes use of objects of the classes HTTP: :Request and
HTTP:: Response, which function as containers for request and result data. The user
agent itself is responsible for the access as such.

Listing uasimple.pl shows a simple access to a document of the World Wide
Web.4 For its request method, which starts the network action itself, the user agent
$ua createdin uasimple.pL needs an objectof type HTTP: :Request, which stores the
URL of the required document together with the access method ('GET'). The result
of the request can subsequently be found in $response, a reference to an object of
the HTTP: :Response class.

In the case of an error, the is success method of an HTTP: :Response object
returns 0. A more precise analysis of the error cause is provided by the methods code
and message, which return error code and error text.

In the case of success, the content method returns the content of a found docu-
ment in its original form: thus, for an HTLM page, the returned scalar contains the
lines of the HTML text (HTML-*text and HTML-+PostScript conversion is shown
in Section 5.7).

The document content is then stored in the file f i l e by means of the call

4 The UserAgent fetches not only simple Web documents, but also files from FTP servers, provided
the corresponding URLs were specified with ftp://.... The installation described in Section 6 of
Appendix A also opens access to documents of 'secure' Web servers that use the https protocol.
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uasimple.pl

#!/usr/bin/perL -w

use LWP::UserAgent;

$ua = LWP::UserAgent->new0; # create user agent

# create request
$request = HTTP::Request->new('GET',

'http://remote.host.com/index.htmL');

$response = $ua->request($request);

if($response->is-success()) {

print $response->contento, "\n";

# execute network access

# check for error

# output contents

} eLse { # error message

print "ERROR code: ", $response->codeo,
" Message: ", $response->messageo, "\n';

}

"uatfFLpwV.Pt

However, this can also be carried out by the request method of the user agent, be-
cause

are all valid signatures of request. In the first case, request processes the request as
discussed above. If, as in the second example, a scalar appears as the second param-
eter, request interprets it as a file name on the local system and uses it to store the
content of the document. This form of call frees the response object from buffering
the contents.

If the second and the third parameter correspond to a subroutine reference
\&caLLback and a scalar $chunksize, the request method jumps to the specified
callback function after each transmission 'morsel' of $chunksi ze bytes, passing it
as parameters

* a scalar containing a data packet,

* a reference to the HTTP: : Response object,

* a reference to an object (used only internally) of the LWP: : Protocol class.
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The callback function is then entirely responsible for the data processing.
This procedure is particularly suitable for transmission of longer documents via a
low-quality network connection, because processing of the data can begin while the
transmission is still in course.

The uachunk. pL script presented below accepts as command line parameters a
URL and the name of the file in which the transmitted data is to be stored. During the
transfer process, ua chunk. pL displays the number of received bytes in the standard
output, thus providing continuous feedback about the status of the transmission.

For this purpose, uachunk.pl supplies the request method of the user agent
with a reference to a callback function that accepts a data packet as its first parameter,
updates the counter in the standard output, and accumulates the transmitted data in a
file.

uachunk.pl

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

# uachunk.pl URL localfiLe - fetch file morsel by morsel
ftfftfftfftfftfftfftfftfftfftfftfftfftfftfftfftfftfftfftfftfftfftfftfftfftfftfftfftfftfftfftfftfftfftfftf
use LWP::UserAgent;

$1 = 1;
# WWW access
# do not buffer STDOUT output

($urL, $localfile) = aARGV; # analyze command line

$#ARGV == 1 11 usage("Wrong argument count");

$ua = new LWP::UserAgent;
$req = HTTP::Request->new('GET', $urL)

# create user agent and request

open(FILE, ">$locaLfile`) 11 usage("Cannot open '$Localfile'");

$response = $ua->request($req,
sub { $data = shift;

$total += length($data);

print FILE $data;

print "\r$total";

},
1000);

# morsel
# bytes up to now

# -> file

# -> display

# proceed by 1000 at a time

close(FILE);

die $response->asstring() if $response->is-erroro;

sub usage {

($prog = $0) =- s#.*/##;
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print "$prog: _-\n";

print "usage: $prog URL
exit 0;

LocalfiLe\n";

}

Headers

Prior to loading a large file over the network, it is often useful to check its size. If you
specify 'HEAD' as the request method for the user agent, it fetches only the header
information of a document, as already discussed in Section 5.5.1 in a similar fashion.

Listing uahead.pL shows how a HEAD request proceeds and how the response
object method headers as-string subsequently outputs the acquired information in
the following format:

In the command line, uahead. pL accepts one or more URLs, which it scours
on the network one by one.

The content of individual header fields is accessed by the header method,
which returns the value of a named field. The length of a document, for example,
is extracted by the call

00Sslk~e -0=0 $respsne- dear( <So~otit Th8 8

Error handling

A response object does not only master the methods i s.success, code and message
presented on page for checking and displaying of errors, but with the error as-HTML
method, it is also capable of formatting error texts in HTML format. Even a com-
parison between the return value of the code method and the mnemonic error codes
presented in Section 5.5.1 is possible, provided the HTTP: : Status module is loaded:

-
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t4CL�LCUC4.f)t

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

use LWP::UserAgent;

$ua = new LWP::UserAgent;

foreach $urL (@ARGV) {

$req = HTTP::Request->new('HEAD', $url);

$response = $ua->request($req);

if($response->issuccess0) {
print $response->headers-as-stringo,

} else {
print $response->messageo, "\n";

}
}

# head request

# OK?
..\n" ;

# error?
# error message

Whether a protocol is already supported by the current implementation of the
l i bwww can be found out by means of the method i s-protocol supported:

Redirects
The request method processes so-called redirects by itself. If the server does not
respond to a URL request with a document, but with a reference to a new location,
the request method fetches the requested data from there without the user know-
ing anything about it. The simple request method, in contrast, which has a sig-
nature compatible with request, does not follow a URL any further, but returns a
redirection error (RC-MOVED-PERMANENTLY or RC MOVED-TEMPORARILY). Neither does
simple request, as opposed to request, handle authentication by itself: it merely
returns RC-UNAUTHORIZED.

uUFrteU. Ut
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Authentication
If, for reasons of security, the server requires a valid UserID/password combination
to access specific documents, the request method automatically supplies this to the
server on demand. It must, however, be known to the user agent beforehand.

Security zones to which the server allows access only to authenticated clients
are called realms. To help the user remember which user/password combination be-
longs to which zone, each realm has a name. This can be easily determined by using
a browser to access a protected zone of the server. In such a case, the browser dis-
plays a dialog box like the one shown in Figure 5.2, which contains the realm name
together with a request to enter UID and password.

Figure 5.2 Authorization box of the server remote. host. com for the realm
Security Hell.

The necessary authentication parameters for the sample realm are set by the
user agent method

It requires server and realm names together with the user name and a valid password.
The call of credentials must be executed before issuing the request itself. If the
server cannot properly identify the client on the basis of the specified parameters,
the request method returns with the error code RC-UNAUTHORIZED. Note that the user
agent does not show the correct behavior if it is not the addressed server, but a proxy
(page 269) functioning as a firewall, to request authentication. In this case, UID and
password can be passed as parameters to the authorization-basic method of the
created Request object, which then carries out the authentication process.

Mirroring instead of copying
A local copy of a network document should possibly be present in the latest available
version. To ensure this, the client periodically issues requests to the server asking,
however, to transmit the document only if it has changed in the meantime.

The user agent carries out the mirroring request by means of the mi r-
ror method. This issues a so-called 'conditional request' to the server. The If-
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Modified-Since header, which is set to the last modification date of the local mirror
file, instructs the server to transfer the file only if it has been modified since the spec-
ified date and time.

Additional settings
The agent's waiting time for a request to be completed before it terminates it with the
error code RC-REQUEST-TIMEOUT is set with the method

Each agent, be it a browser or a home-made Perl script, usually identifies itself
to the WWW server to which it issues a request with its own software version. The
user agent of the l i bwww is no exception: its name is i bwww-perL/x.xx, where x. xx
stands for the version number of the Li bwww used. The agent method of the user
agent assigns this entry a new value. Since many WWW providers carry out statistical
evaluations of their server log files, an entry such as

would cause some confusion. 5

Proxy settings
Between the client requesting a document and the server providing it, a proxy server
may be in action buffering passing documents in a cache.

5 The idea for this gag comes from Randal L. Schwartz.
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In this case, the client does not issue its requests directly to the target computer,
but communicates exclusively with the proxy, which, if it does not have the document
available itself, carries out the actual access to the requested document.

Because of this separation of client and Internet, proxies are also frequently
used as firewalls. Thus a proxy can protocol which pages are requested or deny access
to specific localities.

The proxy method of a user agent object sets the correct proxy settings for the
access via the LWP library. Frequently, the port number of the proxy service must be
additionally specified in the URL, because it is not standardized. The call

instructs the user agent $ua to fetch documents according to the HTTP and FTP
protocols via the proxy server proxy. com on port 8080. The proxy method expects
as its first parameter an anonymous array containing the names of the protocols for
which the user agent will in future consult the proxy server specified in the second
parameter.

A subsequent call of the method no-proxy, instead, excludes utilization of
proxy services for accessing a range of selected servers. Thus a document, whose
URL refers to one of the specified hosts, is always fetched from the original server.

If the proxy settings are already stored in the environment variables

the method

of the user agent reads them and simply takes over the set values.
If the proxy requires authentication, the authori zationbasi c method of the

created Request object should be used (see page 268).

Debug options

For the purpose of fault analysis, all LWP library functions can be set to debug mode
from within an application to be tested by calling the LWP: : Debug:: LeveL function.
A range of parameters are available to set different debug levels according to the
required level of detail of the output or the volume of output that can be handled.
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5.5.3 Robots
For search robots that rummage through directories of foreign computers, different
rules apply than for scripts that put only a minimal load on servers and networks.
The robot user agent Robot UA operates according to the rules set forth as a standard
in http://info.webcrawler.com/mak/projects/robots/norobots.html, but oth-
erwise behaves in exactly the same way as a common user agent, and issues its re-
quests as described in Section 5.5.2.

Prior to entering foreign directories, the robot checks whether it is welcome,
and it completely avoids computers that on principle do not appreciate visits at all. In
addition, the delay method can be used to set the delay between two server accesses,
configuring yet another degree of fairness.

Listing robot. pL shows a robot that searches the pub directory of an FTP
server, working its way deeper and deeper into the directory structure. It outputs
the name and size of each file found.

robot.pl

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

use LWP::RobotUA;

use File::Listing;

# create robot
$robot = LWP::RobotUA->new('myfair-robot/1.0', "me\@mysite.com");

# scan directory recursively

deep-scan('ftp://remote.host.com/pub');

# Recursive directory scan: deep-scan($url-string);

sub deep-scan {
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my $url-string = shift;

# specify directory
my $request = HTTP::Request->newCGET', $url-string);

# carry out network access

my $response = $robot->request($request);

# error check

$response->issuccess() 11 die $response->messageo;

# process listing

for (FiLe::Listing::parse-dir($response->contento))) {

my ($name, $type, $size, $mtime, $mode) = @$

# files: output URL and size

print "$urL-string/$name ($size)\n" if $type eq "f";

# directories: continue scanning

deep-scan("$urLstring/$name") if $type eq "d";

}

robot.pl

5.5.4 Practice: checking Web pages
You have two possibilities of finding out whether the contents of an interesting Web
page have changed: either a friendly colleague tells you, or you periodically scour
interesting URLs with your browser.

The script u r I c h k. p1 shows how manual checking can be mechanized: it takes
a URL as a parameter, fetches the corresponding page from the Internet, uses

to calculate a 16-bit checksum out of the incoming HTML code, and compares this
with previously calculated values.

For this purpose, uric h k. p1 keeps a small persistent database in GDBM format
(page 82), in which it stores a comparative value for every URL it has ever fetched
from the Internet.

If the specified Web page has not changed, u r I c h k. pL silently returns; other-
wise it says:

..... . .... ..... .... .... .

.......... .0
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The -v option makes urLchk.pL a bit more talkative:

is displayed if nothing has changed, and the delay between the first and the second
part of the message gives a feeling for how long the network access actually takes.

The script unfolds its full usefulness when the user wishes to carry out a daily
check as to whether a range of Web pages has changed. Thus, if once a day a series
of commands such as

is issued, changes are signaled with a maximum delay of one day.
Since many Web pages change their contents dynamically at specific positions

(for example, changing advertising banners), ur L chk. pL can also be passed a regular
expression that cuts out a section of the HTML code fetched and submits only this
part to the modification check:

checks, for example, whether the contents of the first table found in the HTML code
(minimal match between <TABLE and </TABLE>) have changed. In most cases, it is
possible to find an anchor point to monitor only the interesting part of a page.

Highly specific changes in the page contents, for example, the sentence Coming
soon! disappearing from the announcement page of a new book, are monitored with

If the page no longer contains this piece of text,

is displayed - evidently, the book is finally on the market!
If u r Lc h k. pL fails to fetch the required page, it shows the corresponding HTTP

error message together with the associated error text. This is a good way of waiting
for not yet existing Web pages to appear. Thus, prior to the appearance of an expected
article,

Mtt~I0p bIVi9~~ nd"x~

displays

4tt4 ME333'393~itk

which, as soon as the page becomes available, turns into changed.

,0
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urlchk.pl

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

# urLchk.pL - check URL for modifications

# urLchk.pl C-v] URL [snippet-regex]

# -v: verbose
############################UUUU#U#U###U#####U##########################

$pfile = `$ENV{HOME}/data/urLchk.dat`; # path for persistency file

use LWP::UserAgent; # WWW accesses

use GDBM-File; # persistent hash

use Fcntl; # O-CREAT, O-RDWR, and so on

$1 = 1; # do not buffer output

# open persistent hash
tie(%MEM, GDBM-File, $pfile, O-CREATIJOQRDWR, 0644) 11

die "Cannot open $pfile";

$verbose = 0; # output required?

@ARGV = grep C !(/A-V$/ && ($verbose = 1)) } @ARGV;
# check number of parameters

usage("Wrong argument count") if $#ARGV < 0 II $#ARGV > 1;

($url, $regex) = @ARGV; # fetch parameters

print "Checking $url ... " if $verbose;

$ua = LWP::UserAgent->newo; # create user agent

# set URL
$request = HTTP::Request->new('GET', $url);

# carry out network access

$response = $ua->request($request);

if($response->iserror()) C # failed?
print "$url " unless $verbose;
print "FAILED (", $response->codeo,

$response->messageo, ")\n";

exit 0;
}
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if(defined $regex) { # snippet match if defined
# muLti-line, ignoring upper/lower case spelling
$response->content() =- /$regex/si;

if(defined($&)) {

$dat = $&; # search result

} else {

print "NO MATCH (/$regex/) " if $verbose;
$dat =

} else {

# no pattern defined - entire content required
$dat = $response->contento;

}

$chksum = unpack("%16C*", $dat); # 16-bit checksum

if(!exists $MEM{$urlI II $chksum ne $MEM{$urLt) {
print "$url " unless $verbose;
print "changed.\n";

} else {

print "unchanged.\n" if $verbose;
}

$MEM{$url} = $chksum;
untie(%MEM);

# store change persistently

# close persistent hash

sub usage {

my $message = shift;
($prog = $0) =- s#.*/##g;

print "$prog: $message\n";

print "usage: $prog [-v] URL Esnippet]\n";

exit 1;
}

urlchk.pl

The implementation: first, urLchk.pl uses tie to bind the hash %MEM to the
GDBM file data/urtchk.dat in the home directory of the user. Here, the stored
checksum values of all fetched Internet pages survive the running time of the program
and are available for the next call.
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The following grep command pulls a possible -v argument out of the command
line and, if required, sets the variable $verbose which controls the amount of script
output.

The user agent of the LWP library fetches documents from the network and
displays appropriate error messages if something goes wrong.

For each URL, the value of the 16-bit checksum determined by means of the
unpack function is stored in the hash %MEM, whose data is finally sealed in the preser-
vation file by the untie function.

5.6 Analyzing URLs
Internally, each user agent uses the class URI: URL, which splits URLs into their
elements, thus allowing easy further processing. It has been designed by the authors
of the L i bwww, Gisle Aas and Martijn Koster.

URI: : URL saves the developer the effort of parsing strings of the format

and also helps with decomposing and decoding of attached query information (see
Section 5.8) in the format Ens 1111 C Ora < X~

During its construction, an object of the URI: URL class is supplied the URi as
a string. Via a set of methods, the following elements can be accessed:

* protocol,

* host name,

* path of the requested document,

* port number,

* query.

Listing u r t. p shows initialization and access to elements of a URL object.

url. pl

#!/usr/bin/pert -w

use URI::URL;

Sur n = URI::URL->new(

"http: //remote. host.comuser/dump. cgiptd%201&p2d%202"

# output URI as a string
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print "as string: ", $url->asstringo, "\n";

print "scheme:

print "host:

print "port:

print "path:

print "equery:

print "query:

# protocol
", $url->schemeo, "\n";

# target computer name
", $urL->hosto, "\n";

# port number
", $url->port, "\n";

# path
", $urL->patho, "\n';

# query with %xx characters
", $url->equeryO, "\n';

# query (processed)
", $urL->queryo, "\n';

#--- break down query parameters
%form = $url->query-formo;
foreach $i (keys %form) C

print "QUERY($i): $form{$i}\n";
}

The script of Listing u r L. pL creates the following output (reflecting the fact
that URLs without port specifications refer to port 80):

URI: : URL also supports easy conversion of relative URLs into absolute URLs.
If, for example during the analysis of an HTML document, one bumps into an anchor
that does not contain a complete URL but only a relative path specification, the abs
method converts it into an absolute URL. For this purpose, besides the relative path
specification, abs also accesses a 'base' - the URL of the reference document.

Listing uriabs.pL shows how, besides the (relative) URL .. /dir,
the constructor URI::URL->newo) also receives the base specification
http://www.com/path1/path2/fiLe.htmL, in order to give the subsequently
called abs method a base for the conversion into a fully qualified URL.
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uriabs.pl

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

use URI::URL;

# URL object with base specification
$urL = URI::URL->new("../dir", # create

"http://www.com/path1/path2/fiLe.htmL");

# ouptput relative path

print "Relative: ", $url->asstring0, "\n";
# output absolute URL

print "Absolute: ", $url->abso), "\n";

uriahv nI

The output of the uriabs.pl script is

Similarly, the reLt) method converts absolute URLs into relative ones, as
shown by the following construct, which outputs 'subdi r/f i Le. html':

It should be generally noted when processing URLs that URLs denoting di-
rectories principally terminate with a slash - the fact that Web servers seemingly
understand the notation without the concluding path separator is due to the fact that,
in such a case, they first return a Redirect instruction, which causes the browser to
repeat the request with a new name that now contains the final slash.

5.7 Processing of HTML documents
Web pages are usually present in HTML format. With a browser such as Netscape
Navigator the commands woven into the text create wonderfully formatted pages,
but in their raw state they appear quite jumbled. For the purposes of printing or clear
text analysis, the HTML module provides the possibility of converting HTML into
PostScript or into ASCII text.

. - - r
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5.7.1 ASCII and PostScript conversion
The parsefi Le method of an object of HTML: :TreeBuilder type analyzes an HTML
file and returns a reference to a newly created parse tree.

Objects of HTML::FormatText or HTML::FormatPS type in turn provide a
format method that accepts a parse tree reference as a parameter and returns the
analyzed content either in clear text or in PostScript format.

Iztml2text.pl

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

use HTML::FormatText;
use HTML::TreeBuiLder;

Street = HTML::TreeBuilder->new0;
$tree->parsefile("example.html");

$formatter = HTML::FormatText->new0;
print $formatter->format($tree);

# create TreeBuilder

# parse file

# formatter object

# output

html111o-t n/

Listing htmL2text.pL shows how to convert an HTML file to pure text. The
HTML file is initially present in the format
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This is analyzed by the parse file method, which, as a result, stores the reference
to the parse tree (whose internal structure will be discussed further below) in the
variable $tree. If the document to be analyzed were present in a scalar $doc,

would be the means to the end.
The format method of the subsequently created formatter object of the

HTML:: FormatText class finally returns the parse tree formatted as 'junk-free' clear
text (provided the document does not contain tables, which the formatter cannot (yet)
handle). Thus the output of html2text. pL looks as follows:

Listing html2ps.pL works in a similar way, except that instead of ASCII text
it creates PostScript commands:

httm12DS. p1

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

use HTML::FormatPS;

use HTML::TreeBuilder;

$tree = HTML::TreeBuilder->new0;
Stree->parse-file("example.html");

# create TreeBuilder

# parse file

# formatter object
$formatter = HTML::FormatPS->new(FontFamily => 'Helvetica',

PaperSize => 'Letter');

print $formatter->format($tree); # output

Thus the HTML text can be output on the printer in a nicely formatted layout.
Obviously, the format method of the HTML: : FormatPS object used provides a more
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sophisticated interface for formatting options. Table 5.3 summarizes the different
possibilities.

Table 5.3 Options for conversion from HTML to PostScript.

-PaperSize => "A3" "A4" "A5" Paper size
"B4" "B5" "Letter"

Or, instead of -Papers i ze:
-PaperWidth => $nof-points Paper width
-PaperHeight => $nof points Paper height
-LeftMargin => $nof points Left margin
-RightMargin => $nof points Right margin
-TopMargin => $nof points Top margin
-BottomMargin => snof-points Bottom margin
-PageNo => 1 0 Page numbering on/off
-FontFamily => "Courier" Font

"Helvetica"
"Times"

-FontScaLe -> $factor Font size, as a factor, e.g.
"1.3"

-Leading => $factor Leading as a multiple of the
font size. Default: "0.1"

5.7.2 Analysis of HTML documents
Objects of the HTML: :TreeBuiLder class use parse file to analyze an HTMLdocu-
ment or parse to analyze a string containing HTML data. In each case, the result is a
parse tree that can be further analyzed. It is composed of nodes of HTML elements of
HTML: : ELement type, which are linked hierarchically with each other and represent
the tags of the document. Typically an HTML document consists of one single tag
of type HTML, which contains the head (HEAD) and the text (BODY) of the document.
The BODY tag in turn contains the most varied HTML tags such as headlines, lists,
hyperlinks, and so on.

The reference to a parse tree object, returned by the two methods parse and
parse file, provides the traverse method, which traverses the parse tree down to
a selectable depth and calls a callback function for every node found, passing it the
following parameters:

* a reference to the found object of type HTML: :ELement,

* a start flag, which is set if the tag is the start tag (and not the end tag),

* the depth of the tree currently reached by the parser.
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The callback function analyzes the current node a step further. The most im-
portant methods of an object of type HTML: :Element are:

The tag method specifies the tag name of the HTML element; starttag and end-
tag supply the character sequences of the instructions beginning and ending the tag.
content returns a reference to a list that contains strings for text to be formatted and
references to HTML: : ELement objects for possibly existing subtags.

The at tr method fetches the values of attributes from an HTML command.
Thus an anchor generally uses the HREF attribute to define the URL that points to
the referenced document. Thus, if called with the parameter 'href', attr yields the
URL as attribute value.

If the callback routine does not return a 'true' value, the traverse algorithm
does not penetrate deeper into the parse tree. Thus it is possible to use the callback
routine to 'brake' the parsing process.

Listing htmlti tiLe.pL fetches the title of an HTML document. It traverses the
parse tree until it finds the title tag, and then outputs its contents.

_______htmltitle.P1

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

use HTML::TreeBuiLder;

$tree = HTML::TreeBuilder->new0;
$tree->parse-file("document.html");

$tree->traverse(\&calLback);

$tree->deleteO;

# create TreeBuilder

# parse file

# traverse parse tree

# release memory

#########ui################################### #N#########
sub callback {
#N#####N###############################################################

my($node, $start, $depth) = -

# if $node is no HTML::element object, it is a piece of text
# - but we are only interested in HTML::element objects

return 1 unless ref($node);
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# no interest for closing tags
return 1 unless $start;

if($node->tag eq "title") { # Aha! An opening TITLE tag!
print "Title: @{$node->content0}", "\n';

return 0; # terminate parsing process

}

1; # continue

}

htmltitle.pl

The call $node->content() in htmttitle.pL returns a reference to a list that
(since no further subtags are defined in the title of an HTML document) contains only
one element: the string with the title text.

As a further example, Listing htmlLinks.pl works its way through all an-
chor tags, which, as everybody knows, are marked with <a>. Subsequently, the attr
method fetches the value of the 'h ref' attribute - the URL of the anchor.

htmllinks.pl

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

use HTML::TreeBuiLder;

$tree = HTML::TreeBuilder->new0;
$tree->parse-fiLe("document.html");

$tree->traverse(\&calLback);

$tree->deleteo;

# create TreeBuilder
# parse file

# traverse parse tree

# release memory

#######################UU UU####UUUUU#UUUUU #########################
sub callback {
##########U#####U#######################U##############################

my($node, $start, $depth) = A_

# if $node is no HTML::Element object, it is a piece of text

# - but we are only interested in HTML::Element objects
return 1 unless ref($node);

return 1 unless $start;

if($node->tago) eq 'a') {
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print "TEXT: ", a{$node->content03, " ";

print "HREF: ", $node->attr('href'), "\n";

}
1;

htmllinks.pl

Extraction of the hyperlinks of a document is a frequently requested task.
Therefore, with the extract links method, the HTTP library provides an easy-to-
handle procedure.

Starting with the node object, extractA inks traverses all child nodes and re-
turns a reference to a list that in turn contains a number of references to sublists.
These contain as elements the hyperlink URL found and a reference to the corre-
sponding HTML: :Element. A practical application of this method is shown in Listing
ex links. pL. The script opens an HTML document and outputs the found hyperlinks
via a print instruction.

exlinks.pl

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

use HTML::TreeBuiLder;

Street = HTML::TreeBuilder->new0;
Stree->parse-file("document.html");

for(aC$tree->extract-links0}) {

my (Slinkname, $reference) = @$-
print "Slinkname\n";

}

$tree->delete();

# create TreeBuilder
# parse file

# extract hyperlinks

# delete parse tree

pylink. nl

If the extract links method is to analyze only hyperlinks of specific tags,
these can be specified in the parameter list. Thus

fetches only tags of the kinds <A HREF=... > and <1MG SRC=... >, leaving the others
out of account.
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5.7.3 Parsing HTML

If it is not sufficient to extract only the links of an HTML document, but the docu-
ment is to be actively manipulated and turned inside out, heavy guns must be brought
into action: with the HTML: : Parser as a base class, you can quickly write a parser
that hops from HTML element to HTML element, releasing tags and text for modifi-
cation. A new HTML: :Parser object is created by means of

and processes a file or a text string with

The parser subdivides the HTML text into five groups: opening tags (for example
<HTML>), closing tags (for example </HTML>), comments (<!-- ... -->), declara-
tions (for example < !DOCTYPE ... >), and normal text.

For each HTML unit recognized, it jumps to an internal function to which
it passes the parser object reference (these functions are methods, after all) and, in
addition, a range of parameters that describe the contents of the HTML unit found:
thus the text-method that the parser visits if it finds normal text is additionally passed
a scalar with the contents of the found text. The following list specifies the names of
the five groups and their parameters:
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The hitch is that this does not help too much in this form, because
HTML: :Parser leaves the bodies of the methods empty - in the end, nothing happens
at all. However, if you derive a user-defined class from HTML: : Parser and overwrite
the base class methods with your own, things get going: step by step the HTML
document is walked through, and the methods can manipulate text and tags to their
hearts' content.

As a sample application, we will discuss a parser that converts the abso-
lute hyperlinks of a document into relative ones wherever this is sensible. To keep
things as general as possible, Listing LinkTrans.pm defines a class derived from
HTML::Parser whose parser object calls a callback function for each hyperlink and
inserts its return value into the document instead of the original URL. Moreover, ob-
jects of the LinkTrans class have an instance variable Linktrans-result that, after
termination of the parsing process, contains the result.

Before we start implementing Li nkTrans. pm, some words need to be said about
its utilization: l i nktrans.pl includes a callback routine translate-ur L, which de-
termines whether the URL passed as a parameter specifies a document subordinate
to http://here.com/doc/ - in the positive case, translate-url returns a relative
value in substitution of the absolute one.

Everything else happens in the last three lines: first, a parser object is created
that is passed the reference to the callback function; then the parser starts analyzing
the text string $doc by means of the pa rse method; and finally get result() fetches
the result:

Thus the link http://here.com/doc/subdoc/doc.html was successfully made rela-
tive, while http: //nowhere remained untouched.

finktrans.pl

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

use LinkTrans; # special module
use URI::URL; # manipulate URLs

sub translate-urL { # callback for LinkTrans

my $urlstring = shift; # URL as argument

my $towatchfor = "http://here.com/doc/;

if($urlstring /A$towatchfor/) C # make relative if required

return URI::URL->new($urlstring)->rel($towatchfor);
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}

return $uristring; # return untouched

$doc = <<EOT;
<HTML> This link (<A HREF=http://nowhere>Click!</A>) should remain.

This one instead (<A HREF=http://here.com/doc/subdoc/doc.htmL>Link!</A>

should become relative. </HTML>
EOT

Sparser = LinkTrans->new(\&transLate-urL); # create object

$parser->parse($doc);

print $parser->get-resuLto, "\n";

# start parser

# output result

linktrans.pl

Now to the implementation of LinkTrans. pm: the constructor new fetches the
class name and the callback reference from the parameter list and subsequently
uses the SUPER construct (see page 140) to call the constructor of the base class
HTML: :Parser. LinkTrans defines two instance variables of its own: href-callback,
which contains the callback reference, and Linktrans-resuLt, the result string.

In four of five of the parser hooks, namely in end, text, comment, and dec La-
ration, LinkTrans copies the incoming contents merely correctly formatted into the
result string. The start method is the place where the music plays: for SRC attributes
from IMG tags and obviously HREF attributes from A tags, start calls the callback de-
fined in the constructor, passes the current URL, and substitutes it in the result string
with the return value of the callback.

The additionally defined get resu lt method returns the contents of the result
string after termination of the parser run.

I inkTrans.pm

package LinkTrans;

use HTML::Parser;
use HTML::Entities;

VISA = qw(HTML::Parser);

# parser for HTML
# codes special characters

# base class: HTML::Parser

}
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#####UU###############################U#######U##########U##U###########

U constructor: LinkTrans->new(\&callback);
##UU#########################################UU########################

sub new {
my ($class, $calLback) = @-

my $self = $class->SUPER::newO; # call base class constructor
# own instance variables:

$self->(href-callback) = $callback; # callback function for URLs
$self->{linktrans-result) = ""; # result string
$seLf; # return object reference

}

#################################################UU###################
... is called for things like "<!DOCTYPE ...>"

UU##U#UU############################U####U##############################
sub declaration {

my ($self, $declaration) =

$self->{linktrans-result) "<!$declaration>"; # take over
}

U#####U###################################################U############

... is called for each start tag, such as "<A HREF=...>"
U#########U##########################UU#U##U##U#####################U####

sub start {

my ($self, $tag, $attrhr, $attrseq, $origtext) =

$self->{linktrans-result) .= "<$tag",

foreach $key (keys %$attrhr) {

# copy tag name

# iterate over attribute keys

my $val = $attrhr->{$key);

if($tag eq "a" && $key eq "href" 11

$tag eq "img" && $key eq "src") {

$val = $self->{href-callback)->($val);
}

$vaL = HTML::Entities::encode($val, '<>&"');

$self->{linktrans-result) .= " $key=\"$vaL\"";

# call callback for

# '<A HREF' or '<1MG SRC'
# and substitute value

# mask special characters

# append
}

$self->{linktrans-result) .= ̀ >"; # terminate

}
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... is called for each end tag, such as "</A>"

sub end {

my ($seLf, Stag) = @
$seLf->{Linktrans-result) .= </$tag>"; # simply take over

}

... is called for each piece of text (no tags)

sub text {

my ($seLf, $text) = @
$seLf->{linktrans-result) .= "$text"; # simply take over

}

U###U#################################U##U#############U###########U####

# ... is called for each comment "<!-- ... -->

####U##################U###########################U###################

sub comment {
my ($self, $comment) = simply take over

$seLf->{linktrans-result) "<-- $comment -->";

}

####UU######################U#U########################################

# return result

sub get-resuLt {
my ($self) =

$self->{Linktrans-resuLt);
}

1;

I inkTrans.pm

5.7.4 Practice: the grabber
Listing webgrab.pL shows a script that fetches Web documents from the Internet and,
if required, extracts URLs contained in them. Since it is called from the command
line and therefore its output can be manipulated with shell tools and redirected into
files, it allows collating of distributed WWW documents without even one click of
the mouse. The call
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with the option -g for grab fetches the document doc.html of the fictitious Web site
http: ://remote.com from the network and outputs its contents. If the HTML text
of the page branches to other documents via hyperlinks,

i bg Ann -w ok 0 A Clif

with the option -e for extract not only grabs the the page doc. html, but also analyzes
its contents and outputs the found hyperlinks of the tags <A>, <IMG>, and <AREA> as
strings on the standard output:

Upon demand, webgrab.pL also fetches Web documents in batches. If, together
with the option -f, it is passed a file, it interprets each line as a URL and fetches the
corresponding documents one after the other:

00g.bL~g ffA~%u M 4

While in the normal case webgrab.pL simply sends all of its output to STD-
OUT, the option -t channels the HTML stream of fetched documents into a tar
file, which subsequently contains the Web pages as files under the access path
of the current Web server. Thus, in the specified tar file file. tar, the URL
http: //remote. com/dir/doc. html simply becomes di r/doc. html.

This procedure can also be used to copy a range of documents that contain
images to the local computer. The tar file expanded by means of a tool such as tar or
Wi nZi p creates all required subdirectories and files. After opening the entry file with
an "Open File" of the browser, you can rifle through manual pages or specifications
to your heart's content. Via relative hyperlinks, you can even leaf through linked
documents (for conversion of absolute into relative URLs see the previous section).

More detailed information on the course of operation can be obtained via the
-v option. Loss of memory is prevented by the -h option, which helps out with a list
of legal call parameters:

Another hint: if a specified URL does not address a file but a directory,
webgrab.pL insists on an appended 'I', otherwise the calculation of the absolute path
cannot work. Thus: http://path/ instead of http://path.

.l
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webgrab.pl uses the module Getopt: :Std introduced in Section 3.5, which
reflects the values of set command line options (for example '-x') in entries of a
selected hash (for example $opt {x}).

The two functions i n f o and err defined at the beginning are used for output of
entertainment value messages (with the -v option set) and error messages.

The option -t activates the Archive: :Tar module presented in Section 3.9
whose add-data method comes in really handy for insertion of data as files into tar
archives.

For the -e option, webgrab.pL decomposes the HTML text by means of an
HTML: :TreeBui Lder object into a syntax tree, extracts tags such as <A>, <IMG>, and
<AREA>, and analyzes their HREF attributes.

The hash % Links contains one entry for each URL found and ensures that the
URL list output by webgrab.pl does not contain any duplicates.

Since an HTML tree may contain circular references, and Perl's garbage collec-
tor does not remove them automatically, the delete method deletes the TreeBuilder
object on completion and releases the memory occupied by the syntax tree.

webgrab.pl

#!/usr/bin/perL

use Getopt::Std; # command line parameter catcher

use LWP::UserAgent; # WWW utility
use HTML::TreeBuilder; # HTML parser

use Archive::Tar; # tar archives
use URI::URL; # manipulate URLs

# define message functions

sub info { print STDERR @- if $opt{v};} # verbose mode output

sub err { print STDERR @-; } # error output

getopts("ef:ght:v", \%opt); # get command line parameters
usage() if(defined $opt{h)); # help option set?

# without extract or get -> error

usage() unless grep {defined) ($opt{e), $opt{g));

# create tar object
my $tar = Archive::Tar->new() if $opt{t);

if(defined $opt{f)) ( # fetch URLs from a file ...

push(@ARGV, $opt{f)); # simply append file
# to the command line

while(<>) { chop; push(@urls, $-); }
} else { # ... or URLs from the command line

push(@urls, @ARGV) 11 usage();
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foreach $urL (@urLs) C # all URLs are now in @urls

info "# GET URL surL "; message

$ua = LWP::UserAgent->new0; # create user agent

$request = HTTP::Request->newCGET', $urL); # create request

$response = $ua->request($request); # carry out network access

if($response->is-error) { # error check
err "ERROR code: ", $response->codeo,

Message: ", $response->messageo, "\n";
}

$doc = $response->contento; # document OK
info "OK\n";

# with -t option set:
if($opt{t)) { # do not output => tarfile
my $path = URI::URL->new($url)->path; # path from URL

$path =~ s,/$,/index.html,g; # without file name -> index.html

$path = s,A/,,g; # strip leading '/'

$tar->add-data($path, $doc); # data into archive
next; # process next URL

}

if($opt{g}) C print "$doc"; next; } # without -t option

# simply output document

# extract links
my $tree = HTML::TreeBuiLder->new->parse($doc);

# <A>, <AREA> and <IMG>

for (@{$tree->extract-links(qw/a area img/))) {
my $l = URI::URL->new($-->[O]); # href attribute

($s = $l->abs($url)) =- s/#.*//g; # URL absolute, C.. out
print "$s\n" unless $links{$L}++; # output if new

}

$tree->deLeteo; # delete parse tree
}

if($opt{t}) {
$tar->write($opt{t}); # ctreate tar file

info "$opt{t} ready.\n"; # message in verbose mode
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sub usage {

$0 =- s,.*/g; # remove path

print <<EOT;
usage: $0 -g E-f URLfiLeJ E-t tarfile] URL ... # get URLs

$0 -e E-f URLfile] URL ... # extract links
options:

-h: help
-v: verbose

EOT

exit 1;

}

webgrab.pl

5.8 CGI programming
Often one encounters Web pages on the Internet that do not carry only static infor-
mation. Some have a counter that displays the number of accesses to the document;
others show highly topical information, such as the current score of an ongoing tennis
match.

Obviously enough, such pages are not continuously updated by some restless
programmer in some hidden basement, but by so-called CGI (Common Gateway In-
terface) programs, which are usually realized by means of script languages like Perl.

If an HTITP server receives a request, the specified URL can point not only to an
HTML page, but also to an executable program of the server. In this case, the server
does not simply send the contents of a document back to the client, but executes the
specified program, whose task is to create some output that the server accepts and
returns to the client - that is, to the browser - as if it were a normal Web page.

The CGI program itself can draw its information from all kinds of sources:
databases, files available on the server, or even other computers. The HTTP server
is interested only in the output of the CGI program, which is usually structured by
using HTML.

Frequently, the CGI program carries out the construction of a dynamic Web
page according to special client input data. The communication channel needed for
this purpose is opened up by the forms technology.

Forms are Web pages that contain a number of fields that react to user input.
Editable text fields, selection boxes, and various kinds of buttons invite users to start
individual queries or to get actively in contact with service suppliers. Appendix D
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summarizes the most important form types and their HTML representation. The next
section shows how forms are dynamically created from scripts.

5.8.1 The client side
When the Web surfer fills in the required fields and presses the submit button (with
single fields, it is often sufficient to press the E key), the server reacts specifically
to that input and sends a corresponding response. How does this work?

Interaction fields are also HTML elements. Thus

form.html

<HTML>

<BODY>
<FORM METHOD=GET ACTION="http://remote.host.com/cgi-bin/dump.cgi">

Name <INPUT TYPE=TEXT NAME=customer>

Mastercard <INPUT TYPE=RADIO NAME=cc VALUE="mc" checked>

Visa <INPUT TYPE=RADIO NAME=cc VALUE="visa">

<INPUT TYPE=SUBMIT VALUE=Order>

</FORM>

</BODY>
</HTML>

form.html

defines a single-line input field together with two radio buttons and an adjacent sub-
mit button with the legend 'Order'. If the user clicks on it with the mouse, the browser
issues an HTTP request including the contents of the text field and an identification
of the selected radio button. On the server side, the specified URL addresses a CGI
program that analyzes these parameters, reacts accordingly, and produces an output
made to measure, which the HTTP server in turn sends back to the client as an HTML
document.

The data that the user enters into the form can reach the server via two different
methods. Information concerning selected check buttons and radio buttons, as well
as filled-in text fields, is coded by the browser in a name-value scheme and sent to
the CGI program via either

* a GET request or

* a POST request

The choice of names of the methods GET and POST is somewhat unlucky be-
cause, in the end, both perform the same action: an HTTP request.

The difference between the two procedures lies only in the fact that the GET
request appends the name-value pairs of the form information to the URL in a coded
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format, so that they are interpreted by the server and passed to the starting CGI pro-
gram in an environment variable. The parameters of a POST request, in contrast, are
not visible in the URL, but are sent separately to the server, which passes them to the
appropriate CGI program via the standard input.

Thus, for larger forms, the POST method is preferable, because a URL with
appended additional information quickly becomes difficult to handle and is further-
more subject to a length restriction of 1024 bytes (this varies from server to server,
but 1024 bytes should be the greatest common divisor).

Encoding of parameters is required because form information may also contain
spaces and special characters, which in a URL are prohibited or reserved for other
purposes.

In the HTML file form. htmL on page 294 the method attribute of the form tag
specifies the transfer method GET. Therefore - because the contents of the editable
items on the page are transmitted too - upon activation of the submit button the
browser requests the URL

4-eAl .. ; A.... ffoos l te re) ;< <S z !im00"o0000

The URL as such is followed, after an initial question mark, by the values of the form
fields in the format name1=value1&name2=vaLue2. The name parts correspond to the
NAME attributes of the form fields, while the value parts contain the values entered
or selected by the user. Special characters are converted by the browser into the %xx
format, where xx stands for the hexadecimal number of the coded character in the
ASCII table. Thus, 'Schroder' is converted into the string SchrF6der.

The credit card selected by the user by means of the two radio buttons is deter-
mined by the CGI program via the cc parameter (value: mc or vi sa).

Figure 5.3 shows Netscape Navigator with the loaded and filled-in form of
Listing form. html, shortly before the user clicks on the submit button with the legend
'Order'.

Figure 5.4 shows the situation shortly afterwards: the browser has issued a
GET request to the CGI analysis program introduced on page 299 and now shows its
output.

Thus, this is what happened: the browser used the GET method to send the form
data to the server, where a CGI program interpreted and processed it and sent it back
in HTML text format.

Following the POST method, instead of

........ b.... cX N OcNEtoFed r We '%F~der0

the request would have simply asked for

supplying the parameters in some hidden way. Figure 5.5 shows the result: as opposed
to Figure 5.4, the URL text field of the browser does not show any query information.

The analysis program dump. cg i receives the transmitted parameters through
some other ways, but hides this fact and outputs them as before in HTML format.
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Figure 5.3 Form that upon pressing a button issues a GET request.

Figure 5.4 A GET request to the CGI program dump.cgi.

5.8.2 The server side
The relevant CGI program on the server is passed the parameters of the request auto-
matically by the HTTP daemon.

To process the request correctly, the CGI program must first analyze its envi-
ronment variables. The variable REQUEST METHOD indicates whether the request is a
GET or a POST request: in the first case, further form information can be found in the
variable QUERY STRING; in the second case, it is waiting in the standard input of the
program.

However, Perl programmers need not bother about these details, because all
parameters are accessible via a higher-level interface.
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Figure 5.5 A POST request to the CGI program dump.cgi.

The CGI.pm package

It is the task of the CGI program to read the transferred information, evaluate it, and
output a dynamically processed HTML page on the standard output.

The Perl package CG I. pm by Lincoln D. Stein supports programmers on the
server side of the World Wide Web. It includes methods that

* analyze and process the parameters of incoming requests,

* help with sending back HTML documents.

Appendix A explains how to obtain CG I. pm via the CPAN or the enclosed CD-
ROM.

As you already know, parameters passed to a CGI program are accessible as
environment variables (GET method of the client) or via the standard input (POST
method). CGI. pm usually abstracts the access to incoming parameters by means of a
query object:

assigns the value of the CGI parameter 'name' to the scalar $vatue. In hard day-to-
day business, however, the $query object just complicates programming unnecessar-
ily. With a list after the use command, which contains the :standard tag, CGI.pm
stretches the point and imports the CGI methods as functions into the namespace of
the script:

1-1.1.1.11.1-11-- ... ...... _ I -- - -- _ � -... ....... I 11 I I I I I I � - -11 11 , I - -,I�q.... - --- ----- - ------
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If the specified parameter is not defined, undef is returned. Since the CGI protocol
also envisages the transfer several of values with one parameter,

15 � �� I I _6,0 11.1 , i �� � �� , � -" ..... .I'l- 11 ....... ..
I 9402� " 3! �ii�#� I*

� Pya''t, '03 �, ''� �� , , , "t ," 0� - �� M���--

assigns all values of the parameter 'name' to the list vaLues. Called without param-
eters, instead, the pa ram function returns a list that contains the names of all incoming
CGI parameters.

The script dumptest.pL scours all transferred parameters one after the other
and outputs their names and values:

dumntoet no

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

use CGI qw/:standard/;

foreach $name (paramo) (
print "$name: ";
~vaLues = param($name);
print join(', ', ~values),

}

# iterate over all parameter names

# output names

# get values of a parameter
"\n"; # ... and output them

dumptest.pl

Before a CGI script creates confusion in the cgi-bin directory of the Web
server, it should have at least one dry run without error. A Perl script that includes
CGI .pm 'knows' whether it has been called from the command line or by the server.
In the first case, if at some point it processes CGI input parameters, it takes value
pairs of the form key=vaLue from the command line. The call

0du;:mptevst.p l. 1n~u~ hmuei44* fatIt tt 4

yields the following output:

The parameter nameI contains the two values value and value, which were passed
to it one after the other. The SchrF6der string was nicely decoded by the param
function in dumptest.pl into 'Schroder'.

To turn the test script dumptest.pl into the CGI analysis program dump.cgi,
which resides in the cgi -bin directory of a Web server and, for test purposes, nicely
formats the passed parameters and returns them to a requesting browser, three things
are needed:

R, �J' M � � I jz� " I. ..... -!19UVP-,,- .gt -r- � iW , 1
., IS 0 , , ,
S.. N.N."E'n." .. � _ �.Wmmm- -W �RR ME
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* The output must be preceded by an HTTP header that tells the browser the type
of the subsequent document. Even the server expects a CGI script to prefix its
output with a header. If this is omitted, the server assumes that the script has
crashed and sends the browser an Internal Server Error.

* dump. cg i should structure its output in HTML, which is then displayed for-
matted by the browser.

* Not only the transmitted query parameters play a role for CGI programs. The
environment variables surrounding the script contain many important items of
additional information and should also be output by dump. cgi.

The first point is satisfied by a call of

If called without parameters, the function headerC) of the CGI module returns a
minimal HTTP header including the necessary line feeds that separate the header
from the following output. To ensure that no system misses out on the separation be-
tween header and document, the HTTP protocol prescribes - at least in the header -
\015\012 as line separators. The Content-type header set to text/html indicates to
the receiving browser that an HTML document is going to follow. Other document
types are preceded by the -type parameter set to the appropriate values:

Listing dump. cgi shows the implementation of the analysis script. The function
start h tm L of the CG I module supplies the initial sequence of each and every HTML
document. The title is set by the -title parameter 6 to 'CGI Dump', while -bgcolor
sets the background color to a neutral white.

The function as stringC) of the same module simply returns all received
query parameters as an HTML list in a string.

Listing dump.cgi uses as-string to output all parameters HTML-formatted,
but in addition creates a list containing the values of its environment variables so that
the HTTP response of dump. cgi always contains all parameters that are available to
the CGI script.

dump.cgi

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

6 Since Perl 5.003, the first part of akeylvalue combination such as -ti tie => 'abc' can also do without
safety quotes, but given the fact that the CGI module exports a whole lot of functions, confusion may
arise: the Perl interpreter could understand -titLe as the negative return value of the ti tLeo) function
exported by CGI.pm. With the -w option set, pert grumbles accordingly. '-title' (with quotes!) re-
establishes calm and clarity.
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use CGI qw/:standard/;

print header(),

start-htmL('-title' =>
'-bgcolor' =>

h2("Query Parameters:"),

CGI::as-stringo,

h2("Environment:"),

"CGI Dump",

"white"),

(map C p("$- => $ENV($-)") } sort ke)

end-htmlo;

# CGI- header
# start sequence and title

# background color

# H2 headline
# CGI parameters formatted
# H2 headline
# output environment

ys %ENV),
# termination

dump.cgi

As Section 5.8.3 will show in detail, the CGI module provides func-
tions for simple HTML output that bear the names of their corresponding
HTML tags. Thus, for example, h2("Environment:") returns the HTML string
"<H2>Environment:</H2>", allowing output of a second-level headline without us-
ing many special characters that would otherwise disturb the Perl code in a visually
unpleasant way.

By means of a map construct, dump. cgi packs the output of the environment
variables into one single line. For each key in the hash of the %ENV environment
variable, map returns a string in the format "<P>$key => $ENV{$key}". The function
end-htmL() closes HTML output with an HTML termination sequence.

dump. cgi is very useful where one has to analyze the flow of data that actually
arrives at an HTTP server. If a local HTTP server is available, dump. cg i should be
installed for the subsequent explanations. Appendix A shows how this is done on
page 389.

5.8.3 HTML output with the CGI module
For the multitude of different HTML tags, CG I. pm provides one function each that
frees the Perl code from the grove of '<><><>' brackets. Thus, a level one headline

becomes simply

while a bulleted list of the form

is simplified to

... a m, -.8.5meg �- -
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Thus, while HTML encloses an expression with one opening and one closing tag,
the set of functions of CGI. pm requires nested function calls to create the required
structure. Tags with attributes are simply written using an anonymous hash as a first
parameter that contains attribute names and values as key/value pairs:

Listing basehtml.pL shows a CGI script that uses the most important tags of the
HTML standard range: lists, various fonts, and hyperlinks.

Once stored in the cgi-bin directory of the Web server, a call of
http://server/cgi-bin/basehtmL.pL in the browser gives rise to the output shown
in Figure 5.6.

basehtml.pl

#!/usr/bin/perL -w

use CGI qw/:standard/;

print header,
start-html('-titLe' => 'HTML-Tags', '-bgcolor' => 'white'),

h2("Bulleted list"),
ul( li( i("itaLic") ), li( b("bold") ), li( tt("typewriter") ) ),

hro, # horizontal line
p0, # paragraph

h2("GLossary list"),
dL(

dt("HyperLink"),

dd(
a( {href => 'http://www.com'}, "Click here!")

dt("HyperLink as an image"),

dd(
a( (href => 'http://www.com'1,

img(Csrc => "/pic.gif"}))

end-html(;

basehtml.vl
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Bulleted list

* italic
* bold
* typ-riter

......I..."... .. ..... .... ........ . .. ...

Glossary list

Hyperflnk
Click here!

Hyperlink as an image

E[i3

Figure 5.6 HTML tags from the standard range.

Tables
Tables are created by means of the functions tabLe, TR, th, and td, which correspond
to the HTML tags TABLE, TR, TH, and TD (the TR function is only written in upper case
because there is already a Perl function named tr). To make the CGI module export
them, the: h tm L 3 tag must be used:

From an HTML point of view, the newlines are not needed, but they facilitate reading
the output:

1111 1111111 �Wffl��Ml
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If the table content is dynamically constructed by Perl code, the problem often
arises of collecting all table data within one table (...) call. This would be a sensible
thing to do, but it cannot be done because their creation is too complicated. Splitting
up the task makes it easier:

Perl's map function handles loop-typical taks even without loops. Without much
ado, the following snippet makes a table out of a list of column headings (ahead) and
an array that contains references to the rows of the table as sublists:

The first line of the tabLe() call encloses each entry in ahead with <TH>...</TH
and the whole lot with <TR>... </TR> - and there is your table header. As you will
remember, the map command returns a new list in which each element of the list
passed to it is substituted with the expression in curly brackets.

In the line directly below, which contains the two map commands, the outer
map command scours @LoL, lets the found sublists (@$-) be processed by the inner
map command, writes its <TR>... </TR> around the result, and returns it. The inner
map command encloses each sublist entry in <TD>... </TD>. Got it?
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Additional tags
CGI. pm recognizes all HTML tags, even if they are not necessarily included in the
accompanying documentation (appears via perLdoc CGI). In most cases, the HTML
tag written in lower case represents the corresponding function of CG I. pm. Attributes
(such as the SRC attribute in the IMG tag) are set by an anonymous hash as the first
argument. As these functions are normally not exported with the :standard tag, a
prefixed module identifier such as CGI:: helps. Thus

changes font size and color in HTML with

Forms
Figure 5.7 shows which types of forms CGI. pm can create: popup menus which pop
up at the click of a button and allow a selection; selectable radio buttons and check-
buttons; single- or multiline text fields; scrollable lists; and finally buttons for sending
and resetting the form information.

Figure 5.7 Output of form.pL.
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The CGI script of Listing form. pL on page 306 is responsible for this output.
The function popup-menu stores the HTML code for a popup menu in the variable
$popup-menu. This form element bears the name colors. And this will also be the
name of the variable that the browser, after having submitted the form, sends back to
the server, set to the value chosen by the user. Internally, the choice is r', 'g', and

b', but the user only gets to see the words Red, Green, and Blue, mapped via the
% labels hash. The color preselected by the browser is 'r', thus 'Red'.

A group of radio buttons, such as the one stored in the following listing in
the variable $radio group, is a number of on/off switches of which exactly one is
selected ('on'), thus defining the value of the output variable.

The textfield and textarea elements accept texts entered by the user and
supply them to the server under the name of the field. They differ only by the number
of lines of the inputwindow -one for textfield, any number for textarea.

The listbox element created by the scrolLing list function works in a similar
way as the popup menu decribed above, except that it can immediately display several
values and fetch the invisible ones via the scrollbar. The option -si ze specifies the
number of visible entries, and when -mu Lt i pLe is set to 'true', several entries can
be selected.

The group of switches created by checkbox group is similar to the previously
presented group of radio buttons, except that it allows several options to be selected
('on') at the same time. The subsequent checkbox function, in contrast, supplies the
HTML code for one single switch.

The submit button is used to send the form. The -va lue option of the submit
function defines its label. The browser transmits this value in the variable defined via
the -name entry. Thus the server side can determine which submit button has been
pressed out of a number of them.

The reset button can only set its label via the -value parameter; nothing more
is required because it never gets in connection with the server, but merely resets the
form parameters to their original values after the user has been playing around with
them.

After the definition of the fields, form. pL starts to output the whole lot, begin-
ning with the header and the start html sequence. The start form routine begins
the HTML form defininition and sets the transfer method to GET (standard is POST)
andthe-action,thatistheCGI scripttobecalled,to /cgi-bin/dump.cgi -ourCGI
analysis script.

Then form. pl packs the form elements into a two-column table with border
and puts end-form and end html at the end, cleanly closing both the form and the
HTML code.

Put into the cg i -bin directory of the Web server, form. pl supplies a browser
pointing to it with http://server/cgi-bin/form.pl the image shown in Figure 5.7.
If the user presses the submit button with the legend Submit, the browser contacts the
script cgi -bin/dump.cgi specified in the start form routine, using the GET method.
Full of consternation, this script outputs the values as shown in Figure 5.8.
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Query Parameters:

* colon
ob

* color2

* color
o First Field

* color
o Second Field

* colorS
or
o g

* colors
or

* color7
O yes

* submit button
o Subrnit

Figure 5.8 Output of form.pl.

fornm.pl

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

use CGI qw/:standard :htmL3/;

%labels = ('r' => 'Red', 'b' => 'Blue', 'g' => 'Green');

$popup-menu = popupjnenu(
'-name' => colorsn',

'-values' => Ur', 'g', 'b'],
'-defauLt' => 'r',
'-LabeLs' => \%LabeLs);

$radio-group = radio-group(
'-name' => 'coLor2',
'-vaLues' => 'r', 'g', 'b'),
'-defauLt' => 'r',

'-Labels' => \%LabeLs);

$textfield = textfield(
'-name' => colorr3,

### popup menu
# fieLd name
# individual vaLues

# preseLected
# vaLue -> dispLayed name

### group of radio buttons
# field name
# individual values
# preselected

# name -> displayed name

### single-line text
# field name
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'-default' => '');

$textarea = textarea(
'-name' => 'coLor4',

'-default' => '',
,-rows' => 2,

'-columns' => 20);

SscrollingList =
'-name' =>

'-values' =>
'-default' =>

'-size' =>
'-multiple' =>

'-labels' =>

Scheckbox-group =
'-name'

'-values' =>

'-default' =
'-linebreak' =)
'-labels' =

# initially empty

### multiline text

# field name
# initially empty

# two lines
# 20 characters wide

scrollinglist( ### scrollable list
'color5', # field name

Ur', 'g', 'b'], # selectable values

* r', 'I'g, # preselected
3, # height of box
'true', # multiple selection OK
\%labels); # name -> displayed name

checkbox-group( ### group of checkboxes
'color6', # field name

E Ur', 'g', 'b'], # individual switch values
'r', # 1st switch pressed

> 'true', # line up below each other
> \%labels); # name -> displayed name

$checkbox = checkbox(
'-name' => colorr7,

'-checked' => 'checked',
'-value' => 'yes',

'-label' => 'Yes?');

$submit = submit(
,-name' => 'submit-button',
'-value' => 'Submit');

$reset = reset(
'-value' => 'Reset');

print header(),

### single checkbox

# field name

# preselected

# value if pressed
# displayed text

### submit button
# field name
# legend and returned

# value if pressed

### reset button
# legend

# output everything in HTML
starthtml('-title' => 'Sample form',

'-bgcolor' => '#eOeOe6'),

start-form('-method' => 'GET', # start of form and action URL
'-action' => '/cgi-bin/dump.cgi'),

# table of form elementstabLeWborder' => 1),
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TR(td(ttC'popupjmenu")), td($popupmenu)),
TR(td(tt(Cradio-group")), td($radio-group)),
TR(td(tt("textfield")), td($textfieLd)),
TR(td(tt("textarea")), td($textarea)),
TR(td(tt('scroLLingList")), td($scroLLinglist)),
TR(td(tt("checkbox-group")), td($checkbox-group)),
TR(td(tt("checkbox")), td($checkbox)),
TR(td(tt("submit")), td($submit)),
TR(td(tt("reset")), td($reset)),

endjformo, # end of form
end-htmLo; # end of HTML

fonn.pl

5.8.4 Hints and tips for CGI programming
Different standards apply to CGI scripts than to normal Perl scripts. The following
sections provide some advice for their development.

The taint check

Since access to HTTP servers usually does not require any authentication procedure,
CGI programs represent a considerable security risk for every Web server. Data en-
tering a CGI script from outside must in no case be used in Perl commands such
as system without being checked - too easily, unauthorized persons could otherwise
gain control over the server.

Therefore, special precautions are advisable. The option -T traces the way of
external parameters and lets pert howl (and abort) if their contents are carelessly
used in precarious situations (a more detailed discussion of this subject can be found
in the perLsec manual page). However, this method offers no guarantee; careful pro-
ceeding is called for.

Therefore, every good CGI program begins with the lines

The strict option prohibits some additional unsafe constructs (see Section 1.14.3),
thus giving one more degree of security.
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Error handling
If a massive error occurs in a CGI script - so massive that one would like to chuck
everything and abort the script - the problem arises that a CGI header is required be-
fore the error message as such; otherwise the browser displays an unsightly Internal
Server Error that on the browser's side reads as: Amateur at work!

If the header output stands at the beginning, and the critical part of the script
in the midst of an evaL construct, nothing can go wrong: if the script runs into a
die instruction, it jumps out of the eva L block and into the subsequent i f condition,
because in this case $@ holds the wording of the error message:

If you prefer to do without the eva L block, you can also intercept the pseudo signals
--DIE and WARN, and define a handler for the error case:
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This code routes all output through cgi print, a print function that puts the header
in front only at the first call. cgiprint 'remembers' this state in the global variable
$header-pri nted.

Emergency brake
If, because of a programming error, a CGI script runs into an endless loop, this can
significantly slow down the computer; several 'hanging' scripts can even paralyze
the Web server. As a safety measure, an

called at the beginning of a script, terminates the corresponding CGI script after
60 seconds without mercy, thus getting potential 'hangers' out of the way. This is
not what you would call a clean solution, but it certainly helps to guarantee smooth
round-the-clock operation of a server.

5.8.5 Interaction-free CGI examples
A simple counter
Writing a CGI program that increments a permanent counter at each call and returns
it as an HTML text is nothing special. It merely needs to store the current counter
value in a file to have it ready for the next call.

But how do these tachometer-like contraptions get into a Web page that is not
even a CGI script, but consists of standard HTML text?

The image tag of HTML can define not only a file, but also a CGI script as a
data source:

HOsWRulh, MOMO R lffi, ,

Now, the task of the count. cg i script is to increment a permanent counter at each call
and subsequently return its value as image information. Figure 5.9 shows the result.

Figure 5.9 Counter in a document.

The HTML page shown defines an image tag whose data source is the CGI
program count.cgi.
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rnunt html

<HTML>
<BODY>

You are visitor number <1MG SRC=/cgi-bin/count.cgi>
<BODY>
</htmL>

C Ournt. 1111,71

count. cgi itself implements the permanent counter by means of the function
i nccounter, which opens a file specified as a parameter, reads a counter value (poten-
tially) stored there, increments it, saves it, and finally returns it to the calling program.

The mileage counter lookalike originates from a design by Frans van Hoesel.
The array @ i nvd i g i t s holds the digits from 0 to 9 stored as hexadecimally coded
bitmaps. Each of the strings of the array contains ten hex codes separated by spaces
that correspond to the horizontal pixel rows of the digits' bitmaps. Each hex code
represents, interpreted as a bit sequence, the eight pixels of a bitmap row - thus Oxff
corresponds to a row of black pixels because its binary representation is 11111111.

rflount rQi

#!/usr/bin/perL

ainvdigits = ("Iff
Iff

"If
"11
"f f

Iff
"f f

".f .f

Iff
"f f

.f f

c3
cf
c3
c3

cf
81
c7
81

c3
c3

99
c7
99
99
cf
f9
f3
99
99
99

99
cf
9f
9f
c7
f9
f9
9f
99
99

99
cf
9f
9f
c7
f9
f9
9f
99
99

99

cf

cf
c7
cb
cl

cl

cf
c3
99

99

cf
e7
9f
cb
9f
99
cf
99
83

99
cf
f3
9f
cd
9f
99
e7
99
9f

99
cf
f9
9f
81
9f
99
e7
99
9f

99
cf
19

99

99

99

f3
99
cf

c3

c7
81

c3
87
c3

c3

13

c3
e3

1ff",

Iff",
Iff",
Iff",
Iff",
ff",

11f",
Iff",

Iff");

U

U
U

U

U

U

U

0

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

$count = sprintf("%06d",
inccounter("/var/httpd/logs/counter.dat"));

$countlen = length($count);

$width = $countlen * 8;
$height = 12;

# number of digits in the counter

# width in bits
# height in bits

# result array@bytes = ();
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for ($line=O; $line < $height; $line++) {
for ($digit=O; $digit < $countlen; $digit++) {

$field = substr($count, $digit, 1);

$byte = substr($invdigitsE$field], $line*3, 2);

push(@bytes, $byte);

}

print <<"EOT"; # output bitmap

Content-type: image/x-xbitmap

#define count-width $width

#define count-height $height

static char count-bits[] = {

EOT

for($i=O; $i<=$#bytes; $i++) {

print "Ox$bytesC$i]";
print "," if $i != $#bytes;

print "\n" unless ($i+1) % 7;

}

print "};\n";

# Increment permanent counter: inccounter($filename);

sub inccounter {
my $fiLe = shift;

my $count 0;

if(open(FILE, "<$file")) {

$count = <FILE>;
close(FILE);

}

$count++;

open(FILE, ">$fiLe") II die "Cannot open $fiLe";
print FILE "$count";

close(FILE);

$count;

}

count cgi
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It is the task of the two for loops to combine the individual digits of the counter
value as images in a large bitmap. The inner loop begins with the first row of the first
digit and works its way down to the first row of the last digit. Subsequently, the
outer for loop moves down row after row. Thus the bitmap of all represented digits
develops row by row in the format

Together with the prefixed height and width definition in the format

(where the width of 48 is calculated on the basis of a 6-digit number sequence of a
width of 8 pixels each), this results in the typical C-language-like bitmap format that
the browser can interpret and represent as graphics.

A fact not taken into account in count. p L is that the file in which the perma-
nent counter resides represents a resource that can be accessed by only one process at
a time. Since an HTTP server potentially processes several requests simultaneously,
the file may become damaged under the influence of several writing processes. A
method for handling critical sections introduced in Appendix F on page 415 effi-
ciently prevents this catastrophe from happening.

Chart graphics with CGI
The Chart package presented in Chapter 3 is very well suited to pep up a Web
page with graphics created on-the-fly. CGI scripts can transform dry data into well-
structured color-coded bar and pie charts without requiring major programming ef-
forts.

The illustration shown in the introduction to the Chart package (Figure 3.1 on
page 152) has been created by means of the CGI script chartcgi .pL shown below.

The browser takes over the spatial arrangement of the individual graphics be-
cause if the script is not passed a CGI parameter named graph- which is the case in
a call such as

*htt~p EI alo a 4iost/cgrcint-hirtigi '0p

the first if block is executed, which first outputs the HTTP header for an HTML
document and the HTML start sequence, and then something like:
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Thus chartcgi pl outputs an HTML page that contains <IMG> tags. These
in turn request GIF images, which are created dynamically - by no-one less than
chartcgi .pL itself. The chartcgi pL requests included in the tags pass the values
for the graph parameter, following the GET method.

If graph for example holds the value "bars", chartcgi .pl jumps into the sec-
ond if block, fetches the Chart: :Bars package from the Chart collection, draws
the corresponding graphics, outputs it together with a matching HTTP header and -
says goodbye. The graphs for the other values of graph, thus for stackedbars, pie,
lines, points, linespoints, and pareto, are also drawnby chartcgi pl-andour
illustration is ready to be shown.

chartcgi.pl

#!/usr/bin/perl

@days = qw/Mo Tu We Th Fr Sa Su/;
@sales-a = qw/ 3 4 3 6 8 10 15/;
@sales-b = qw/ 5 5 5 6 6 7 7/;

# X value set
# 1st Y value set
# 2nd Y value set

use CGI qw/:standard/;

# called without parameters - output HTML page
if(!defined param("graph")) {

print header, starthtml(-title => 'Chart Test');
for (qw/bars stackedbars pie Lines points linespoints pareto/) C

print img((src => "$ENV{SCRIPTNAME}?graph=$'",
border => 3,
hspace => 3,
vspace => 3}), "\n";

i

print end-html;

} elsif(param("graph") eq "bars") {

use Chart::Bars;

my $g = Chart::Bars->new(200,200);
$g->set('title' => 'Chart::Bars');
$g->adddataset(@days);
$g->adddataset(@salesa);

### bar chart

#
#
#

include package

create object
set title
X data set
1st Y data set
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$g->add-dataset(@saLes-b);

Sg->cgi gif 0;

# 2nd Y data set

# output gif

} elsif(param("graph") eq "stackedbars") C ### stacked bars

use Chart::StackedBars; # include package

my $g = Chart::StackedBars->new(200,200); # create object
$g->set ('title' => 'Chart::StackedBars');# set title

$g->set('x-label' => "Week"); # Legend X axix
$g->set('ylabel' => "Sales"); # legend Y axis

$g->set('grid-Lines' => "true"); # draw grid
$g->set('max-val' => 30); # max. Y value

# colors: red and green

$g->set('colors' => [[255,0,0), [0,255,0]]);
$g->add-dataset(@days); # X data set
$g->add-dataset(@saLes-a); # 1st Y data set

$g->add-dataset(@sales-b); U 2nd Y data set
# legend data sets

$g->setC'Legend-labels' => ["Product A", "Product B"]);

$g->cgi-gif 0;

} elsif(param("graph") eq "pie") {

use Chart::Pie;

my $g = Chart::Pie->new(200,200);
$g->set ('title' => 'Chart::Pie');

$g->add-dataset(adays);
$g->add-dataset(@sales-a);
$g->cgi-gifo0;

} elsif(param("graph") eq "lines") {

use Chart::Lines;
my $g = Chart::Lines->new(200,200);
$g->set ('title' => 'Chart::Lines');

$g->add-dataset(adays);

$g->add-dataset(@sales-a);

$g->add-dataset(@sales-b);
$g->cgi-gif0;

} elsif(param("graph") eq "points") {

use Chart::Points;

my $g = Chart::Points->new(200,200);
$g->set ('title' => 'Chart::Points');

UUU pie chart

U
U

U

U
U

U

include package

create object
set title

share legends
share values

output gif

UUU lines

U output gif

UUU points
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$g->adddataset(Cdays);

$g->add-dataset(@salesa);
$g->add-dataset(@sales-b);
$g->cgi-gif(); # output gif

### Lines with

) elsif(param("graph") eq "linespoints") { ### anchor points

use Chart::LinesPoints; # include package

my $g = Chart::LinesPoints->new(200,200); # create object
$g->set ('title' => 'Chart::LinesPoints');# set title
$g->add-dataset(@days); # X data set

$g->adddataset(@salesa); # 1st Y data set

$g->add..dataset(@salesb); # 2nd Y data set
$g->cgi-gif0; # output gif

} elsif(param("graph") eq "pareto") {

use Chart::Pareto;

my $g = Chart::Pareto->new(630,200);
$g->set ('title' => 'Chart::Pareto');

$g->set ('cutoff' => 3);

$g->adddataset(@days);
$g->adddataset(@salesa);
$g->cgi-gifo0;

### pareto

# include package

# create object

# set title

# abort after 3 values
# X data set

# 1st Y data set
# output gif

}

rhnrAr-i ni

5.8.6 Client-server interaction
Frequently, after a form has been sent, a dialog develops between client and server
that may take several rounds of questions and answers. Thus, for example, the
browser makes a request that the server answers with a dynamically generated Web
page that contains a form with fields to fill in. After the user has obliged with this
duty and forwarded the information to the server by pressing the submit button, the
latter may find that the indications are incomplete. Therefore it transmits a Web page
to the client that contains the form with the filled-in fields together with a note stat-
ing that one or more of the fields have not been filled in correctly and that therefore a
repetition is required. After the necessary correction and a further click on the submit
button by the user, the server confirms to the client that everything is now all right,
for example by sending it an HTML page with a success message.

A ..So**
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During these transactions, data accumulates that goes beyond the visible entries
on the form. Thus the server might need to store information about the way the client
arrived at the current form, and which data has already been transferred in this way
and which data still needs to be requested.

The server has a number of possibilities for accomplishing this task:

1. It hides the collected information inside the forms that it sends to the client for
further processing, so that the client unconsciously returns the data buffered in
this way.

2. It buffers the accumulated information on the server's side and associates it to
a transaction whose ID number the client transmits with each request.

Hidden fields
For the first method, HTML provides so-called hidden fields that - in the same way
as the visible entry fields - store a value under an attribute name, but are not visible.

The HTML tag

M. MI ,, gi

defines a field of the name Language that contains the value E. The language in which
the user receives the requested Web pages is usually selected at the beginning of the
communication by means of a CGI script. But the follow-up forms are also to be
formulated in the same language: therefore client and server carry this information
invisibly in the exchanged forms, so each of the communication partners always has
the current status at their disposal without having to store local data.

Transaction IDs
In the second method, the server generates a hard-to-force number that is composed,
for example, of the Internet address of the client, the current time, and a process
number, and transmits this to the client.

If a client includes a valid transaction ID in a request, the server knows where
to find potentially buffered data. If no such number is included in the request, the
client obviously wishes to start a new transaction.

Again, there are two methods for the exchange of a transaction ID: either server
and client exchange the ID number via hidden fields of transmitted forms, or they use
the so-called cookies.

Originally, the Netscape browser came along with this mechanism without be-
ing asked. However, Microsoft's Internet Explorer followed soon, and today cookies
are nearly a standard. With this method, the server invisibly transmits the generated
unique ID to the browser, and the client includes it with each further request to the
server without the user having to bother, or often without the user even knowing
about it.

The clear advantage of this method is that, since the cookie used is invisible,
the normal browser user cannot manipulate it (Perl programmers obviously can).
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For this purpose, it is interesting to find out which header information is sup-
plied by the WWW server of the Netscape company when a Netscape browser loads
the document http://www.netscape.com. Since transfer of header data takes place
prior to the transmission of the HTML page itself, this data is usually not visible.
Therefore, the Perl script of Listing netscape. pL makes the server believe that it is
a Mozilla agent (this is how the Netscape browser identifies itself), and outputs the
header information supplied.

netscape.pl

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

use LWP::UserAgent;

$ua = LWP::UserAgent->new0; # create user agent

$ua->agent('Mozilla/3.04GoLd (X11; I; Linux 2.0.30 i586)");

# create request

$request = HTTP::Request->newCGET',

'http://www.netscape.com');

# carry out network access

$response = Sua->request($request);

# error check

if($response->issuccess) {
print $response->headers-as-stringo;

} else C # error message

print "ERROR code: ", $response->codeo,

Message: ", $response->messageo, "\n";

}

flrter~nm no)

The result shows that in this case not only the usual response header entry is
supplied, but also a Set-Cookie instruction:
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Such IDs are generated by the server, and the Netscape browser stores them persis-
tently in order to include them with the next access to a server of the same domain
(domain entry) and a script under the same path (path entry). The server re-identifies
the client via this ID and 'remembers' transactions that have possibly been carried
out before.

A simple registration system
Listing regmp. pL shows a simple system for registration of users by means of their
email addresses. Initially, it displays an entry form, submits entered addresses to
a rudimentary syntax check, and stores them line by line in a text file. Previously
registered users are rejected.

regmp.pL has two states that it recognizes on the basis of the passed CGI vari-
able ema i L: either a user arrives for the first time (ema i L not set) or he/she attempts
a registration (email set). In the first case, the script merely displays the registration
form; in the second case it checks whether the entered address matches the pattern
' @ . .'7 In the positive case, it attempts a registration by means of the function
regi ster-emai L and, with both success and failure, outputs a message together with
the repeated entry form. If the specified address does not match the pattern, the entry
form is displayed again together with an error message.

If a script is activated by several browsers at the same time, many Web servers
execute it in parallel processes (or threads) almost simultaneously in order to improve
performance. If these parallel-running instances of a script do not negotiate access to
a file processed by all of them, chaos breaks out and data may become corrupted.
Therefore the function regi stern email secures itself exclusive access to the registry
file by means of a file lock (for details of file locking see Appendix F).

regmp.pl

#!/usr/bin/perl -Tw

use CGI qw/:standard :htmL3/; # standard CGI functions

use Fcntl qw/:flock/; # define LOCK-EX etc.

my $efile = 'email.dat'; # address file

if(! defined param('email')) { # no email entered (first
# call?) => introductory page

print-form("Please enter your email address.");

} elsif (param('email') =- /\S\@.+?\..+/) {

7 Actually checking email addresses for authenticity is very laborious. The pattern specified above does
not check the address syntax according to the official specification; a detailed solution is given in
Friedl (1997). Moreover, even a 100% syntactically correct email address is not necessarily authentic.
A solution to this problem is shown by the email registry on page 353.
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# valid email => store

if(register-email(param('email'), Sefile)) {
printform("Registration successful. Thank you.");

} else {
print-form("Error: $ERROR");

}

} else { U nonsense entered; repeat

# with error message
printjform("Invalid email address - please try again.");

}

#####U#################################################################

sub printform { # output form together with message text

my ($message) = @

print header,

start-html('-title' => "Registration"),

h2($message), startjformo),

table(TR(td("EmaiL:"),
td(textfield(-name => 'email',

-value => (param('email') I""))),
td(submit(-vaLue => "Register")))),

endformo;
}

###########################UU#######UUUU####UUU#########################

sub register-email { # include email in file
#######################U#####UUUUUU#U#fl############U#U#############U###

my ($email, $filename) = @
# create file, if

# not yet existing
do {open(FILE, ">$efiLe"); close(FILE)I unless -f $efiLe;

if(!open(FILE, "+<$efile")) { #
$ERROR = "Cannot open $efile
return 0;

}

flock(FILE, LOCK-EX);
seek(FILE, 0, 0);

while(<FILE>) {

chomp;

open for read/write access
(internal error).";

# protect agaist parallel access

# move to beginning of file

# search for new email

# strip newline
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if($- eq Semail) {
$ERROR = "You are already registered.";
close(FILE);

return 0;
}

seek(FILE, 0, 2);
print FILE "$email\n`;

close(FILE);
return 1;

# append email to end of file

}

regmp.pl

Figure 5.10 Registration form of the registration system.

Figure 5.11 A successful registration.

321

}
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A small online ordering system
The small online ordering system shop. pL accepts the customer number of the user
(Figure 5.12) on the entry page. Once the user presses the submit button, shop. p L
presents a range of available articles (Figure 5.13). If the user selects one or more
of these and presses the submit button again, shop.pL displays a state of account
including customer number and total sum, and appends the order data to a file for
further processing (Figure 5.14).

Figure 5.12 Registration with the online shop.

Figure 5.13 Selection from the product range.

How does the customer number entered in the first form, but not shown in the
second form, get into the account statement of the third form? When the customer
presses the submit button on the first page, param( 'customer number') is true, and
shop.pL executes the elseif block because the CGI parameter order is still unde-
fined. Here, shop. pL displays the product range including the selection buttons and
in addition smuggles the parameter customer-number in as a hidden field. This has
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Figure 5.14 The order has been sent off.

the consequence that after issuing the order both customer-number and order are set
and shop. pL can print a complete statement.

shop.pl

#!/usr/bin/perL -w

use CGI qw/:standard/;
use FcntL qw/:fLock/;

print header();

# CGI functions
# LOCKEX

# output header

%products = (1 => ['PerL Cookbook, O\'ReiLLy', 39.953, # products

2 => ['PerL in 3 Days, SamsNet', 11.503,

3 => ['GoTo PerL 5, AWL', 38.90));

%Labels = map C ($-, $products{$-_->E0J) } keys %products;

evaL { # intercept errors

if(!defined param('customer-number')) { # no customer number?

print start-htmL('-titLe', 'WeLcome'), # -> start page

hl('WeLcome to the PerL bookstore!'),

startformo, "Your customer number:",

textfieLd(-name => 'customer-number'),

submit(-vaLue => "Go shopping!"),
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end-formo, end-thtmL(;

} eLsif(!defined param('order')) { # no orde
print start-html('-title', 'Order'), # -> orde

hl("Our assortment:"), start-formo,
checkbox-group(

'-name' => 'order',

'-values' => [keys %labeLs],

'-linebreak' => 'true', # underneat

'-Labels' => \%LabeLs), # product.

p(), submit(-value => 'Order'), # order bi

hidden(-name => 'customernumber'), # forward

end-formo, end-htmLo;

} else {
@order = param('order');

rr?
Ring page

h each other

S
Litton

# store order

open(ORDER, ">>orders.txt") II die "Cannot open orders.txt";

fLock(ORDER, LOCK-EX); # set Lock
print ORDER "Customer number: ", param('customer-number'),

" Order: @order\n";

close(ORDER);

print starthtmL('-title', 'Thank you!'), # thank you page

hl("Your order: ");

$sum = 0;

foreach Sorder (@order) {
$sum += $products{$order}->E1l;
print pre(sprintf "%-40s US\S %6.2f",

$products($order}->EO),
$products{$order}->E1));

print pre("-" x 60);
print pre(sprintf "%-40s US\$ %6.2f", "Total", Ssum);

print "The books will be sent to you in the next few days. "

"The amount to be paid is charged to customer number ",

param('customer-number'),

". Thank you for your order!",
start-formo, submit(-value => "Back to entry"),

end-formo, end-htmlo;
}
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if ($@) {
print "Our system can currently not accept

"Please try again later.\n";

open(ERRORLOG, ">>/tmp/errorlog");

print ERRORLOG scalar localtime, "> $@";
close(ERRORLOG);

}

# error?
your order. " .

# log error in file
# for analysis

Cookies with C GI .pm
How the cookies discussed in Section 5.8.6 can be created, sent out, and collected
again by means of CGI.pmis shown in Listing cookie.pl. If it does not find a cookie,
it creates a new one under the name " cook-key", assigns it the value "value!", and
sends it to the browser. At the next call (even after a possible restart of the browser),
the cookie is present, the if block is executed, and cookie. pL outputs the value of
the cookie.

Additionally available options are:

* -expi res specifies the point in time when the browser should forget the cookie.
This indication is mostly made relative to the current date and time - for ex-
ample, +30m (in 30 minutes), +1 d (tomorrow), or +1 y (next year) - but absolute
time specifications in the format Sunday, 03-Apr-98 01:30:10 GMT are al-
lowed.

* -domain specifies the name of a domain whose entire fleet of computers is
served by the browser with the cookie.

* -path limits propagation of the cookie; only scripts under this path are served.

0 If the -secure option holds a true value, the browser sends the cookie only to
'secure' servers (H1TPS protocol).

-cookie.Di

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

use CGI qw/:standard/;

if(defined ($val=cookie(-name => 'cookkey'))) {

print header();

print hW("Cookie set: $val");

325

# cookie set,

# output vaLue
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} else C
$cookie = cookie( # cookie not set, create

.-name' => 'cook key', # name of the cookie
'-value' => "value!", # value of the cookie
'-expires' => '+1h', # expires after 1 hour
'-domain' => '.scamp.com', # valid for www.scamp.com,

# host.scamp.com etc.
'-path' => 'Icgi-bin', # only for CGI scripts
.-secure' => 0 # not only for HTTPS servers

print header('-cookie' => $cookie);
print hi"Cookie transmitted!");

}

cookie.pl

The friendly doorman
Cookies can also hold several name/value pairs. Instead of a scalar, the cookie func-
tion of the CGI module also accepts a reference to a hash as a -value parameter and
stores its name/value pairs in the created cookie:

From a received cookie, the call

extracts the data and stores it in the hash %data. Listing doorman.pl shows an ap-
plication of this method in the form of a friendly virtual doorman who stands at the
entry of an online shopping center and fills in the address form if he recognizes the
customer.

At the very first call of doorman.pI, the browserhas not yet set a cookie and the
CGI parameter go-shopping holds no value either. Thus doorman.pl merely returns
an empty address form. When the new customer fills it in and presses 'Go shopping,'
doorman. pL grabs the form parameters, sticks them into a cookie, and shoves this
over to the browser before the welcoming message of the shopping paradise appears.

At the next visit to the shopping paradise, the customer need not bother about
the virtual paperwork: up to one year after the last visit, the browser remembers the
cookie and sends it along if the customer selects the entry page again. doorman.pL
extracts the name/value pairs from the cookie and puts them as preselections in the
form fields, so the customer only needs to press 'Go shopping' if the address details
have remained unchanged. If the customer changes the data, the browser is advised
as well since doorman. pL sends a new cookie anyway before entering the shopping
mall.
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rlnnnnln tIl

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

use CGI qw/:standard :htmL3/; # standard and tables

if(defined param('go-_shopping')) { # "Go shopping" pressed

# form parameters -> cookie
foreach Skey (paramo) { $data{$key} = param($key); }

# send header with cookie
Cookie = cookie(-name => 'customer', -value => \%data,

-expires => "+ly");

print header(-cookie => Scookie);

# ... and here we go!
print hl("Welcome to the shopping paradise!");

# ... here we would proceed ...

} else { # obviously the first call
if(cookie(-name => 'customer')) { # cookie present?

%cookie = cookie(-name => 'customer'); # receive cookie
foreach Skey (keys %cookie) { # preset parameters

param($key, Scookie{$key});
}

}

print header();

print-address-formo;

# CGI header

# output address form

sub print-address-form {

my $msg = (shift I I);

print starthtmlo,
tt(CGI::font({color => 'red'), $msg)),

start-form(),
table(

TR(td('Name:"), td(textfield(-name => 'name')),

td("First name:"), td(textfield(-name => 'prename'))),

}
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TR(td(`Address:`), td(textfield(-name => 'address'))),

TR(td("City:"), td(textfield(-name => 'city')),

td("ZIP code:"), td(textfieLd(-name => 'zip'))),

TR(td("Method of payment"),

td(popup-menu(-name =>'pay',

'-values' => ['BiLl me Later', 'Credit Card',

'Check'])))),

submit(-name => 'goshopping', -value => "Go shopping"),

end-formo, endhtmlo;
}

11farmnn ni

Figure 5.15
address form.

The friendly doorman has recognized the customer and filled in the

Server storage with cookie support
When the data that accumulates during an electronic shopping spree no longer fits
into one cookie or should not continuously be shoved back and forth, it is sensible to
store intermediate states in a file on the server under a unique transaction ID.

To prevent the server from mixing up data from different customers, on the one
hand, and to ensure, on the other hand, that malevolent fellow human beings cannot
interfere with other people's transactions, the ID must

* uniquely identify a client, and
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* be difficult to guess for outsiders.

The combination of current date and time, number of the current Web process
and a random number used in our online shopper cart . pL should be sufficient for
non-security-relevant applications.

Under this unique ID, a 14-digit hexadecimal number, the server stores address
data and selected goods. A particularly practical way of doing this is the save method
of the CGI package that stores all CGI data in a file: 8

Here, Sin and $out are references to new-generation file handles (see Section 3.1),
and point to files opened for reading or writing.

When a new customer enters the virtual branch of the online store, the browser
does not yet supply a cookie. For this reason, the server generates one and shoves it
furtively over to the browser while it supplies an entry form (see Figure 5.16). After
the customer has entered name and address and pressed the submit button, the server
accepts the data and creates a new file under the transaction ID that the browser
supplies this time as a cookie. The server intermediately stores all query parameters
in this new file.

Figure 5.16 Enter address ...

The product range of the shop consists of 100 books, numbered from 1 to 100
for test purposes, 10 of which are shown per page. Customers can select individual

8 While CGI . pm exports most of its methods also as functions and we have until now carefully avoided
CGI objects wherever possible, loading and saving CGI data definitely require object-oriented syntax.
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items and browse back and forth (Figure 5.17), until they finally decide to move over
to the cash till and place their order (Figure 5.18).

Our red hot offers, specially for Michael Schilli:

JBoak 11

LJBook 12

JBoak 13

SBook 14

17 Book 15

iBook 16

JBook 17

lBook 18

3Book 19

JfcBook20

Hack awad ej

Figure 5.17 ... select products ...

Michael Schilli
1165 Church St.
San Francis-r, CA
94114

1 p.. 'e-ak 2 '
1 pOe 'Bzck 5'
1 p.: 'Bock 8'
1 p. Bock 1S'

Many thank.

Your order is on its way!

Figure 5.18 ... and to the till!

To make browsing work and selected items remain selected, the server must
store the page that the customer was reading last (stored as item of f set) and an array
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of numbers of selected items (stored as items) on top of the originally transmitted
address data.

Each of the buttons 'Forward,' 'Back,' and 'Order' triggers the following ac-
tions on the server's side: on the basis of the incoming cookie, the server identifies
the transaction file and uses it to generate a CGI object. This knows not only the
address data of the customer, but also the numbers of the items selected up to now.
cart. p1 merges the items selected on the current catalog page into the existing order
and stores the result again in the transaction file.

In the case of the 'Order' button, cart.pL displays a confirmation mes-
sage and at the same time appends the following entry to the order file
/usr/data/orders.dat:

About the installation: the t ran sac t i on s directory under c g i-b i n that accommo-
dates the transaction files must already exist and be writable for the owner of the
Web server. The same applies to the /usr/data directory, home of the file for exe-
cuted orders.

cart no

#!/usr/bin/perL -wT

# cart.pL

# Pert Power! - Michael Schitli 1998

use CGI qw/:standard :html3/;

use Fcntl qw/:flock/;

use IO::FiLe;

use strict;

my $TRANSDIR

my $ORDERFILE

#
#
#
#

CGI standard with tables

LOCK-EX
new file handle generation

strict conventions

= "transactions"; # directory for Temp fiLes
= "/usr/data/orders.dat"; # fiLe for orders
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my $items-total

my $items-perpage
my %merchandise
my ($q, $i, $id);

= 100;
= 10;
= 0;

for($i=l; $i<=$items-totaL; $i++)
$merchandise{$i} = "Book $i";

}

eval (

# total number of items

# displayed per page

# merchandise
# variables

# create test items

# intercept errors

if(!defined(my $id=cookie(-name => 'ID'))) (

# create new cookie from time, process no. and random no.
$id = unpack ('H*',

pack('Ncs', time, $$ & Oxff, rand(Oxffff)));

print header('-cookie' => cookie('ID' => $id));

print-address-form(); # send cookie/address form

} else { # cookie already exists

print header();

print starthtml('-title' => 'The Online Shopper',

-bgcolor => "white");

($id) = ($id =- /(CO-9a-f]+)/); # percolate ID

if(-f "$TRANSDIR/$id") {
$q = restore-cgi($id); # read old transaction data
shop($q, $id); # call shopper

} else { # no transaction file? create

$q = CGI->newo; # current CGI data

# address information complete?
if(grep { !$q->param($-) } qw/name first-name street

city zip/) C
print-address-form("Please fill in all fields!");

} else {

save-cgi($q, $id); # create new transaction file

shop($q, $id);
}

I

# eval end;};
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if($@) { # error occurred?
print hl("Error: S@");

}

sub shop { my ($q, $id) =

my $item;

# offset of visible section
my $offset = ($q->paramC'offset') II 0);

# store items selected up to now in @selected, but deselect

# items shown in current window (will be inserted later)
my @selected = grep {

$- <= $offset 11 $_ > $offset+$items-perpage }
($q->param('items'));

# newly seLected items to @selected
foreach $item (param('newitems')) { push(@selected, $item); }

$q->delete('items'); # store @selected in CGI

$q->param('items', @selected); # parameter 'items'
savecgi($q, $id);

# 'Order' button pressed? Write invoice!

if(param('Order')) {

processorder($q, \%merchandise);

$q->delete('items'); # order terminated,
save-cgi($q, $id); # reset shopping cart

} else { # show item list

if($offset >= $items-perpage) {
$offset -= $items-perpage if param("Back");

}
if($offset < $items-total - $items-perpage) {

$offset += $items-perpage if param("Forward");
}

$q->paramC'offset', $offset);

save-cgi($q, $id);

my @subset = sort {$a <=> $b} keys %merchandise;

@subset = splice(@subset, $offset, $items-perpage);
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# new item list

print b("Our red hot offers, specially for ",

$q->param('first name'), " ", $q->param('name'), ":"),

start-formo,
$q->checkbox-group(

'-name' => 'newitems',

'-values' => [@subset],

'-default' => 1$q->param('items')J,

'-linebreak' => 'true',

'-labels' => \%merchandise),
submit('Back'), submit('Forward'),

submit('Order'),
endform, end-html;

}
}

sub save-cgi {

my ($query, $id) = _-_

my $out = IO::File->new(">$TRANSDIR/$id"); # write access
die "Can't open $TRANSDIR/Sid" unless defined $out;
$query->save($out);

close($out);
}

sub restore-cgi {

my $id = shift;

$id =-sI/[A0-9a-fJ//g; # protect against attacks

my $in = IO::File->new("<$TRANSDIR/$id"); # read access
die "Can't open $TRANSDIR/$id" unless defined $in;

my $q = new CGI($in);
close($in);

return $q;
}

##########################################UU#UU#UU##UUU########U#U#U###

sub printaddressform {

my $msg = (shift 11"");
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print start-html('-title' => 'The Online Shopper',

-bgcoLor => 'white'),
tt(CGI::font(tcolor => 'red'), $msg)),

startformo,
table(

TR(td("Name:"), td(textfieLd('name'))),

TR(td("First name:"), td(textfieLd('firstname'))),

TR(td('Street:"), td(textfield('street'))),
TR(td("City:"), td(textfield('city'))),
TR(td("ZIP:"), td(textfield('zip')))),

submit(-name => "Here we go!"), end-formo), end-htmlo);

}

sub process-order {

my ($q, $merchandiseref) = @

my $item;

my $order = sprintf "%s %s\n%s\n%s\ns\n\n",

$q->param('first-name'), $q->param('name'),

$q->param('street'),
$q->param('city'), $q->param('zip');

foreach $item ($q->param('items')) {
$order .= sprintf "1 pcs '%s'\n", $merchandiseref->{$item};

}

$order "\nMany thanks!";

my $out = IO::File->new(">>$ORDERFILE");

die "Cannot open $ORDERFILE" unless defined $out;

flock($out, LOCK -EX); # set lock

print $out $order, "\n", "-" x 70, "\n";
cLose($out);

print pre($order),
b("Your order is on its way!"), end-thtmlo;

}

cart.ni
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Redirects

To send the requesting browser to a different place by means of a redirect command,
two lines of CGI script are sufficient:

The redirect function outputs a Location: header and thus causes the browser to
veer round immediately to the new URL.

5.8.7 Apache and mod pe r l

On heavily loaded Web servers, CGI scripts in Perl have to struggle against the so-
called start-up penalty: each request starts the Perl interpreter, which must parse the
corresponding script, check it for syntax errors, translate it into the internal byte code,
and finally execute it. If the Perl script includes additional modules, but runs only a
relatively short time, the proportion between load and execution time can at times
reach more than 10:1.

The Apache Web server with the mod-per L distribution by Doug MacEachem
puts an end to this waste of computing time: a Perl interpreter constantly active in
Apache keeps CGI scripts in its memory and when needed enters them as subroutines
- the gain in performance is tremendous.

To make the Apache server take over this task, the Apache distribution needs
to be translated and installed together with the mod per t distribution (see Appendix
A.8).

The Apache module that executes Perl CGI scripts at such a blazing speed
answers to the name of Apache: : Reg i st r y and becomes active if an HTTP request
is made for scripts located in specific directories.

The approach to keeping executable scripts in memory can, however, be a bit
treacherous: global variables keep their values beyond the running time of the script.
In addition, Apache branches HTTP requests in alternation to its child processes -
and the value of a global variable remains constant in the address space of a child
process. The script

returns for each call the value of a global variable $gLobaLvar together with the ID of
the executing process ($$). Executed several times by the Apache plugin, the script
returned the following output in a test run:
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The riddle's solution: if an HTTP request by chance gets the same child process
again, the value of the global variable $g Loba Lva r is incremented by 1 with respect
to the previous call. Thus global variables need to be handled with care when using
mod perL; use of use strict is recommended. 9

Note that mod-pe r t does not only provide increased performance in executing
CGI scripts (running unchanged), but also a universal interface to Apache: with sim-
ple Perl scripts it is possible to penetrate into the most varied areas of the Web server
and control logging, authentication, redirects, and much more, adapting it to one's
personal requirements.

5.8.8 Server push and client pull
There are two ways of making the browser not only fetch a Web document once, but
also continuously reload and update it: client pull and server push.

While with client pull, the browser reconnects to the server at predefined inter-
vals and simply reloads the document, with server push, server and client leave the
connection open, so the server can continuously supply data to the client.

Server push
With server push, the browser expects from the server not only one document, but
several consecutive ones, of which it displays only the most recent one, and simply
overwrites it when new supplies arrive. The starting shot is fired by the response
header entry muLtipart /x-mixed-repLace for Content-type. At the same time, this
specifies a string that uniquely defines the transition between two documents. It must
begin with the character sequence '--' and be so unique that it occurs nowhere in any
of the subsequent documents. The last separation string of the multipart document is
in addition appended '--.'

To make the browser display a countdown of the form 2... 1 . .. Boom! with
freshly overwritten information at each step, the following pushes are needed:

9 When used on purpose, global variables allow all sorts of tricks to be realized - if they are really global,that is, accessible under transaction control by all instances of the server. The package I PC:: Sha rea b L e,
available via the CPAN, opens this road.
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To ensure that the server does not buffer the output (this would lead to the
consequence that the countdown would be displayed in quick-motion in the browser
window at the end of the total time), but sends the data to the browser immediately
afterbeing available, not only $ 1 must be set to a true value in the script. nph-boom.p.
is - as the server recognizes from its name - an NPH (Non-Parsed Header) script
that the server simply executes, sending its output to the browser, without - as with
the usual CGI scripts - checking the headers sent by the script. However, besides
Content-type and similar headers, an NPH script must also return the status of the
request, which in the case of success takes the value HTTP/1 .0 200 OK. This boring
chore is however blocked off by the CGI module, which, with a -nph option of the
header function set to a true value, supplies the requested data.

Since the sequence of headers and document separators in the server push
is slightly unclear, nph-boom.pL abstracts the necessary actions in the ServerPush
class. The constructor either accepts a specified document separator or, if this is
omitted, uses PartDocSeparator. The server-push method accesses this via the in-
stance variable separator and performs the necessary actions, including the multi-
part header sent at the very beginning.

nph-boom.pl

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

package ServerPush;

use CGI qw/:standard/; # export header()
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sub new {
my ($class, $sep) = shift; # $sp = ServerPush->new($sep)

my $self = 0; # instance variable hash

$sep 1l= "PartDocSeparator";
$self->{separator) = $sep; # partial document separator

$self->{header-sent) = 0; # first header sent?
$1 = 1; # debuffer output

bless($self, $class);
}

sub server-push {

my ($self, $content, $terminate) =

if(!$self->{headersent0) {

print header('-nph' => 1, # output header
'-type' =>

"multipart/x-mixed-replace;boundary=$self->(separator}"

print "\n--$self->{separator)\n";
$self->{headersent) = 1; # set flag

}

print header(, "$content\n";

print "\n--$self->{separator},

defined $terminate ? "--"

}

#U########################U#U#####U##U#######U######U############U########

package main;

use CGI qw/:standard/; # export header()

$sp = ServerPush->newo; # new server oush object

$sp->server-push(hl(2)); # <Hl>2</Hl> with separator

sleep(1);
$sp->server-push(hl(1)); # <H1>1</H1> with separator

sleep(1);

# <H1>Boom!</H1> with
$sp->server-push(hl('Boom!"), "terminate"); # terminating separator

inph-boom.pl
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Client pull
The same problem is also solved by a CGI script that displays the counter value of
a passed query parameter, decrements it, and calls itself after 1 second with the new
value of the query parameter.

If, at the beginning of a document, the browser finds the sequence

it will request the specified URL after the time lapse indicated in the CONTENT field
(1 second). In the example, the URL refers to the CGI script that generated the page
and which now calls itself using the GET method with a value of 2 for the count
parameter. The task of the CGI script is then to generate a new page that replicates
the tag represented above with a counter value decremented by 1 - and the countdown
is running.

Alternatively, the server has the possibility of putting a refresh entry into the
response header. For the reloading time 1 s and the URL of the script, this has the
following form:

The script clientpuLL.pL implements the required behavior. As long as the
passed counter value is greater than zero, it puts the reloading instruction into
the header before outputting the current counter value. The environment variable
SCRIPT-NAME contains (according to server standards) the URL path of the executed
script. When the counter reaches zero, cli entpul L .pl outputs a regular header be-
fore its last output, thus ending the reload rounds.

clientpullpl
#!/usr/bin/perL -w

use CGI qw/:standard/;

Count = param('count'); # interrogate CGI parameters

Count II= 3; # parameters not set? starting value
Scount--;

if(Scount) {
print header(-Refresh => "1; URL=$ENV{SCRIPT-NAME)?count=$count");

print hl(Scount);
} else {

print headerO;

print h("Boom!");
}

cWertlwpu.p

D
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Appending data step by step
To avoid the browser display being constantly exchanged during the loading time of
a document, as with the server push, but to have it instead append data continuously,
it is sufficient to use a normal NPH script that debuffers its output and writes it step
by step as in nph-append.pL (currently, this procedure works only with Netscape
Navigator):

_nph-append.pl

#!/usr/bin/perL -w

use CGI qw/:standard/; # export header()

$1 = 1;

print header(-nph => 1);

print (h1lC2"));
sleep(1);

print h1('1"));

sleep(1);

print (h("Boom!"));

nph-append.pl

5.8.9 Simulating forms with the user agent
Filling in and sending back WWW forms manually to launch a request is a boring
thing when requests become more frequent. A Perl script carries out this repetitive
work reliably and without laments.

First of all, the user agent needs to know the structure of the form in question to
be able - like the browser - to send filled-in fields to the server and accept a response.
Again, we refer to the HTML command set summarized in Appendix D.

HTML pages of WWW servers are not only present as formatted output of the
browser, but their raw data source can be analyzed either directly in the browser (for
example, via the View source menu entry in Netscape Navigator) or, after being
stored in a file on the local hard disk, with any editor of your choice.

To mechanize a form request, the following parameters must be determined:

* the CGI program (as a URL) to which the form is sent (usually by activating
the submit button),
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* the method of parameter passing (GET or POST),
* the fields of the form as key/value pairs of field name and field content.

Let us have another look at the HTML form form. html discussed in the previ-
ous section:

form.html

<HTML>
<BODY>

<FORM METHOD=GET ACTION="http://remote.host.com/cgi-bin/dump.cgi">

Name <INPUT TYPE=TEXT NAME=customer>

Mastercard <INPUT TYPE=RADIO NAME=cc VALUE="mc" checked>
Visa <INPUT TYPE=RADIO NAME=cc VALUE="visa">

<INPUT TYPE=SUBMIT VALUE=Order>

</FORM>

</BODY>

</HTML>

form.html

The third line defines the form and specifies GET (and not POST) as the trans-
mission method, together with the URL of the CGI program to be activated:

The subsequent form fields bear the names customer and cc. These indications are
already sufficient to write a Perl script that issues a request which for the receiving
server is indistinguishable from the request of a browser and thus elicits the required
information.

Listing formget. pL shows a simple implementation that forwards the data pairs
customer => wesLey and cc => visa to the server.

formget.pl

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

use LWP::UserAgent;

$ua = LWP::UserAgent->newO;

$request = HTTP::Request->new('GET',
"http://Localhost/cgi-bin/dump.cgi?customer=wesLey&cc=visa");
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# format query
Response = Sua->request(Srequest);

print $response->contento;

formget.pl

formget.pL generates a user agent and a request object that selects the GET
method and specifies the URL that contains the query string. The query string is
separated by a question mark ('?') from the path of the associated CGI script. Key
and value of a data pair are joined with an equals sign ('='), while the data pairs are
separated by an ampersand ('&').

If the server expects parameters rolling in according to the POST method, this
simple 'append to the URL' does not work (some servers do indeed insist on the
POST method, while most servers accept GET and POST).

With the POST method, the client first sends the server a header with the con-
tent type appLication/x-www-form-urLencoded, and then includes the parameters
in GET format in the message text.

Listing formpost.pL shows the procedure and in addition presents another
method of parameter coding. Since the query string, no matter whether for GET
or POST, is present in the format keyl=va l&key2=va L2. . ., neither keys nor values
must contain characters such as '=', '&' or '?' in their packed state. The function
List2query accepts a list of arguments, and combines these pairwise into a query
string which it returns. Critical characters are coded according to the CGI protocol
as hexadecimal numbers with a prefixed percent sign: thus a space, which bears the
ASCII number 32 (hexadecimal 20), becomes '%20'. The while loop in list2query
fetches the data pairs pairwise from the parameter array @-, and appends key1I and
coded value to the variable Squerystring. Coding is carried out by means of ordo,
which returns the ASCII code of a character, and sprintf("%%%20x", ... ), which
returns a percent sign (" % ") followed by the corresponding 2-digit hexadecimal value
(" 20 "). ' Thus, the value pairs

are converted into the query string

which the receiving Web server automatically converts back into the original value
pairs.

10 If not only values, but also keys contain special characters, the latter need to be coded too. In practice,
however, this rarely happens.

l More information on this procedure can be found in Section 1.10.8 on page 72.
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formpost.pl

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

use LWP::UserAgent;

Sua = LWP::UserAgent->newo; # create user agent

# create request

$request = HTTP::Request->new('POST',
'http://Localhost/cgi-bin/dump.cgi');

# declare form content

$request->contenttype('application/x-www-form-urLencoded');

# set form content
@form = ('f1' => 'Why? & How?', 'f2' => 'A slash: /');

$querystring = List2query(@form);

$request->content($querystring);

# carry out network access
$response = $ua->request($request);

print $response->as-stringo;

sub list2query {

my ($key, $value);
my $querystring = "";

while(($key, $value) = splice(@-, 0, 2)) C
$value =- s/[^\w--]/sprintf "%'%02x", ord($&)/ge;

$querystring "&" if $querystring;
$querystring "$key=$value";

}

$querystring;

}

fonnpost.pI

Back to the POST method: the line
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issues the header that tells the server that POST parameters will follow in the text of
the request. The content method of the request object sticks the coded squerystri ng
into the request text - and there we go!

The Caltrain server form
A practical sample application for automatic access to form-driven Web services is
shown in Listing caltrain.pL. The Web page http://www.transitinfo.org, offers
links to schedules of public transportation systems in the California Bay Area. Cal-
train, which operates a train between San Francisco and the Silicon Valley, provides
an easy-to-handle online timetable service that, for example, allows the user to find
out the railway connections between two locations at a specific time. Now, if you
need, for example, information on the same connection, but for the current time and
day, it is sensible not to fetch a form from the server and fill it in every single time,
but to use a Perl script to obtain the required information for the current date and the
current time.

The script cal train. pL passes the railway server the required parameters as a
GET request, receives the HTML response and renders it to plain text on the standard
output.

callrain
#!/usr/bin/perl -w

use LWP::UserAgent;

use URI::URL;
use HTML::FormatText;

use HTML::TreeBuiLder;

$url = 'http://www.transitinfo.org/cgi-bin/alL-times';

foreach $time timee, time() + 2*3600) C
my($hour, $minute) = (locaLtime($time))[2,13;
$am-pm = $hour >= 12 ? "pm" : "am";
push(Ctimes, sprintf("%d:%02d$am.pm", $hour, $minute));

}

@form = ('C' => 'CT', # form content
'FromStation' => '22nd',
'ToStation' => 'Hillsd',
'D' => 'WD',

'ALL' => 'N',
'TIME' => $times[0],
'ATIME' => $times[l],

$ua = LWP::UserAgent->newo; # create user agent
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# build query string
whiLe(($key, $vaLue) = splice(aform, 0, 2)) {

$vaLue =- s/[ \w-_3/sprintf "%%M 02x", ord($&)/ge;
Squerystring "&" if $querystring;
$querystring "$key=$vaLue";

}
# create request

$request = HTTP::Request->new('GET', "$url?$querystring");

$response = $ua->request($request); # carry out network access

$tree = HTML::TreeBuiLder->newo->parse($response->contento);

$formatter = HTML::FormatText->new0; # formatter object

print $formatter->format($tree); # output

caltrain.pl

How do the form parameters such as departure or arrival stations get into the
formm array in Listing caltrain.pL, from where they are sent to the server? Or, in
other words: how do you simulate filled-in form fields in Perl?

First, we need an analysis of the original HTML page, because the
programmer needs to find out how the document transmits its form entries
to the server. For this purpose, the page is loaded from the original server
(http://www.transitinfo.org/CaLtrain/) into the browser and saved locally by
means of the 'Save As' menu entry. Subsequently, the definition of the form action
in the document1 2

is changed to

If you now load the manipulated HTML file into the browser with 'Open File,' fill
in the editable fields with easily recognizable data and press the submit button, the
browser does not issue the request to the Caltrain server, but calls the analysis pro-
gram dump. cgi (see page 299 for the listing) on the local computer. 13 The CGI pro-

12 In the fast-paced Internet nothing is stable - not even the slow-paced Caltrain. It's to be assumed
that the URLs mentioned will change over time, this example is just supposed to illustrate automatic
extraction of Web content.

13 For this purpose, the local computer must be configured as an HTTP server, and dump. cgi must be
installed. If this cannot be done, the parameters and values needed for the transmission can also be
deducted by studying the field definitions in the source code of the HTML page.
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gram dump. cg i on the local WWW server promptly answers, as shown in Figure
5.19, with a list of received parameters.

Query Parameters:
. C

o CT
* FrmmStation

o 22nd
* ToStation

o Hillsd
n D

o WD
* ALL

cY
* TIME

o 7:42pm
* ATIME

o 2:00am

Figure 5.19 Parameter analysis of the Caltrain server.

Thus, for the parameter FromStat ion for example, dump. cgi shows the value
22nd - this is the value of the selected item of the select box for the departure station.
Listing caLt rain. pL reflects this connection in the entry

in the Sform array. It also calculates the values of the fields TIME and ATIME to be
the timeframe between the current time and two hours after that. After converting the
HTML output of the Caltrain server to plain text, something like

will result from a call at around 5 a.m. in the morning.
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5.9 Telnet
For simple routine work with computers on the network, it is often desirable to
mechanize the ever-lasting log in - issue commands - log out procedure. The
Net: :TeLnet module by Jay Rogers provides an easy-to-handle interface with a sim-
ple send/expect logic.

The methods of the module carry out the login procedure on remote computers,
issue commands, wait for the returning command prompt, and receive the results
output up to that point.

Listing teLnet.pL creates a tenet object and sets its timeout value to 60
seconds and the expected command prompt to the dollar sign. A call of the quotemeta
function masks out all critical special characters in the $prompt string, so that the new
constructor in the given example receives I /A\$/m' as a regular expression for the
command prompt: a dollar sign at the beginning of the line - and with the modifier
M,'A' and 'S' match the beginning and the end of every line in multiline strings.

With user ID and password as its arguments, the Login method carries out
the login procedure. Subsequently, the cmd method executes commands in the shell
running on the remote computer and returns the result output lines as a list.

If errors occur, the routines simply 'die.' Improved error handling can be
achieved via the value pair Errmode => 'return' in the constructor call: in this
case, the routines return on error with undef.

telnet.pl

#!/usr/bin/perL -w

use Net::TeLnet;

Shot = "Localhost"; # computer

Suserid = "michel"; # ID

$passwd = "nixgibts!"; # password
$prompt = quotemeta('$'); # prompt

SteLnet = Net::TeLnet->new(Host => Shost,
Timeout => 60, # 60 seconds
Prompt => "/A$prompt/m");

Stelnet->Login(Suserid, passedd); # Login

@lines = SteLnet->cmd("/bin/Ls -L"); # issue command

print "'lines\n"; # output result

@lines = $telnet->cmd("uptime"); # issue command

print "@Lines\n"; # output resuLt

telnet.pl
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5.1 0 Email
Electronic mail can easily be used with popular programs such as e l m, mai l, or the
mail system of the Netscape Navigator: you specify the receiver's address in the
format

perhaps adding on some friends who should receive a copy, write the message text,
and send it off.

The mail protocol SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol) controls transfer of
electronic mail in the network. However, handling electronic mail at this level is
extremely time consuming - if you have ever tried to edit the file sendmai l. cf you
will know what I mean.

The Mai L:: Send module by Tim Bunce and Graham Barr provides a simple
interface, comparable to that of the UNIX programs mai l or mai lx.

The constructor of a new mail object processes parameter specifications of ad-
dressee (To), subject (Subject), and recipients of copies (Cc and Bcc' 4 ) in the stan-
dard$param => $value structure.

The open method of the mail object returns a file handle through which the
message text is inserted by means of the usual print function. The close method
closes the letter and starts the transmission operation.

If the open call does not contain any parameters, Mai l: :Send uses the UNIX
mai l program for data transmission to the recipient. With ' sendmai l " as a parameter,
on the other hand, MaiL:: Send attaches itself directly to the locally installed send-
mai l daemon. It should be noted that, depending on the UNIX version, the UNIX
ma i l program shows a very different behavior and does not recognize all the options
offered by Mal i: :Send. The sendmai L program, instead, reacts everywhere in the
same way and handles the full set of options.

Listing ma i l .p l shows the application.

mail.pl

use Mail::Send;

$maiL=Mail::Send->new( # new mail object
Subject => "Important message!", # subject
To => 'useraremote.host.com', # addressee
Cc => 'anotheruser~site.com', # copy to (optional)
Bcc => 'yetanotheruser~site.com'); # blind copy to (optional)

$mail->set("From", 'me~there.com'); # sender (optional)
$maiL->set("Reply-To", 'me~there.com'); # return address (optional)

14 'Blind carbon copy' recipients receive a copy, as do the Cc candidates, but do not appear in the 'Cc:'
header of the mail.
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$maiLhandle = SmaiL->open('sendmaiL");

print $maiLhandle <<EOT;

Here comes the
message text.

EOT

$maithandLe->cLoseo;

# start mail program

# create text

# close and send

mail.pl

5.10.1 Attachments
Binary files that contain images, sounds, or compressed distributions are enclosed
with e-mails as attachments. MIME headers announce parts coded with the Base64
method, while delimiter strings subdivide the email file itself into sections:

The MIME: : Li te module by Eryq helps to create e-mails with attachments and send
them out into the world. The new constructor creates a new MIME: :Li te object, which
is already supplied with specifications of addressee, sender, etc. of the message. The
attach method then includes documents of different MIME types in the mail text
and encodes them, if the Encoding parameter is set to base64, following the Base64
method. Data may be present both as files (Fi Lename parameter) and as scalars (Data
parameter). The send method finally contacts the locally installed sendmaiL dae-
mon and passes it the message together with all attachments for sending. Listing
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attach.pL packs clear text, a JPG image, and a binary file data.tgz into an email
and sends it off.

At the recipient's end, provided the email system is capable of handling MIME
messages, the mail is displayed as shown in Figure 5.20.

Figure 5.20 Email with attachments.

attach.p
#!/usr/bin/perL -w

use MIME::Lite;

$msg = MIME::Lite->new(
From => 'senderahost.com',
'Reply-To' => 'reply~host.com',
To => 'to~host.com',

Subject => "The subject!",
Type => "multipart/mixed");

$msg->attach(

Type -

Data =

$msg->attach(

Type =
Path =
Encoding =

Filename =

$msg->attach(

Type

Path =
Encoding =

=> 'text/plain',

"> 'JPG image to follow!');

'image/jpg',

'source.jpg',
'base64',

'name.jpg');

'octet/stream',

'data.tgz',

'base64',

U

U

U

U

U

U

U

U

U

U

U

U
U

U

sender
return address
addressee

subject
announce attachments

include normal text
plain text
content

include image
JPG image
source file
encoding scheme
name after arrival

include binary
binary type
source file
encoding scheme
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Filename => 'data.tgz');

$msg->sendo;

# name after arrival

# pass on to sendmail

attach. nl

5.10.2 POP3 client
The POP3 protocol is used by mail programs to interrogate a mail account. The
Net::POP3 module by Graham Barr provides an indispensable service for searching
a mailbox for incoming mail by means of a Perl script instead of using Netscape
Navigator, Eudora, ma i l, elm, or another client.

The new constructor creates a Net: :POP3 object that is immediately supplied
with the name of the mail host. The Login method logs the client in on the server
and authenticates it by means of a user ID and password. If the server denies access,
login returns the value undef; otherwise it returns the number of available messages.
Listing pop3. pL shows an application that lists the sender and subject lines of avail-
able mail.

pop3 .pl

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

use Net::POP3;
U######################################U##UUU#UUUUUUUUUUUUUU U#######

Shot = 'my.maiL.host'; # mail host
$userid = 'huber'; # login
passedd = 'nixgibts!'; # password
U###UU#########UU######################################################

# contact host
($mail = Net::POP3->new($host)) 1I die "Could not open $host";

# login
$nof-messages = $mail->login($userid, $passwd);
die "Userid/Passwd Error" unless defined $nof-messages;

if(Snof-messages) { # are there any messages?
# for all messages

foreach $mesgno (keys %{$mail->listo}) {
# scour all header lines

foreach (@($mail->top($mesgno)1) {
$subject = $1 if /'Subject: (*)/;
$from = $1 if /AFrom: (.*)/;
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printf "%02d %-30s %s\n", $mesgno, $from, $subject, "\n";

$mail->quito; # exit mail program

pop3.pl

If there are new mail messages, pop3. pL signals, for example,

When called with an empty argument list, the Li st method returns a reference to a
hash that contains the message numbers as keys and the lengths of the corresponding

messages as values.
When called with a message number as an argument, the top method returns

a reference to an array that contains the header lines as elements. Similarly, the get
method returns a reference to an array containing all header and body lines.

The delete method marks a mail message belonging to a given message num-

ber as deleted. When the session with the mail server is terminated by means of the

quit method, the server 'forgets' all messages marked as deleted.

Email registry

Unfortunately, there is no simple procedure for checking the authenticity of email
addresses as there is for verification of host names, where a simple call of gethost-
byname shows whether the specified computer exists or not.

Whether we will really find the presumed addressee behind a syntactically cor-
rect email address can only be verified by actually sending an email to that address
and waiting for the addressee to actively cooperate and send back a response.

The email registry system presented below carries out the following steps:

Registration

The user is asked to type his/her email address into a form and to press the submit
button.

Initiate verification

The server generates an email message and sends it to the specified address. The
message text asks the user simply to launch the mail program's reply function and to
send the message back to the sender. Until this confirmation arrives at the server, it
marks the registration status as 'pending'.
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Activate

Once the answer arrives at the server, it identifies the sender, assigns it to the corre-
sponding 'pending' entry in its data and activates the registry entry.

These tasks are carried out by the two scripts emaiLreg.pL and emaiLregc.pL
shown below. The first one is a CGI script that works in a similar way to the regmp. pL

script presented on page 319, except that it generates a unique identification number,

which it stores in the address file in the format

and at the same time puts it into the subject line of an email message that it forwards

to the registering user:

A click on the reply button of the user's mail program sends in turn a message to the

registration system, with the following subject line:

: O ' 1* tr W etn Clk Drt

Then, on the server side, the script emai Lregc.pt comes into play, which is

called once a minute via a c ron job and by means of the Net: POP3 package checks

the system's regi ster mail account for incoming mail. If it finds a message, it ex-

tracts key and sender, looks for the corresponding entry in the address file, and acti-

vates it by overwriting the key with a simple OK and deleting the message from the

mailbox:

Both scripts secure their access to the address file by means of an exclusive

lock. The unique ID, which more or less ensures that the incoming email message

is effectively an answer to the issued control message, is combined by emai Lreg.pL
out of the current time of day (Local time) and the number of the process executed

by the CGI script ($$) by packing both values one behind the other with pack and

unpacking the resulting value as a hexadecimal number.

emailreg.pl

#!/usr/bin/perl -Tw

use CGI qw/:standard :html3/; # standard CGI functions

use Fcntl qw/:flock/; # define LOCKEX etc.

use Mail::Send; # mail functions

my $efile = '/usr/data/email.dat'; # address file

# email of registry system
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my $regsystem-email = 'registeraregistration.com';

if(! defined param('emaiL')) { # no email registered (first
# calL?) => introduction page

print-form("Please enter your email address.");

} elsif (param('emaiL') =I /\S\@.+?\..+/) C

# create unique ID
$id = unpack ('H*', pack('Nc', time, $$ % Wxff));

# store, verification mail

if(register-email(param('email'), $efile, $id)) {
printform("Registration received. Please wait"

"for incoming mail and answer this

"to confirm your registration.");
send-.maiL(paramCemaiL'), $id, $regsystem-email);

} else {
print-form("Error: $ERROR");

}

} else { # nonsense entered, repeat

# with error message.

print-form("Invalid email address - please try again.");
}

###############################U######UUUUUUUUU#UUUU#U#U########U######

sub print-form { # output form with message text
U##U#######################################U###########################

my ($message) = @

print header,
start-htmlC-title' => "Registration"),

h2($message), start-formo,

table(TR(td("EmaiL:"),
td(textfield(-name => 'emaiL',

-value => (param('email') 11'"))),

td(submit(-value => "Register")))),

end-form();

}

########U#############U##############################U#################

sub register-email { # store email in file

#####Ua##############################################################
my ($email, $filename, $id) = @
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# create file if it

# does not yet exist

do {open(FILE, ">$efile"); close(FILE)) unless -f $efile;

if(!open(FILE, "+<$efiLe")) { # open read/write

$ERROR = "$efile cannot be opened (internal error).";

return 0;

fLock(FILE, LOCK -EX);
seek(FILE, 0, 0);

whiLe(<FILE>) {
chomp;

if($- eq $email) {

$ERROR = "You are
close(FILE);

return 0;
}

}

seek(FILE, 0, 2);

print FILE "$email $id\n";

close(FILE);

return 1;

# protect against parallel access
# go to beginning of file

# search for new email

# strip newline

already registered.";

# append email to and of file

sub send-mail {

################################UUUUUUUU##########U################U####

my ($to, $key, $from) = @

my $maiL=Mail::Send->new( # new mail object

Subject => "Your registration (key: $key)", # subject

To => $to); # addressee

$mail->set("From", $from); # sender

$maiL->set("RepLy-To", $from); # reply address

$mailhandLe = $maiL->open(`sendmail"); # start mail program

print $mailhandle <<EOT;
Dear $to,

# create text

in order to confirm your registration, please send

I
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this mail simply back to the sender by using the reply
function of your mail program. Thank you!

Virtually yours, your email registry

EOT

$mailhandle->close0; # close and send
}

emailrezpl

emailregc.pl

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

use Net::POP3;
use FcntL qw/:flock/;

my Sefile = '/usr/data/email.dat';

my Sactiv = 0;

Shot
Suserid

Spasswd

= 'localhost';
= 'register';
= 'topsecret!';

# mail interrogation handler

# define LOCK-EX

# address file

# statistics

#
mail host
registration mail account

password

Sverbose = 0; # talkative?
AARGV = grep { !(/A-vS/ && (Sverbose = 1)) } @ARGV;

# read mail
(Smail = Net::POP3->new(Shost)) 11 die "Could not open Shost";

Snof-messages = Smail->login(Suserid, Spasswd);
die "Userid/Passwd Error" unless defined Snof-messages;

if(Snof-messages) ( # are there any messages?

# for all messages
foreach Smesgno (keys %{Smail->List0}) {

# scour all header fields
foreach (${SmaiL->top($mesgno)}) (

$key = $1 if # key in subject field

/Subject: Re: Your registration \(key: (.*)\)/;
$from = $1 if(/From: (.*)/); # find sender

}
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activate-entry($from, $key) &&

$mail->delete($mesgno) &&
$activ++;

# activate
# delete mail

# statistics

$mail->quito; # exit mail program

print "Mailbox: $nof-messages Activated: $activ\n" if $verbose;

sub activate-entry ( # activate selected entry

my ($from, $key) = @_; # sender, key

open(FILE, "+<Kefile`) 1I die "Cannot open Sefile";

flock(FILE, LOCK-EX);
seek(FILE, 0, 0);

whiLe(<FILE>) {

($cfrom, $ckey) = /(.*)

# protect against parallel access
# go to beginning of file

# find sender

(\S+)$/;
# email and key must match

if(index($from, $cfrom) && $ckey eq $key) {

$len = length($ckey);
seek FILE, -$Len-1, 1; # go back by key length
printf FILE "%S{len}s", "OK"; # overwrite key with OK

print "Activated $cfrom\n" if $verbose;
cLose(FILE);

return(1); # activated

close(FILE);

return 0; # entry not found

With the general click-click euphoria in the World Wide Web, Usenet news, one of
the most important services on the Internet, is often underestimated. And yet, millions
of users utilize this institution to access highly up-to-date first-hand information, ob-

}
}

}

5.1 1 Usenet news

efft"ItMV C. Ut
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tain support for freely or commercially available software products, or communicate
their own developments and discoveries.

News gives every user the opportunity to write an article in the form of a ques-
tion or a researched news item to a vast public, which can in turn publicly react to
this or respond directly to the author. This electronic form of (offline) discussion is
subdivided by subject areas. There are currently more than 25,000 newsgroups, each
of which is devoted to a strictly delimited subject.

In all newsgroups, we can find dynamically growing threads: that is, series of
articles that usually initiate with a question or an assertion and continue to grow with
articles of reacting participants until, at some point, things calm down and the subject
quietly goes away.

A posted article is accepted by a news server that distributes this and all other
incoming articles to further news servers to which it is connected. Thus, within a few
days, postings are distributed all around the world.

Newsreaders - that is, client programs that fetch Usenet articles from the server
and display them - are of great help for the consumption of articles. They sort articles
by subject areas, process the threads, and display them in an appropriately structured
layout. Newsreaders present their users with a list of selected newsgroups in which
new articles have arrived since the last interrogation. Within a newsgroup, the news-
reader lists the threads and displays their headlines (Subject fields). After having
selected a thread, the user can navigate back and forth through all of its articles (usu-
ally, however, beginning with the article that initiated the thread).

Newsgroup

Figure 5.21 Newsgroups article structure.

Thus users always work their way from coarsely structured groups to finer-
grained subdivisions. Given the multitude of articles on Usenet, this is extremely
important in order to keep a clear overview and to be able to find interesting arti-
cles the way you can find a needle in a haystack. Moreover, the newsreader stores
information on which articles have already been read and no longer displays them.

The NNTP protocol covers all kinds of communication for this service:
whether a client communicates with a server or servers communicate with each other,
the process is always governed by NNTP commands. The original specification of the
NNTP protocol is set forth in RFC 997 (Request for Comments, see Appendix G.3),
the mandatory format of a Usenet article in RFC 850.

Listing a rt i c Le. txt shows the header of a Usenet article.

Newsgroup

Thread F oo-

Thread Article

Thread Fo

Thread
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_rticle.txt

Path: lrz-muenchen.de!informatik.tu-muenchen.de!fu-berlin.de!
zrz.TU-Berlin.DE!franz.ww.TU-Berlin.DE!koenig

From: koenig~franz.ww.TU-Berlin.DE (Andreas Koenig)

newsgroups: comp.lang.perl.misc
Subject: Re: AUTOLOAD: Cannot delegate
Date: 14 Jul 1996 06:52:11 GMT

Organization: TU-Berlin

Lines: 38

Message-ID: <4sa5er$e3m~brachio.zrz.TU-Berlin.DE>
References: <4s8jf8$f6b~sunsystem5.informatik.tu-muenchen.de>

NNTP-Posting-Host: franz.ww.tu-berlin.de

38 lines of text to follow...

article. txt

The Path: entry shows the individual news servers that the article has al-
ready passed - in the opposite direction of their traversal. Somebody named Andreas
Koenig has sent it from host franz.ww.TU-Berlin.DE, and after three intermediate
stops it has finally been received by the news server lrz-muenchen.de. Such infor-
mation is mainly used by the Usenet servers to prevent an article from going round
and round in the widely branched network. No server would forward the article to a
server whose name already appears in the Path entry.

The Message-ID field holds the worldwide unique identification string of the
article. It is composed of the address of the posting computer and an ID unique to that
computer. Each server that receives an article from another server for forwarding first
uses the message ID to check whether it has already received the article in a different
way. If this is the case, it rejects the article, thus preventing multiple distribution.

The newsgroups field contains the newsgroups in which the article is
to appear, separated by commas. In the present case, only a single group,
comp.lang.perl.misc, is specified. Subject specifies the subject of the article,
which in the present case begins with the character sequence Re:. This marks the
article as afollow-up, an answer to a question in a thread. And indeed: the Refer-
ences field contains the message ID of the question to which the article refers. A
newsreader on the client side receives the articles from the server in the order in
which the latter received them, thus potentially in a jumbled sequence. The informa-
tion contained in the Reference field helps the newsreader to collect and order the
threads by initiating article and follow-ups.

The Li nes entry specifies the number of lines that the text of the article takes
up, which, after all these header fields and an empty line, finally begins.

In addition to the worldwide unique message ID, each article is given by the
current news server a running number that is unique per newsgroup and server.
Clients may specify the articles also by using this number. When asked for avail-
able articles, the news server always answers with a number range that is defined by
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]

Figure 5.22 The path information prevents news server A from receiving the circu-
lating article once again from C.

the running numbers of the first and the last current article. If the client specifies an
article by means of a local running number, an additional current article pointer is
set, which subsequently issued NEXT or LAST commands position to the next or previ-
ous article. A downloading instruction then automatically refers to the article pointed
to by the current article pointer.

Table 5.4 shows the commands of the NNTP protocol and their meaning.
Many servers also support protocol parts that go beyond RFC 977. Table 5.5

shows the most important ones.
The Net: :NNTP package provides an easy-to-handle client interface for Usenet

news. An object of the Net: : NNTP class represents a newsagent that is set to a news
server and exchanges data with it.

5.1 1.1 The newsagent
The constructor of the newsagent also predefines a news server:

To prevent the agent from getting desperate while searching for untraceable
Internet addresses, a prior call of gethostbyname verifies that the specified host re-

F Patt
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Table 5.4 NNTP protocol commands.

LIST Fetch list of available newsgroups
ARTICLE Fetch article with header and body
BODY Fetch article text without header
HEAD Fetch header of article, but not article text
GROUP Fetch article numbers of specified newsgroup
STAT Mark article as current' article
NEXT Fetch next article (after the current one)
LAST Fetch previous article (before the current one)
POST Send article to newsgroup(s)
NEWGROUPS Newly created groups since timestamp
NEWNEWS Newly arrived articles since timestamp
SLAVE Client requires higher priority because it is no normal

client, but a slave server
IHAVE Slave server offers an article to a server
HELP Fetch short help text
QUIT Terminate NNTP conversation

Table 5.5 Some extended commands of the NNTP protocol.

ACTIVE Lists active newsgroups that match a pattern
XGTITLE Lists names of newsgroups that match a pattern, together

with group and description text
XHDR Returns a specified header field (for example Subject) of

a range of articles

ally exists. The value returned by the newsagent constructor in case of success is a
reference to an object of the NNTP class.

In the first place, the user obviously wants to find out which newsgroups are
carried by the selected server. The i st method of the newsagent object brings it to
light:
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The Li st method of the newsagent object returns a reference to a hash whose keys
represent the group names and their value references to an array. The array contains
the number of the last and the first available article of the group, together with a
flag that specifies whether posting articles in this group is allowed. 'y as flag value
means that the group allows posting, whereas 'n' means that it prohibits posting.
The above code fragment terminates with a loop that illustrates the evaluation of the
return information of the i s t method.

A group can be selected for further analysis by means of the group method of
the newsagent:

The group method marks the specified group (news.answers in the example) as cur-
rent and in addition returns information on the articles currently available. The return
list contains the total number of available articles, the number of the first and last
one, and once more the name of the selected newsgroup. Note that the difference
between the first and the last article number does not necessarily correspond to the
total number, because articles deleted for having expired do not appear.

All further requests to the newsagent refer to the group marked as 'current' by
the group method.

In most cases, reading out all currently available articles of a group means
unnecessary data transfer (for example, 1000 new articles of about 2 kbytes each
correspond to 2 Mbytes of data that take more than 15 minutes to get through a
33,300 modem). Usually, an analysis of the header lines is sufficient to find out which
articles are of interest and which are not.

The head method supplies the header lines of an article. As a parameter, it
processes the current article number of the message ID. Called without parameters,
head refers to the current article pointer, which after the group command issued
above points to the first available article of the group. head returns a reference to an
array, whose elements are the lines of the article header.

Thus the header lines of the current article are analyzed by
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The pointer to the current article is moved forward or backward by the methods
next and last. With nntpstat, it is possible to position the pointer to an article
specified via the running article number. In addition, next, Last, and nntpstat return
the message ID of the current article.

Listing newssub.p. uses the methods described above to read the Subject entries of
all articles of the current group.

*'ewssub.pl

N!/usr/bin/perl

use Net::NNTP;

# news server from environment variable
my $nntphost = $ENV(NNTPSERVER);

# check news host
die "Unknown host $nntphost" unless gethostbyname($nntphost);

# create newsagent and connect to NNTP host
$newsagent = Net::NNTP->new($nntphost) II die "Cannot connect to host";

# set group and fetch article numbers
($nofarticles, Sfirst, Slast, $groupname) =

Snewsagent->group("news.answers");

# iterate through all articles of the newsgroup
for($newsagent->nntpstat($first); $newsagent->nexto;) {

($subjectref) = grep { $S->[03 eq "Subject' I
map { [/A(\S+): (.*)/3 } M{$newsagent->headol;

print "Subject: $subjectref->C1]\n";
}
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$newsagent->quito;

newssub.pl

The body of the for loop needs some explanation: the head method of the
newsagent object returns an array reference that is dereferenced to an array by means
of

Since the elements contain the header lines in the format

the preceding map operator converts the text lines into references to arrays that contain
two elements each: the name of the header field (such as Subj ect), and its content.
This array of array references is subsequently handed over (we are slowly working
our way from left to right) to the grep command, which lets pass only those elements
that contain the string "Subject" as a header field name. Thus the grep-map combi-
nation returns in $subj ect a reference to an array whose first element contains the
text "Subject", while its second element holds the subject text. The following print
command shows how to access it.

We should also mention the body of the map command: the regular expression
contains two pairs of brackets: that is, in an array context, it returns the two strings
that have been found. The square brackets enclosing the regular expression do not
only force the array context, but also return a reference to the string array - and the
grep command indeed expects an array of array references.

However, this method for analyzing the Subject lines of all articles of a news-
group fetches far more information from the news server than is actually needed.
Thus newssub.pL evaluates only a fraction of the transmitted header lines and prac-
tically transfers an amount of data over the network that is 10 times too large.

For the purpose of handling this typical newsreader task, more recent news
servers therefore support the XHDRS command (not yet included in RFC 977), which
transmits only selected parts of the article headers of a newsgroup. The call

N. .... .. ..... .. .... ..Rt

returns a reference to a hash that contains the articles found in the (running) number
range between $f i rst and $ Last. As keys, the hash carries the article numbers, and
as values the content of the specified header field S ub j ect:.

Listing newsheaders.pL outputs all Subjects of current articles of the news-
group comp.lang.perl.tk.
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newsheaders.pl

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

use Net::NNTP;
# create newsagent

$newsagent = Net::NNTP->new($ENV{NNTPSERVER});

my ($total, $first, SLast) = $newsagent->group("comp.Lang.perl.tk");

# subject hash reference:
# keys: article numbers of the newsgroup

# values: subjects as text
$subjects = $newsagent->xhdr('Subject', r$first, $Last]);

# output all subjects sorted

# by article numbers

foreach $i (sort { $a <=> $b } keys %{Ssubjects}) {
print "$i: $subjects->{$i}\n";

}

$newsagent->quito;

newsheaders.pA

The output

shows that some articles are seemingly related to each other. The identical subjects of
articles 7961, 7970 and 7972 let us suppose that article 7961 represents the original
posting, while 7970 and 7972 are follow-ups (the definite proof is provided by an
analysis of the Reference header fields of articles 7970 and 7972, which contain the
message ID of either the starting article or a follow-up).

The text of an article, instead, is obtained via the method

41"W"WROW"WN
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which returns a reference to an array whose elements are the individual lines of text
of the article body, including the newline characters.

The entire article inclusive of the header is supplied by the method

As with head and body, the return value is an array reference. If the running article
number is omitted, body, head, and article refer to the article pointed to by the
current article pointer.

5.11.2 Practice: freeing news. answers from
periodical postings
As a practical sample, we are going to use Listing wna. pl (Weed out news answers),
which searches the newsgroup news.answers 1 5 for new FAQs (Frequently Asked
Questions). Since the articles of this newsgroup are posted periodically (every two
weeks or once a month), the news user is often faced with the problem of the news-
reader displaying lots of new articles of which only very few, however, really contain
new information. wna. pL maintains a local database that identifies repeated articles
on the basis of the Subject headers.

wna.pL cooperates with the newsreader under UNIX via the file .newsrc in the
user's home directory. In . newsrc, the newsreader program stores the numbers of the
articles the user has already read and thus does not wish to see in future, for each
newsgroup. The task of wna. pL is now to compare newly appearing articles with its
database and, if they have already been registered, mark them in .news rc as read.
Thus wna .pL makes the newsreader believe that the periodically posted articles have
already been read, and saves the user the manual perusal.

The file newsrc contains ranges of read article numbers ordered by news-
groups:

A colon after a newsgroup name marks an active newsgroup, whereas an exclamation
mark at the same position indicates that the user currently does not wish to receive
articles from this newsgroup. The number ranges consist of combinations of indi-
vidual numbers and intervals. The excerpt from news r c shown above indicates for
the comp.databases newsgroup that the articles with numbers 1 to 4398 have already
been processed, while the articles in the missing range 4399-4402 up to the next entry
4403 are still unread. 16

15 The newsgroup news. answers contains summaries of the question-answer sequences of other news-
groups to prevent these from being submerged all over again by the same questions.

16 The article numbers are assigned by the news server itself; thus they are not at all unique across the
world, and a change of news server needs a new .newsrc file.
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A user-friendly, object-oriented interface for manipulating the .newsrc file is
provided by the News: : Newsrc module by Steven McDougall. 17 It operates with
Newsrc objects, which read .newsrc, permit all kinds of manipulation of its en-
tries, and finally write .newsrc back to the disk. Newsrc objects can insert and delete
groups in . newsrc, and mark and unmark specific articles.

Application of Newsrc.pm is as follows:

AToNevr,- nm

use News::Newsrc;

$newsrc = News::Newsrc->new0;

$newsrc->loado;
$newsrc->Load($file);

$newsrc->add-group($group);

$newsrc->deL-group($group);

$newsrc->subscribe ($group);
$newsrc->unsubscribe($group);

$newsrc->mark($group, $article);

# create Newsrc object

# Load -/.newsrc
# load $file as .newsrc

# insert group

# deLete group

# activate group

# deactivate group

# mark article in group

# mark list of articles

$newsrc->mark-list($group, \@articles);

# mark articles of a

# number range

$newsrc->mark-range($group, $from, $to);

# unmark article

$newsrc->unmark($group, $article);

# unmark

$newsrc->unmark-list($group, particless);

# unmark
$newsrc->unmark-range($group, $from, $to);

article list

number range

17 Even regular CPAN visits do not protect against parallel development: for wna .pl, the author of these
lines invested two nights' work in the original development of a module that, moreover, bore the same
name: News r c. pm. When, by pure hazard, he bumped into Steven McDougall's module, he immediately
binned his own. The words he uttered at that point are not fit to be printed - but they were loud and in
Bavarian.
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if($newsrc->exists($group)) C
print "$group exists!\n";

}

# does group exist?

if($newsrc->subscribed($group)) { # group activated?
print "$group active!\n";

}
# article marked?

if($newsrc->marked($group, $article)) {

print "Article $article in group $group marked!\n";

}

$newsrc->saveo;
$newsrc->saveas($file);

# store -/.newsrc

# store under different name

# (both return 0!)

Newsrc.pm

wna. pL connects to the selected news server and then uses the group method
of the newsagent to find out the numbers of the articles available on the server in
news. answers. Articles in this range that have been read are removed, and a number
range is built to include only numbers of current unread articles.

For each of the intervals found, wna.pL calls the newsagent's xhdr method,
which fetches the Subject headers of the corresponding articles from the news
server. Synchronization with the database, a persistent hash created with tie, sub-
sequently shows whether an article with that header has already been analyzed. If
thisis the case, wna.pL marks itas read; otherwiseitincludes the Subject headerin
the database. Since the newsrc file is subsequently written back to disk, a news-
reader called after the run of wna.pL no longer displays the repeated articles of
news. answers.

wnn ni

#!/usr/bin/perL -w

Net::NNTP;

POSIX;
SDBM-File;
News::Newsrc;
Set::IntSpan;
strict;

my $newsanswers = "news.answers";
my $newshost = "$ENV{NNTPSERVER}";

# news communication
# for O-RDWRetc.
# persistent hash

# read and write .newsrc
# additional range handler

# newsgroup
# news server from Env variable

369
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my ($subject, %db); # local variables
my ($stat-new, $statarchived, $stat-replay) = (0,0,0);

my $newsrc = News::Newsrc->newo; # new Newsrc object

print "Reading file .newsrc ...\n";
$newsrc->Loado;

print "NNTP with $newshost ...\n";
my $na = Net::NNTP->new($newshost);

### create or open persistent hash for subject lines
tie(%db, "SDBM-FiLe", "$ENV(HOME}/.$newsanswers",

OCREATIO-RDWR, 0644) 1I die "Persistency error";

### fetch newsgroup news.answers article numbers via NNTP

print "Group information $newsanswers ... \n";
my ($total, $first, $last) = $na->group("$newsanswers");

### build intervals of unread articles in a Set::IntSpan object
my $intervals = Set::IntSpan->new(

join(',', $newsrc->unmarked-articLes($newsanswers,

$first, $Last)));
print "Fetching subjects ...\n";

### store intervals of unread articles

for (split(/,/, $intervals->run-Listo)) C
my ($from, $to) = split(/-/, $-);

### amend intervals ($to == $from means
### -all- available articles for xhdr())

$to = $from +1 if(!defined $to 11 $to == $from);

### fetch subjects of unread articles
my $subjects = $na->xhdr('Subject', [$from, $to]);

foreach $subject (keys %C$subjects}) C

$stat-new++; # total no. of articles

# already archived?
if(defined($dbC"$subjects->C$subject}"})) {

# mark as read because,
# already archived

$newsrc->mark($newsanswers, $subject);

$stat-replay++;
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} else { # not yet archived?
$db{"$subjects->($subject})} = 1;
$stat-archived++;

}
}

}

$na->quito); # c
print "NNTP connection closed.\n";

print <<"EOT"; # 0N
$total articles available
of which $stat-new unread ones analyzed

$stat-replay repetitions eliminated
$stat-archived new ones archived

EOT

$newsrc->saveo; # wI

Lose NNTP connection

output statistics

rite back .newsrc

wna.pl

In addition to News::Newsrc, wna.pl also makes use of the Set::IntSpan
module, which facilitates generation and manipulation of ranges of integer numbers.
The constructor of Set:: IntSpan accepts strings of the format

E O OMMd- al O m H-,@Owoe'SeZ MU sa M oMsm rim Uo

and stores the number ranges very efficiently. The run list method outputs them
again in the same format. As a matter of fact, Set: IntSpan provides the complete
functionality to perform operations on the defined ranges of integers - but wna. pL em-
ploys Set: : IntSpan only to extract the number ranges for the news. answers group
from the Newsrc object. Newsrc itself does not provide such an interface, but can
only return an array of numbers of unmarked articles. However, loading the article
subjects individually from the server number by number would mean nullifying the
performance gain achieved through xhdr. Therefore wna.pL feeds the values of the
array into a Set: : IntSpan object, and shortly after that uses the runL i st method to
read optimized number ranges.

5.11.3 Practice: checking newsgroups
Some interesting newsgroups, including comp.lang.perl.misc, suffer from too
much traffic. No working person can keep up to date with a number of messages
exceeding 100 per day.

If you set a question and then sit there waiting for incoming answers, there are
- as usual - two possibilities: you can either browse on a daily basis through all of the

371
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new articles with a newsreader, or you can use the script chknews. pl, which scours
the messages by subjects and notifies you of newly arrived messages. The command

outputs all articles of the newsgroup comp. Lang. per L.misc whose subject headers
contain the character string 'pert performance' in any possible combination of
upper and lower case spelling ('PerL Performance' and so on). chknews.pL even
supports (Perl-suitable) regular expressions. Thus, for example,

looks for articles in the Perl modules newsgroup that contain new announcements of
the 'Tar' module. The word boundaries inserted at the beginning and the end ensure
that words such as 'start' do not trigger a message.

chknews.p L 'remembers' analyzed articles by means of the message numbers
contained in the data/news.dat file in the user's home directory, in the same for-
mat as a newsreader would do. 18 Once again, we employ Steven McDougall's useful
News: :Newsrc, which abstracts the access to .newsrc files. However, since the func-
tionality of News: :Newsrc is not sufficient for the application, chknews.pL quickly
defines a new class MyNewsrc, which inherits all methods of News::Newsrc and de-
fines two new ones: get-unmarked articLes() returns a string of unmarked num-
berranges exactly as get marked articles() of theoriginal News::Newsrc does the
same with marked number ranges. clear o tLranges kills off ancient fragmented
number ranges marking all articles whose numbers go further back from the current
state than $articLe limit.

To achieve the above inheritance, it is sufficient to define the MyNews r c package
with an 2ISA entry of News: :Newsrc (see Section 2.4.6). As in wna.pL (page 371),
Set: : IntSpan is employed, which processes number ranges efficiently.

The variable snewsserver contains the name of the next reachable news server.
The script reads it from the environment variable NNTPSERVER, which must hold the
corresponding value prior to the start of the script.

chknews.pL supports the option -h, which outputs a usage message, and the
re-check option -r, which runs previously checked articles through an additional
check. The -d option is used for debugging and starts outputting data while the script
is still working.

If you look for several terms in one newsgroup, these must be packed into one
call. The call

searches for article titles in comp.text.tex which contain either postscript or
graphics. The consequence of two consecutive calls of chknews.pL for the same

18 If you set the original .newsrc file, instead, it will still function, except that both the newsreader and
chknews.pL write to the file, with the consequence that the newsreader no longer displays articles
processed by chknews.pL.
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newsgroup is that the corresponding articles would have already been marked as
'read,' and the second call would not analyze them any longer. Searches in different
newsgroups, however, pose no problems. The calls

search the three specified newsgroups for articles with the word 'kernel' in their
title.

chknews.pl

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

# chknews.pl - search newsgroups for new titles

#****** * ***********************************

# Extended Newsrc class

package MyNewsrc;

use News::Newsrc; # manage Newsrc file
use Set::IntSpan; # additional range handler

LISA = qw/News::Newsrc/; # base class

###U########UU#######U##################uu###################u##########
sub get-unmarked-articles { # fetch list of unmarked

my ($self, $ng, $from, $to) = @- # articles; format: as Newsrc
#############################UUU##############uUuUuU#~uu####uu########

my $intervals = Set::IntSpan->new( # create IntSpan object
joinC',', $self->unmarked-articles($ng, $from, $to)));

$intervaLs->run-listC); # return string
}

#####################U############################### ####### ########
sub clear-old-ranges { # limit ranges

my ($self, $ng, $article limit) = @-

# find last article
my $articles = $self->get-articles($ng);
my ($lastarticle) = ($articles =- /(\d+)$/);
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# overwrite ranges before

if($last-article > Sarticle-limit) { # the last N articles

$self->mark-range($ng, 1, $last-article-$articlelimit);

# Main program

package main;

my $newsrcfile
my $newsserver

my $article-limit

$1 = 1;

use Net::NNTP;
use Getopt::Std;

$opt-r = $opt-h =
getopts("rhvd");

= "$ENV{HOMEI/data/news.dat"; #
= "$ENV{NNTPSERVER}"; #

= 10000; # length
# at end
# do not

"memory"

news server
of monitored zone

of number range
buffer output

# NNTP user agent

# command line parameter

$optyv = $opt-d = undef; # options -r, -h, -d, -v

my($ng, $pattern) = @ARGV; # command line parameter

usage("Argument Error") unless defined $pattern;

usage() if defined $opt-h; # -h set?

$newsrc = MyNewsrc->newo; # create Newsrc object

if(-f $newsrcfiLe) { # read Newsrc file

$newsrc->load($newsrcfile) II die "Cannot load $newsrcfile";
}

print "Scanning $ng for $pattern\n" if $opt-v;

# create newsagent
print "Connecting to $newsserver\n" if $opt-d;

($newsagent = Net::NNTP->new($newsserver)) II
die "Cannot connect to $newsserver";

# fetch numbers

# articles from
(my ($total, $first, $last) = $newsagent->group($ng)) II

usage("Unknown newsgroup $ng");

of available
the server

# define ranges of

# unread articles
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print "$total ($first-$last) articles in $ng\n" if $opt-d;

$unmarked = $newsrc->get-unmarked-articles($ng, $first, $last);

# re-check option: all

$unmarked = "$first-$last" if defined $opt-r;

foreach (spLit(/,/, $unmarked)) {
my (Sfrom, $to) = split(/-/, S-);

# for each range:

# amend interval
$to = $from +1 if(!defined $to 11 $to == $from);

print "XHDR $from $to\n" if $opt-d; # fetch subject lines
(my $subjects = $newsagent->xhdr(Subject', [$from, $to]))

die "xhdr failed";

while (($msgno, $subject) = each %$subjects) {

$newsrc->mark($ng, $msgno); # mark as 'read'

# output if match
if($subject =- /$pattern/i) {

print " " if($opt-d 11 $opt-v);

print `$ng: $subject\n";

}

Snewsrc->clear-old-ranges(Sng, $article-..limit); # limit ranges

$newsrc->save-as($newsrcfile);

Snewsagent->quit(); # release newsagent

sub usage { # dispLay usage

(my Sprogram = $0) =- s,.*/,,g; # determine base name

print `Sprogram: @-\n";
print "usage: $program [-rvhd] newsgroup subject\n";

print " -r: re-check all Articles\n";
print " -v: verbose on\n";
print " -h: print out this message\n";

print " -d: debug on\n";

exit 0;
}

chknews. pl
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A. 1 Basic installation
To run Perl scripts on your computer, you need at least a functioning implementation
of the Perl interpreter per L.

Pern is freely available and simply needs copying to the platform in question.
Current UNIX systems (such as LINUX, HP-UX, Solaris, Irix, AIX, and so on) take
the source code of the Perl distribution, compile it, and install the result. This proce-
dure does not require any special knowledge and can easily be carried out even by
beginners. Perl source code is also available for Windows 95 and NT, but since not
all systems are equipped with a C compiler, installation is typically carried out on the
basis of a readily compiled distribution.

A.1.1 Where do I get it?
One obvious possibility for getting hold of the current Perl distribution is the CD-
ROM enclosed with this book. The UNIX distribution can be found in the CPAN di-
rectory. It is a compressed archive in tar format named pert5.004 04.tar.gz. The
distribution for Windows 95 and NT, on the other hand, is stored as file per L5.00402-
bindistO4-bc. tar.gz in the wi n32 directory. The CD-ROM content is described in
more detail in Appendix H.

A second possibility for getting hold of a (possibly more up-to-date) Perl dis-
tribution is provided by those FTP servers on the Internet that mirror the data of
the CPAN (Comprehensive Perl Archive Network). Besides the standard distribution,
they also keep a large number of additional Perl modules available. More detailed
information can be found in Section A.4.

Just copy the relevant files from the CD-ROM to your hard disk. Access to the
CPAN is described in Section A.4.

377
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A. 1.2 Installation under UNIX

The command sequence

unpacks the compressed tar archive and creates the directory per L 5. 00404, where
it builds the Perl source tree.

After unpacking, Perl needs to be configured to the local hardware environment
and the current operating system. This process is carried out by means of the shell
script Configure, which is located in the per L5.00404 directory. The commands

call the configuration tool, which asks various questions about the local environment
and evaluates them. For the installer who is in a rush, Configure provides the option
-d, which prepares a standard installation for all common systems by answering the
relevant questions itself.

After configuration has been completed, it is followed by the compiler run,
which is initiated by

and which, depending on the computing power of the local hardware, may take up to
an hour, but requires no more intervention. The installation of the finished Perl inter-
preter including a set of ready-made modules is finally triggered by the command

Depending on which directory has been set as the installation directory, this call may
require root privileges.

A.1.3 Installation under Windows 95 and NT

A program such as WinZip unpacks the distribution (Win32/perL5.00402-
bindistO4-bc.tar.gz) into a temporary directory, maintaining the subdirectory
structure. Subsequently, you enter this directory with the Explorer and double-click
on the i nsta L L.bat script, which starts the installation process in a DOS window.
The following answers to the questions lead to a successful installation:
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Subsequently, the path PATH in the AUTOEXEC.BAT file must be modified to in-
clude the bin directory of the Perl installation (in the example, c: \ per L \bi n). After
a system restart, the Perl interpreter pert should finally be available, which can be
verified by running the 'Hello World' script (he lLo. pL on page 2) by meanqof the
command line:

-i W

A.2 Installing Perl/Tk
The packed distribution of the PerlITk package can be found on the CPAN servers
under

oras CPAN/Tk800.010.tar.gz on the enclosed CD-ROM.
The Perl/Tk package is unpacked, installed, and tested in the same way as most

other Perl modules. The next section shows how this is done.
For Windows 95 and NT, no installation of the Tk package is required, since

the precompiled Perl version on the CD-ROM already includes the Tk package.

A.3 Installing additional modules
All modules used in the sample programs of this book are not only available from
the CPAN, but are also included on the enclosed CD-ROM. The following list shows
which distribution bundle in the CPAN directory of the CD is responsible for the mod-
ules in question:
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Pern packages that are present in compressed form as tar archives are usually un-
packed by the following command sequence (in the example, for the distribution of
the Proc-Simple-1.12.tar.gz module):

A subsquent change of directory to the freshly created source tree with

and the call of

create, with the aid of configuration files of the original Perl installation, a Makefile,
which is used by a subsequent

to carry out the steps needed for localization. A subsequent

runs possibly included test routines. If these do not signal any errors, the module can
be installed by means of

A possibility for mechanizing this installation process is shown in Section A.4.3.

A.4 The CPAN
For many day-to-day programming jobs there is already a solution in Perl. The only
difficulty is to find out who developed this solution and through which channels it is
accessible. For this purpose, the CPAN (Comprehensive Perl Archive Network) has
been set up.

In the CPAN, committed Perl programmers make their reusable developments
available to the general public. Since no single server would be able to satisfy the

i This task is usually carried out by MakeMaker, a standard Perl package by Andreas Kdnig.
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module requirements of all Perl addicts across the world, the modules of the CPAN
are stored on dozens of mirrored servers.

For ease of use, the enclosed CD-ROM includes all modules referred to in this
book (see the previous section), but for more recent versions or additional modules it
is always worth while checking the CPAN.

Which is the nearest CPAN server? A standard browser provides the reply: the
CPAN dispatcher by Tom Christiansen,

presents a list of various CPAN mirrors in different countries. Once you have made
your choice, the dispatcher puts it in a cookie, which is stored by your browser.
A subsequent request for a file under the http://www.perl. com/CPAN/ directory is
automatically routed by the dispatcher to the selected CPAN mirror. Thus the request

for the CPAN introductory document immediately becomes, for example,

if you happen to live in the UK, reducing the amount of byte streams transferred over
long distances.

Obviously, you may also access the CPAN FTP servers in the traditional way,
by means of anonymous FTP. In the long run, however, it is easier to include your
nearest CPAN URL in the 'Bookmark'/'Favorites' list of your WY W browser.

First of all, the CPAN contains the latest distributions of the Perl interpreter
pert itself. In addition, a multitude of free modules is available. Figure A. 1 shows
(on the basis of the Perl distribution perL5.00404 and the module Proc: :SimpLe)
selected access paths under the CPAN directory of every CPAN server.

A.4. 1 Peor distributions
Thus, as can be seen from the second path from the right of Figure A. 1, the most
recent Perl version is (always) located under CPAN/src/Latest.tar.gz or (currently)
CPAN/src/5.0/perL5.004-04. tar.gz, ready to be fetched.

Ported distributions for Windows or MacOS are located, as shown in the path
at the extreme right, under CPAN/ports/win32 or CPAN/ports/mac.

The subdirectories of the win32 path had to be omitted from Figure A.1 for
reasons of space. Under

you can find the current Windows distribution of March 1998, provided by Gurusamy
Sarathy.
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Figure A.1 Selected access paths in the CPAN.

A.4.2 Modules
The Proc: :Simple.pm module presented on page 155 can now be searched forin the
CPAN in various ways:

* If you know the author, modules/by-authors/Michael-Schilli leads you to
your goal.

* The module list on page 379 shows that Proc: : Simple is part of the distribution
Proc-Simple-1.12.tar.gz, which is located, as shown in Figure A.1, in the
by-module path, hierarchically classified under modules/by-module/Proc.

* The by-category path subdivides the modules into categories, such
as 02-PerL-Core-Modules, 03-Development-Support, and so on, until
23-Miscellaneous-Modules, each branching into the corresponding module hi-
erarchy. Proc: :Simple belongs to the operating system interfaces and is there-
fore located under the branch 04-Operating-System-Interfaces/Proc of the
modules/by-category hierarchy.

The following files lead users through the CPAN:

* CPAN/ROADNAP.htmL gives an overview of the documents described below as
well as several others. If you forget where to look for a specific document, this
is the proper entry point.
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* CPAN/CPAN.htmL provides a detailed introduction to the CPAN organization
and lists the available modules. This is the main document of the CPAN, ideal
for joining the crowd.

* CPAN/moduLes/OOmodList.long.htmL is the list (also distributed via the
newsgroup comp. Lang. per L. misc) of all Perl modules available via the CPAN.
Here, you can also find useful hints for developing your own modules.

A.4.3 Automatic updates
Thanks to the indefatigable creative urge of CPAN developers, new Perl modules
appear every day. Now, the overworked system administrator must not only install
these modules, but must also keep them up to date. However, remedy is at hand: the
last module still to be installed manually is called C PAN. pm - after this, everything
happens automatically.

A typical example: a Perl script uses

for WWW access and, instead of the expected Web pages, continues to display the
error message:

Obvious diagnosis: the module is not present on the local computer. It can certainly
be downloaded from the CPAN - but from where, precisely?

Provided that the module CPAN.pm by Andreas Kdnig is properly installed,2

this works automatically. The call

displays a command line interpreter that upon the demand

outputs a whole range of hits in the form of a list of short descriptions:

2 The Perl distribution pert 5.00404 included on the enclosed CD-ROM already contains CPAN.pm; the
necessary configuration steps are described in Section A.4.4.
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The explicit search for the module LWP: UserAgent

I I mr d i

helps with more detailed information:

Thus LWP: :UserAgent is part of the Libwww bundle by Gisle Aas, whose most
recent version 5.36 is available in the CPAN. To install this module (on most systems,
this requires root privileges; if in doubt, exit the CPAN shell with 'q' and restart it
as root), you type

The CPAN shell checks whether there is already a version of LWP: UserAgent and, if
this is obsolete or not present at all, installs the latest l i bwww bundle on the computer.
It loads the distribution from the selected CPAN mirror, unpacks it, executes pert
MakefiLe.PL, make, make test, and make install - and the module is ready for
use.

In doing all this, C PAN. pm avoids unnecessary effort. A subsequent attempt to
install the module LWP:: S i mp Le from the same distribution, for example, is immedi-
ately aborted by the CPAN shell, because LWP:: S i mp L e is already present in its most
recent version:

In contrast,

Dpa, fCoc intL LP:Sf$

forces the installation process, no matter whether it is needed or not. As a further
gimmick, you can obtain information on the CPAN authors either by means of a
regular expression
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or, if the CPAN abbreviation of the developer is known, by means of

To avoid unnecessary network traffic, CPAN. pm holds a cache of fixed maximum
size, which stores fetched distributions and text files on the hard disk. Only if the
latter turn out to be obsolete is a transfer carried out from the CPAN server.

The cache directory is set by the installation routine of CPAN.pm; default
is cpan in the home directory of the installing user. Here, in the sources di-
rectory, CPAN.pm creates a small CPAN mirror: current copies of the 'machine-
readable' CPAN overview files 01maiLrc.txt.gz, 02packages.detaiLs.txt.gz,
and 03modList.data.gz can be found in the authors and modules subdirectories.
In the authors/id directory, the original 'tarred' and compressed distributions are
stored under the author shortcuts. . cpan/bui Ld houses the builds unpacked and po-
tentially prepared for installation.

A.4.4 Configuration of the CPAN. pm module
The first call of the CPAN shell with

leads to an installation dialog. If you do not use the enclosed Perl version 5.004 04,
but a previous version, the module must be downloaded from the CPAN directory
CPAN/moduLes/by-moduLe/CPAN and installed manually (see Section A.3).

Most of the questions can be answered by merely pressing the J) key. At
the question regarding the nearest CPAN server, the latest version 1.40 supplies a
selection list, while the CPAN. pm version 1.24 included with the standard distribution
just wants to know the name of a URL.

Once the CPAN shell is running,

loads and installs additional modules from the CPAN to improve ease of handling for
the C PAN. pm module.

A.4.5 Documentation
The documentation of Perl modules is usually contained directly in the module code:
the POD (Plain Old Documentation) command set introduced with Perl 5 (see Ap-
pendix E) allows hiding of manual information in functioning Perl code. The make
install command sequence usually triggers extraction of this information, uses it
to create manual pages, and copies these to a specific location, where the per Ldoc
command finally looks for them.
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A.4.6 If the system administrator refuses ...

If Perl is present on the local system, but the responsible system administrator refuses
to install new CPAN modules continuously, you can also store additional modules in
a local directory.

A Perl script that includes one of these locally installed modules with

should, however, know in which directory it must carry out the additional search.
Usually, this search path is set only to the current directory and the directory of the
standard installation. By means of a prefixed use lib instruction, an additional path
is defined. Thus, to make the interpreter find the module FancyModuLe.pm in the
directory /users/spock/perL,

must be placed at the beginning of the script.

A.5 Legal questions

Perl is freely available. The call of the Perl interpreters pert with the option -v shows
it quite clearly:

Perl is free software. In clear text, this means that the author keeps all rights
to his/her sources, but makes them freely available even for commercial use. Thus
free software must not be confused with public domain: the rights of the author are
protected.

Persons intending to modify the sources and subsequently make them available
again must observe some rules described in the Artistic License that is part of every
Perl distribution. These are simply restrictions that are in any case dictated by the
rules of fairness towards developers of freely available software.

Commercial use of user-developed scripts and modules is explicitly allowed.
Bundling them with a Perl distribution is in this context completely unproblematic.
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A.6 Installing the SSL library
for Li bwww

To enable the user agent of the Li bwww (page 263) to handle URLs in the for-
mat https://..., two elements must be installed on the computer: the module
Net:: SSLeay.pm by Gisle Aas, which can be found under

MCUN O de

in the CPAN, and the SSL library of the Australian Eric Young, which can be obtained
as source code under

$ftp{IXftp.p.yfH MIi

Both distributions are also included on the enclosed CD-ROM in the directories CPAN

and m isc. Young took advantage of a gap in the otherwise watertight RSA com-
pany: one fine day, an anonymous article appeared in the newsgroup sci. crypt,

whose author was never identified. The article showed an implementation of the se-
cret RSA encryption algorithm, with which Young re-implemented the SSL protocol
of Netscape and made it freely available on the Internet. He thumbed his nose not
only at RSA, who otherwise demand $25,000 for a license, but also at the USA
with their dubious export prohibition for hard-to-break encryption algorithms (see
Garfinkel and Spafford, 1997).

Unpacking, configuring, compiling, and installing is as usual done with

where SYSTEM is to be substituted with one of about 20 system configurations: you
will find everything, from solaris-sparc-gcc via linux-elf to hpux-gcc (a list is
displayed via . /Conf i gure). After this installation, we will tackle the corresponding
Perl module:

Ready! - from this moment on, the LWP: :UserAgent automatically processes
'https://. . .' URLs.
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A.7 Installation of a Web server

The Apache Web server available on the enclosed CD-ROM in the misc directory
can be installed without problems on any standard UNIX platform (the Windows

NT distribution is located in the same directory, named apache1-3-1 .exe). For our
installation we assume that Apache will end up in the directory /servi ces/http. For
this purpose, unpack, compile and install the distribution somewhere with

In the configuration directory of Apache, /servi ces/http/etc/apache, update the

port setting in the file httpd. conf from Port 8080 to Port 80. For CGI scripts, the
entry

must be uncommented, then we can proceed (as root) with

and the server starts. An

m P~t.8oos~ 'HO "ung ^ "11 I ^2 ieolgos 1D ag. %O~ 11s I, ,.j AMUOo~,9~RHOW

via a browser subsequently fetches the HTML file

via the HTTP protocol, while the CGI script test . cgi under
/services/http/share/apache/cgi-binis executed by the call

WpO 8 n g W H X g O

Apache is provided with extensive documentation in the form of HTML documents;
once it is installed so far, a browser that calls

will display the title page, which refers to the online documentation that you may use
to delve deeper into Apache details.

To make the server start automatically when booting the computer, it is rec-
ommended that the above start command line is included in the start-up script of the
computer (under LINUX, for example, in /etc/rc.d/rc.LocaL).
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A.8 Installing the Apache CGI
accelerator

For installation, unpack mod perL-1.15.tar.gz from the CPAN directory
of the enclosed CD-ROM (or from CPAN/modules/by-module/Apache) and
apache 1.3.1.tar.gz from misc (or, for example, from http://www.apache.org)
into the same directory:

The preparation of mod-per L is accomplished by

This does not only prepare the installation of mod per1, but also compiles the Apache
distribution and configures the server for use with mod pert. Installation of the
mod-pe r L modules is then carried out by

weO~~ ita 0_8 HOME^ Bg

Adapting the server port and starting the server are (if not already accomplished)
done as described in the previous section.

Especially for the mod-pe r L configuration the following rule applies: to make
an Apache server installed underneath the /servi ces/http directory recognize Perl
scripts stored under /servi ces/http/share/apache/per L as CGI scripts, whose ex-
ecution is taken over by the mod pert handler, the following entry must be inserted
in the Alias section of /services/http/etc/apache/srm.conf:

Equipped in this way, we only need to start the server, which is done by
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Since Apache immediately after start creates a number of child processes, and it
is cumbersome in this test phase to terminate them one by one, the server stores
its own process ID in the file /services/http/var/apache/run/httpd.pid. Thus
to terminate the server together with all its children it is sufficient to issue a ki l l
command with this PID. Thus

stops the current HTTP daemon together with its children.
A script scriptname.pl in /services/http/share/apache/perl can subse-

quently be called with a browser via the HTTP interface as

Further modules required for the installation are: Libwww-perL-5.36.tar.gz and
CGI.pm-2.42.tar.gz, both of which can be found in the CPAN directory of the en-
closed CD-ROM.
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B. 1 UNIX
Two things are required to start a Perl script under UNIX: the script itself, and the
Perl interpreter per 1. The explicit call of the interpreter from the command line with
the script as an argument works reliably on all systems:

However, this is relatively impractical, since most Perl scripts behave like shell
scripts or compiled C programs, and are supposed to hide the fact that per L has been
used for their execution as far as possible. It therefore seems sensible to supply the
information on which the interpreter is to be used with the script itself. Thus, in
analogy to shell scripts, the first line of a new Perl script myscri pt. pL contains the
somewhat cryptical notation

which causes the UNIX kernel to delegate execution of the script not to the shell, but
to the per L interpreter. A necessary condition is, however, that the file in question is
executable (which can be achieved by means of chmod 4x f il ename, if required).

The length of the first line should not exceed 32 characters; otherwise, some
systems might produce completely baffling errors. If the system administrator does
not allow Per] to be installed in /usr/bin or /usr/locat/bin, and the next reachable
path is already too long, remedy can be brought - if allowed - by a symbolic link
from /us r/bin/per Ito the interpreter in the actual installation directory.

Some shells, however, do not even understand the #! notation. Or, even worse:
what happens if the Perl interpreter is not installed in /us r /bi n, but for example in
the /usr/ local/bin directory? An error message appears. Often enough, this is

393
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which does not immediately lead you to the conclusion that the Perl interpreter is
only located in the wrong directory.

With these problems as the background, some smart developers designed a
portable solution. The information on the interpreter used is meant to

* satisfy both shell and Perl syntax,

* cause the interpreting shell to call per L,
* let per L itself keep cool.

The sequence

at the beginning of a script forces exactly this behavior. First, the shell tries to un-
derstand the new syntax. Execution of the eva L command starts the Perl interpreter -
wherever it is located. The only condition is that the directory where pert is installed
is included in the PATH environment variable of the shell, meaning that pert can be
started from the command line without a path specification.The exec command over-
loads the current process with the Perl interpreter. Thus the shell never reaches the
incomprehensible second line.

The shell syntax pert -S o $0{1+"$@"} needs some additional explanation.
The option -s causes pert to search for the script specified as the next parameter not
only in the current directory, but in all paths included in the shell variable PATH. This
comes into play when the script (this time interpreted as a shell script) is called from
a foreign directory without explicit path specification, and the script variable so does
not include the entire path - a bad habit still found on many systems.

The construct $ + " $@ " }, instead, merely expands all arguments passed to the
current script. One might think this could be done more easily with $*; however,
special cases such as spaces within file names would not be handled correctly.

Back to Perl: the Perl interpreter started from within the shell script subse-
quently sees the eva L command, but does not execute it, since the following condi-
tion i f $runn i ng unde rsome-she L L is false because of the non-initialized variable.
The rest of the script is processed as usual.

But even this portable solution does not work in all cases: for example, when
started from within a C shell. A solution does exist for this case too, but it is so
complicated that nobody can be asked to disfigure each and every script with it:

In fact, the portable syntax is seldom used - the most popular solution still remains
#! /usr/bin/per L. In the end, there is no 100% solution, but only one adapted to the
actual application.
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B.2 Windows 95 and NT
Unfortunately, the Windows operating systems do not recognize the #! notation.
Thus, apart from modifying the registry in such a way that *.p1 files are opened
with the Perl interpreter, there is nothing better than the traditional call:

Aho2.Ey' h W,,<mgU~w R <a ~

This can, however, only work if the bin path of the Perl distribution is included in
the PATH variable set in AUTOEXEC. BAT.

B.3 Important command line options
If it is not worth while to create a separate file for a short Perl script, the Perl code
can simply be passed to per ( via the die command line:

Mm R

The option -e accepts Perl code line by line; several instructions may also be dis-
tributed across several -e options:

.3.1 Line-by-line manipulation
To ensure that perL does not fall behind UNIX tools such as sed and auk with re-
gard to writing short filters, the options -n and -p set Perl to a mode which subjects
incoming files line by line to a treatment defined by the string belonging to the -e
option. Thus the command line

takes the output of the who command

and extracts only the line

B
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because the option -n wraps the Perl code print $ if /kirk/; in the following
construct:

As already explained in Section 1.8.7, this loop processes the files specified on
the command line one after the other, line by line, or, if no files are specified, the data
stream of the standard input.

The option -a causes pert to separate incoming lines at each space into indi-
vidual fields, which it stores in the array 6F. Thus

for example, outputs

while, in order to eliminate duplicates,

creates a hash %user with the user names as keys and outputs

If the individual fields are separated not by whitespace, but by another character
sequence, this must follow the - F option:

This example takes a UNIX password file in the format

extracts the first field (the user name), and prints it out.
One-line scripts, which process, manipulate, and output their input, are better

off using the -p option instead of -n. If a file fit e contains the circular letter
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the following one-liner outputs the text adjusted to the personal requirements:

If the file itself is to be changed, and the text of the original file is to migrate to
f i Le.bak, the following construct does the job:

B.3.2 Determining the version
One can identify the version of the Perl interpreter that is installed via the call
per -v:

To communicate friendly helpers in case of problems over which system configura-
tion is installed on the computer in question, the output of per L -V is used, which
reveals not only the exact version of the Perl interpreter, but also the versions of
compiler, operating system, and all libraries involved:

B.3.3 Syntax check
You may check a script script. pL for syntax errors, without actually executing it,
by calling

MOM `�� '� 1� l�. �8' ,.... ... ...... . I .1

WV, 8 W ' '
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B.3.4 Loading additional modules
Freely available Perl modules can also be used in Perl one-liners. The option -M,
directly followed by a module name, includes the corresponding module in the same
way as use module ename; would do in the code:

The above one-liner is probably the quickest way to fetch a Web page from the Net
(details on LWP:: Si mpLe can be found on page 260).

B.3.5 Warning mode
The option -w switches per L into a mode that, strictly speaking, should be active
by default: if you use variables without initializing them, write to reading file han-
dles, redefine subroutines, or perform some other type of silly action, pert issues
warnings. Thus

signals that the variable $i was accessed without having being initialized:

A summary of all available command line parameters can be found on the
manual page perLrun (which can be viewed by calling perLdoc perLrun).
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The following sections point out errors that typically occur with incorrectly installed
Perl scripts or with an incorrectly configured or missing Perl interpreter, and are in-
tended to help beginners to get going without problems. Section C.4 discusses errors
appearing in applications under Perl/Tk.

C.1 UNIX
When a Perl script test. p L is started under UNIX by means of the command

OW ;O NO StNOWgNssO; seMX

a running bash shell may signal the following errors (other shells, such as ksh, csh,
tcsh, or zsh, react in the same or a very similar way):

* bash: test.pL: command not found
The specified file does not exist, or the path (environment variable PATH) does
not include the current directory. Solution: create the file in the current direc-
tory and append '.' to PATH (for example, by means of PATH=$PATH:. in the
Bourne/Korn/Bash shells).

* bash: ./test.pL: No such fit. or directory
The intepreter specified in the first line of the script does not exist (see Ap-
pendix B). Check whether the correct path for the Perl installation is specified
and, if needed, correct the value. If the command pert ./test.pL works, you
can use wh i ch per L to find out where the Perl interpreter is actually located
and amend the path specification accordingly.

* bash: ./test.pL: Permission denied
The user has no execution rights for the script file. Solution: set execution priv-
ileges, for example by means of chmod +x test .pL.

399
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C.2 Windows
If the call of

under Windows does not lead to the expected result, the command interpreter evi-
dently does not find the Perl interpreter per 1:

indicates that per L is not included in the search path of the interpreter. Remedy is
brought by an entry in the AUTOEXEC.BAT file, which appends the installation path of
the Perl distribution (default is C: \PERL\BIN) to the existing PATH variable:

C.3 External help
If a script does not run even after a longer reflection about possible causes, it is
always a good idea to consult the FAQ (see page 4). If this too does not lead
to the desired result, friendly people might be of help who read the newsgroup
comp. Lang.perL.misc. However, if you ask a question that could have been solved
by reading the FAQ, be prepared to receive masses of nasty email messages and
follow-up articles. To let the friendly helpers know how to help, your posting should
include the following items:

* a precisely formulated question;

* a piece of the suspect code that produces the error;
* the output of the command per L -V, which shows details about your current

Perl installation.

Normally, you will get what you deserve: if you ask a polite question, you
usually get a friendly answer. If, however, it is quite obvious that someone merely
shuns longer thinking and tries to scrounge a free, ready-to-use solution, reactions
will be mockery and disdain.

C.4 Error diagnostics for Perl/Tk
applications
Applications under the X Window system, including all Perl/Tk scripts, require a
properly set environment. Precondition is a running X server on the computer re-
sponsible for the display. This program is usually called xdm or simply X, and runs
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automatically on X terminals, but must often be set up first on 'normal' comput-
ers. The client computer, on which the application itself is running, uses a TCP/IP
network connection to the server.

C.4. 1 Setting up the display server
First of all, the application must know which X server takes on the represen-
tation of its interface. This is defined by the DISPLAY environment variable on
the client computer. It specifies the host and, because a server machine can pro-
vide several X server programs with several screens, their numbers in the format
1host3:serverE.screen]. If the DISPLAY variable is not set, the X application usu-
ally signals the error

In the Bourne shell,

sets the responsible display server to the computer myhost, where X server number 0
together with screen number 0 will be the right choice in most cases.

C.4.2 Conferring X server privileges
Only selected clients on the network are allowed to represent their interfaces on a
server provided with an X server. The privilege to do so is conferred by the server
itself. With the command

the server includes the client my host in the elite circle of those that are allowed to use
its X server. The command xhost -myhost divests the client of this privilege.
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APPENDIX

This appendix intends to provide a minimal overview of the most important
HTML commands. Figure D. 1 shows Netscape Navigator with the HTML document
struct.html loaded. The file struct.htmL, whose source code is printed below, de-
fines fundamental HTML structures such as

* headlines and highlights;

* bulleted, glossary, and numbered lists;

* hyperlinks with and without image information;

* editable form fields;

* check and radio buttons;

* listboxes;

* submit and reset buttons.

The visual representation in connection with the source code should suffice to
convey the minimal knowledge of HTML required in this book. For deeper insight,
we would like to refer you to the specialized literature (for example, Spainhour and
Quercia, 1966) and documents freely available on the Internet (see Appendix G).

Mtn-rf htm I

<HTML>

<!-- Page header -- >

<HEAD>

<TITLE>IMPORTANT HTML TAGS</TITLE>

</HEAD>

403
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Figure D.1 Browser representation of the HTML file st ruct. html.

<!-- Page contents (body) -- >
<BODY>
<!-- Two-column table (separation via td tag) with margin width 1 -- >

<table border=1>
<td>

<!-- Fonts and sizes -- >
<Hl>Hl headline </Hl>
<H2>H2 headline </H2>
<H3>H3 headline </H3>
<H4>H4 headline </H4>
<H5>H5 headline </H5>

I11-1111-1111-1 I - I",-,--,-, ---------- ---- 1.111-31-1 --- -11211"WOM M" ............ . 16MEMM
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<H6>H6 headline </H6>

<!-- Bulleted List -- >

<UL>

<LI><>ItaLic</I>

<LI><B>Bold</B>
<LI><tt>Typewritten text</tt>

</UL>

<!-- Glossary list -- >

<DL>

<DT>Keyword 1

<DD>Definition one

<DT>Keyword 2
<DD>Definition two
</DL>

<!-- Hyperlinks -- >

<A HREF="http://remote.host.com"> Hyperlink as text</A>

<p>

<A HREF="http://remote.host.com">
<IMG SRC=../../gif/term.gif ALT="Alternative text"> </A>

Hyperlink as image

<!-- Column separator for table -- >

<td>

<!-- Form definition with actions in case of SUBMIT -- >

<FORM NAME=formname METHOD=GET

ACTION="http://remote.host.com/cgi-bin/dump.cgi">

<!-- Input field, singLe line -- >

<INPUT TYPE=text NAME=textfield VALUE="Input field">

<!-- Password entry field, two lines -- >

<INPUT TYPE=password NAME=password VALUE="MyPassword">

<!-- Multi-line text field -- >

<TEXTAREA ROWS=2 COLS=20 NAME=`areal`>

This text has
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several lines.

</TEXTAREA>

<!-- Radio buttons -- > <p>
<INPUT TYPE=radio NAME=rad1o VALUE="Radiobutton1">

Radiobutton1
<INPUT TYPE=radio NAME=radio VALUE="Radiobutton2" checked>

Radiobutton2

<!-- Checkbuttons -- > <p>
<INPUT TYPE=checkbox NAME=check VALUE="Checkbuttonl" checked>

Checkbuttonl
<INPUT TYPE=checkbox NAME=check VALUE="Checkbutton2" checked>

Checkbutton2

<!-- Select menu -- > <p>
<SELECT NAME="seLect" >
<OPTION VALUE=1 > Select1
<OPTION VALUE=2 SELECTED> Select2
<OPTION VALUE=3 > SeLect3
</SELECT>

<!-- Multi-line select box with multiple choice -- >
<SELECT NAME="select" SIZE=4 MULTIPLE>

<OPTION VALUE=1 > Select

<OPTION VALUE=2 SELECTED> Select2
<OPTION VALUE=3 > Select3
<OPTION VALUE=4 SELECTED> Select4

<OPTION VALUE=5 > Select5

</SELECT>

<!-- Submit and reset buttons -- > <p>
<INPUT TYPE=submit NAME=submit>

<INPUT TYPE="submit" VALUE="Submit my query!!!"

NAME=`submitButtonName">

<p>

<INPUT TYPE="image" SRC="../../gif/term.gif" NAME="imgn"

VAL="imgv">Image as SUBMIT button

<INPUT TYPE=reset>

<!-- End of form -- >
</FORM>
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<!-- End of table -- >

</tabLe>

<!-- End of document -- >
</BODY>
</HTML>

.---Struct.htm1

D. 1 Foreign language special characters
Common HTML browsers usually understand accented letters and umlauts as defined
in ISO-8859-1, but the official representation of accents and umlauts follows the
pattern shown below:
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No 'true' programmer likes to write documentation. Therefore, with the POD (Plain
Old Documentation), Perl 5 provides a means that allows creation of manual pages in
parallel with program development. Since POD format commands may be inserted
anywhere in the Perl code, comments to module or function headers, for example,
can immediately flow into the documentation.

If you send a Perl script written in this manner through an appropriate filter,
the output can be a ready manual page, a IWTEX document, or even an HTML page.

This procedure is by now used by the majority of modules provided by the
CPAN. Thus you do not look for the manual page for a sample module Mymod. pm
somewhere outside, but extract it by calling the filter

The pod2man formatter searches the script for POD commands and uses the UNIX-
typical nroff command to create a manual page. The nroff program accepts the
pod2man output and formats it for the screen using the man macro package. The pager
more displays the manual information page by page - in the same way as if you had
called the man command.

This procedure is usually carried out by the installation program included with
the module (usually MakeMaker), which does not only copy the new module to the
correct location in the Perl search path, but also extracts the manual pages and stores
them in the Man directories. Thus a subsequent call of

supplies information on the Mymod. pm module in the usual layout of the UNIX manual
pages. The command

works in a platform-independent way also on non-UNIX systems.

409
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E.1 POD commands
The number of POD commands has been kept small on purpose. The aim was not to
create yet another powerful text formatting language, but rather a simple tool. Thus
POD is not suited for writing a book, but turns the daily creation of program code
documentation into a pleasure instead. 1

POD recognizes the following commands, which must always be placed at the
beginning of a line to be recognized as such:

After an introductory =pod (or any other POD command), the formatter ar-
ranges unmarked text in paragraphs.2 Indented text is automatically interpreted as
program code and represented in typewriter style without automatic line breaking.

The most important formatting commands in the running text are:

Listing Mymod.pm shows how with POD the documentation can become part of
the production code.

?imnA n

#!/usr/bin/perL -w

package Mymod;

l Well, not entirely.

2 While the pod2man formatter justifies the text pieces, the result of pod2htmL in HTML is a left-ranged
sequence of lines.
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headl NAME

Mymod - brief description

headl SYNOPSIS

use Mymod;

Mymod::funcl($parn);
Mymod::func2($parl, $par2);

headl DESCRIPTION

Extensive description of C<Mymod>

headl METHODS

=head2 funcl

Here comes the function description

tret = funcl($parl);

=cut

# PerL code starts

sub fund {
my($parl) = @

#t...

=head2 func2

Here comes the function description

$ret = func2($parl, $par2);

=cut

# PerL code starts again
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sub func2 C

my($parl, $par2) =

headl AUTHOR

Michael Schilli I<michael~perlmeister.com>

Alymod.pm

E.2 Filters
POD-formatted text can be converted by means of the filters

* pod2man into nroff/troff manual page format,

* pod2text into clear text,

* pod2html into HTML pages,

* pod2 latex into 141bX documents.

The filters are included with the Perl standard distribution and convert the file,
whose name they are passed as the first argument, either to the standard output or
into an appropriate file.

Listing Mymod.txt shows the clear textversion, Figure E. 1 the manual page
processed with nroff, and Figure E.2 the HTML version in a browser.

14y.od(3) User Contributed Pe- Docu.entetion My.od(3)

Ky-d brief description

SYNDPSIS
use Mysod:

. 11y..d::f-c1(Sp.,1);
Ny.od::func2(Sp.ri. Spur2);

DESCRIPTION
Extensive description of Hy.od

Here cores the function description

Sret = fun(Sp-rl)

Figure E.1 Manual page conversion of POD documentation.
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Mvmod. txt

NAME

Mymod - brief description

SYNOPSIS

use Mymod;

Mymod::func1($par1);

Mymod::func2($parl, Spar2);

DESCRIPTION

Extensive description of 'Mymod'

METHODS

funcl

Here comes the function description

Sret = funcl($parl);

func2

Here comes the function description

Sret = func2($parl, $par2);

AUTHOR

Michael Schilli *michael~perLmeister.com*

lfvm,) trt

E.2. 1 Filter-specific POD commands
Some things, however, are treated differently by the different POD filters: while an
HTML document can include an illustration in GIF or JPG format without problems,
the corresponding text or manual page document must do with clumsy character
scribbling. The =for directive allows you to supply the processors for clear text,
HTML code, and manual pages with different instructions for the representation of a
text element. The pod code of Listing switch. pod defines an image like Figure E.3
for the resulting HTML code, while the corresponding manual pages and clear text
representations will show a character sequence of the kind

11 ... .....I
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Figure E.2 HTML conversion of POD documentation.

c3 11

Figure E.3 Graphics as a JPG image.

-witch.pod

=for htmL
<1MG SRC=pod.jpg>
<I>Figure 1</I>

=for text
file 1 <- directory -> file 2

=for man
file 1 <- directory -> file 2

switch.pod
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parallel processes

Although Perl does not (yet) support multi-threading, the much-feared race condi-
tions can occur all the same, if several processes simultaneously access resources
that can serve only one process at a time.

A CGI script (Section 5.8) that reads, modifies, and stores the contents of a
file can be interrupted during this process by another process that potentially also
manipulates the file. The result of such an action is unpredictable: depending on
which process gains control at which time, the file may contain different data - or be
entirely destroyed.

In this chapter, we present two methods for synchronization of processes: file
locking with f lock, and semaphores.

The so-called critical sections, in which a process must have exclusive control
over a resource, are enclosed in commands that as atomic instructions (that is, single
instructions that cannot be interrupted by the operating system) set a lock and release
it again.

F. 1 Exclusive f lock
The f Lock command is used to set a lock on a file. Although files on which an ex-
clusive lock is set can still be read and even written, no further process can set an
exclusive lock on this file too.

The LOCKIXX macros included by means of

,~~~~~~~8 .- 1 MN33'oo $ I n O

are used to set an exclusive lock on the file opened with the file handle F ILE by means
of the command

415
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The lock expires if

is executed, or the file is closed explicitly, or if it is automatically closed at program
termination. This means that, during execution of the critical section, the opened file
must not be closed even temporarily.

Listing race. p L shows how race conditions come into being. It generates three
child processes, which nearly simultaneously enter a critical section that contains a
sleep process of a 1 second duration. During this time, the operating system carries
out so many task switches that it is completely unpredictable which process wins the
'race' and leaves the critical section first.

rare. ni

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

my $pid;

foreach Si (1..3) {

if(!defined (Spid = forko)) C # fork error
die 'fork error";

} elsif($pid == 0) { # child

critical(Si);

exit 0;
} else { # parent

}

while(wait() > 0) { ; }

sub critical {
my Number = shift;

print "Snumber enters

sleep(1);
print "Snumber leaves

# wait for termination
# of the child processes

critical section\n";

critical section\n";
}

I
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The race.pL script generates the following output (which is completely
random):

However, if it is to be guaranteed that no process 'overtakes' another process
in the critical section (that is, that only one process at a time is present in that area),
synchronization measures must be taken. Listing racef Lock. pL shows how these are
realized by means of the ft o c k command.

raceflock.pl

#!/usr/bin/perl

use Fcntl qw/:flock/;

open(FILE, `>lockfile");

foreach $number (1..3) {

# predefine lock parameters

if(!defined ($pid = forko)) { # fork error
die "fork error";

} elsif($pid == 0) { # child
critical($number); # execute section
exit 0; # terminate child

} else {

# parent
}

}

cLose(FILE);

while(wait() > 0) { ; }

sub critical {
my $number = shift;

flock(FILE, LOCK-EX);

# parent closes lock file

# wait for termination
# of the child processes

# set exclusive lock
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print "$number enters critical

sleep(1);
print "Snumber Leaves critical

flock(FILE, LOCKUN);

section\n";

section\n";

# release lock

}

rILVtcIUUI&.V1

Correspondingly, the output of racef Lock. pL is:

As the output shows, the processes may enter the critical section in a random order,
but while one process is present in that area, no second process enters it.

The fact that flock needs an opened file handle to obtain exclusive write priv-
ileges for a file sounds somewhat of a paradox, since an

.an ^ s M KoUEEP S W ,lM09 aci W mB

would destroy a potentially present file content, before an flock could identify a con-
flict. For this reason, two parallel processes that enter data in a file open the resource
in read/write mode by means of

-e -
and subsequently maneuver back to the beginning with a seek command. This does
not overwrite anything, but returns a writable file handle F ILE.

Listing exfiLe.pL shows the function exwriteo, which makes use of this
technique. In addition, it defines a function exreado, which uses LOCK-SH to set only
a shared lock on the file. Although several processes can obtain a shared lock, the
operating system still prevents a single exclusive lock to be set while a shared lock
is set, which means that the affected file can be either read simultaneously by any
number of processes, or written by only one single process.

exfile.pl

use Fcntl qw/:flock/;

$lockfile = ".Lockfile";
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sub exwrite {

open(WFILE, "+<$lockfile") 11
die "Error opening $LockfiLe";

fLock(WFILE, LOCKEX);

seek(WFILE, 0, 0);

truncate(WFILE, 0);

print WFILE "test\n";

cLose(WFILE);

# start of critical region

# jump to beginning

#... and truncate

# end of critical region

sub exread C
open(RFILE, "<$lockfiLe") 11

die "Error opening $Lockfile";

fLock(RFILE, LOCKSH);

my VfiLe = <RFILE>;

close(RFILE);

# start of critical region

# read file

# end of critical region

join('', filee;

}

Pxi4l.p nI

F.2 Semaphores
With semaphores, operating systems provide systemwide counters that can be set
and checked atomically and block a process until the semaphore reaches a specified
value.

A mutex semaphore - that is, a semaphore that only one process can 'own'
at any time - therefore represents a block for processes also wishing to access a
resource that, however, can serve only one process at a time. When a semaphore is
created, it has the value 0. When a process fetches the semaphore, it must wait until
the semaphore carries the value 0. Without the operating system being able to put
another process in between, the process 'fetches' the semaphore and increments its
counter by 1.

}
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Other processes, which also want to obtain exclusive possession of the
semaphore, must now wait until the semaphore again carries the value 0, which is
achieved when the first process releases the semaphore and decrements its value by 1.

The UNIX interface to semaphores is not very user-friendly: thus, for example,
the commands semop and semct L are supplied command sequences in the form of
numerical values, which then run guaranteed without being interrupted. Here we need
a simplified access: the Mutex. pm module presented below makes use of methods of
object-oriented programming. To understand the implementation, a basic knowledge
of Perl's object-oriented constructs is indispensable. Unacquainted readers should
refer to Chapter 2.

The Mutex. pm module abstracts the semaphore interface to a class Mutex, which
provides only the methods

and is thus supposed to facilitate the use of semaphores. The variable $key, which
is passed to the constructor as a parameter, is an (arbitrary) numerical value that
identifies the semaphore throughout the entire system. Mutex. pm is designed in such
a way that it releases a semaphore as soon as the corresponding process termi-
nates, but the semaphore itself remains known to the system under its ID $key, until
$sem->de Lete 0 definitely deletes it.

Wutex.pm

#!/usr/bin/perL -w

package Mutex;

use strict;

# flags for semaphore

my $IPC-CREAT
my SIPC-EXCL
my SIPC__NOWAIT

= 0001000;

= 0002000;
= 0004000;

my $SEM-UNDO = 0100000;

# semaphore commands

my $IPC-RMID

my $IPC-_SET
my $IPC-STAT

= 0000000;

= 0000001;

= 0000002;

# create semaphore
# create fails if key exists
# error if blocked

# release semaphore if
# process terminates

#
#
#

remove
set
interrogate
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sub new C

my Class = shift;
my Skey = shift;

my Sself = 0;

Sself->{'semid'} = semget(Skey, 1, 06441SIPC-CREAT);

die "Create faiLed" unLess defined(Sself->(semid'));

bless(Sself, Sclass);

}

# Set semaphore lock: Ssem->locko;

sub lock {
my Sself = shift;

my Ssemnum = 0; # first semaphore of list

my Ssemflag = 0;

# wait until semaphore is zero
my Ssemop = 0;
my Sopstringl = pack("sss", Ssemnum, Ssemop, Ssemflag);

# increment semaphore counter by 1
Ssemop = SIPC-_SET;
Ssemflag = SSEMUNDO; # release semaphore when

# process ends
my Sopstring2 = pack("sss", Ssemnum, Ssemop, Ssemflag);

semop(Sself->{'semid'}, Sopstringl Sopstring2) II
die "Lock failed";

}

##U###U##U#########U###########################U########################

# Release semaphore lock: Ssem->reLeaseo;
###UU########################U#######################U#################

sub release {
my Sself = shift;
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my $semnum = 0; # first semaphore of list

my $semflag = 0;

# count down
my $semop = -1;
my $opstring = pack("sss", $semnum, $semop, $semfLag);

semop($self->{'semid'},$opstring) II
die "Release failed";

I

# Delete semaphore: Ssem->deleteo;

sub delete {

my $self = shift;

semctL($self->Vsemid'}, 0, $IPCRMID, 0) II
die "Delete failed";

}

1;

Alutex.pm

At the beginning, Mutex.pm defines several constants, which are UNIX-
dependent and derive from the headers ipc.h and sem.h of the /usr/incLude/sys
directory.

Listing racesem.pl shows once again the test sample race.pl, which is per-
suaded by a Mutex object to respect the critical section. As in raceflock.pL, the
individual processes pass the bottleneck separately and one after the other.

rnpD(,om ni

#!/usr/bin/perL

use Mutex;

$sem = Mutex->new(123);

foreach $number (1..3) {

if(!defined ($pid = forko)) { # fork error
die "fork error";

} eLsif($pid == 0) { # child
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critical($number);

exit 0;
} eLse {

#t
ft

#t

whiLe(wait() > 0) { ; }

$sem->deleteo;

sub critical {
my $number = shift;

$sem->locko;

print "$number enters critical

sleep(1);
print "$number leaves critical

$sem->releaseo;

execute section

terminate child

parent

# wait for termination
# of the child process

# delete semaphore

# set semaphore lock

section\n";

section\n";

# release semaphore lock

rnreppmr nI
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G. 1 The Perl 5 module list
More or less regularly, about every two weeks, the newsgroups

publish 'The Perl 5 Modules List', a list of all currently available CPAN modules
compiled by Andreas Konig. Besides short descriptions of the modules, it contains
quite a lot of hints and tricks for Perl 5 programming and development. It is also
available on the World Wide Web under the URL

G.2 Quick Reference cards
The CPAN also provides Quick Reference cards for both Perl and Tk in the form
of Postscript files. Once printed out, they are indispensable helpers. Relative to the
CPAN directory, they are stored in

A quick overview of Perl is also available as a printed book (Vromans, 1996).

425
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G.3 RFCs
The specification of an Internet protocol is always published as an RFC (Request for
Comments). With an RFC, the author of a protocol asks the Internet community for
comments on a new development that is extensively described in the RFC itself.

RFCs that describe components that have successfully established themselves
are kept in archives, and are used as a reference. A good address for all important
RFCs is

This archive also includes RFCs 850 and 977 quoted in Section 5.11, which
describe the format of Usenet articles and the NNTP protocol.

G.4 Additional addresses

G.4.1 More information on Perl on the WWW
* Official Perl Homepage The Web page http://www.perL.com supervised

by Tom Christiansen is the Number One Perl page on the Internet. News about
the Perl scene, references to the CPAN, book reviews, FAQs - and all of this
with the official - Bang! - stamp of the Perl committee.

* Randal Schwartz's homepage A true bonanza for all sorts of Perl tricks by
a master of the matter. Under http://www.stonehenge.com/merLyn you will
find, amongst others, links to Randal's monthly columns in the magazines Web
Techniques and Unix Review.

* Michael Schilli's homepage Yes, even the author of this book
occasionally writes magazine contributions. On the Web page
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http://www.perLmeister.com (run from San Francisco) you will find
links to his articles in iX and in the Linux-Magazin.

* Effective Pern Programming The Web page for Joseph N. Hall's book Ef-
fective Perl Programming under http://www.effectiveperL.com contains ad-
ditional links to all sorts of things you should know about PerI.

* Malcolm Beattie's Pern page Malcolm Beattie develops the Pern
compiler and important modules such as Safe. He will be respon-
sible for Release 5.005, which is expected for the end of 1998.
http://users.ox.ac.uk/-mbeattie/perL.htmL informs about the current
state of his research.

* The Pern Journal http: //www. tpj. com is the exclusive Perl magazine; here
writes the creme de la creme. Subscription highly recommended!

* Pert for Win32 systems http://www.netaxs.com/-joc/perLwin32.htmL
gives hints and tips for running Perl on Windows 95 and NT systems.

* FAQ for PerlVrk http://w4.lns.corneLL.edu/-pvhp/ptk/ptkFAQ.htmL
holds the FAQ for PerITk.

* Libwww-pert http://www.ics.uci.edu/pub/websoft/Libwww-perL in-
forms about the omnipresent L i bwww.

G.4.2 Newsgroups
* comp.Lang.pert.uisc First address for Perl questions. Very high data rate

(about 100 articles/day) despite drastic control measures (as an answer to your
first posting, you are automatically sent a small Pern FAQ), but little informa-
tion in proportion to the volume. Larry Wall, Randal L. Schwartz, and Tom
Christiansen, together with a dozen of high-carat people read the articles and
answer questions, as long as these are not too daft. If they are, or if questions
are asked about CGI without reference to Perl, some grumbling will be heard.

* comp.Lang.perL.moduL es Questions and answers about extension modules.

* comp.lang.perL.announce Moderated announcements forum for new Perl
releases, modules or forthcoming events.

* comp.infosystems.www.authoring.cgi Newsgroup for CGI-relevant ques-
tions, not only referring to PerI.

* comp.Lang.perL.tk Forum for PerlTk questions.
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CD-ROM

The CD-ROM enclosed with this book contains:

* all code samples included in the text of the book,

* the Perl source distribution for most UNIX variations,

* the Perl binary distribution for Windows 95 and NT,

* the Perl/Tk distribution.

* additional selected modules of the CPAN.

The CD-ROM directories contain the following files:

* scripts The named Perl scripts and modules and the HTML files printed in
the book.

* CPAN The Perl distribution for UNIX, perL5.004-04.tar.gz, together with
the freely available modules for scripts used in the book (for installation see
page 378). Also, an experimental version of per l5.005 can be found here.

* misc The distributions of two versions of the Apache Web server (1.2.6 and
1.3.1; for installation see page 389) together with the freely available SSL im-
plementation by Eric Young (see page 388).

* exercises The solutions to the exercises of Chapters 1 and 3, sorted by
exercise numbers.

* win32 The Perl distribution for Windows 95 and NT. Several modules for
the Windows world.
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